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(jJeCcoiTie Ctoone SchooC Reunion 
<\nd QxrheRing 2013

6y Pr. Said holmes

w
On behalf of our local community I am delighted to welcome our 
visitors for the school reunion and gathering of the Cloone Diaspora.
Both the school reunion and the Gathering offer an opportunity for 
renewing old acquaintances and forming new friendships. In trips 
down memory lane many will reminisce on years gone by with perhaps 
the occasional embellishment of times, places and people and return 
to their diverse places of residence renewed and reinvigorated by their 
experience.

I would also like to take the opportunity to commend the organising
committee on the great effort that they have put into the project. Fr. Sam Holmes

Anyone who reads the book will appreciate the work involved. Their
efforts have provided us with a picture of yesteryear, the Cloone of 
today and perhaps the shape of the future environs especially in the 
re-creation of the walkway.

Book Editorial Committee.
Back: Shane Tiernan, Michael Murphy, EndaTiernan, Seamus Tiernan, Micheal Solon. 

Front: Betty Foley, Angeja Cunningham, Evelyn Kelly.

Lx©
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We live in an era of rapid change where in 
a few short years iphones and apps, sat nav 
and broadband speed have become the buzz 
words of our time. What would the people 
of past generations have made of these 
wondrous things? Would they have marvelled 
at the chatrooms of our day or the excitement 
of listening to the latest tweet on the morning 
twitter? Happily for them the dawn chorus 
was the only twitter to disturb their thoughts 
and the reality of their lives was very far from 
cyberspace. We have lived this far through a 
technological revolution where in a few short 
years there has been change unparalleled 
in the history of mankind. In our rapidly 
changing times where mass production has 
succeeded in producing goods at ever more 
competitive prices we have become part of 
a throw away generation where everything 
from toys to clothes, hardware to household 
goods make the long trip from as far away as 
China before making the much shorter trip 
in McLoughlins bin lorry after a few short 
months of blissful usefulness. In such times 
of rapid change it is easy to dismiss our past 
as backward and irrelevant and to only look 
forward with never a thought for the richness 
of our historical heritage.

The story of the Cloone book began in 
October 2012 when a committee was formed 
to organise a Homecoming and School 
Reunion Festival as part of “The Gathering 
2013”. It is the culmination of eight months 
filled by long hours of work from a very hard 
working committee with a few sleepless nights 
thrown in for good measure. We sincerely 
thank all who submitted articles from all parts 
of Ireland and abroad for our book. If the 
timescale had been longer we might have had 
the opportunity to research or request more

articles. We sincerely apologise in advance 
for any errors or omissions but we can say 
without any hesitation that we gave it our best 
effort in the time that we had.

Our book begins with a history of our Parish 
from earliest times when the hardy warlike 
Conmaicne clan made their home in this part 
of South Leitrim. St. Patrick also visited this 
area on his missionary travels around Ireland 
but the seed of faith that he planted was 
initially slow growing and it was Cruimther 
Fraoch the local saint of Cloone who began 
the monastery that would make Cloone a 
centre of learning and of importance in the 
surrounding area. One of the objectives of our 
Homecoming committee was to reopen the 
overgrown pathways in the vicinity of Cloone 
village that were once the highways of their 
time where many feet had trodden on their 
journeys to Mass or school or the local shop. 
Following historical research in the compiling 
of this book one of these pathways known 
locally as the Saints pass was discovered to 
have been known as “Bothar na Naomh” 
the route to the burial ground for Cloone 
monastery on the top of Caldragh hill. The 
pathway a distance of about one mile goes 
through bog land and over a small river before 
finally ascending the steep slope of Caldragh 
hill where the graveyard was located. Its 
difficult route over bog and moor and water 
reflects also the journey of life ascending to 
the side of the hill facing eastward towards 
the perpetually rising sun reflecting their 
aspirations for eternal life. This pathway lived 
in the memory of many generations from the 
time of St Fraoch and the Cloone Monastery 
in 570A.D. but more recently had become 
almost reclaimed by nature as the memories 
that preserved its existence for well over
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1000 years had also almost vanished. Our 
Homecoming committee in conjunction 
with Cloone Tidy Towns Committee are 
delighted to be able to announce as one of 
their achievements the completion of The 
Cloone Recreational, Heritage and Nature 
trail known as Bothar na Naomh which 
includes part of this ancient route. We wish 
to thank also all the other organisations of our 
Parish because without their help this Book 
and Homecoming festival would never have 
become a reality.

Our Book is made up of many stories told 
by many different people about the people of 
our Parish from earliest times right up to our 
present day. They are the people of our parish 
of whom we justly feel proud, not because 
they played a huge and significant role on 
the world stage but in their particular area 
of life ranging from emigrants to farmers, 
shopkeepers to tradesmen or priests to 
teachers they played their part to create a 
vibrant and happy community wherever they 
lived. They had their joys and sorrows toils 
and troubles but they travelled this journey 
of life together with humour, music, song and 
tears and they are an inspiration to us who 
follow them to do the same.

The inspiration for our Cloone Homecoming 
festival 2013 and our Cloone book came from 
many sources but surely one of the most 
inspiring reasons that we wish to chronicle the 
local history of our parish in this book is similar 
to the inspiration of Tomas O Criothain, The 
Island Man, we write because “Ni bheidh a 
leitheidi arts arm”. “Their likes will never be 
seen again”. Another reason for our book and 
festival is that special bond between friends 
who have shared some part of life’s journey 
together. This special bond is best epitomised 
by the inspiration ofTom Donnelly to write to 
his many school friends about the possibility 
of having a school reunion after the passing 
of so many years and despite the separation

by so many miles. These letters helped to set 
the wheels in motion for our Homecoming 
Festival in this year ofThe Gathering 2013.

Every generation feels justly proud of their 
own achievements and often look with 
disdain on the successes or failures of the one 
following after them. The men and women 
of Cloone of past generations were unique 
in their times but were also products of their 
time in history and the forces that moulded 
their way of life. In recording the memories of 
many people in this book we are conscious that 
not all readers will have a rose tinted vision of 
the past. There are the memories we love to 
recall and maybe some others as well. Many 
of the characters referred to in these stories 
have now passed to their eternal reward and 
some of these if given the opportunity might 
say that if they got to live their lives over again 
they might have done some things differently 
or not at all. To quote from a story often 
told by my father about a man in the locality 
hearing about the death of his neighbour 
John, who had a reputation for stealing, this 
man’s initial response was, “ Well May the Lord 
have mercy on you John, but a sorrowful sight 
you are this night gone before your God with my 
scythe on your shoulder” .We fully acknowledge 
that some peoples’ memories and experiences 
in their schooldays and youth may not have 
all been pleasant ones but in the true Irish 
tradition we hope that they too can say “May 
the Lord have Mercy on them all.”

Our Cloone community in 2013 has 
many difficulties most significantly the 
age old problem of emigration and lack of 
employment. However with the hardy warlike 
blood of the Conmmaicne in our veins and 
the grace of the faith from Saint Patrick we 
can be sure that whatever the future brings 
our small Parish will continue to play its part 
in creating a vibrant community for all who 
are lucky enough to live here for all or part 
of their lives.
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SeAn 5oy(<\n

Described as GAA 
royalty, Sean Boylan’s 
name will go down 
in G.A.A. history as 
the great motivator 
and inspirational 
manager of the 
legendary Meath 
senior football teams 
of the 1980s and 
90’s. He was born 
in what was then the

village of Dunboyne, Co. Meath in 1943, to 
Sean senior and Gertie nee Quinn, a native of 
the townland of Drumgowla, Cloone. He was 
the only son in a family of six. In a recent 
interview Sean reflects on how his parents 
first met. Ironically Sean senior’s late wife 
was formerly Teresa Doherty from Leitrim, 
therefore a connection with the county was 
already established for the Meath man. He 
visited Cloone in April 1939 to attend the 
funeral of Fr. Peter Conefrey where he met 
Gertie at a buffet during the obsequies at the 
parochial house. A certain attraction at first 
sight quickly developed into a friendship. 
Just weeks later Gertie went to Dublin for 
what would appear to be a pre-arranged 
date; she returned with an engagement 
ring. One month later they married and 
settled in Dunboyne. The young Sean was 
educated at Dunboyne, Belvedere and 
Crumlin Vocational schools, before going on 
to study agriculture at Warrenstown College 
in Co. Meath. Through various contacts and 
influences in his youth, he was drawn towards 
the contemplative life as a Cistercian monk; 
an aspiration he retained until his late thirties.

However the other passion in his life was proving 
an obstacle; sport and hurling in particular, 
which was especially strong around his native 
place. He was selected for the Dunboyne u/14 
hurling team at ten years of age. During his

years at Belvedere he was deeply involved with 
the game of rugby. In 1961 he was selected 
to play on the Meath hurling team at minor 
level. In the same year Sean returned home 
from Warrenstown College, initially for a 
short period to join his father in running the 
family’s alternative medicine enterprise. Sean 
Boylan senior was a 4th generation herbalist 
who had gained a reputation as a skilled 
practitioner in the art of cultivating and 
distilling medicinal herbs that were beneficial 
in the treatment of various ailments in 
particular osteoarthritis, tuberculosis, dropsy 
and asthma. Sean decided to remain and 
work alongside his father with whom he had a 
wonderful personal and working relationship. 
Sean senior was a prominent leader of the 
Irish independence movement in Co. Meath 
in the early twentieth century and acted as 
an election agent for Sinn Fein candidates 
during the 1918 General Election. He was 
an admirer of Sean McDiarmada and deeply 
interested in Irish history, culture and music. 
He died in 1971 from Parkinson’s disease.

Sean confesses to the fact that he was always 
sport mad. He played hurling on minor and 
senior teams between 1961- 1982 with some 
success. In the latter years he became the 
team’s player/manager and masseur. In 1983 
he was selected as manager to the Meath 
senior football panel and few could have 
predicted the success that would come to the 
county under his reign. At the end of his first 
year he had won huge public support as a 
manager/trainer of real substance. In his own 
words his mantra was to encourage the players 
to take responsibility by creating and instilling 
a competitive spirit and allowing them to 
buy into it. Initially performance evaluation 
exchanges between manager and players were 
candid to say the least. In Sean Boylan’s book 
there was no turning back when success was 
the ultimate aim. Under his stewardship the
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team learned - very rapidly it would appear 
-from things going wrong. In 1986 Meath 
won the first of three consecutive Leinster 
senior titles and followed up with All Ireland 
Senior Football Championship victories in 
1987 and 1988. During his time with Meath, 
he managed and steered the team forward 
to win two more All Ireland Senior Football 
Championships in 1996 and 1999 while 
coming very close to winning another two; 
three National Football League titles, and eight 
Leinster Senior Football Championships. It is 
a further tribute to his managerial skills that he 
guided two different teams to all Ireland glory. 
Sean Boylan introduced an increased tactical 
awareness to the game. Critics have argued 
that in sending out highly motivated players, 
he increased the physical nature of the game 
but the same tactics have been the blueprint 
to success of many of the top county teams 
today. Sean hung up his managerial boots in 
2005. His 23-year term represents a record in 
modern G.A.A. In recognition of his services 
to Meath G.A.A. and the county, Sean 
Boylan was conferred as Freeman of County 
Meath - the only person ever to be bestowed 
with the title - on 23rd April 2006. He was 
entered into the GAA Hall of Fame for his 
services to Meath football at a ceremony 
after the county’s Leinster Minor Football 
Championship victory over Offaly in Croke 
Park on 16th July 2006.

Sean still has memories of visiting his 
grandmother Maria or “Muddie” Quinn at 
Drumgowla up to her death in 1949. His 
uncle Joe remained in the homeplace until 
1952 when he sold the holding to Charlie 
Donnelly and moved to Moydow in Co. 
Longford. Thereafter his visits were to his 
Uncle Charlie and Aunt Lizzie Kelly who 
both lived at Mohill. Nevertheless he and his 
sisters did travel out to Cloone to renew old 
friendships and visit the “Vatican”. Present 
day Sean continues with his business as a 
herbalist from his clinic at Dunboyne. All 
herbs are grown, cultivated and processed on 
his property. He personally sees individuals att

the clinic where he advises and recommends 
on whatever is in their best interest, be it an 
alternative medicine solution or a referral 
when he liaises with members of the medical 
profession in conjunction with his work. All 
herbs and herbal products are tested and 
procedures supervised by staff of the School 
of Pharmacy at Trinity College. The art has 
evolved considerably and more accountability 
has entered the frame. He admits that the 
world of alternative medicine has come a long 
way even from his father’s time when the sight 
of boiling herbs in pots on a large range was 
a familiar routine. In more recent times the 
World Health Organisation has recognised 
the value of herbalism and instigated research 
in this area, a project he supports. Alternative 
medicine bridges the old world with the new 
and as Sean sees it one can often complement 
the other. Dr. Austin Darragh of the Blackrock 
Clinic has described Sean’s inheritence as an 
art form that has become a science.

Sean Boylan lives within a stone’s throw of the 
site of his parent’s home at Dunboyne with 
his wife Tina and their six children, four sons 
and two daughters; his eldest son also Sean, is 
at twenty-one years making quite a name for 
himself in the world of classical music. Then 
there is Ciaran who appears to be sports mad 
like his dad and hopes to study Sports Science 
later this year. Darragh, Doireann, Aoife and 
Odhran all enjoy their own individual sporting 
persuits. Sean Boylan remains a remarkably 
unassuming man despite his huge life 
achievements but even on first acquaintence 
one can sense the drive and energy within that 
marks him out as an exceptional personality 
who will never accept second best in any 
circumstance. In his own words, he still loves 
the whole sports thing and the way it has 
evolved. He delights in seeing children sport 
active and is very proud of his own family’s 
input into it.

This narrative is based on an interview kindly 
given by Sean Boylan to Evelyn Kelly and 
Seamus Tiernan on the 15th April 2013.
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6y Connie CJeRery Quinn

Dominic Quinn from Killoe in Co. Longford 
was the first member of the Quinn family 
to come to Co. Leitrim. He was married 
to Mary Hagan also from Killoe and they 
settled in Keeldra about 1800. They had four 
sons and four daughters one of whom was 
named James. James later procured the farm 
in Drumgowla and married Brigid Flynn, a 
native of Breandrum, Mohill. They in turn 
had six children, five boys and one girl. One 
of their sons also named James took charge 
of the farm when his father died as a very 
old man. James married Maria Browne from 
Gortinure about 1889 and had 13 children; 
two of whom died in childhood. James died in 
1911 and his wife Maria lived on until 1949. 
Their children were as follows: William was 
ordained a priest in 1920 for the Diocese of 
Ardagh. He died in 1970 and is buried in the 
Church grounds at Lanesboro.

Delia qualified as a nurse and later married 
James Keane from Ballygarvey. Annie spent 
some time in America and on her return 
she married Mike Cox from Cloonaughill, 
Rooskey. Charlie also spent some time in 
America where he married Rosella Gray. On 
returning they lived in an old business house 
owned by William Charles and Paddy Quinn 
in Main Street, Mohill. Charlie died in 1955 
and the business was sold soon after.

Elizabeth married Christopher Kelly from 
Legan. She died in 1987. Margaret qualified 
as a school teacher and taught for some 
years in England. She returned home and 
later married Liam Murphy originally from 
Cloonsarn who farmed at Cloneycavan,

Joe Quinn with his son James stand at the wall built 
by James Quinn son of Joe Quinn who moved from 

Drumgowla to Moydow, Longford before his death on 
8th August 2012. The Quinn name lives on in Moydow 
as does Drumgowla with the Irish Droim Caibhe carved 

in stone lest it be forgotten.

Ballivor in Co. Meath. Margaret died in 1974. 
Jane Frances married John Murphy from 
Cloonsarn in 1937. They sold their holding 
and moved to Moyvally, Co. Kildare.

Gertie married Sean Boylan from Edenmore, 
Dunboyne, Co. Meath in 1939. Jim qualified 
as a dentist and went to live in Longford 
where he married a teacher, Josie Flynn.

Patrick Joseph or Joe as he was known 
remained on the farm at Drumgowla until 
after his mother’s death in 1949. He married 
Anna Blessing from Aughakiltubrid in 1940. 
In 1952 he sold the farm and moved his 
family to a holding at Nappagh, Moydow, Co. 
Longford. He died in 1966.
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CCoone JIac< And P^Aces

Brian McIntyre plays a house party in Adoon Annie Kelly formerly of Annaghmaconway

Keegans Quarry, Annaghmacoolen.
Back: Michael Donnelly, Charlie Canning, Charlie Heeran. 

Front: Francie Reynolds, Pat Canning

Jimmy Foley digging for gold 
in Klondyle USA in 1906
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Keegans Quarry, Annaghmacoolen. Charlie Canning, Frank McHugh and Alice Kilkenny
Charlie Heeran, Michael Donnelly, James Keegan on their wedding day in the USA.

Tommy Tiernan on Bob the horse “Mitchells of the Cross” on route to Cloone

11
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Quinn family DrumhallaghCloone Anglers celebrate the wedding of Owen and Bridgie 
Mitchell. Wedding Party: Owen Mitchell and Bridgie, Kathleen 

McDermott, Sean Moran. In doorway: Nancy and Willie Mitchell.
Left row from bottom: Dan Keegan, Michael Heslin, Mike Joe 

Clancy, Willie Nicholl. Right row from top: Michael Cooney, Charlie 
McGowan, Tommy Mulryan, Peter Charles

Cloone Bridge: Back: Tom Keegan and Pee Dillon.
Front: Francie Dillon, Joe McCabe, John joe Donohoe, Frank McCabe
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CtuAin ConmAicne And Sr. flR&och: 
hisroRic Beginnings

6y Cvetyn Retty

In ancient accounts, the parish of Cloone is 
described as a fertile slope, ringed by hills, 
bearing the name “Sunnagh”, or fortification. 
It therefore made an ideal and easily-defended 
headquarters for early settlers in prehistory. 
Physical features of the area defined as 
high ground are reflected in local townland 
names, such as Drumlegga, Drumloughan, 
Drumdarkin, Drumbore, Drumhalla, 
Drumgowla and Drumshambo while marshy 
land is to be found in opposing sides of the 
parish in Annaghmaconway, Annaghbrennan 
and Annaghmaculeen. Scholars would 
argue that the essence of “cluain” as a place 
name prefix predates Christianity and would 
indicate that these localities were already 
inhabited by groups of settlers, thus attracting 
the establishment of monasteries and saintly 
founders in the wake of St. Patrick’s mission 
of conversion in the 5th century. Only the 
physical remains of old monuments and burial 
grounds bear evidence to former inhabitants 
from antiquity. Within the townland of 
Corduff South, there is an area known as the 
Skeeogues, which refers to a ring of ancient 
whitethorns surrounding a group of flat and 
upright stones inscribed with rather strange 
druidic-like markings, probably dating from 
the Bronze or Iron Ages. It has been described 
as a court tomb but it is difficult present day 
to determine its actual layout. Scattered along 
the slopes of a hill in the townlands of Mount 
Ida and Sunnaghmore are a number of 
Megalithic chamber graves. The portal tomb 
in Sunnaghmore consists of huge standing

stones. A sill stone remains in situ but only 
the enormous sides of the gallery remain. The 
sill may mark a portico, leading into a narrow 
gallery that is 1.4m tall and 4m long. Each wall 
is represented by two huge equally sized slabs. 
Traces of double walling exist in the form of 
very thin slabs amounting to half the height of 
the gallery walls on each side. The Megalithic 
tomb at Mount Ida consists of two flat stones 
leaning towards each other with a third stone 
forming a type of gable at one end. It is locally 
known as Diarmuid and Grainne’s bed, one of 
the many mythical hideouts of the ill- fated 
runaways scattered throughout the country. 
The Giant’s Grave in the same townland is a 
rough rectangular chamber measuring about 
20 ft long and 9ft wide, opening from a type 
of porch at its west end. The latter is formed 
by two long flat stones placed on the edge so 
that their outer ends are closer together than 
the inner. A low kerbstone divides it from 
the large chamber in the centre where the 
capstone has fallen down between the side 
wTalls. Almost inaccessible megalithic tombs 
can be found at Rocullion and Drumloughan. 
The tomb at Drumloughan has a court at 
the northern end, but the southern portion 
is very badly damaged and the stones there 
could just be a broken kerb. It consists of a 
little box chamber with just three sides and 
no roof. Raths can be found in the townlands 
of Cornagher and Edergole.The remainder of 
old forts are in evidence at Annaghmaconway 
and Drumdarkan.
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As far as it can be ascertained the Conmaicne 
tribe settled in Cloone sometime during the 
first and second centuries and easily dislodged 
the previous settlers. Though the diocese of 
Ardagh was pre-eminently their domain in 
early Christian times, Cluain Conmaicne is 
the only location within its borders that still 
to this day preserves the name of this ancient 
race. Indeed up to the Council of Kells in 
1152 the Diocese of Ardagh was known as 
the Diocese of the Conmaicne. The term 
Conmaicne Maigh Rein was used in later 
centuries to denote the tribe and lands of 
the O’Rourke’s. The Conmaicne sept was 
traditionally descended from Conmac, one of 
the three sons of Fergus McRoy and Queen 
Maeve of Connaught. They survived as a race 
well into the 6th century, still retaining their 
warlike attributes. According to oral sources, 
St. Patrick failed to convert them. There is 
ambiguity as to if Fraoch, a young prince of 
the tribe was directly converted by St. Patrick. 
According to recorded chronological events 
they were not contemporaries. St Patrick 
died sometime around 470 AD which makes 
it unlikely that he was directly responsible 
for the young man’s conversion as Fraoch’s 
death is given as 570 AD. Again according to 
tradition, Patrick did leave a bell at Cloone, 
which he had brought from Rome, known 
as Clog na Fola or the Bell of Blood. The 
bell eventually fell into unscrupulous hands 
and was cursed by Fraoch who claimed it 
would always be the cause of much discord 
and bloodshed, a prophecy that became 
fact. Through time it was secretly buried by 
an itinerant friar somewhere in Aughavas. 
Whatever the circumstances of his conversion, 
Fraoch left his family and retired to a stone 
hut in the townland of Drumharkin where he 
led a life of penance and prayer. A holy well 
dedicated to the memory of his penitent life

still exists there to present day.

St. Fraoch founded an abbey at Cluain 
Conmaicne in the territory of Muinter Eolais 
sometime during the 6th century on the site 
where the Tower of St. James’ stands today. 
He is also described as the patron of the 
house which was originally called Cluain 
Cluancollaing. Fraoch was of the same sept 
as St. Ciallin of Fenagh. Both were descended 
from a common ancestor Cumscrath, thus the 
two saints were related. Notwithstanding 
this fact it would appear that a great rivalry 
existed between their successors in Fenagh 
and Cloone. St Fraoch appears to be a 
remarkable man and a prominent personality 
in the Ireland of his day. Tradition tells us that 
many of the great saints of his time visited 
him as he was renowned for his piety, wisdom 
and severe rule of life. He is referred to on 
numerous occasions in John Colgan’s Lives 
of other Saints. In his Life of St. Columcille, we 
read “IFTzez? St Columb was about to undertake 
the pilgrimage enjoined upon him as decreed by 
Divine Will, he first went to a certain holy man, 
Cruimhthir Fraoch to bid him a last farewell”.

After the battle of Culdreuine in Co. Sligo, 
Columcille did visit Fraoch while on his 
journey into exile at Iona: “Columcille went on 
his way ‘till the end of the day was closing in upon 
him and he heard the sound of the vesper bell of 
the Church where Cruimther Fraoch was. There 
he made a stay and his tent was spread, for it 
was not his wont to be journeying between Vespers 
of Saturday and Monday morn. It was revealed 
to Fraoch that Columcille was not far from 
him, he came forth to meet him and bade him 
welcome. Then Cruimther fell to rebuking him for 
the battle that had been fought because of him”. 
Just before they parted company forever, they 
composed the “Colloquy of Columcille and 
Cruimther Fraoch”.
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Fraoch’s nephew St. Barry was born in the 
town land of Gornalougher. He fostered him 
until he was old enough to study. Fraoch 
foretold that Barry would become the God- 
sent saviour of his tribe. It would appear 
that Fraoch, no less than St. Patrick before 
him made little headway in converting the 
Conmaicne. Barry duly fulfilled his uncle’s 
prophesy. Once they had found the faith 
the Conmaicne clung tenaciously to it. 
Barry subsequently established a monastic 
settlement at Kilbarry in the parish of 
Tarmonbarry in Co. Roscommon, which 
preserves his memory to present day.

The monastery at Cloone flourished 
during Fraoch’s lifetime. Indeed the abbey 
was considered to be among the ranks of 
Clonmacnoise, Cloyne,Clones and Clonard 
in the field of monastic teaching. Very little 
else is known about Cruimther Fraoch 
except that he died sometime around 570 
AD. His feast day is celebrated on the 20th 
of December. The name was subsequently 
corrupted by aspiration of the “m” and an 
“f”’ was added changing it to Criffer Ree. 
This was how the people referred to their 
patron saint when O’Donovan visited Cloone 
in 1836. Local oral history records that 
standing stones and mounds once marked a 
graveyard at Caldragh Hill, which is situated 
within the townland of Annaghmaconway. 
The cemetery was reputedly the burial place 
of deceased monks and presbyters from the 
monastic settlement and accordingly their 
coffins were carried along what was known as 
the “Saint’s Pass” from the monastery to the 
burial ground. Knowledge of these landmarks 
was remembered by parish elders from the 
beginning of the last century and passed on 
from generation to generation. Indeed this 
fact is recorded in the Folklore Commission 
collection through manuscripts pertinent

to Cloone. The history of the monastery is 
practically blank after Fraoch’s death. At first 
St. Caillin intended to carry on the Cloone 
foundation but he was frustrated - it was 
claimed - by diabolical intervention. Each 
day’s work was demolished at night and 
eventually he decided to transfer his monastic 
ambitions from Cloone to Fenagh. The Book 
of Fenagh does contain some frightening 
imprecations on the souls of the Conmaicne 
who would desert Fenagh even after death. 
According to the same book, anyone who 
chose internment at Cloone did so at their 
peril, as it was deemed that burial in Fenagh 
had an assurance of Paradise, whereas those 
who chose to be interred at Cloone descended 
to the fires of Hell. Present day excavations 
and development works on the graveyard 
which surrounds the site of the old monastery 
have brought to light the fact that a high cross 
once stood there, with the unearthing of a 
substantial cross base and head with various 
related fragments and sculpted figures. The 
monastery would appear to have been in 
existence up to the beginning of the 12th 
century. From the Annals of Ireland, we 
discover that Muirgeas Ua Muireadhaigh, 
airchinneach of Cluain Conmaicne died 
on a pilgrimage to Clonmacnoise in 1101. 
The title “airchinneach” is derived from the 
Gaelic words “ard” and “ceann”. Sometime 
in the tenth and eleventh centuries Irish septs 
chose surnames that became patronymic. 
The prefixes “O” or “Mac” were attached to 
the adopted family name as it passed on to 
the next generation. In some instances these 
surnames reflected a family characteristic or 
a trade. The MacRanalls and the O’Rourkes 
would have been the most influential 
descendents of the Conmaicne tribe and both 
held sway in South Leitrim until the Flight of 
the Earls when the authority of the old Irish 
chieftains was broken and destroyed forever.
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The Annals record a battle between the 
O’Reilly and O’Connor tribes against the 
Mac Ranall clan somewhere in the area 
of Cloone in which many were slain. An 
incursion was made by the O’Reillys and 
O’Connors into Muintir Eolas against Cathal 
MacRanall where they plundered the entire 
countryside; in 1253 AD “The O’Reillys and 
Cathal O’Connor marched to Cluain Conmaicne 
where they remained encamped there for the 
night. When Hugh son of Felim heard this, he 
quickly assembled his forces and followed them to 
Cluain. They gave each a great battle in which 
Muintir Reilly was defeated and Donough son of 
Giolla Isa, the son of Donough O ’Reilly, the son 
of Giolla Teodog O’Biobsaigh and many others 
were slain”. The MacRanalls are described 
as Connacians. At this time the power of 
the Norman overlords would have been 
declining, so Irish tribal families would have 
commenced reasserting their former way of 
life of increasing their power bases by force. 
In 1378, “More, daughter of O’Farrell and 
wife of MacRannall died and was buried with 
honour in Cluain Conmaicne”, which implies 
that both these families were chieftains of 
note. In 1519 “the coarb of Cluain Conmaicne 
head of hospitality and generous entertainment of 
the churches of Conmaicne” dies. Later in the 
Middle Ages, the Annals record that Cloone 
had ceased to be a monastic settlement and 
refer instead to a parochial church on the site. 
Apparently it did not survive the Norman 
invasion nor was it transformed unlike some 
other monastic houses as was the instance 
of the monastery at Mohill. According to 
McParlan’s Statistical Survey of Ireland printed 
in 1802 “the old abbey stones were visible in the 
windows and some of the church wall is composed 
of what was originally made part of the abbey”. It 
is presumed here that the church in question 
was a precursor to St. James’ Church which

was constructed in 1821 and the church 
referred to here is the ruined remains of the 
building erected on the old monastic site 
sometime after the twelfth century.

Coarbs or presbyters of Cloone from 1384 
to 1470 would all appear to have the same 
surname, Me Thedheadain, modernised 
Keehan; it is possible the title was hereditary. 
In 1470 reference is made in the Annals of 
Connaught to the “Church of Sancti Fregi 
de Cluain (Fraoch of Cloone) with which all 
others in Muintir Eoluis is united into one rectory 
and conferred on Tatheus Macgillassulid” :Tadgh 
Mac Giollla-Shuiligh, translated as Thadeus 
Gilhooly. In 1522 Pope Adrian II conferred 
the rectory of Cloone on a Canon of Ardagh, 
Aodh Mac Conmidhe. Cloone is mentioned 
4 times in the Annals of Lough Key and 5 
times in the Annals of Connacht, with regard 
to the death of coarbs. In 1677 Bernard 
Duignan was appointed as pastor of Cloone. 
He was a member of the learned family of 
the O’Duignans of Castlefore who gave us 
the Four Masters. A new Church was built 
on the site of the old monastic settlement in 
1821 at a cost of £1,384.12s and dedicated 
to St James (Brandon) during the tenure 
of the then rector, the Honourable William 
Beresford. In an ironic repetition of history, 
stonework surrounding the windows in the 
new Church is said to have been recovered 
from the ruins of ancient buildings that once 
stood on the site.
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Berach from Birr-ach meaning ‘sharp’ 
or ‘pointed’ possibly because of his 
effectiveness as an apostle of the faith 
(Anglicised to ‘Barry’)

Background: Early Christian Ireland 
‘A light to the nations’

When Saint Patrick began his mission of 
preaching the faith in Ireland in the fifth 
century, the land was immersed in paganism. 
The people, however, responded with great 
openness to the new faith that he preached, 
so much so that even the saintly Patrick was 
astonished at the response to his mission in 
Ireland ’’when monk after monk and virgin after 
virgin consecrated themselves”. The Christian 
faith quickly began to flourish in Ireland

heralding a golden age of monasticism 
which continued in growth right into the 9th 
century. Irish monks by this time were going 
out all over Europe spreading the Christian 
faith abroad and bringing the light of faith 
once again where it had been banished or 
suppressed after the fall of the Roman Empire. 
Ireland too became famous for its monastic 
schools which attracted people even from 
abroad, thus gaining for Ireland the glorious 
title Island of Saints And Scholars. Our 
small and remote parish of Cloone can feel 
proud to have shared in this early fervour 
of Christianity, having no less than three 
saints from the infancy period of Christianity- 
associated with them; namely Cruimther 
Fraoch, his nephew Berach (Barry) and his 
niece Miodhabair (Miodabaria).

Statue to St. Barry in Tarmonbarry
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Berach’s birth and early childhood.

Though St Berach’s apostolic mission mainly 
lay elsewhere, his native place is documented 
as Gort na Luachra (field of the rushes) in 
Cloone in Magh Rein (South Leitrim). 
There is indeed a townland in Cloone parish 
today called Gortnaluachra and locals, from 
handed-down knowledge, can point to the 
birth place of St Berach in this townland.

His father was Nemnald of the Ui Briuin 
clan of neighbouring Magh Sleacht who were 
descended from Brion, half-brother of Niall 
Naoi Nialach (Niall of the Nine Hostages). 
Berach’s mother was Finnmaith sister of St 
Fraoch (Cruimther Fraoch) of Cloone and 
daughter of Carthach of the Conmaicne Magh 
Rein. His sister St Miodhabair was foundress 
of a Nunnery at Bumlin, Strokestown, (near to 
his own foundation in Tarmonbarry). Other 
members of the Conmaicne clan had also 
displayed great enthusiasm for the Christian 
faith, setting up monasteries in nearby Mohill 
and Fenagh.

The year of Berach’s birth is not known but 
it could be roughly estimated around 530
AD. Oral tradition in Cloone relates that 
Berach’s uncle Cruimther Fraoch (Cruther 
Ree) was looking out from his monastery in 
Cloone (of which he was the abbot) at night 
time, and saw in the direction of his sister 
Finnmaith’s dwelling a light or falling star. 
He subsequently learned that Finnmaith 
had just given birth to a boy ‘Berach’. Saint 
Fraoch saw in this sign the portent of an 
especially bright future for the child. He 
therefore, with the parents’ agreement, had 
the baby taken to be raised in the monastery 
as his foster child, so that he could give the 
child a holy upbringing. Cruimther Fraoch 
baptised the child, he was given the baptismal 
name ‘Fintan’ and spent his early childhood

in Cloone Monastery. In the midst of the early 
Christian fervour and zeal of that age, Berach 
became ‘a bright shining light’ surpassing 
even the great achievements of his immediate 
teachers.

Another legend relates that Berach’s birth 
was predicted by St Patrick when he passed 
through the Connacht area. He met an 
ancestor of Berach called Dobhta, of the 
‘Kinel Dubha’ (an ancient tribe of Connacht) 
and predicted that a great saint would come 
from his descendants who would convert the 
difficult Connacht Conmaicne sept (clan). 
The story tells of a miracle which St Patrick 
worked in the area which gave it, its name 
‘Aughagrany’ (field of the sun). This place 
name could possibly refer to the area of 
Creenagh lake in the townland of Cranagh 
in Gortletteragh, once part of the ancient 
Cloone parish.

Later Life of Berach

After a holy upbringing in Cloone under the 
guardianship of his uncle Cruimther Froach, 
Berach was sent for further education to the 
school of Daighe/Dageus son of Careall of 
Iniskeen (Inis Caoin), Co. Monaghan. Daighe 
was a bishop and also had a reputation as one 
of Ireland’s finest metal craftsmen. His craft- 
work was said to have included numerous 
bells, shrines, reliquaries and crosses. Berach 
became renowned as he grew older for his 
great virtues and miracles. Tradition relates 
that Daighe observing Berach’s great sanctity 
and intelligence didn’t feel worthy to teach 
him any further and therefore sent him to 
his relative St Kevin of Glendalough. On his 
departure Berach was presented with the 
gift of a short crozier and bell, later known 
as ‘clog Bearaig’ or ‘Barry’s bell’, Daighe’s 
craftsmanship we may guess.
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Berach’s journey to Glendalough may not 
have been a direct one and he may have spent 
much time evangelising and setting up holy 
establishments on his journey. One legend 
relates that an angel guided his way over the 
Boyne, through the district of Bregia in East 
Meath. Because of a miracle here the ruler 
of the area bestowed on Berach a place which 
was afterwards known as Dysart-Beraigh or 
‘the Desert of Barry’ where he founded an 
early church. The present-day Kilberry, Co 
Meath may well mark this original place. It is 
also documented that he set up a church and 
gave his name to Kilbarrack (Cill Barrog i.e. 
Church of young Berach) in the present-day 
North Dublin. This remote seaside location, 
as it was at the time, fitted with the type of 
place in which holy men and women would 
go to pray, and offer penance in the early days 
of Christianity in Ireland. Accounts suggest 
that he may have lived as a monk in this area 
for some time.

Berach spent seven years training in the 
monastic way of life in the monastery of 
Saint Kevin in Glendalough. He was also 
noted here for his virtue and given a role of 
responsibility over other monks. After his time 
in Glendalough, he was inspired to return 
west to set up a new monastery, among his 
own people, (the Conmaicne of Connacht). 
It is documented that St Kevin took him to 
Bishop Eidchean of Clonfad to be ordained. 
This may possibly have been abbot’s orders 
necessary for setting up a new monastery.

As before, his journey west may have taken 
many different diversions and his name is 
associated with many places which cannot 
be definitely verified. It is even recorded that 
at some stage in his life Berach travelled to 
Scotland on an evangelising mission and was 
encouraged to stay by the King of the region

but chose to return to his homeland. There 
is a place in Argyll in Scotland today called 
Kilberry and there is information to suggest 
that this was named after the same St Berach.

He eventually came to Cluain Coirpthe 
(meadow of corruption) which legend says 
he named because of some dead bodies he 
found on arrival there, possibly resulting 
from fighting among local tribes. The name 
‘Cluain’ was given to an area of fertile land 
surrounded by a bog or water and such 
isolated places were often chosen as monastic 
sites. Berach may well have been reminded 
of another ‘Cluain’ in his native place in 
Magh Rein (Co Leitrim). It was in Cluain 
Coirpthe with the assistance of his beloved 
uncle Cruimther Fraoch that Berach set up 
the monastery of which he was abbot. It is 
recorded that Cruimther Fraoch and Berach’s 
other mentor Bishop Daighe presided over 
the consecration of the monastery. This 
region was ruled by Ui Anlighe (O’Hanlys), 
a powerful Conmaicne clan. When they were 
Christianized St Berach became their patron. 
The place is now known as Tarmonbarry in 
the Diocese of Elphin, Co Roscommon and is 
where the ruins of his monastery at Kilbarry 
are located. (‘Tarmon’, latin terminus, refers 
to the extent or area of lands belonging to a 
church or monastery).

It was here at Tarmonbarry that Barry spent 
the remainder of his life. One description 
provided of him was as follows ‘As a superior, 
St. Berach ruled over many pious monks and 
his great holiness of life caused the grace of 
God perfectly to abound among them. He shone 
with the light of wisdom and he burned with 
the fervour of charity. While he was a man of 
comely appearance, his eloquence was fluent, 
and he exercised it in preaching. His prayers 
zuere incessant; his judgements were thoroughly
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conscientious; he zvas most patient under injuries; 
he zvas exact in the maintenance of morals and 
discipline3

He died approximately in 595 AD and his 
feast day is generally celebrated on February 
15th.

Legacy of Berach

Today we are frequently advised to be 
conscious of our carbon foot prints. Scripture 
also makes mention of footprints saying that 
’the feet of them who bring good news are 
a welcome sound’. Though Berach’s time lay 
in prehistory it is interesting that we may still 
trace some of the locations of his association, 
where he brought the Good News of the 
Christian faith to the pagan people of the 
time. Some sites associated with Berach may 
now be forgotten or are no longer in existence. 
Of the several Christian sites associated with 
him at least two are associated with early 
Christian monasteries that survived well into 
later times, and he is associated also with 
a number of holy wells. Wells were a great 
meeting place even through biblical times 
and early apostles of the Christian faith 
would often use these places to evangelize 
and then to baptise (following the model 
where Jesus converts the Samaritan town by 
first evangelizing a woman at the well). The 
water was blessed and was often considered 
to provide healing from different illnesses. 
The early churches were then usually built 
beside these holy wells.

It is very likely that pilgrimages to the site 
of Berach’s birth, in Gortnaluachra were 
common in earlier times since it was closely 
associated with the established holy sites of 
Cruimther Fraoch of Cloone and there was a 
custom of having ‘Patrun’ days for local saints

(special days of devotion). Ancient records 
state that Berach’s birth place was marked by 
a stone and a cross.

St Berach is listed on many ancient calendars 
which detail feast days of Irish saints. There 
is even evidence that he was venerated in 
countries other than Ireland

St Berach’s crozier, properly known as 
Gearr Bearaigh was kept by a member of the 
O’Hanly family and is now in the National 
Museum, Dublin. It is a beautiful example 
of ancient Irish metal craft-work and is said 
to have been used in ancient times at the 
coronation of Kings.

The site of Berach’s church or monastery in 
Kilbarrack, Co Dublin is in existence since 
the 6th century. The original monastery is no 
longer to be seen however it is marked by 
the ruins of a later monastery, built around 
the 12th or 13th century. A well on the north 
side of the site is called St. Berach’s Well. The 
waters of this well are reputed to cure eye 
ailments.

As already mentioned Kilberry in Meath is 
considered to be named after St Berach.

Berach’s primary legacy and place where he 
is most revered is Kilbarry, Tarmonbarry in 
Co Roscommon. The ruins of his monastery 
are in Kilbarry graveyard and the area itself is 
known as Tarmonbarry. The ruin comprises 
two separate structures one of which it is 
believed, was a hospital where ill people 
were treated using ancient remedies. Local 
tradition attests that anyone who spends three 
nights in this particular structure, suffering 
from mental illness (dementia) 'will have the 
Blessed gift of reason restored'. St Berach is also 
reputed to be buried inside the doorway of 
this particular building. Near to these ruins is
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Berach’s holy well over which stands a statue 
of St Berach. People still come to visit this 
holy well and attest to its cures.

Local legends recount the details of how he 
chose this monastic site explaining that he 
followed a deer or stag and where that animal 
chose to rest he took as a sign for the location 
of his new monastery. Some legends detail 
that he followed the route of the deer, who 
eventually swam across the Shannon. Berach 
knelt on a stone praying to find a way to cross 
the river and this stone carried him across to 
the Kilbarry side.The legend survived in local 
folk memory for 1300 years. Investigations 
were carried out near to the place where he 
was believed to have crossed and indeed a 
‘stone boat’ was discovered in the waters of the 
Shannon in the late 1890’s. It appears to be in

the shape of an ancient stone carving of a boat 
and there is a detailed account in local history 
of the efforts to recover this stone boat by the 
people of the area under the direction of their 
parish priest of the time Father White. It was 
placed outside the Church in Tarmonbarry, 
where it remains today, and on top of it there 
is a large statue of their cherished Saint Barry.
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St. Barry statue placed on stone recovered from River Shannon 
outside Whitehall church, Tarmonbarry
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During reconstruction and development 
works at Cloone graveyard between the years 
1989/ 1994, a carved inscribed fragment, 
together with a considerable quantity of 
related flag and loose stone were uncovered 
in the cemetery surrounding the former 
St. James’ Church. As development works 
progressed, a significant amount of similar 
type stone material was discovered strewn 
throughout the entire graveyard. Indeed 
many slab fragments were actually used as 
markers on some very old graves. Initially 
and without realising their full significance, 
workmen piled their unusual finds along the 
inside front wall of the cemetery. Attention 
turned to a landmark in the centre of the 
graveyard, known for many years as the “wart 
well”. This large block of stone stood just 
a foot high from ground level. Water that 
collected in an indentation on its surface 
led to local belief that it possessed a cure. A 
decision was made to excavate, without any 
realisation of what it actually represented 
or how much of it was actually buried in 
the earth that surrounded it. Incredibly it 
appeared to be a cross base about three feet 
high, perhaps the first tangible evidence of 
the existence of a monastic high cross, dating 
back to 570 AD. The base was undecorated 
but its size indicated that the monument it 
once supported was quite substantial. The 
theory was confirmed on further examination 
by visiting archaeologists who also reaffirmed 
that some of the inscribed stones already 
collected, appeared to be of the same style 
and dimensions and likely to be parts of an 
original high cross. ,

Fragmented High Cross Head

Base of High Cross

To place the finding of the cross parts in 
context, we must travel back to the 6th 
century when a monastic settlement was 
founded by a local prince St. Fraoch, also 
known as Cruimther (Presbyter) Fraoch, 
close to the grounds of the present day site of 
St. James’ Church. After St. Fraoch’s death 
the monastic settlement went into decline, 
although it is remarkable that Annal records 
make no reference to the presence of a high 
cross. It is generally assumed the monastery 
did not survive the Norman Invasion as any 
reference after that time merely refer to a 
parochial church. However, the 1654 Down 
Survey map of Cloone shows two churches 
in the village, one on the old monastic site.
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It is possible that the walls of this church 
incorporated those of the old monastery and 
with its demise the stones with those of a 
deteriorating High Cross became scattered in 
the vicinity.

Alongside the discovery of the cross base, 
three related slabs, a section of the column, 
three sculpted heads and a substantial 
portion of the cross head were found. With 
relation to the cross head, erosion has taken 
its toll on the inscriptions. A single figure 
is depicted on both sides of the carved 
monument; an image shows Christ crucified 
while the figure on the back appears to be an 
ecclesiastic carrying what may be a crosier 
and a book. The remains of the cross head 
is mounted on a block within the old burial 
ground beside the “Camp Field”. Artefacts 
that resemble church window mountings or 
sills are also to found on the walls of the same 
graveyard. Archaeologists who examined the 
inscribed stone block concluded it was part 
of the shaft and must have come from the 
upper part of the cross. There are traces of 
lower elements of carvings from the head of 
the cross, immediately above each figure. The

Carved head on wall facing the new Cemetery

depictions, on opposite sides, would have been 
orientated East/West. The outer garment 
of the figure on the cross shaft piece on the 
outside of the cemetery wall is finely carved, 
garbed in folded clothing with a feature in the 
form of an interlace knot near the bottom. 
The suggestion is that he is a monk or an 
ecclesiastic and the image could represent 
St. Fraoch or alternately St. Patrick. He is 
holding something to his chest that could be a 
book, or more significantly a bell, although the 
shape is not entirely clear. An object below his 
chin could be a broach or a type of necklet. 
The figure on the opposite side of the carved 
stone - facing into the cemetery - appears to

Carved Figures from fragmented shaft of High Cross: Depictions from both sides

<2X23>Q
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be seated and also holding an object which is 
obscured by erosion damage. The style of the 
hair is different and the representation may 
be male or female, suggesting it could be the 
Blessed Virgin and Child, a very rare motif on 
Irish High Crosses. It could also be a figure of 
Christ holding a gospel.

Two sculpted heads, which may have 
been part of the cross or alternately part of 
ecclesiastical architecture and the inscribed 
portion of the cross shaft are mounted into 
the fabric of the wall next to the cemetery 
gate at the top of the village; a third such 
head is built into the rear wall, facing the new 
cemetery. The cross base is situated next to 
the path through the graveyard, while the 
slabs are arranged in a row on the opposite 
side of the path. Next to these stands a grave 
slab with some animals carved in relief. The 
wall surrounding the entire graveyard at St 
James’ Tower is partially constructed from 
the vast amount of loose stone gathered 
around the site during the development 
works as is the smaller structure surrounding 
the garden in front of the cemetery gate. The 
archaeological experts’ thesis on the newly 
found fragments was that the Cloone High 
Cross was unusual and distinctive, making it 
difficult to place within the known collection 
of Irish high crosses in that the style of each 
figure presented is different, particularly in the 
treatment of the eyes. The find was described 
as an exciting and an enigmatic addition to 
Irish High Crosses already on record.

The unusual loose stonework scattered around 
St. James’ Church was previously noted and 
recognised as unique sometime in the early 
twentieth century. A gentleman named P.V. 
Turley came to Cloone to investigate the

Carved stone slab in Cemetery

Two carved heads and one side of fragment of 
High Cross shaft inserted on Cemetery wall

Window mould on wall of old Cemetery
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old monastic site on foot of an 
unnamed report. He appears to 
be engaged on a topographical 
survey of antiquities in Leitrim 
and Longford on behalf of the 
Irish Tourist Association, Upper 
O’Connell Street, Dublin. In 
a letter dated the 9th August 
1944 to the Secretary of the 
same association, he submits 
his findings as follows: “With 

regard to the point you raise 

regarding the report on 

Cloone Abbey: The stones 

were dug up on the site of 

the monastery and probably 

belong to an earlier Gothic 

church on the site, of what 

approximate date it would 

be impossible to determine 

from any notices of the 

place I was able to procure. 

Nobody was able to point 

out exactly what stones 

belonged to the earlier 

church but it is certain that 

they did not belong to the 

old Celtic monastery”. Mr. 
Turley does not elaborate on 
how he reached his emphatic 
but dubitable conclusion.

CReighARees (JJeCC
6y CDich<\e( heslin

Creigharee’s well is beautifully situated in a wooded 
valley at Drumharkin Glebe just about two miles from 
Cloone village. It reportedly marks the spot where 
the saint retired to lead a life of penance after his 
conversion. Back in time there was widespread belief 
in the benefits that could be derived from a visit and 
indeed some cures were reported. Annual patterns to 
the site were customary up to the early part of the last 
century and were held on Garland Sunday. Mondays 
and Thursdays were and still are the optimum days to 
carry out a religious ritual known as the station. Initially 
the Credo was said while the pilgrim walked along a 
beaten track among the surrounding trees and around 
the area of the well, followed by seven Paters, Aves, and 
Glorias. The procedure was repeated and completed 
by reciting the Credo once again. Again back in time 
an amazing amount of items from religious pictures, 
coins, pins, medals and even pieces of clothing or rags 
were left behind at the well or in the surrounding trees 
by those who found solace there or an answer to their 
prayers. Remarkably the well holds no water; it is just a 
shallow hole which is completely dry. Tradition records 
that at some stage through the centuries, the well was 
desecrated and the water it contained dried up. Even the 
trees surrounding it are held in reverence to the extent 
that even fallen branches would never be burned.

<^25T'e)
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CReighc\Ree: A Legend op LeirRim
There’s a green silent vale in the heart of the west,
Where a smooth, glassy river steals on to the sea,
A swan glides in state on the water’s calm breast,

And the breezes blow slumbering thro’ lone Creigharee—
Thro’ green Creigharee,

Thro’ sad Creigharee—
Ah, ‘tis silent and lone, but the winds make their moan,
And the ring-dove complains in the tall elm tree;
In the weird midnight gale you may list to the wail
Of the ghosts that are haunting in lone Creigharee.

In green Creigharee dwelt a fair queenly dame,
Before her proud chieftains bent lowly the knee,

But her breast was of ice to their hot hearts of flame,
And in sadness they parted from green Creigharee—

From loved Creigharee,
From dear Creigharee—

Yet day after day, from realms far away,
With bugle and banner all gallant and free,
They sought her in vain and they left her again,
With sad heart forever in green Creigharee.

At last came a youth without banner or armour,

A minstrel renowned, and excelling was he,
His song touched the breast of the cold-hearted charmer,
But he left her to weep him in dark Creigharee,

In dim Creigharee,
In drear Creigharee—

She drooped and departed, ere winter, hard-hearted,

The last quivering leaf snatched away from the tree,
And her spirit forever, a swan on the river,
Atones for her folly in lone Creigharee.

-The Poetry and Song of Ireland, ed. John Boyle O’Reilly (1889)
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CDemoRies op (She O(d Schood
6y Com OonncKy - C(<\ss op 1947

I started school in 1939; it was a relatively 
new building at that time and is now referred 
to as the Old Cloone School. The building 
was constructed by the Kilkennys ofTooma. 
The school was partitioned into two areas, 
one consisting of classrooms for girls and 
the other area for the boys. There were four 
teachers: Mrs. Solan taught the girls senior 
classes while Mrs. McDermott taught the 
girls lower classes. Master Moran taught 
the boys higher classes and Mrs. Cooney 
taught the lower classes. Enrollment was 
always extremely high owing to the large 
families in attendance.

The roads were safe for the large number of 
children walking to and from school at that 
time and the older generation called us ‘the 
scholars’. Petrol was rationed as soon as 
World War II started in 1939. By 1942 most 
private cars were off the road so without 
motor vehicles or tractors the road was all 
ours. Permits to get petrol were issued in 
special circumstances and for essential 
services. All those who had cars before the 
war, had to abandon them. McGee, the egg 
and fowl buyer built a contraption, which 
converted his lorry to use charcoal. After 
this, the noise and black smoke could be 
seen for miles. The transportation for most 
was the bicycle or horse trap.

Going home from school gave children time 
for gallivanting. Some of our antics were 
not acceptable and resulted in complaints 
going back to the school. We raided apple 
orchards, knocked down reeks of turf, 
threw stones at galvanized roofs and on

Tom, Michael and Jim Donnelly Drumbore

one occasion our adventures involved bee 
hives!!, that did not end well. We got our 
school supplies from Sadie Mitchell’s shop. 
Sadie was Maggie Mitchell’s aunt. A jotter 
was a penny, a pencil was a half-penny and 
if there was a copper left over you could get 
a Peggy’s Leg or a toffee called a Killarney 
for a real treat. In Cloone, there was no 
ice cream, as there was no electricity for 
refrigeration.

The religious examiner would come to 
school once a year from the Diocese. On 
one visit, Fr. McHale, a very nice priest, 
asked a young lad to say the Hail Mary. 
When he got to ‘full of grace’ Fr. McHale 
stopped him and asked him “what is grace?” 
and he replied “The juice of the pan father”

Most of the subjects were in English and Irish, 
with an emphasis on the three R’s ‘Reading, 
Writing and Arithmetic’. When doing sums 
relating to currency, we practiced the LSD, 
meaning Pounds, Shilling and Pence (not
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LSD the hallucinogen drug popular in the 
US at the time). In the 1960s, an old Irish 
woman visiting relatives was interviewed on 
TV. When asked how things in Ireland were, 
she replied, “Ireland is a grand country as 
long as you have enough LSD”.

I remember during the war, shops and pubs 
in the village were lit by oil lamps. The Tilly 
Lamp, which came along later, was a step 
up and ran on paraffin oil. Due to severe 
shortage of paraffin, we had to complete our 
homework by candle light. I remember the 
Master using a large map of Europe that hung 
on the wall to point out the movements of 
the allied troops. War news was the topic of 
the day for our parents and neighbours. The 
daily papers and ‘Lord Haw-haw’s’ nightly 
propaganda broadcast kept us informed. 
We had no mobile phones, laptops, iPods or 
Internet to receive information. We did have

blackberries; however, they were growing on 
the briars in the hedges.

In the late 40s and 50s, there was a high 
rate of emigration from Cloone. I sailed 
on the HMS Britannic on April 10, 1954 
along with five others from Cloone; Michael 
Donnelly, Francie Reynolds, Annie Lyons, 
Ellie McGowan and Pauric Moran. In the 
spring of 1954, about 25 emigrated from 
the Cloone area.

We are grateful to all those who helped us 
on life’s journey. We thank our parents, 
teachers, relatives and friends. In looking 
back over the last seventy years, I have often 
heard those of my generation refer to those 
times as “The Good Old Days”. Times were 
hard; we didn’t have many of the modern 
conveniences we enjoy today but those 
experiences made us who we are today.

Cloone People in USA.
L to R: John Bohan, Mary (Creamer) Rourke, Charley Bohan, Chris (Reilly) Vaccarino,

Mike Dillon, Madge (Donaghy) Gannon, Cathy (Mitchell) Miceli, Margaret (Devine) McTiernan, 
Kathleen (devine) Noonan.
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Our pRiesrs
6y berry OeRcuin fofey

Our priests have experienced much change in 
the Catholic Church and within Ireland. Some 
were called and trained in the era of the Latin 
Mass and Penny Catechism. Some experienced 
the joy and hope of Vatican II in the 1960’s 
and have striven to transmit that to us all. All 
have laboured in the vineyard in the years since 
Vatican II. They have witnessed a growing 
Church crisis, accompanied by a church 
flourishing in some developing countries.

Many of our priests have travelled far from 
Lovely Leitrim and live in countries and cultures 
that are very different from the ones in which 
they began their priestly training and ministry. 
Some may be over burdened with work and

increasingly stressed and stretched owing in 
particular to the lack of vocations. Hopefully, 
we can all help them as we lay people develop 
our role as co-responsible members of the 
Church.

In this year of Faith, the church is involved in 
the ever more difficult task of evangelisation. 
We appreciate the mountain of good work 
being accomplished by our priests and they 
deserve our support, friendship and prayers at 
this difficult time.They continue to bring forth a 
new reformed Church as envisaged by the great 
Council of Vatican II. Among such Irish men 
may be numbered the following priests-sons of 
this parish.

Fr. Ciaran McGovern's Ordination.
Back: James McGovern, Pete McGovern, Mae Canning, Pat Canning, Tom McGovern 

and Gerry McGovern. Middle Row: Lizzie Murray, Fr. Ciaran, Mary Jane McGovern, Joe McGovern. Front Row: John Moran, 
Ciaran Mitchell Thomas Kellegher, Charles Canning
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Native Priests of Cloone Parish

Last
Name

First
Name Born Born

of Educated Ordained Ordained
for Died

Keegan James 1859 William and Mary Curran, 
Rocullion Upper

Moyne; St. 
Patrick's College, 
Carlow

1883 for diocese 
of St. Louis, 
U.S.A

O'Neill Patrick 1856 Francis and Kate
Higgins, Drumcauskeen

Moyne; Mount 
Melleray and All 
Hallows

1884 for the 
diocese of
St. Paul, 
Minnesota

1944

Reynolds Thomas and Anne Moyne & All 
Hallows

for GrassFrancis 1858 1884
Bohan,Drumgowla Valley,

California.

Blessing Thomas Cornelius and Ellen 
Connolly, Aughakiltubrid

Moyne,
St.John's,
Waterford

1898 for the 
diocese 
of Leeds, 
England

1940

Foley John B James and Margaret Browne,
Drumharkin Glebe

1901 for Chicago, 
Illinois

1927

Doherty Sean 1916 Hugh Doherty, 
Streamstown, Cloone

St. Mel's; Irish 
Coll. Rome.

1905 1995

Higgins Patrick 1876 John Higgins, Ann
Grey, Drumadorn,
Cloone. Uncle of Rev. 
P.A.McGowan who died
P.P. Ferbane

Cloonsarn N.S.; 
Moyne; St.
Mel's; Prop. Coll. 
Rome & Irish 
College, Rome

1905 Irish College, 
Rome,
Patriarch
Capatelli

1945

McLoughlin William Francis and Margaret 
McLoughlin,Gubbs

Moyne; St. 
Patrick's, Thurles

1907 for the 
diocese of 
Wellington, 
New Zealand

Keegan James J 1879 James and Brigid Nicholls, 
Annamacooleen

Moyne and All 
Hallows

1908 for Kansas
City, U.S.A.

1964

Cilleece John A John and Rose Creegan, 
Drumkeeran

Moyne and
U.S.A.

1910

Bohan Hugh Patrick and Maria Higgins, 
Killaveha

Moyne, St. 
Kieran's,
Kilkenny

1912 for San1886 1938
Francisco.
Appointments

Higgins Bernard James and Mary
McCabe,Drumadorn

Moyne; Mount 
Melleray;
St. Kieran's, 
Kilkenny

1914 for Fargo 
diocese,
North Dakota

McCabe Patrick James and Ellen McCabe, 
Rocullion Lower

Moyne; St. 
Kieran's,
Kilkenny

1917 for Monterey- 
Fresno

O'Neill John Francis and Kate O'Reilly, 
Drumcauskeen. Nephew 
of Monsignor Patrick 
O'Neill.

Moyne; St. 
Patrick's, Thurles

1918 for St. Paul’s, 
Minnesota

1967

Heslin James 1895 James and Anne Quinn, 
Drumcauskeen

Moyne and St. 
Kieran's College, 
Kilkenny

1919 for the 
diocese of 
Springfield, 
Illinois

1947

Colreavy Edward Edward and Margaret 
Canning, LismacniffO'

1

Moyne,
St. Mel's, 
Maynooth,
Douai, France

1926 1972
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Last
Name

First
Name Born Born

of Educated Ordained Ordained
for Died

Mitchell Owen 1905 Michael and Margaret 
Gormley, Ballykiltyfea

Moyne; St.
John's Waterford
(1920-1923);
Kenrick
Seminary, U.S.A. 
(1923-26)

1926 La Crosse 1969

O'Neill Peter Moyne and St. 
Patrick's Thurles

1927 for San 
Francisco

1978

McGowan Patrick 1905 John McGowan, Ellen 
Higgins, Drumadorn (E.B.)

1905 Maynooth, 
Bishop Wall

1982

Conboy George Henry and Brigid Reilly, 
Drumcauskeen

Moyne,
St.John's,
Waterford

1935 for Los
Angeles

Shortt Patrick Peter and Margaret
Hagan, Camber Upper

Moyne;
St.John's,
Waterford

1966 for Jefferson 
City Diocese, 
Ministry: 
Missouri,USA

Heslin Sean Patrick and Mary A. 
Reynolds, Drumcauskeen

Moyne and
St. Kieran's, 
Kilkenny

1967 for St.
Augustine,
Florida.

Quinn William 1892 James Quinn, Mary
Browne, Drumgowla

St. Mel's; 
Maynooth

1920 Maynooth,
Bishop
Morrisroe

1970

Creegan John Joe 1904 Parents Michael J. Creegan 
and Mary McGowan

Educated at 
Gortletteragh
N.S. and Cloone 
N.S. St. Mary's 
College Dundalk

1930 1974

Moran Patrick Gortnalougher St. Mel’s
College,
Longford

1933 Natchez,
Mississippi

1977

Heeran Tom 1916 Thomas Heeran and Mary 
Creegan nee Mcgowan

Cloone NS, St. 
Mary's college 
Dundalk.

1942 1992

Lee John Peter and Mary Doorigan, 
Aughakiltubrid

He joined the 
Marist Fathers

London 1933

McGarry Gerry

McGovern Ciaran Michael McGovern,
MaryJ. Houlihan, 
Annaghmacooleen

Drumloughan 
N.S.; St.
Phelim's,
Ballinamore.
Maynooth

Ardagh & 
Clonmacnoise

Reynolds Michael Son of Frances and
Bridgid McGuinness, 
Drumgowla

Cloone N.S. and 
St Mels

for Miami, 
Florida

Reynolds Francis 1905 John Reynolds, Sarah Jane 
Quinn, Adoon

St Mel's. & All 
Hallows

USA, On
mission
Nebraska

1978

Sorohan O.M.I.

Taigue C.S.S.P.
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Parish Priests of Cloone Parish
Last Name First Name Home Parish Years Born Ordained Died

Doherty Felix Fenagh 1894-1905 1874 1922

Boylan Thomas Mullahoran 1905 -1917 1905 1879 1917

Deniston Thomas Clonbroney 1917-1933 1905 1888 1933

Conefrey Peter Mohill 1933 -1939 1880 1939

Clancy Patrick Clonbroney 1939-1964 1879 1905 1964

Boylan Edward J Mullahoran 1964-1967 1899 1928 1994

Frawley Patrick Ballymahon 1967 -1977 1905 1932 1980

Bohan Peter Joseph Gortletteragh 1977-1995 1920 1945 1995

Faughnan Cathal Annaduff 1995 -2008 1976

Holmes Samuel Co. Donegal 2008- 1967

Curates of Cloone Parish
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SisreRS pRonn C(oone P<\Rish
6y berry OeRttiin |,o(cy

One of the greatest proofs of the Missionary spirit of the church is the dedication of our nuns. Their 
heroic spirit have allowed them to leave home friends and everything that ordinary life holds dear, 
and commence lives that are guided by faith and hard work. These women have made life endurable 
for patients in hospitals and Nursing Homes throughout the world.

Down the years, here at home and around the world they have inspired the hearts of many with 
lofty ideals. As teachers of children, they continue to be outstanding. They have laboured rigorously 
among peoples of a different colour, culture and language. Among such women, may be numbered 
the following daughters of our parish:

Sisters from Cloone Parish

Name Order Location

Sr. Perpetua Derwin Augustinian Sussex

Sr. Rose Keegan Franciscan Africa

Sr. Mary Rose (Kathleen) Keegan Marist Canada

Sr. Cecelia (Kathleen) Keegan Our Lady of the Missions Kent

Sr. Celene Keegan Mercy Mohill

Sr. Dympna Kelly Mercy Edgeworthstown

Sr. Maureen Kilkenny Medical Missionaries of Mary Drogheda

Sr. Elenore (Margaret) Maguire Little Sisters of the Poor UK

Sr. Clare McDermott Mercy Longford

Sr. Marie Goretti McDermott Mercy Longford

Sr. Monica Moran Cross and Passion Antrim

Sr. Simone Moran Cross and Passion Halifax

Sr. Salome Moran Cross and Passion Kent

Sr. Carmel Solan St. Louis Sisters Co. Monaghan

Some of the Sisters listed have passed to their eternal reward. Faoi chumhdach na n-aingeal go 
raibh a n-anamacha.
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Sr. CDarlj Rose Reeg<\n, 1924 2011
Mary Rose’s
life began in a 
scenic area in Co. 
Leitrim, Ireland 
to John Keegan 
and Bridget
Healy Keegan. 
She recalled her 
place of birth with 
a great fondness.

How often she quoted Gerard Manley 
Hopkins famous words: “The earth is charged 
with the grandeur of God.”

From an early age Mary Rose was a carer. 
She looked after her mother who was ill 
for years until she died. During that time 
she was teaching as a substitute in nearby 
Primary Schools. She then entered the 
Marist Novitiate in Carrick-on-Shannon in 
1952, was professed in 1954, and spent two 
years teaching in Carrick-on Shannon. She 
came to the United States in 1956 - one of 
the five pioneers to the States and studied at 
Marygrove College the University of Detroit.

Mary Rose’s ministry embraced three 
countries e.g. The United States, Canada 
and Gambia Africa, with Sr. Ephrem who 
predeceased her in death by a few months. 
She was one of the very first teachers at St 
Albert the Great School in Dearborn Heights, 
West Virginia. Her bouncy and joyful spirit 
endeared her to students and parents. She 
met each new challenge as it came, not least 
of which was the summer heat. Her next 
assignment was to Eastpointe where she 
initiated the Religious Education Programme 
and then taught at the newly founded parish 
school.

Her third pioneering assignment was as first 
principal of Our Lady of Peace School in 
Wheeling. She was also the superior of the 
first community there.

She ministered for almost twenty years ,in 
Thetford Mines, Quebec, where she was

assigned principal of the school, and also 
served as provincial of the province. Sr. Mary 
Rose taught for three years in Gambia until 
contracting hepatitis, and longed to return for 
many years. It seemed as though she had left 
her heart there.

All who had the pleasure of being with 
Mary Rose, as Sisters, staff, or pupils saw 
her as a holy woman, who took religious life 
and its many commitments seriously. Her 
cheerful and lively personality, her gentle and 
compassionate presence endeared her to all 
and made each one feel as if he/ she was the 
only one that mattered. Many Sisters recall 
her visiting the communities as provincial 
and singing and dancing with joy whenever 
possible and appropriate. As a teacher, her 
patience with students who were experiencing 
difficulties was admirable.

In her later years, ill health took its toll. It was 
difficult to see this sister who had epitomized 
joy and laughter enduring such deep sadness 
and being mostly silent. However, the nursing 
staff and sisters of the Sisters of Mercy nursing 
home attested that her kindness and gentleness 
were very evident to them throughout the six 
years she spent with them.

A yearbook was dedicated to Mary Rose 
before she left Thetford Mines. What it says 
captures her spirit: “Her most striking quality 
has been her philosophy of life by which she 
is guided every day in her relationship with 
little children...that gentle way was is the best 
way”. It goes on to say that these words from 
Jean Vanier’s book titled ‘Tears of Silence’ 
characterizes her.

Mary Rose was a woman who longed for 
peace. She loved peace in her relationships, 
peace in communities and peace everywhere. 
She struggled for peace within herself, and 
on July 10, 2011, in the loving and peaceful 
atmosphere of Mercy Centre, her ‘Queen of 
Peace’ came to take her to the Kingdom of 
‘Light happiness and peace’.
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Che living op Religious lipe in 
<\ changing chuRch
6y CdRine( So(on, SisrcRS op Sr. Louis.

Sr. Carmel Solon

No one could possibly 
have foreseen the 
changes that Religious 
Sisters and Priests 
would experience 
in the course of 
their lifetime. Those 
of us who joined 
Communities in the 
late 50’s were in for 

many surprises. At that
time, I felt called to join the Sisters of St. 
Louis, in Monaghan, and spent my first 3 years 
of training there. We were well grounded in 
the rules of the institute, ways of meditating, 
praying the Office of the Church in Latin, and 
we received sound theological and scriptural 
formation. I was also learning what it meant 
to live harmoniously alongside many different 
characters in community. I had opportunities 
to teach in Monaghan National School, and I 
gained valuable experience and support from 
Sisters who were competent teachers. My 3 
years in Novitiate Training passed quickly 
and after my First Profession of Vows and a 
short seaside holiday, I was assigned to the 
English Mission with 2 of my companions. 
England was so different to homeland, but I 
gradually adjusted to a very different culture 
and different experience of Religious Life in a 
smaller community. Although I had a ‘call to 
Carysford’ from my Senior Leaving results, I 
was sent to train as a teacher in Southampton 
and settled in happily to Primary School

teaching in beautiful Bury St. Edmunds. But 
more adaptations to a new way of life were to 
follow in quick succession.

Under the breeze of the Holy Spirit a new 
path was taking shape for the Church. The 
ecumenical and pastoral Council ofVatican 2 
which spanned 3 years in preparation, and 3 
years in action, profoundly changed everyone’s 
understanding of the Church and our place in 
it.The decree on the adaptation and renewal of 
Religious Life meant it wouldn’t be ‘business 
as usual’ in Convents. Our consecration was 
now seen to be deeply rooted in our Baptism. 
In practical terms that meant that instead of 
holding on to the name I was given at my 
Reception into Religious Life I could revert 
to my baptismal name of Carmel. That was a 
great relief to my mother! Every area of lived 
experience came up for scrutiny and renewal. 
We stayed firmly grounded in the spirit of 
our Founders whilst immersing ourselves in 
a deeper understanding of the Scriptures, the 
Mass and the change to the vernacular, and 
renewed ways of praying the Divine Office of 
the Church. Attending Renewal Courses was 
on the agenda for most weekends. Externally 
changes also happened: My religious habit 
was greatly simplified and constantly adapted 
to the needs of the ministry. Our habit 
changes were a great shock to parishioners, 
and when we attended Mass for the first time 
in our new clothes, the parishioners thought 
that the Sisters had left them!
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Governance was re-shaped and all books 
of rules were simplified to a more realistic 
experience in the modern world. Rules were 
relaxed regarding visits from family and to 
our families, and it was a great joy to have that 
kind of normality restored in our lives. But 
inner renewal was at the heart of everything 
and this was to take precedence over active 
ministry. Our apostolic life had to be rooted 
in prayer and the spirit of our Founders. By 
reading ‘the signs of the times’ and adjusting 
accordingly, our ministry called for constant 
renewal and relevance.

An ability to accept sweeping changes wasn’t 
easy for everyone: Some questioned ‘why?’ 
and left our communities, for some the 
changes didn’t come fast enough and they 
also left. I often asked myself why did I still 
believe in Religious Life as a meaningful way

of life for me? But I did. I felt blessed in that I 
could accept the changes in the Church and in 
our lifestyle. I really enjoyed teaching here in 
England, and was given varied opportunities 
to teach young children and teenagers, and 
to experience the joys and challenges of 
Headship. Following further courses in sunny 
California I had the privilege of working in 
a Retreat Centre for Young People, working 
alongside the De La Salle Brothers. That has 
finally led me to Chaplaincy ministry in a De 
La Salle School.

As I look back, I am grateful for the gift of 
faith that was passed on to me by my parents. 
That faith was well nurtured in Cloone Parish 
Church, and in Cloone National School.
I will always be grateful for my roots in 
Leitrim.
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Cloone PipeR CC CDinsrRel 
pmes Quinn

6y O(iveR O higgins (X ShAne CieRnAn

Captain Francis O’Neill’s “Irish Minstrels 
and Musicians” (Printed in Chicago 1913 
- Regan Printing House), played a very 
significant part in the first half of the 20th 
century to preserve IrishTraditional Music for 
future generations. James Quinn is referred to 
notably in this compilation. He was an early 
Irish settler on the Shores of Lake Michigan, 
and enjoyed the distinction of being the first 
Irish piper who became a resident of Chicago, 
famous as a musician and popular as a citizen. 
Mr. Quinn was born in the Parish of Cloone, 
County Leitrim about the year 1805, and he 
died in Chicago in 1890 having enjoyed a 
long life.

Being uncommonly bright and precocious 
in his younger days in Ireland, he attracted 
the notice of his landlord Augustus Nicholls 
commonly called ‘Gusty’ a noted piper and 
composer of pipe music, who took him in 
hand and gave him a thorough schooling on 
his favourite instrument. Following some 
years experience as a professional piper, Mr. 
Quinn was engaged as a house-piper by a 
gentleman in the adjoining county of Cavan. 
Every man of prominence prided himself on 
his house-piper in those days, for whoever 
had the best piper was sure to have the most 
company. Many pipers were noted for their 
eccentricities at the time and Mr. Quinn took 
to the road with the first troop of travellers 
that came the way in the spring. The gypsy life 
which that class of nomadic artisans led in the 
summer time appealed to him irresistibly, and
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not until the inclemency of winter weather 
drove them from the highways did this 
unconventional piper seek re-engagement in 
a more permanent residence.

Fifty pounds a year and the use of a saddle 
horse was the ordinary annual allowance for 
a family piper, and this is what James Quinn 
received during his ten years stay in Cavan. 
He emigrated to the USA in the mid 1800’s 
and letters addressed to him in New York in 
1840 indicated his emigration to America 
before that date. Little is known of his life in 
New York except that for four years preceding 
his death, the great piper Patrick Flannery 
lived with him.
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Mr. Quinn was interested in the livery 
business after coming to Chicago, but later 
he became a coal and wood dealer, which 
provided him with a steady income up to the 
time of his death.

Also related to Mr. Quinn and originally 
from the Aughavas-Cloone area, was piper 
James Early of Chicago. He learned to play 
the flute and fiddle when quite young; but 
after emigrating to America, his practice was 
interrupted for many years while struggling 
with the difficulties of life in the mining 
territories of the Northwest. Coming to 
Chicago, he became a member and later 
Sergeant of the police force and fortunately 
met his friend and relative James Quinn. 
He was infatuated with Mr. Quinn’s playing 
and became a pupil of the great piper. Rapid 
progress was the reward of commitment and 
diligent practice, and it was not long before 
he could play at dances to great applause.

Sergt. Early became celebrated in concert 
with John McFadden, a traditional fiddler of 
renown, and played at public entertainments 
all over Chicago, and even in other cities in 
the adjoining states on important occasions, 
their last being at the Chicago Feis, August 3, 
1913, for the dancing contests.

With rare forethought the Sergeant kept a 
memorandum book in which he noted down 
the first few bars of “Old Man” Quinn’s 
tunes, from which he could always refresh 
his memory. As McFadden had also played 
with Mr. Quinn for years, many melodies 
derived from James Quinn were preserved 
and eventually published in O’Neill’s Music 
of Ireland.

John Me Fadden & Sergt. James Early
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ChRisriDAs ’Choughrs
6y P<\rRich Karie (Che baRd op TZooma)

My thoughts have flown to friends alone; I’m longing now to see
The dear old home where I did roam in childhood’s pleasant glee
To shady nooks and silvery brooks that ramble round so free
To the God above, pure Irish love and human liberty

To old Drumsna and dearTooma, the cradle of my dreams
To the holy wells and fairy dells and wild romantic streams
There, first among those glens I sung, my childish lullaby
To the ancient streams that still remain in Erin o’er the sea

To Gubnastuckan, Cankeel, Corrowan and uncle Keegan’s wood
To Drumshanbo hill and Murphy’s mill and Canning’s fording flood 
Old Ballinamore and Newtowngore, Sunnaghmore and Aughavas 
Today with joy to every boy, I’ll drain a flowing glass

To Cloonsarn school and the golden rule taught by dear Master Lyons 
To Miss Cassidy who sang to me some sweet poetic lines 
Old Mohill town of high renown, Pat Keegans and Drumbore 
Those memories bright cheer me tonight, God bless that Irish shore.

To Clooncorick halls and Fenagh’s walls, oh brightly may they shine 
To the Irish race that proudly trace the glories of their time 
To the magic scenes and relic dreams of childhood’s happy days 
That ‘round my soul for freedam’s goal forever fondly plays

To the bogs and lakes and corncrakes that sing so sweet at dawn
To the wise cuckoo and curlew and cunney leprechauns
That roam around that holy ground from Cloone to Kiltyfea
Where Kilkenny clans stand to a man for Irish liberty

So dear friends true a fond adieu, we may never meet again
But I’ll pray for those who hate their foes and for those who cross the main 
For those who who sleep where the shamrocks creep amid the graves of Cloone 
May flowers bloom and silvery moons shine o’er each honoured tomb

So in unison then with Irish men from the rebel 32
We’ll drain a bowl to every soul, may their hearts be ever true
To the Irish cause ‘til tyrant laws forever pass away
May the God above with freedom’s love, bless them this Christmas day

Written in Chicago Illinois on December 25th 1910.
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JIr. PereR ConepRey (X
Che Ctoone Cei(f bc\nd

6y OhvcR OPiggins

Fr. Peter Conefrey took up duty in Cloone 
in April of 1933 to replace Fr. Deniston who 
had died in February of the same year. When 
he arrived in Cloone he was still feeling the 
effects of an accident which occurred in his 
previous parish of Dromard and it was some 
months before he was able to move freely 
without the aid of crutches. He resumed his 
usual schedule the following November when 
he attended a Gaelic League Convention in 
Mohill. The main purpose of the meeting 
was to complete plans for a large anti
jazz demonstration to be held in Mohill in 
January 1934.Fr. Conefrey very much saw 
modern forms of music such as jazz, as a 
serious threat to traditional Irish music and 
he strove to rally the people to rise against

this emerging threat. This campaign actually 
went national from Fr. Conefrey’s initiation 
and is the subject of a separate chapter in this 
book by Shane Tiernan, native of the village, 
whose father was in attendance at the rally 
and recorded an account of the event.

Fr. Conefrey’s appointment to Cloone as 
Parish Priest was truly a God send with regard 
to Irish traditions and music. He motivated the 
people, the musicians, the dancers and all the 
parishioners to a truly Irish way of life, and a 
willingness of involvement in everything Irish. 
He worked perpetually to revive the language 
and music of Ireland. With a deep respect 
and commitment for an all encompassing 
Irish way of life in all its forms, no stone was

Cloone Ceili Band pictured at RTE studios. Back: William Doherty, James 'Sonny' Pope, 
Jimmy McKieman, James (Black) Pope, Fr. Peter Conefrey, friend of Fr. McGarry, Jack Rourke, 

Fr. McGarry. Front: Michael M. Creegan, Leo Rowesome, Sonny Canning.
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left unturned to stimulate the community in 
fostering Irish traditional ways of life.

A timber hall locally known as The Hut’ was 
erected where the school now stands, where 
all the cultural, musical and traditional values 
took place. Concerts, plays and dances were 
held and there was a kitchen at the rear of the 
stage in the Hut where boxty making, porridge 
making, churning, spinning, knitting and 
many other domestic traditions took place.

For the ladies he organised spinning classes 
and garment making as he had done in his 
previous parishes of Killoe and Dromard. 
For the men he formed both a Fife and 
Drum Band and a Ceili Band, both of which 
played a major role in all the parish activities 
spearheaded by Fr. Conefrey.

Fr. Peter organised dancing classes in 
Cloone and an old Irish Dance called 
‘The Breakdown’ was revived. The dance

Cloone Fife and Drum Band 1933. Clockwise from arrow:Johnny Mitchell, Cloone, Eugene Murray (Annaghmacoolen), 
Jack Rourke (Cloone), Charlie McGowan (Clooneen), Pee McHugh (Drumhallagh),Jim Me Hugh (Drumhallagh), Pat Frank 
Lyons (Annaghmacoolen), Patsy McGowan (Cloonen), Pat kilkenny (Drumhallagh), Tommy McDermott (Drumhallagh, 
postman), Berney Kilkenny, (Kiltyfea), Michael Gaffney (Sunnnaghenerity), Albert Kelly (Cornulla), John Doherty 
(Streamstown), Paddyjoe Reilly (Drumdarkin),John McKeon(Drimna), Sonny Colreavy, (Drumhallagh),John Joe Mitchell 
(Gortnaloughra), Mickey Kilkenny (Drumhallagh), Owen Mitchell (Cloone), 'Big'Jim McHugh (Drumhallagh). Drummer 
in centre is Charlie 'Lawlor' Kilkenny (Clooneen).
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resembled the four hand reel and was 
presented by the new dancing troupe before 
a capacity audience at a concert in the Canon 
Donohoe Hall, Mohill in March 1934. He 
also organised music sessions in the parochial 
house where local musicians came and played 
and in a short time the nucleus of the famous 
Cloone Ceili Band was established. It was a 
great honour for Fr. Peter and his band to be 
invited to audition for 2RN Radio Eireann in 
December 1934. The broadcasting Station 
had only opened in February of the previous 
year. The band made history on St. Patrick’s 
day 1935 whenthey broadcast over Radio 
Eireann. Members of the Ceili Band in 1935 
were Michael M. Creegan, Leo Rowesome, 
Thomas Canning, William Doherty, Jimmy 
McKiernan, Jack Rourke and further down 
the line other musicians joined with Peter 
Fitzpatrick, Charlie Heslin and J. P. Blessing 
in around 1938.

In 1935 Fr. Peter was appointed Chairman 
of the County Executive of the Gaelic League 
and the organisation had an able secretary 
in Peadar O’Giofa. Fr. Conefrey was a 
member of the County Vocational Education 
Committee and was later to be honoured 
with the position of Chairman. During his 
association with this body he continually 
pleaded that the Vocational Schools’ course 
should be geared more towards farming 
training and he also campaigned for the 
setting up of spinning classes for the students 
of the schools. Spinning classes were later 
introduced.
Fr. Conefrey had a remarkable energy and 
he never relaxed in his efforts to put forward 
schemes to improve the conditions of Leitrim 
farmers.

In the economic field Fr. Peter persuaded 
the County Committee to appoint a butter 
making and poultry keeping instructor in the 
county. This appointment gave him a feeling

of great satisfaction as he had plans in mind 
for marketing butter.

The year 1935 marked the start of the 
Economic War and like World War 1 it caused 
much hardship to the people of rural Ireland. 
The annual Cloone fairs of 26th May and the 
13th June were depressed and the fair of the 5th 
April was no longer being held. Fr. Conefrey 
aspired to lift the people and in June 1935 he 
held the first Cloone Aeriocht and it was an 
outstanding success. It attracted a very large 
crowd including groups of performers from 
Dromard and Killoe as well as supporters. 
This was followed with a great Cloone Feis 
in 1936 which was an unforgettable day in 
the annals of Cloone history. The Feis was 
opened by Roddy the Rover, Irish Press 
Columnist. Before the actual opening there 
was a wonderful parade through the village. 
Participants lined up at Dillons Cross and 
marched through the village led by the 
famous Dublin ‘Fintan Lawlor Pipe Band’. 
Other bands who took part were Ballinamore, 
Cloone, Aughavas and Drumshanbo

On the arts stage there were the musicians, 
singers and dancers storytellers and Ceili 
bands from all over the county playing and 
entertaining the huge crowd.

At the industrial section of the Feis the 
various traditional manufacturing processes 
were displayed. These included:

Flax scutching, hackling, spinning, 
samples of homespun and hand—woven 
linen, mill bleached, home bleached and 
unbleached.
Wool carding - samples of hand-woven, 
knitted and crochetted home-spuns. 
Wicker-work - making reed baskets and 
creels.
Straw - making of straw articles and straw 
mats.
Corn —old time quern corn grinding
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Flax Spinning at Cloone Feis in 1930's.
Rev Peter Conerfrey PP and "Roddy the Rover” watch 

the flax spinners at Cloone Feis along side the Parish Hall 
known as The Hut

Local spinners, weavers and knitters displayed 
their art to all attending

Then there was the language stage where you 
could not ascend unless you were pledged 
to speak the native tongue. Irish speakers 
who were qualified were presented with the 
Fainne by Peadar O'Maille of Dublin and the 
stage music when called was played by an 
old Irish Speaking Band from Keshcarrigan. 
For the language stage local teacher Master 
P. Kilkenny composed a special Irish song 
extending a cead mile failte to all who came 
to Cloone. It was sung by Miss Duggan to an 
old O'Carolan air. Even the arts stage had its 
own Ceili bands - three in number Cloone, 
Kilnaleck and Keshcarrigan.

The feis also provided sporting entertainment 
in football with Cloone playing Kiltubrid 
and camogie teams from Mohill and 
Manorhamilton all playing for a set of 
medals. The games were refereed through 
the medium of Irish.

And of course for those requiring a rest there 
was a refreshment area where you could sit 
down and take a traditional lunch of hot 
boxty and tea.

These feiseaanna were continued for many 
years and were a tribute to Fr. Peter’s

philosophy of traditional entertainment and 
home industry.

Fr. Peters programme was to make the 
household self sufficient. In his own house 
he set the example of what he believed 
proper food should be. Boxty, Sowans, 
(scones) Oaten Bread, Flummery, Stirabout 
(Porridge). He also had his own supply of 
eggs. His housekeeper churned the milk and 
homemade butter was always on the table. 
Each winter he had a pig killed and if you 
visited his house in November you would 
see the home cured bacon hanging from the 
rafters. Soon Cloone became famous for 
its boxty and newspaper columnists came 
to see his rare type of food being made. 
Cloone became the boxty capital of Ireland, 
something he was very proud of and it is still 
synonymous with the village even today. Fr. 
Peter was proud of the ‘Boxty Cloone’ label 
and defended it vehemently. At a football 
match between Cloone and Mohill when the 
opposition supporters began to chant ‘Boxty 
Cloones’ he rallied the Cloone contingent to 
shout back ‘Spongecake Mohills’! On another 
occasion he read out that he received a letter 
from a Dublin lady who appeared to be 
making a joke of his efforts and slandered the 
boxty by asking how7 much cement goes into 
the making of boxty? His quick reply w7as that 
this lady obviously knew7 only about pow7der 
puff and nothing of wdiolesome food!

In August 1936 he invited the Franciscans 
to set up a branch of the Third Order in the 
parish. The Third order wras lay organisation 
for those devoted to the ideals of St. Frances, 
and a member of the order w7as called a 
Tertiary. Fr. Peter had been a Tertiary from 
the time of his ministry in Athlone. The 
Franciscans always conducted the Cloone 
parish mission, and it was after a retreat of 
spring 1936 that a request w7as made to have 
a branch set up locally. When the enrolment
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took place almost 200 people joined. While 
in Cloone Fr. Peter also had a branch of 
the Pioneer Association established. In his 
time Fr. Peter purchased a marble alter for 
his church to replace a wooden one that had 
been there for many years. He also purchased 
a rectory and a farm in the Glebe for £750 
pounds to be used as a curate’s resident.

1937 will be remembered as the year in which 
Dr. Hyde was elected President of Ireland 
and also the year our new constitution was 
drafted. Cloone was once again a hive of 
activity. The New Year had just begun when 
Cloone was to feature in another broadcast 
on Radio Eireann. The broadcast was this 
time relayed from McLoughlin’s at Main 
Street Ballinamore. As on the occasion of 
previous broadcasts the event was eagerly 
awaited and with an average of only one radio 
set to each townland, the demand for chair 
space was intense in the particular kitchens 
who were privileged to possess radio sets, 
particularly since the programme was of 
local interest. Listeners heard the familiar 
voice of Fr. Conefrey explaining the nature 
of his work and his achievements to-date as 
well as his plans for the future. Then part 1 
of the programme was ushered in with the 
Ceili Band playing hornpipe, two jigs and 
two reels. The tunes played included ‘Over 
the Hills and Far Away’, ‘The Leitrim Fancy’, 
‘The Lark in the Morning’, ‘Apples in the 
Winter’, ‘The Traveller’ and the ‘First house 
in Connaught’. On the occasion the band 
comprised ofThomas Canning, J.P. Blessing, 
P. Fitzpatrick, J. McKiernan and J. Rawl, and 
Mr. Gerald Dunleavy, Mohill sang ‘The Song 
that reached my Heart’. The Aherne girls, 
two pupils at Mohill Vocational School sang 
an Irish song ‘Moll Dubh an Gleanna’. Also 
Mohill Guard McCarthy, Mohill, gave an 
excellent rendition of ‘The valley lay smiling 
before me’.

In part II of the programme the Cloone School 
Choir under teacher Mrs. McDermott sang 
three Irish songs and Miss Dunleavy Mohill 
sang Shuil aGradh, The Castle of Dunmore 
and Hi Ho the Morning Dew. Next Gerald 
Dunleavy delighted his listeners with the 
rending of the ballad ‘Billy 0’ Rourke’. The 
last item on the agenda for the evening by 
Miss Phyllis Clancy, Ck-on- Shannon, was 
a beautiful and suitable song “Ireland I love 
you”. The programme was a great success 
and at the time put the village of Cloone to 
be known in all corners of Ireland as there 
was only one air wave station for reception.

A further honour was bestowed on Cloone 
Ceili Band in May 1938 when they were 
invited to perform at the Spring Show in 
Dublins RDS. Some students of Mohill 
Vocational School also travelled with them, 
and gave a spinning demonstration.

On the 4th January 1939 Cloone Ceili Band 
made their final broadcast. Again this was a 
first class programme. A remarkable feature 
of the broadcast was that it was received loud 
and clear in England and Scotland and Fr. 
Peter received many letters of congratulations 
as a result.

On the programme a Mr. Murt Curran, 
Dancing Master from Carlow, performed 
Irish dancing to the backing of the Cloone 
Ceili band. He documented how he became 
involved with Cloone and the Ceili band up to 
his performance on Radio Eireann as follows:

“Some time previously I had quite 
unexpectedly got a letter from a P.P. in 
Cloone, Co. Leitrim. His name was Fr. Peter 
Conefrey, a man who was very keen on all 
Irish culture, music song and dance. He had 
all kinds of dance teachers from the west of 
Ireland and even from Dublin City teaching
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dancing for him and his parishioners. But 
strange to say he was never fully satisfied 
with their tuition on the grounds that their 
steps were not really traditional. Evidently 
the Gaelic League in Dublin heard of my 
return from England and they notified 
him about me and said I might meet with 
his approval. They sent him my address in 
Carlow, and he wrote me a very nice letter, 
inviting me to come to his parish in County 
Leitrim.

I did look forward to my trip to the west of 
Ireland and meeting this Parish Priest who 
was interested in Irish step dancing. When 
the morning came for me to depart to the 
West, I remember cycling to the local bus stop 
and putting my bike on the bus and settling 
down for my journey. I changed at Dublin 
and took the Sligo bus. It was Saturday night 
when I arrived at Dromod and it was from 
there his workman drove me all the way up 
to Cloone. Of course all arrangements had 
been made where I would be staying etc. Also 
I was to be paid a special fee weekly by the 
Parish Priest. After some refreshments in my 
new digs myself and my new friend who took 
me on the last stage of my journey arrived at 
the Parochial House. The P.P. himself opened 
the door to us. My friend Michael Cooney by 
name, introduced me saying I was the dance 
teacher from Carlow. The priest laughed, he 
was just a medium sized man and I was over 
six feet tall. He looked at me and said you 
must be humbugging me, he cannot dance, 
come in anyway he said and sit down. He 
was busy writing in the Bishops Book. A 
lovely big turf fire was burning in the sitting 
room grate and I sank into one of the sitting 
room chairs and enjoyed the comfort as it 
was a very cold night outside. My friend 
Mr. Cooney left and after a few minutes 
the P.P. sat opposite me and we discussed 
Irish dancing. He was very interesting 
and I learned quite a lot of names of steps 
he mentioned such as the ‘Salmon Leap’

and the ‘Corkscrew Step’ and many others 
which I have forgotten. Now, as I looked 
around the sitting room I saw some musical 
instruments. I asked him if he played music? 
“No”he said, but we have a Cheilidh Band 
here in Cloone which had already broadcast 
from Radio Eireann, which I did not know 
about. He told me the Ceili Band practiced 
weekly in the kitchen which was very large 
one. After some time I went back to my digs, 
only a short way down the street. He was 
a dance hall owner named Doherty. It was 
mostly all ballroom dancing that was done 
there. Next day was Sunday and I went to 
mass which was at 11 o’clock. The P.P. was 
the celebrant. He gave no sermon, but said he 
had important news for them. He mentioned 
how I had come to Leitrim on the highest 
references from the Gaelic League in Dublin 
to teach Irish dancing. He said he wanted all 
National teachers, vocational and anyone 
with any knowledge of Irish dancing to come 
on Sunday afternoon when I would give an 
exhibition of Irish dancing, and they would 
see if I was a good dancer or not. I can assure 
you all eyes were on me, as I was sitting in 
the front seat, and I felt most uncomfortable. 
After my lunch I went to perform. All the 
people from the parish and other districts 
assembled, and many other dancers were 
there including all the well known musicians 
from far and near. His reverence P.P. was 
not long in arriving. We started off with the 
concert first and the Ceili band. Then my 
turn came I felt more nervous than I ever 
was in the big concert halls in Lancashire. 
Anyway I got a great reception, and Fr. 
Conefrey made the announcement that I was 
surely a professional and the best yet that he 
had ever seen and I had a most enjoyable 
afternoon. Afterwards classes were arranged 
for me in all the schools of the parish as 
zvell. One night at the Ceili band practice 
in the P.P. house that I happened to be at, I 
suggested to him after listening to the Ceili 
band music that it would blend nicely if they
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were to have a step dancer with the music. 
He said it zuas a wonderful idea. He would 
be going to Dublin in a couple of days time 
and would see the director of the programme, 
the director said it zuould be very interesting 
to see how the step dancing would come over 
on the radio. As the date of the broadcast 
zuas near zue had to put special effort into 
our work. I can recall the priest with his 
watch in hand timing our performance and 
listening to my stepping with the music. He 
thought I blended very nicely. His reverence 
always had a basket of bottled Guinness for 
to keep us in good form.

The day of the broadcast came at last and 
I remember going back to Carlow for a 
couple of days beforehand. The arrangement 
was made that I would meet the boys at 
the Belvedere Hotel in Dublin. It had been 
snowing very heavily in the west. They had 
arranged to come in motor cars but only got 
to Longford and on account of the drifts of 
snow on the roads they had to take the train. 
When I arrived at the hotel there was no 
one there. This was 2p.m. but the lady at 
the reception desk said there was a phone 
message for me from Fr. Conefrey. He told 
her that when I arrived to let me know the 
train would arrive around 5p.m. We had a 
rehearsal in the Hotel. The broadcast was 
to be at 8p.m. We went down to the Radio 
Studios and were brought along the studio 
and put in position. I was near the mike and 
a little tap-dancing board on the ground. 
Fr. Conefrey compered the show himself. I 
danced four dances at intervals. All radios 
were tuned around Carlow because all the 
papers and also the western weeklies had 
advance notice on the matter. It was a great 
honour for me being the first to step dance on 
the radio and give selections on the radio. We 
were booked for a tour of America, but alas,

the Rev. Fr. Conefrey died and Ireland lost 
a lovely priest and an Irishman. Of course 
the tour zuas cancelled and indeed the Ceili 
Band was also.

On Sunday April 24th 1939 when about 
to prepare forll o clock mass, Fr. Peter 
suddenly felt ill and collapsed on his 
sitting room floor. In anguish his house
keeper rushed to the room only to find 
that the life of this noble hearted man was 
ended. The people of the parish and far 
beyond were numbed with shock to hear 
of Fr. Conefrey’s sudden death at the 
untimely age of 59 years. The sad news 
spread far afield and when the contents 
of the deceased’s will were made known, 
the great priest’s wishes were honoured 
in being buried in a black pauper’s coffin 
and laid to rest with his ancestors in the 
family burial ground plot at Farnaught 
graveyard Gortletteragh.

As an eternal tribute to this great priest 
and patriot a memorial is situated outside 
the cemetery in Cloone with the following 
inscription:

“This patriot priest throughout his life 
laboured unceasingly to reconstruct the 
Irish Nation by promoting all aspects of 
Irish Culture. He equally worked for the 
economic betterment of rural Ireland by 
fostering the cottage industrial system in 
preference to the factory system”.

A plaque on St Mary’s Church Cloone 
also reads:

“By his charity, piety and zeal, he lives in the 
affections of his people”.
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Oocun (JJirh
Cloone Ac che DeARC op a NArionAl CAmpAign

6y ShAne CieRnAn

<W
Many of the present day generation in Cloone 
and its environs probably don’t realise that a 
campaign which began in the parish in 1934 
ultimately culminated with the government 
of the time introducing the Dance Halls 
Act of 1935. Our late father, Sean Tiernan, 
shopkeeper in the village, often spoke to 
many including historians and researchers 
on the events as he remembered them. His 
recollection of the time has featured and is 
repeated regularly right up to the current 
day in various radio documentaries. The 
language and phrases used at the time from 
the documentaries and research are quoted in 
this article and comically present the agitation 
that this issue caused at the time.

The issue in question focused on the 
suppression of the rising jazz music and its 
more intimate style of dancing.

When the clubbing and socialite fraternity 
of today boogie the night away to the sounds 
and moves of the scantily clad ‘Britney 
Spears, ‘Rihanna’ or ‘Lady GaGa‘ with songs 
like ‘Womanizer’ , ‘Good Girl Gone Bad’ or 
‘I like it Rough’, they probably would find it 
amusing to say the least that the gentler and

more amiable dance floor moves such as the 
quickstep, foxtrot and samba caused social 
unrest and public outcry with their perceived 
immorality and emerging popularity in 
the Ireland of the 1930’s. Up to that point 
at a social get together the set dances, four 
hand reels and single turns were the proper 
and preferred order of the evening. Couples 
dancing were to have enough space from each 
other that would allow an ass foal to pass 
between them!

Church and State were getting alarmed with 
the appearance of what was loosely termed 
‘jazz music and dance’ with its influence on 
the young people of the day and activists were 
set on taking positive action to put an end to 
this ‘depravity’. Roll on to the modern era and 
if the concerned traditionalists of the time 
could see the trendy modern day ‘techno
house’, ‘ hip-hop’ and ‘funk’ manoeuvres on 
the dance floor, the object of their distress at 
that time would surely appear very harmless 
in comparison.

The Ireland of the 1930s was beset by 
many social and economic problems. 
Unemployment, poverty and emigration 
were major difficulties for the new state, but a 
prominent issue, from the Church’s point of 
view, was sexual immorality and unsupervised 
dancing by young people. Amongst Irish 
language patriots only the restoration of the 
Gaelic language would insulate the Irish 
people from the influence of the ‘immoral 
British tabloid newspapers’ and ‘obscene 
literature’ which was available in English. The 
traditional and respected hands-by-your-sides 
dance was under serious threat by this new
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foreign music which was something altogether 
different. Dances like the ‘Charleston’ and 
songs like ‘We Have No Bananas’ were seen 
as blight on Irish society. The first decade 
of the Irish Free State coincided with the 
Jazz Age and the viral spread of what was 
essentially the world’s first pop music. 
Virtually all modern dancing in Ireland at the 
time was referred to as jazz. New-fangled 
contraptions such as the wireless and the 
gramophone were bringing their ‘infectious 
rhythms’ to every corner of civilised Ireland. 
In rural areas, returning immigrants brought 
sheet music and new fangled music and 
dance ideas back from London or New York. 
Everyone, it seemed, was suddenly doing the 
‘Black Bottom’ and the ‘Collegiate Shag’ and 
the moral guardians of the new state weren’t 
one bit pleased. Unlicensed dancehalls were 
springing up everywhere in rural Ireland, and 
within these ‘sinks of bohemian depravity’, 
unsupervised men and women were actually 
holding hands and embracing one another 
on the dance floor. A Government report 
from the early 1930’s highlighted that ‘the 
commercialised dance halls, picture houses 
of sorts (cinemas), and the opportunities 
afforded by the misuse of motor cars for 
luring girls, were the chief causes alleged for 
the present looseness of morals’. Furthering 
on this theme, the danger of the immoral 
motor car and the spread of new modes 
of transport throughout the country was 
highlighted by Cardinal MacRory in his 1931 
Lenten Pastoral where he said ‘Even the 
present travelling facilities make a difference. 
By bicycle, motorcar and bus, boys and girls 
can now travel great distances to dances, with 
the result that a dance in the quietest country 
parish may now be attended by unsuitables 
from a distance.’ He further went on to state 
that he knew nothing about jazz dances except 
that ‘they were suggestive and demoralising’, 
and in country districts and small towns these '

dances were ‘a fruitful source of scandal and 
ruin and places of irreparable disgrace and 
life-long sorrow. ‘

Things were getting out of hand and someone 
had to put a stop to it!

Developing on from this,
Leitrim was to become
the centre of what became 
known as the ‘Anti- Jazz 
Campaign’ and its leader was 
the renowned parish priest of 
Cloone, Fr. Peter Conefrey. 
The locally revered clergyman 

was an ardent cultural nationalist and was 
heavily involved in the promotion of Irish 
music and dancing and the Irish language. 
He continuously pursued the revival of 
these traditions and pioneered the renowned 
Cloone Feiseanna as a platform for traditional 
Irish entertainment with musicians, dancers, 
storytellers and ceili bands from all over the 
country. Local spinners, weavers and knitters 
and cooks displayed their talents to the crowd. 
Fr. Conefrey‘s firm belief was that households 
should be Irish to the core and self-sufficient

11 t

in every way.

On New Year’s Day 1934, Fr. Conefrey 
began his anti-jazz crusade by organising and 
leading a march through Mohill. Over three 
thousand people from South Leitrim and 
surrounding areas marched through the town 
accompanied by five bands which proceeded 
from the old railway station up to the high 
point of the town near the Canon Donohoe 
Hall where a platform was erected for public
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address in the condemnation of jazz music. 
During the march demonstrators chanted 
slogans such as ‘down with jazz’ and called 
on the government to close the dance halls 
and ban all foreign dances in Ireland.

A meeting was held following the march where 
messages were read out from prominent 
personalities who had given their support to 
the campaign. Cardinal MacRory heartily 
wished success to the campaign against all 
night jazz dancing. The bishop of Ardagh 
and Clonmacnoise, Dr. McNamee, sent his 
support and condemned all night dances and 
improperly conducted dance halls.

The Taoiseach, Eamon de Valera, sent his 
regrets that he could not attend but sent a 
representative with the wishes that the efforts 
to restore ‘the national forms of dancing’ 
would be successful. President of Ireland 
Douglas Hyde also sent a message of support 
to the meeting and he hoped in future that all 
dances and games should be Irish.

Mohill’s Canon Masterson, who chaired 
the meeting, told the assembled crowd that 
he considered jazz ‘a menace to their very 
civilisation as well as their religion’. He 
warned the audience that, ‘the man who 
would try to defile the Irish faith and the Irish 
music was the worst form of traitor and the 
greatest enemy of the Irish nation.’

The campaign that day presented jazz as 
‘abominable music’ that originated in central 
Africa and was exported to the West by ‘a 
gang of wealthy Bolshevists in the USA so as 
to strike at church civilisation throughout the 
world.’ The Gaelic League weighed in on the 
day with a speech from their secretary Sean 
Og O Ceallaigh who made an attack on then 
Minister for Finance Sean MacEntee, who, 
in allowing jazz to be broadcast on Radio 
Eireann, was ‘selling the musical soul of the 
nation for the dividends of sponsored jazz 
programme’ and who he reported had ‘his

soul buried in jazz every night of the week’.

Fr. Conefrey spoke and declared that jazz 
was a greater danger to the Irish people than 
drunkenness and landlordism and concerted 
action by church and state was required. He 
called on the government to compel dance 
halls to shut at 11 pm. He also called for the 
training of young teachers in Irish music and 
dancing only.

Fr. Conefrey as a dedicated member of 
the Gaelic League was asked to chair the 
February meeting of the South Leitrim 
Executive held in Ballinamore. He thanked 
all the people who had sent messages of 
support to the campaign, particularly the 
Irish National Teachers Organisation, ‘who 
are willing to do everything possible both for 
Church and State.’ He responded to those 
who asked ‘what is jazz’ by stating that, ‘the 
Anti-Jazz Campaign excludes no dance that 
is in keeping with public Christian decency.’ 
He described jazz as, ‘something that should 
not as much be mentioned among us and is 
borrowed from the language of the savages of 
Africa and its object is to destroy virtue in the 
human soul.’

Fr. Conefrey declared that some of the 
worst offenders were the Gardai, who were 
regularly holding all night jazz dances, even 
after the anti-jazz campaign had started, and, 
in most cases, bars were open and the, ‘people 
attending them were blinded with drink.’ He 
called this a disgrace and said that Taoiseach 
de Valera should, ‘be ashamed of his face to 
stand by and allow this conduct to be carried 
on.’ He called on the Minister of Justice to 
take action and to circularise Garda barracks 
to forbid the organisation of jazz dances and 
introduce ceilis only by strict order in every 
barracks in the country.

On the 20th of January 1934, the Leitrim 
Observer carried a remarkable opinion piece 
addressed to the ‘Gaels of Breffni’ written by
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‘Lia Fail and fellow Gaels.’ The letter began 
by telling the Gaels of Breffini that, ‘we are 
with you in the fight against the imported 
slush. Keep out; we say the so - called music 
and songs of the Gall; his silly dances and 
filthy papers, too. We can never be free until 
this is done.’

After listing everyone from Henry VIII to the 
Black and Tans who had tried to destroy Irish 
‘faith and nationality,’ the piece warned that, 
‘Satan and Saxonland are now endeavouring 
to sap its foundations by sullying the virtue of 
the children of the Gael... Let it ring through 
Erin and beyond her shores. Let the pagan 
Saxon be told that we Irish Catholics do not 
want and will not have the dances and the 
music that he has borrowed from the savages 
of the islands of the Pacific. Let him keep 
them for the 30 million pagans he has at 
home.’

The letter reminded the readers of the work 
that the founders of the Gaelic League had 
done and it warned the people of Leitrim 
not to turn away from the special mission 
God had given Ireland to bring Christian 
civilisation throughout the world and not to 
‘disgrace the heroic saints and martyrs of our 
race but to rush forth again to expel the last 
and worst invader - the jazz of Johnny Bull’.

The anti-jazz Campaign dwindled as 1934 
progressed but due to clerical pressure the 
government subsequently introduced the 
Dance Halls Act of 1935. Anyone intending to 
hold a public dance now needed a license from 
a district judge. Many priests felt compelled 
to assist enforcing the Act throughout their 
community and often accompanied Gardai 
on their raids of unlicensed dances. The 
Act was so wide reaching that the owners of 
private homes who held dances in their houses 
or barns without a license were sometimes 
prosecuted. Ironically, many of these home 
dances featured traditional Irish music and

dancing. The 1930s saw a large increase in 
the building of parochial halls throughout the 
country. The local clergy applied successfully 
for dancing licenses and the money raised 
became an important source of revenue for 
parishes and for the government, who took a 
25% tax on each ticket sold. The socialising 
of young men and women at dances would 
now take place under the strict supervision of 
Church and parish.

The attempt to stem the tide of foreign music, 
failed over time however and young people 
continued to practise such ‘outrageous’ 
dances as the tango to a jazz beat that was 
viewed by many including Fr. Conerfrey as 
the ‘engine of hell deployed to do the devil’s 
work’. Even in the context of the 1930s, with 
fascism on the rise in Europe, the xenophobia 
and paranoia of the anti-jazz campaign 
distanced more people than it attracted, and 
eventually, the campaign had run its course.

If only the campaigners could see the social 
scene of today! How would they deal with 
‘Youtube’ ‘Facebook’ or ‘IPods’? Ironically 
Sean Tiernan’s recollection of the events 
including his attendance as a young boy at 
the anti-jazz rally in 1934 can be listened to 
in an award winning radio documentary by 
Kieran Sheehy on RTE radio which is entitled 
‘Down with jazz: Anti jazz campaign of the 
1930’s’ and is available to listen to online 
or podcast download at http://www.rte.ie/ 
radio l/doconone/jazz.html

Also Jazz singer Christine Tobin explores the 
extensive anti-jazz campaigns of the 1920s, 
1930s and 1940s that were part of post
independence Ireland in her documentary 
‘Down with Paganism and All That Jazz’ 
which also features SeanTiernan and Leitrim 
jazz bandsman Mick Duignan. It can be 
listened to online on RTE Lyric FM at http:// 
www.rte.ie/lyricfm/features/1560253.html
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Che P&CC And Rise op 
CRAdinonAt IrisE CDusic

6y OhvcR Ohiggins

For over a quarter of a century prior to the mid 
1940’s, it had become very unfashionable to 
play Irish music or sing Irish traditional songs. 
Surely and steadily this aspect of our culture 
was disappearing. Throughout World War II 
doom and gloom set in with an apparent bleak 
future in store for everyone. Those having a 
radio, tuned in each night, to hear if war was 
about to start, which was of grave concern to 
everyone. A new kind of music came over the 
airways from Radio Luxemburg, American 
Forces network (AFN) and the BBC. Our 
own radio station, Radio Eireann was not 
allowed broadcast this foreign music for fear 
it would corrupt the youth of the country. 
None the less Ireland was quick to catch on 
to this new music, which was fast becoming 
the rage across Europe. It was called Jazz. 
Not many homes had a radio in those days, 
which was powered by a wet battery which 
had to be charged fairly often. The electricity 
had not reached rural Ireland at that time. 
During the war years, and for some years 
later musical instruments were scarce and 
expensive, which did not help matters for 
traditional music. Many dance hall owners 
changed the name to ballroom feeling this 
would be of much greater appeal to the dance 
goers. Modern dance bands mushroomed 
all over the country, while Ceili music and 
Ceili dancing just about held their own. The 
Aeriocht outdoor concerts and the annual 
dancing feiseanna in many cases were fading 
into a memory.

Michael Coleman was one of those most 
responsible for bringing traditional Irish

music back from the dead. Traditional 
musicians, all over the country were thrilled 
with this music of fiddle playing by Michael 
Coleman, the master fiddler as he was called. 
He had a unique sound to his music of 
quality, sweetness and perfection, unheard 
of before. His music seemed to generate new 
life and new light to the people. Musicians 
everywhere wanted to play like Coleman and 
to be Coleman. He was the inspiration of 
young and old alike. The revival of Ceoltoiri 
Eireann and their Fleadhanna Cheoil coupled 
with radio programmes such as Ballad Makers 
Saturday Night by Bryan McMahon were 
the main contributing factors to a sudden 
revival of interest in our musical heritage. 
The advent of the melodeon produced a 
further spate of musicians. The first Fleadh 
held in Ireland in the early 1950’s had just 
a few thousand patrons in attendance. Only 
last year 2012 the all Ireland Fleadh Cheoil in 
Cavan attracted over three hundred thousand 
patrons and enthusiasts, which included 
some from Russia, China, Japan, U.S.A. and 
England, which is growing in numbers and 
popularity worldwide.

From the 40’s and 50’s the musicians came 
into demand where dances were an every night 
event whether in a house or at the cross roads. 
There were the Wren boys, St. Stephens’s day 
mumming, threshing and wedding nights and 
so great was the demand on the musicians that 
their efforts had often to be supplemented by 
the diddlers or filters as they are known today. 
In the latter half of the last century Cloone, 
Aughavas and Gortletteragh parishes had an
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abundance of traditional native talent, mixed 
with a sprinkling of strolling musicians. In 
the 1940’s and 1950’s travelling musicians 
and street singers would occasionally arrive 
outside the house and sing or play for a short 
time, and the ballad singer would come into 
the shop to sell a handful of ballads. You 
got approx six song ballads for one shilling. 
All those travelling singers and musicians 
were of a very high standard that would be 
bordering professional in today’s terms. 
They usually frequented fairs and venues all 
over the country, keeping the tradition alive. 
They deserve our thanks for what they did 
in continuing and promoting our songs and 
music. Prior to the days of the Fleadh Cheoils 
and Comhaltas Ceolteoiri each townland had 
their own varied quota of musicians, singers 
and dancers to play at a near neighbours 
house, at a house party or mummers dance. 
Strangely there were not many female 
musicians except for the odd one here and 
there. One very fine musician I recall was 
Mrs. Mullaney of Annaghmaconway who 
played the melodeon on Sunday evenings 
in the summer months playing to her hearts 
content, and this music could be heard across 
the bog and two lakes in Cloone village where 
groups sat on the green at the old graveyard 
listening to her beautiful music. She was an 
outstanding musician of a very high standard. 
I recall fishing at Cloone lake on a Sunday 
evening, giving most attention to her beautiful 
music and forgetting the fishing rod.

Regrettably all the fine musicians of those 
days have passed on to their eternal rewards, 
with a much depleted younger generation left 
to carry the traditional music mantle in this 
area, as a result of smaller families and high 
emigration.

Fortunately thanks to Comhaltas Ceolteoir 
Eireann and their teachers a new crop is on

the way in the hope of reversing this trend, 
once again in Ireland. Much of the material 
which was dormant had been captured and 
is now a very sound foundation for further 
expansion and development of the traditional 
Irish music, which needless to say we all love. 
Many books, manuscripts, music collections 
and pamphlets have already been produced 
and are regularly on display at all Provincial 
and All-Ireland Fleadh Cheoils. Having 
seen them on display myself, I was indeed 
surprised at the progress which has been 
made in this regard. A Comhaltas National 
Library of traditional music now exists today 
and has become a major factor in reading 
and learning traditional music together with 
all those dedicated teachers around the 
country, who keep our music where it should 
be. How wonderful it would be to see each 
child leaving school at all levels, with an 
appreciation of our traditional Irish music, 
and where possible a practical knowledge of 
at least one instrument with knowledge of 
our wealth of slow airs and dance music. In 
order to accomplish this important objective 
it would help significantly if Irish music and 
dance became a required subject placed on 
the school curriculum.

Now we are in the pop era, not perhaps 
the most pleasing to the traditional ear, but 
nevertheless it must be regarded as another 
phase in this long and ever changing history. It 
is a phase which may not survive eternally, but 
it must be remembered that it is only another 
form of music which exists, where emphasis is 
on rhythm rather than melody. In Ireland also 
the folk era is but another form of the older 
secular singing to string accompaniment. The 
Harp has been substituted with the guitar 
and outside influence has changed slightly 
the form of the actual song. This is happening 
throughout the world of music and is but part 
of a musical revolution. But the old culture
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and basic tradition will live on. No influence 
can alter a thousand years of natural history, 
it may affect it for a time but the roots are 
too firmly sown to be uprooted. Let us foster 
in Ireland what has been ours since the early 
days of the minstrels. Music belongs to every 
man, but the music of my country belongs to 
me and to all Irish people, wherever they may 
be. Keeping this in mind one can also enjoy 
and appreciate other forms of music and this 
great art which has made the world so much 
a better place.

Many young boys and girls all over the 
country, who have taken a strong interest 
in traditional Irish music, are now up there 
with Michael Coleman, our thanks must go 
to those wonderful dedicated music teachers 
all over Ireland, who brought all of them to 
the exceptionally high standard we hear in 
their music today. It is due to those teachers 
our young musicians carry with them today a 
lasting gift of a great traditional Irish Music 
heritage.

Last Session in Brady's Pub.
Lto R: Minnie Dillon, Ms. Martin, Dolly Brady, Pee Rourke, Sean Dillon, Dolly Brady’s grandnephew, Tommy Mulligan
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P<\ddy Kelly And Cloone Counry 
peAdh Cheoil

6y berry OeRLuin foley

Paddy Kelly ivas instrumental in 
launching the first Fleadh Cheoil in 
Cloone in 1990.

To write a few lines about Paddy describing 
the man and his many talents is well nigh an 
impossible task. Books have been written 
about lesser men. Paddy was born to play
music He
school days in Drumnamore School in 
the neighbouring parish of Aughavas and 
later progressed to Multyfarnham College. 
However, he was fortunate to have had a 
teacher named Mrs. Sharpley Mulligan. As 
a young boy, she taught him the basics of 
the accordion, Paddy went from strength 
to strength and was motivated to develop 
and excel in the field of music. He proved 
to be an apt pupil and took to music like a 
duck to water. He became an accomplished 
accordionist and singer. ‘Gnathnamh na 
hoibre an t-eolas’.

One of his first appearances was with 
the ‘Green Castle Ceili Band’. He was
accompanied by Patsy Doherty, Noel
Sweeney, Martin Sweeney and Mick Conboy. 
They played all over Ireland and occasionally 
further afield. Needless to say, fortunes were 
not made - when one considers the inflated 
values the present day entertainers place 
upon their musical performances. Paddy 
played for the love of the music and not for 
any monetary gain. He spent a few seasons 
performing in the Imperial Hotel in iconic 
Lisdonvarna. He also went to the United 
States with the GAA one year.

After years with the ‘Green Castle Ceili Band’ 
he joined a group of musicians called ‘The

Kaisers’. The members of the group were 
Michael Solon, Harry Flynn and Joe Creamer. 
They played in the pubs of Leitrim and the 
surrounding counties quite successfully 
for some time. Paddy then did a stint with 
Leitrim’s all Ireland singing Champion Mae 
Reynolds accompanied by his brother Mel in 
the 80’s and 90’s, but it was as a solo artist 
that Paddy enjoyed himself. The impromptu 
session in a pub, the party in someone’s 
home, a charity concert for some deserving 
cause, all such occasions were embellished by 
the presence of Paddy Kelly, whether he was 
playing for an Armagh Team in Crossmaglen 
or a 50th. Anniversary he always had a song 
to suit. He had a song for every county be it 
the Offaly Rover, Donegal Danny or Galway 
Shawl etc. Paddy was no ‘Prima Donna’ with 
an inflated sense of his own talent. He would 
play for a child as enthusiastically as he would 
for a crowded hall. Money was not an issue 
and no one had to rob meagre takings collected 
for a charity to pay Paddy. Although he went 
to school and played football in Aughavas his 
heart was always in Cloone.

When an opportunity arose of running a 
County Fleadh Cheoil in the area, he was one 
of the first to propose Cloone as a suitable 
venue. Paddy was no stranger to Comhaltas 
Ceoilteoiri Eireann. He won First place as 
an accordionist in the Connacht County 
Finals which qualified him to take part in the 
All Ireland competitions held in Listowel, 
Co. Kerry in 1974. There he came second, 
missing first place by a mere point - no small 
achievement for one of Cloone’s accomplished 
musicians.
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The first Feis Cloone in 1933 was hosted by 
Fr. Peter Conefrey who was a great force 
behind traditional music. There were a few 
musical events held over the following years. 
However, an official branch of Comhaltas 
Ceoltoiri was formed in 1988 which included 
Aughavas and part of Gortletteragh. Paddy 
along with committee members worked 
in earnest and were determined to host a 
County Fleadh in the village on April 28th 
1990. After the parade which was led by the 
Drumreilly Youth band the official opening 
commenced. Mr. Jimmie Joe Higgins a well 
known entrepreneur in Sligo and a native of 
Cloone officiated at the opening ceremony.

The various competitions were held in the 
Community Centre and the school. Every 
organisation in the parish helped with 
the stewarding etc. and also people from 
neighbouring Aughavas. The success of the

prestigious event was evident by the crowds 
of competitors, patrons and adjudicators. 
The ICA Guild looked after all the workers 
and other participants by providing meals 
and refreshments. In 1996 a second County 
Fleadh was held in Cloone Village and again 
the event was an overwhelming success. Oliver 
O’Higgins was chair-person of the organising 
committee and Paddy Kelly played a major 
role. The village was once again ‘Alive with 
the Sound of Music’. We have the highest 
esteem for all our local musicians and we 
wish them all the best while they endeavour 
to preserve our musical heritage and culture. 
Happily, Paddy is still playing for us and will 
continue to do so for a long time. “Is buaine 
bladh na saoghal”. Fame endures longer than 
life.

I wish to thank Val Fitzpatrick for 
providing information for this article.

Cloone Fleadh Ceoil Committee 1990.
Back: Mike Joe Brennan, Michael Reynolds, Tommy Creegan, Oliver O'Higgins, HarryMcKeon. 

Front: Peter Charles, Betty Foley, Paddy Kelly, Maureen Heslin.
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Recodeccion of Schoo(d<\ys
1936-1945

6y Rose (CieRnan) bRennan

I remember my first day in Cloone School in 
1936 and it proved to be the start of many 
happy memories for the next eight years. 
Mrs Me Dermot my first teacher was very 
dedicated to her profession and eager to 
impart her knowledge to her pupils.

The first visitor to the school was the late Fr. 
Peter Conefrey who made many a welcome 
visit. Every time he visited he asked the 
children to sing ‘The Road to the Isle’ (An 
bothar chuig an oilean) and a concert ensued. 
I remember being introduced to him as a 
new pupil and he asked me would I come to 
school every day and I answered ‘I will if it’s 
not raining’. He was a very jovial man, with 
a fondness of Irish music, home industry 
and encouraged people to live on their home 
products. I remember him, on seeing my 
brother Jim eating oaten bonnock, giving 
him some money and telling him he’d never 
get a headache. He would ask the children if 
they had waited for Catechism after Mass the 
previous Sunday. If a child hadn’t attended he 
would draw his walking stick and lay it gently 
on the child’s hand. Every Christmas he held 
a concert in St Francis’ Hut as the parish hall 
was called. He had an enormous tree erected 
on the stage on which toys were hanging 
and were distributed to the children. I still 
remember the toy I chose when he brought
me the tree. There
music and Irish dancing on the stage. For 
refreshments there were huge round Barm 
Bracks. It proved a most enjoyable day, so 
much so that the memory lasts, I was nine 
years of age when he died in 1939.

It was always great to get a break from the 
lessons when a magician arrived or some 
other entertainer. I was always glad to be sent 
out to gather sticks for the fire. Believe it or 
not, I was once sent out to find a suitable rod 
to use for corporal punishment.

In those days we sat in twos in seats with an 
inkwell in the centre. I remember on one 
occasion, my comrade took up the inkwell 
to turn it on its side to get a good refill. 
Not being aware the well was removed I let 
my pen fall through the hole and it landed 
standing upright between her toes. You may 
have guessed; it was summer and she was 
barefooted, as was the norm in the 30s and 
40s. Children loved to go barefooted even 
though they suffered from the odd stone 
bruise, still they soldiered on. The feel of 
earth under foot gave a sense of freedom.

In third class we moved further up the hall 
to a new room and Mrs Solon was to be our 
teacher for the next five years. She was a very 
dedicated teacher and a very spiritual person, 
who directed us on the ‘straight and narrow’. 
Over 90% of her pupils were destined to 
attain no further education than the Primary 
Certificate, as there were no second level 
schools in the vicinity. Thanks to our teachers 
they gave us a good foundation, enough to 
take us to our chosen careers such as nurses, 
Gardai, book keepers etc.

In 1939 during my time in school Dr Douglas 
Hyde became the first President of Ireland 
and the Second World War broke out. In a
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few years, rationing came into being, food, 
clothes, oil, tobacco and flour were the main 
items. I don’t ever remember feeling cold or 
hungry, thanks to our good parents, they kept 
us fed and clothed.

I often think of the fun we had on the way 
home from school. In my mind’s eye I can see 
the ditch we rested on and played games such 
as Forfeits. In winter when the frost obliged, 
we had a great slide down Corouna hill, no

need for the Alpine Slopes when we had 
Corouna hill. Alas that bog road was for years 
overgrown with briars etc and not available 
for a near way to Cloone. However, through 
the work and planning of the Gathering 
Committee the pass has been cleared and 
converted into a beautiful nature trail. Time 
brings changes! My teachers and most of my 
school friends are deceased. I hope and pray 
their Homeland is in Heaven.

CDemoRies op Cloone P<\sr
6y OIivcr O higgins, Cloone

Growing up in the Cloone of the 1940’s and 
50’s was very different from that of today.These 
were tough times for everyone, young and old, 
not alone in Leitrim but in the whole country. 
Job prospects were virtually nil. If scarce 
employment could be found the wages would 
be no more than a few shillings a week. The 
odd bright girl with a few years in secondary 
education might obtain employment “serving 
her time” in a local drapery shop. A bright 
young lad leaving national school at the age 
of 14 or 15 would be lucky to start work as 
an apprentice shop-boy in a local grocery 
shop. Most of the rest emigrated to England 
or America. It was a different world then, the 
great technological advances in travel and 
communications were a long way off, the few 
phones in a town were confined to the Garda 
barracks, the Post Office, and the Priest and 
Doctor’s residences. Communication with 
relatives abroad was by letter and post took 
a long time; urgent communication was 
usually by telegram delivered by telegram- 
boys during office hours; outside office hours, 
urgent messages were phoned to the Garda 
barracks and delivered by an obliging Guard.

Emigrants to far-away places like America 
could be regarded as gone forever.

During the 1940’s food in the shops was very 
scarce, with the result that the Government 
had to issue ration books to everyone in the 
country, young and old alike. Wherever the 
ration book was left for shopping, that was 
the only shop groceries could be purchased. 
No Ration Book - no groceries.

Fortunately the country was self sufficient 
in potatoes, vegetables and grain at the time. 
There were very large families in every house 
in those days, which meant plenty7 of help was 
always at hand.

There was not much machinery in those days 
the odd tractor, horse drawn plough, rake, 
mowing machine. No electricity’ except in 
large towns and cities. Rural Ireland had to 
do with oil lamps or candles, tilly lamps, some 
just depended on the light from the open 
fire. Many houses were thatched and white 
washed with a door painted either, red, green 
or blue, they were neat warm houses, and a 
welcome always awaited all callers, everyone
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worked long hard days, but was always very 
happy in their work.

White flour was no longer available in the 
shops, so it was substituted with brown flour 
which was of poor quality besides the white 
flour. Boxty, potato bread, loaf, were very 
popular in those days, a pig was often killed 
to keep the house in meat for the winter.

There were four schools in the parish Adoon, 
Cloone, Drumloughan and Corduff. Cloone 
had four rooms, while the other three had just 
two rooms. The boys and girls were taught in 
separate rooms, which meant the boys and 
girls seldom came into contact with each 
other, all the boys had their own playground 
and the girls had theirs.The teachers in Cloone 
School were: Mrs. Cooney, Tom Moran - 
Principal, Mrs. Solan and Mrs. McDermott. 
Youngsters of those days knew everybody in 
their communities. Boys often arose extra 
early some mornings to walk a mile to serve 
Mass; they then ran home and ate a quick 
breakfast of porridge or homemade bread and 
milk before heading off to school and maybe 
receive a share of the stick. School ended at 3 
o’clock and they bolted out the school gate, 
full of joy, all punishment forgotten; arrived 
home to do their share of jobs on the farm. 
Children were often sent back to Cloone and 
maybe barefooted for messages. Girls drew 
buckets of water from the well, gathered sticks 
or in the spring potatoes had to be set or turf 
reared by hand on the bog.

On Sundays, young lads played with a ball 
on the street. Where a pig was killed in a 
household the bladder was often improvised 
as a football or depending on the season, 
they fished for perch or pike from the local 
rivers and lakes with a rod cut from a hedge. 
Handball was played in the village against a 
gable wall and stopped to allow a rare car or 
lorry to pass. Youngsters often sat on windows

sills or the Camp Field wall and watched 
passers-by and chatted for pastime. On free 
autumnal days they earned small pennies a 
day for picking potatoes.

Children grew up fast then. They did their 
best to drown their fading hope of job 
prospects in the prevailing atmosphere of 
friendliness, laughter and song. Most seemed 
happy that stayed at home and those who 
emigrated worked hard to survive and send 
much-needed money home, some ultimately 
prospering, some not so lucky. Regardless 
the continuity of community has remained in 
Cloone to make it the wonderful and unspoilt 
parish that it remains to this day.

Patsy and Oliver O'Higgins on their Communion Day 
outside St Mary's old Church in Cloone.
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Cloone Am&reuR Oraitia
by LconoRA (JJynne

Amateur drama was a big part of my life in 
Cloone for many years, from war time right 
up til the late seventies. There was a tradition 
of performing the plays during Lent because 
in those times dances were not allowed. In 
most of the rural dance halls they would hold 
what they called concerts, which consisted of 
variety acts such as singing and Irish dancing 
etc at the beginning and at the interval. The 
rest of the evening’s entertainment consisted 
of a three-act play performed by locals. 
According to whatTommyTiernan told me, in 
war time, they used to perform these concerts 
in a wooden structure called The Hut. He 
told me they performed one play completely 
in the Irish language during the time Fr 
Conefrey was Parish Priest. Fr Conefrey was 
a great advocate of all things Irish, including 
the language itself. As a child growing up in 
Cloone, some of my best memories are of 
going to see those concerts in Doherty’s hall. 
Along with the show in Mohill, they were the 
highlight of my year!

I first dipped my toes into the ‘Am-dram’ 
scene in Cloone in the very early seventies. 
Myself and my friend (and neighbour) 
Rosemary Donnelly were asked to take part 
in a particular play. We agreed and started 
attending rehearsals. I played the part of a 
tinker woman and really enjoyed the whole 
lead up to the play. I used to look forward to 
going in to Cloone two or three times a week 
to practice. I had my mother’s head annoyed 
asking her to read other characters lines 
to help me learn mine! Finally after about 
6 weeks we were ready to perform the play 
starting on Friday night in Drumreilly and 
on the Sunday night in Cloone. I will never 
forget the first time on stage in front of a live 
audience, I was so nervous before going on 
stage but once I got out there I was fine. I 
was on stage in the first act when there was a 
commotion out in the wings. It was a bit off- 
putting but I got through it. When I came off 
I found out that one of our crew was leaning 
against a partition at the side of the stage when

Cloone Drama Group in Early 1980’s.
L to R: John Francis Reynolds, Patsy McGowan, Micheal Solan, Frank Quinn. 

Front: Lianora Wynne & Siobhan Doherty
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it gave way. Luckily someone pulled him back 
otherwise he would have fallen out into the 
hall from quite a height. We all had a good 
laugh about that incident but it could have 
ended so differently. We then followed with a 
couple more three-act plays which stopped a 
few years later.

Around that time I joined the Cloone 
branch of Macra Na Feirme and they started 
performing one-act plays which were entered 
in a country wide competition within Macra. 
Michael Solon produced these plays which 
were usually comedies. We won the county 
final of this competition a couple of times. 
After that the one-act plays, and indeed 
Macra Na Feirme in Cloone fizzled out.

Then Michael Solon and Gerry Me Govern
started up Am-dram in Cloone again. By that
time Dohertv’s Hall had closed so we had our «/
rehearsals and performances in the old school. 
It was very cold and draughty and some of 
the windows had holes in them. I remember 
once we had a rehearsal one night in January 
and all turned up for it even though there 
were a few inches of snow on the ground. The 
place was freezing! There was even snow on 
the floor. The first thing we did was to light a 
huge fire and all gathered around it to try to

keep warm while we rehearsed. We managed 
to get through the rehearsal without getting 
hypothermia. But I will always remember as 
we were leaving there was still snow on the 
floor.

We had a great mixture of characters at that 
time; the younger ones, and the older, more 
experienced performers. The one who stands 
out in my mind the most was Patsy McGowan. 
He was a great talent both on and off the 
stage. During rehearsal he used to have us 
all in stitches with his stories and yarns and, 
as for his acting, he was brilliant. Whatever it 
was about him, when he came on the stage he 
had the audience in stitches before he even 
uttered a word. I always thought he missed 
his vocation; he should have been a comedian. 
At that time Michael Solon suggested that we 
enter a national drama competition which was 
being run at that time. We did, and it was great 
fun attending amateur drama festivals being 
held in a number of locations throughout the 
country. We competed in the Ballinamore 
festival a number of times which was handy 
because it was local to us. We also competed 
in Sligo and Derry. We only competed once 
in the Derry festival which was quite an 
experience. We hired a minibus and had a 
good old sing-song on the way there. When

< Back L to R: Micheal Solan, 
Pat McNamara, John 
Francis Reynolds, Peter 
Lennon. Front: Lianora 
Wynne, Patsy McGowan, 
Siobhan Doherty, Anthony 
Canning
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we got there the stage had to be erected as 
part of the evening’s performance. During 
the afternoon the men were busy, but as there 
was only so much the girls could do, we soon 
found ourselves at a loose end and decided 
we would go and find a place to have a bite 
to eat and a drink. We found a pub and I’ll 
never forget how uncomfortable we felt there. 
That was around 1980 and the Troubles were 
at their worst. As soon as the people in the 
pub heard our Southern accents they became 
very wary and suspicious of us. We drank our 
drink quickly and got out of there. It made 
us realise what a tough time the people in 
Northern Ireland were going through then.

In the early eighties our little band of amateur 
actors disbanded and I emigrated to England 
a few years later. As far as I know there has 
been no drama group formed in Cloone 
Parish since.

Maggie Cunningham dressed for a Cloone play

Oratda SroRy
On one occasion in the 70’s Patsy 
McGowan came solo on the stage 
during the interval made up as an 
African lady in a short yellow dress, 
curly black hair and large sunglasses. 
What a howl! He told yarns that had the 
audience in stitches. One of the stories 
which he told so well was of a new 
apprentice shop boy who was learning 
his trade when a woman came in and 
asked for corn flakes. He looked at the 
shelf which was empty and replied to 
the lady that they were out of stock and 
she promptly left the shop. The annoyed 
shop owner who was watching called 
the young man aside and said that this 
was not the way to do business. He said 
that if the shop was out of a product 
you always offer an alternative. The 
shop owner told the young man the 
right way to deal with the woman was 
to say ‘I’m sorry madam we are just 
out of cornflakes but we have keenest 
prices on Weetabix, crispies or porridge 
oats’. Always make the sale he said to 
the assistant. The assistant promised 
to be more careful. Another lady came 
into the shop and asked for a packet 
of toilet rolls. The young man again 
noticed that these were out of stock 
and anxious to prove himself to the 
watching shop owner he turned to the 
lady and said ‘I’m sorry madam we are 
just out of toilet paper but we have a 
great range of wallpaper, sandpaper or 
confetti!’ Oh how that went down with 
the crowd! The interval act went down 
better than the pantomime itself!
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Extract From The Leitrim Observer 
Cloone Drama Production, February, 1982

Cfoone pt&y A 
CDajor Success

For die eighth successive year, Cloone Dramatic 
Society has slung together two and a half hours of 
the best stage entertainment one is likely to find 
in any rural town or village in Ireland. Under the 
direction of Michael Solon and with some superb 
acting by Leonora Wynne, Pat Mc.Namara, Owenie 
Mitchell, Penny Bredin and Kathleen Harte, John 
B. Keane’s tragi-comedy “Sive” imposes itself on 
the audience from the word go.

Written in 1959, the play is a typical countryman/ 
countrywoman’s dish which flows from the pen 
of this enigmatic Kerryman like water down 
a mountain. The setting is a rural farmhouse, 
somewhere in Ireland, and the plot revolves round 
the abortive and scheming attempts by an evil 
matchmaker “Thomasheen” (Owen Mitchell), 
to arrange a match between an illegitimate girl 
“Sive”(Penny Bredin) and an ageing simpleton 
farmer Pat Bocock (John Francis Reynolds).

The play which runs for two more nights, 
Wednesday (tonight) and Friday, commences at 
9pm. And is a must for all those interested in a 
bird’s-eye view into the past, and particularly how 
that much-talked about ritual “matchmaking”, was 
conducted.

The characters were played by the following: Nanna 
Glavin; Kathleen Harte/Clarke, Mena Glavin; 
Leonora Wynne, Sive: Penny Bredin, Thomasheen 
Sean Rua: Owen Mitchell, Mike Glavin: Hubert 
Reynolds, Liam Scuab(Sive’s Sweetheart): Peter 
Lennon, Sean Dota: Pat Mc.Namara, Pats Bocock: 
John Francis Reynolds, Carthalawn: Michael Solon

CDembeRs Op 
Various Oraitia

Croups 70s/80s
In Cloone

Mary Rose Quinn, Drumloughan; 

Leonora Wynne, Drumbore;

Mary Quinn/Reynolds,
Drumhallagh;

Pat McNamara, Camber;

John Francis Reynolds, Adoon;

Owen Mitchell, Keeldra;

Peter Lennon, Camber;

Francie Joe Quinn, Drumloughan; 

Penny Bredin, Gorvagh;

Patsy McGowan, Edergole;

Patsy Me Gowan, Racullen;

Kathleen Harte, Drumbore;

Gerry McGovern, Annaghmacoolen; 

Hubie Reynolds, Gorvagh;

Tony Canning, Mohill;

Jim Beirne, Cornagher;

Mary Rose Conboy/Beirne;

Siobhan Doherty/Gannon, 
Streamstown;

Jim Foy, Riverstown;

Marian Foy, Riverstown;

Patricia Mitchell, Keeldra;

Michael Solon, Racullen;

Kevin Foley, The Glebe;

Daisy Brady, Keeldra.

Padraig Quinn, Drumhalla
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Cloone faces and Places

Charlie & Carmel Kilkenny Group of Villagers outside Dohertys Hall in the 50s

Mary Kilkenny, Drimna

The Double wedding of John Charlie Bohan and Maisie McWeeney and 
Mona Bohan and Packie Joe Cafferty. Priest on right Fr. Edward Boylan Pat Kilkenny, Drimna
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Murray family Annaghmacoolen. Bernie Murray, Maggie 
Murray (Reilly), Kate Murray (Donohoe), Michael Murray

Seamus O'Brien, Josie Dillon, Francie Dillon, 
Kathleen Keegan, Jimmy Doorigan

Charlie McCawley, Kathleen Dillon, Lizzie Dillon, 
Josie Dillon, Paddy Solon

At Dillons Bridge House: Charlie Reynolds, Pee Dillon, 
Bernie Higgins, Sean Dillon, Dan Dillon

<
1. ?, 2. Leo McAlinden, 3. Peter Fowler Rourke, Bernard Kelly Drumbore, Joe Clarke, ?
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James Garvey and Maggie with friend

Jacinta, Carmel and Michael DillonPackie Joe McGarry with his parents

Drimna folk Willie McKeon jnr & snr &. John McKeon.
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Tommy Mulryan Patsy Doherty and Oliver O'Higgins.

Moira McHugh AnnaghbrennanAt Cloone Dinner Dance in early 70's Michael and 
Ellen McGarty with Maureen and Sean Tiernan
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hedge Schoofs
6cj Cvelyn Kelly
'' -

The steady decline of Gaelic culture can 
be dated back to the Norman Invasion, 
culminating at the time of the Flight of the 
Earls. After the breakup of the monastic 
schools, itinerant friars ministered to the 
educational needs of children and adults 
alike throughout the country in what were 
the first hedge schools. Indeed the Latin 
School at Moyne can trace it origins to the 
classical hedge schools established by the 
dispossessed monks of the 14th century. The 
rigours of the Penal Laws made it doubly 
difficult for the friars to act as teachers so 
it was only natural that the education of the 
people would fall into secular hands in the 
only sites available during these harsh times. 
Popular history places these schools under 
ruined walls, in dry ditches by the roadside 
or barns. The Irish who could afford the 
hedge master’s fee of one penny per day sent 
their children where they were taught Gaelic, 
Irish History, tradition, and told tales of their 
Irish ancestry. Pupils sat on the bare ground 
or on available loose stones. Slates and slate 
pencils were the main educational aids. 
Government-sponsored schools were open 
to Catholic children, but the majority of their 
parents refused to use them. Local historian 
Peter Kilkenny records in the archives of the 
National Folklore Collection that a Master 
McGarty originally from Fermanagh kept 
a hedge school in Cloone sometime around 
1820. His fee amounted to one schilling 
per quarter. Difficulties in obtaining his 
recompense were countered by his writing 
satirical verses and posting them on the 
Church door. Defaulting parents were usually 
named and shamed by his compositions 
and promptly paid up. Towards the end of

the 18th century, another Fermanagh native, 
Master Smyth founded a type of technical 
hedge school at Sunnaghmore. By trade he 
was a journey man weaver. Besides teaching 
the three “R’s” the arts of flax scutching, 
pot mending, linen making and dyeing were 
included on the curriculum. Smyth is said to 
have found a special type of turf in Gubbs bog 
with which he was able to melt metal. With 
this innovative discovery he was able to repair 
pots without bolts or screws

With the enactment of the Act of Union and 
the abolition of the Irish Parliament in 1800, 
the English Government began to take more 
responsibility for the welfare and education 
of its Irish subjects. Despite the Penal Laws, 
many schools had grown up with officialdom 
ignoring the fact. By 1810, many of the so- 
called original “Hedge Schools” had died 
out with a more formalized fee-paying public 
education system, taking their place. The 
Government decided that a National School 
System, similar to that under consideration 
for England itself, was probably needed. The 
Parliament commissioned studies on the 
existing situation in Ireland before making 
their decision. The “Second Report of the 
Commissioners of Irish Education Inquiry” was 
issued in 1826. It published the results of a 
survey taken in 1824 of every school in Ireland 
when forms were sent to clergy both Catholic 
and Protestant requesting that they carry 
out a survey of all schools in their parishes 
on a certain day and return the required 
information. While the report gives us an 
insight into schools in the early part of the 
19th century, it would appear that the issue of 
Irish education had only minimally improved
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from the previous hundred years. Extracts 
from the report that record the condition 
of some of the buildings are outlined below. 
School furniture in some of the better schools 
had progressed to wooden planks laid on 
stones while the master sat on a three-legged 
stool. Wet days and clay floors were not a 
good combination when pupils would often 
find themselves coated with mud up to their 
ankles. Slate utensils were still the mainstay 
of the learning process although in the mid 
19th century goose quills and headline copies 
were introduced. The master pared down the

nib end for use with ink made from the juice 
of blackberries, elderberries and soot. The 
school year commenced on the 1st November 
and ended on Mayday; this was the old 
Gaelic division of the year, from Samhain 
to Bealtaine. In places schools were split 
into junior and senior rankings and this is in 
evidence with relation to Cloone. Subjects 
taught at junior level were Irish, History, 
Geography Arithmetic and Algebra while the 
senior level included Greek and Latin and 
targeted young men intending to study for 
the priesthood.

Extract from the Irish Education Inquiry: Second Report 1826 - Parochial Returns

SCHOOL TEACHER RELIGION
FREE 

or PAY 
SCHOOL

TEACHER
ANNUAL
INCOME

SCHOOL
DESCRIPTON

CHURCH of 
IRELAND 

Pupils Pupils PATRONAGE

Roculline John Smyth RC Free £7.10s Clay & Thatch- 
Rented

London Hibernian 
Society

Streamstown Elizabeth
Elliot Not Stated Pay

3/4p a 
quarter 
per pupil 
amount 
not yet 
Known

Mistress’s
cottage

London Female 
Hibernian Society

Cloone Bernard
Hammel RC Pay £2.3s.4d No Fixed 

Schoolhouse None

Cloone Latin 
School

Owen
McMahon RC Not

Stated Not Stated Master’s House None

Cloone
English
School

Patrick
Mitchell RC Pay Clay & Straw None

Drumgowla Peter
Sheridan RC Pay Clav & Straw None

Meenaghan Michael
Kernan RC Pay A Barn None

Drumshambo Patrick
Gallaghly RC Pay A Barn, Clay & 

Thatch - £2 None

Corriga Peter Nash Protestant Free £10 or Clay & Thatch London Hibernian & 
Kildare Place Soc.

Tooman Richard
Leslie Protestant Pay £12 to Not Stated None

Drumgowna | Patrick Grey ' RC Pay £7.8s.l0d Stone & Mud None

Aughavas
Drunlofty

Samuel
McCormick Protestant Pay

Master’s own 
house: bad: 
£2.10s

London Hibernian 
Soc. The incumbent 
pays £5 towards the 
Master’s salary

Train Thomas
Flinn RC Pay

Master’s own 
house; Stone & 
Clay: £6

None

■
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Pen<\( (Simes
6y Cve(yn Ke((y

In reflecting on our historical past, the 
Penal laws were perhaps the most draconian 
legislation ever levied on a particular section 
of Irish society. They were enforced in 1693 
and while elements were repealed in stages 
during the 19th century, it was not until the 
introduction of the Government of Ireland Act 
1920 that the final vestiges of discrimation 
against any religious section of Irish society 
were finally removed. The Penal code in 
summary forbade Roman Catholics to 
worship, vote or hold public office, practice 
a trade, receive an education, purchase or 
lease land. Following the enactment of the 
mandatory Act of Registration of 1704, some 
fifteen priests registered in Co.Leitrim. 
This requirement was desired by the then 
Government as a measure of control on the 
clergy and a restriction on their activities. 
Three priests registered within the parish of 
Cloone which then embraced Gortletteragh 
and Aughavas. They were Thomas Flynn 
then aged 49 with an abode given as Errew: 
Hugh Cannon ofTuma aged 47 and Denis 
(or Daniel) Gaffney aged 56, living at 
Drumdarkin. Incidentally the latter was 
ordained by St. Oliver Plunkett. In 1709 
further legislation introduced the “Oath of 
Abjuration” compelling all Catholic clergy 
to take an oath of allegiance to the British 
monarch and his successors under the penalty 
of transportation and the crime of high 
treason if they returned. On a national basis 
only thirty three conformed, none in Leitrim.

In 1714 the names of non-adhering priests 
throughout the county were laid before the 
Grand Jury at Carrick-on-Shannon, charged

with continuing to exercise their functions 
without having taken the Oath of Abjuration. 
The session (edited) reads as follows;

(C Whereas the Grand Jury then and there
impaneled and sworn present that Thomas 
Flyn a registered popish priest of the parish of 
Cloone and that Denis Gaffney and that Hugh 
Cannon both registered popish priests for the 
parish of Cloone and that Francis Moran, a 
Franciscan friar of Cloone and Mohill and that 
Peter Reynolds a Franciscan Friar in and about 
the parish of Mohill and that James McTernan 
a young priest lately ordained in the about the 
parish of Cloone, do all frequently say mass and 
have not taken the Oath, and one Edward Nagle 
a papist teaches school in Castlefor in Fenagh 
parish and that one Richard Flanagan a papist 
keeps school in the parish of Drumreilly all which 
papish schoolmasters have not taken the Oath 
of Abjuration as by law required and that one 
Gerald Cullen a Franciscan friar exercises his 
friars function in and about the County Leitrim 
and that one Patrick Flynn of Mohill is a young 
popish priest not registered all of which said priests 
and ffriars doe frequently say mass and exercise 
their priestly functions not having taken the Oath 
of Abjuration but act in publick defyance and 
contempt of the laws of this kingdom. These are 
therefore in her Majesty’s name requiring you 
and every one of you on sight hereof to apprehend 
the bodyes of all the before mentioned and them or 
any of them so apprehended to bring before some 
of her Majesties Justices of the Peace to be dealt 
with according to law”.

Attempts to capture the offending priests
friars and teachers were in vain due
mainly to the support and protection of the
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predominantly Catholic population, much 
to the dismay and displeasure of Sir Thomas 
Crofton of Mohill.

Classified as outlaws, priests hid in mountains, 
bogs and caves without knowing when they 
could be captured. Bounties were placed on 
the head of every practicing bishop, priest 
monk and friar. Rewards were offered, which in 
those times would amount to a king’s ransom 
but apparently none were drawn down. So- 
called priest-catchers were introduced. Their 
recompense on achievement was recouped by 
a tax levied on the inhabitants of the locality 
where clergy was exercising jurisdiction. The 
liturgy was celebrated at what became known 
as Mass Rocks situated in remote areas while 
the faithful knelt on the bare ground. Lookouts 
watched from high ground and gave timely 
warnings of the approach of a priest hunter or 
the Redcoats. In the Cloone area, Mass rocks 
can be found at Mount Ida and Drumgowla 
The monument at Drumgowla is situated near 
the top of a hill in a hidden corner of a field 
on McHugh’s farm. It is a large rock about 3 
ft high and 4/5 ft long with a flat top. There

Figure 1; Mass Rock Drumgowla

are no markings or crevices to be seen. The 
rock at Mount Ida on Mick McCabe’s land is 
an upstanding slab again about 3 ft. high. A 
lesser stone lies nearby. It has been suggested 
that it may have been the table of an altar and 
lay on other supports but as it stands today its 
fixture appears to be permanent. Inscriptions 
of a cross and a chalice are visible on one side 
while a crevice on the opposing side suggests 
a water font. Both Mass rocks are situated in 
secluded sites with a wide panoramic view of 
the surrounding country-side; ideal locations 
at the time for clergy and their parishioners 
alike to note the approach of unwelcome 
visitors.

Figure 2; Mass Rock Mount Ida
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The young Father Thomas Flynn was 
ordained in 1682 by Dr. Keogh, bishop of 
Clonfert. In 1704 his sureties on registration 
are given as Cornelius Reynolds of Loghrill 
and Luke Doyle of Mohill. He was appointed 
bishop to the See of Ardagh on 18th May 1718 
thus filling a vacancy that previously existed 
for 49 years. In the following July another 
brief was issued authorizing him to receive 
consecration from one bishop with two 
assisting dignitaries. It took more than human 
courage to accept such an appointment at a 
time when the Penal suppression was at its 
highest pitch of ferocity. The new Bishop 
assumed his duties without any outward 
changes in his mode of life. He continued his 
ministry and was probably known as Bishop 
only to his priests and humble flock during 
the twelve years of his episcopate. Recent 
research has since shown that the townland 
of Errew was Fr. Flynn’s native place and 
a field there known as the “Bishop’s field” 
possibly marks the site of his former home. 
Bishop Thomas Flynn died in 1730. He was 
laid to rest in the shadow of the ruined abbey 
at Cloone graveyard where a modest stone 
marked the grave with the inscription; Pray 
for the soul of the Rd Doctor Thomas Flynn who 
departed this life January the 29, 17 Aged 78 
years: Erected by Patrick Flynn. At the bottom 
of the slab the words Bishop of Ardagh were 
inscribed. Subsequently it became customary

to place the coffins of deceased members of 
the local community on the Bishop’s grave 
while pre-internment funeral rites were being 
read. However the tradition roused the anger 
of some objectors who defaced the headstone 
and the words Bishop of Ardagh were chiseled 
out. A restored monument with a revised 
inscription was erected with the support 
of parishioners and rededicated by Bishop 
Cathal Daly on the 2nd November 1975.
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I can recall with nostalgia my early experience 
of the Cloone fairs. At that time in 1939 there 
were only two fairs being held during the 
year, namely the 26th of May and the 13th of 
June known as the Puck Fair of Cloone.

I remember during my first year of school when 
I was only five years of age, on the morning 
of the 26th of May, my Mother, escorting us 
to school. My Father had some suck calves 
at the fair. At that time I was pretty horrified 
as I didn’t know what all the shouting and 
slapping was about. If a buyer was advancing 
a pound in order to agree a price it was usually 
done with a slap on the sellers hand, and as 
prices were small at that time advances were 
made in sums of ten shillings, and some of 
the tanglers could give several slaps or whacks 
for the one ten shillings. As we passed by my 
father we couldn’t even say hello as he was in 
the process of making a deal, and was fully 
engaged. My Mother would have escorted us 
as far as Tiernan’s shop from where we were 
safe to manage on our own.

Farmers from the south side would sell their 
cattle on the road from Creegan’s pub out 
towards Harry McKeon’s house. With the 
high ditches on either side it was an ideal 
place to mind cattle. Farmers from the north 
side would herd their cattle along the Camp 
field wall and down the chapel lane. There 
was also a great place between the barracks 
and the Priests house where now stands our 
lovely Chapel.

Back then Cloone was renowned for the 
quality of its yearlings and its suck calves. At 
that time there were a few local farmers who 
kept bulls to look after the cows of the local 
farmers, and having got familiar with some of 
the department officials they were lucky to get 
some of the best bulls from the department 
to service their cows. This resulted in buyers 
coming to Cloone, especially on the 26th of

May, from as far away as Cork and Waterford. 
It was common for farmers to come to 
Cloone from a ten or twelve or twenty mile 
radius with their stock.

The farmers whose calves were born in 
February, March or April would have choice 
picking from the buyers. As most small 
farmers were sending milk to the creamery it 
was their customary to sell their calves at that 
time. Other farmers who were able to manage 
to keep on their calves would usually be 
selling them as yearlings. Then as now there 
could be different kinds of playboys at fairs. 
There was the genuine type of dealer who 
might be buying for big farmers throughout 
the midlands on contract, but there were also 
the tanglers, prigs and blockers. I can recall 
meeting one such individual in later years 
that fitted all three of the aforementioned 
descriptions!

It was in 1947 the year of the big snow. I was 
in my thirteenth year, and my Father was 
bringing three lovely short horn heifers to 
the 26th of May fair, and I had to help him 
with them which meant I was able to stay 
home from school - I was delighted! There 
were plenty of men all interested in the 
different heifers, but one particular fellow 
proposed buying all three. The slapping and 
whacking went on for ages! Eventually the 
price was agreed at eight pounds each, but 
then he showed his form. He was looking for 
ten shillings each for a luck penny, but the 
last word from my father was ’that is not on’. 
As he moved away still insisting on the ten 
shillings each I could hear some of the locals 
refer to him as a proper prig; others said he 
was an effing tangier! He came back several 
times inside the next half hour and I could see 
my father’s temper rising. It was clear what 
this fellow was up to - with his carry on he 
could have spoiled my Fathers sale. He would
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possibly send some of his cohorts later in 
the day to try and buy them a pound apiece 
cheaper. As it turned out my uncle John RIP 
came on the scene. On hearing the story from 
my Father he said he would take the three 
heifers at eight pounds apiece. There was one 
slap to seal the deal. Within ten minutes the 
blocker was back again to see if he was getting 
the heifers . My father told him he wouldn’t 
get them now if he was giving nine pounds 
apiece. He gave one look at my uncle but said 
nothing. He knew better.

The heifers were put into Popes yard and we 
had some refreshment in Red Popes and the 
men had a couple of pints in Black Popes. At 
that time dinners were served in Red Popes 
(now Lohans) and old man Doherty’s. When 
we returned to the street there were two men 
leading a big stallion up and down the town. 
When the horse was reined to a halt he would 
stand and prance in his tracks as if he was 
marking time. Eventually after standing and 
prancing for five or ten minutes he let a neigh 
that could be heard miles away. Immediately 
a second stallion could be heard at the lower 
end of town. There and then the two men led 
their stallion into Popes yard. It would not 
be safe to parade stallions past each other on 
the main street especially with so many cattle 
and calves still around. The two men with 
the second stallion then proceeded to parade 
their horse up and down the main street. I 
was fascinated to watch the performance of 
those mighty animals.

Eventually when it was coming near three 
o’clock my uncle asked me if I would help him 
home with the three heifers. While initially I 
was sad to see our heifers being sold I was 
glad to see them going to my uncle where I 
saw them many a time later. We got the heifers 
to their destination and my Grandmother had 
dinner ready for us. After eating my dinner as 
I prepared for home my uncle gave me a half 
a crown which made my day. That was the 
26th of May 1947 also well known as the year 
of the big snow.

(Zhe OuCdesr
SpRingeR In ^otun

(To the air of ‘When I’m sixty four”) 
Composed <5y CDiche<\( So(on, Rocufiion.

When the mouth milk
near gone and kilos get harder for you to put on 
And rearing the young ones is not so much fun, 
you’re the Ouldest Springer in town

2
When the vet is called in and your put under test 
and you fight the needles at your very best It’s 
quite clear to you then that your life’s in a mess, 
You’re the Ouldest Springer in Town

Chorus
Here they come with yourTetra D, if the 
treatment works they’ll be happy you’ll see 
But when Mastitis returns and your bad as can 
be, you’re the Ouldest Springer in town

3
When your, brought to the Mart in a trailer and 
car,& they look you all over like a big movie star 
And they check on your card, stick your number 
with tar, you’re the Ouldest Springer in town

4
When your brought to your pen and you’re 
waiting to show & the dealers get round you as 
you Start to low
And they pull at your udder, see your mouth 
and say Oh!!!!! You’re the Ouldest Springer in
Town

Chorus
5

the ring and vour walkin around
& your eardrums are bursting with that bloomin 
Sound
And the Auctioneer says “the ould trade’s on 
the ground” you’re the Ouldest Springer in 
Town

6.
When you’re finally sold and go back to your pen 
& the buyer comes down and asks “your coming 
When”?
And be futhers around and says your not right 
then, you’re the Ouldest Springer, a factory 
Swinger
You’re the Ouldest Springer in Town, Oh Yeah !!!
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Nellies pi<\ce CLtaldtuicb Necu JeRsey
PRopRieroR Nellie Roche nee Reynolds, Ann<\6Rcnn<\gh<\n 

6y CDc\rcj Reynolds

Nellie Roche (nee Reynolds) is the fourth 
youngest of a family of eleven born to 
the late James and Margaret Reynolds, 
Annaghbrennaghan, Cloone.

In 1958, following her older siblings, Nellie 
emigrated to New York and soon found herself 
working in the famous Schrafft’s Restaurant 
in mid-town Manhattan, as a waitress. Like 
many of the Irish at the time, she attended 
many dances at the renowned Jaeger House 
and it was here she met her husband, Joe 
Roche, from Lyrecrompayne, Co Kerry. Love 
blossomed and they married in 1962. They 
quickly started a family and when their third 
child was born, they moved to the suburbs 
and settled in Dumont, New Jersey.

In 1983, while raising six children, Nellie 
took a leap of faith and sought out a business 
adventure that would change her life. Joe,

Nellie Reynolds & Joseph Roache

ready for retirement from the New York City 
Bus Company and Nellie, a well-seasoned 
waitress at Stasny’s Restaurant in Waldwick, 
New Jersey, were offered an opportunity to 
invest in the restaurant, Nellie had grown to

Peggy Reynolds, Claire Reynolds, Frank & baby Donna Marie, James & Margaret Reynolds, ?, Kevin Reynolds
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love. They jumped at the opportunity, working 
side by side, and in 1989 they bought out their 
partners, revamped the menu and changed 
the name of the restaurant to “Nellies Place”, 
giving a good Irish welcome to its customers 
and bringing their old-world Irish charm 
to the town of Waldwick. “Nellie’s Place” 
continues to flourish and is well-known for its 
food, service and hospitality.

Nellie is well known and highly respected in 
her community - she is an active member of 
the Bergen County Irish ladies Auxiliary and 
the Gaelic Golf Club. She is an honorary 
silver cardholder with the New Jersey State 
PBA, the highest award given to a civilian. 
She is a major benefactor, sponsoring many 
sports teams, PBA locals, ambulance corps, 
fire departments, schools, clubs, charitable 
events and fundraisers. She was an Honorary 
Grand Marshal at the St. Patrick’s Day Parade 
in Bergenfield, New Jersey, in 2010.

In her current days of semi-retirement, Nellie 
enjoys being with her six children and is 
adored by her fourteen grandchildren. With 
a home in Carrick-on-Shannon, Nellie and 
Joe are frequent visitors to Ireland where 
they entertain family and friends and where 
Nellie’s culinary skills are relished by all!

Nellies Place in Franklin Turnpike, Waldwick, New Jersey

Major Patrick Reynolds, US Marine & his father 
Paddy Reynolds
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CDemoRies op CDy School 0<\ys 
in Cloone School

6y John p. CarroK

w T3
My memories of school days are vague but 
after all this time there are certain incidents 
which clearly come to mind. I can’t say that 
I liked going to school as I always longed 
for the day I’d quit and head to work 
on Cloone Bog with my father. School 
days were hard in the 30’s and 40’s and I 
definitely wouldn’t describe them as the 
best days of my life. For me it was a case of 
putting in the time until I could leave and 
help my father on the land.

When I was in 5th and 6th class Master 
Moran used to send me on errands from 
school. One day he sent me to the Parish 
Priest’s house, Fr. Glancy, to ask him about 
Polling Booths which apparently were 
stored there. When I reached the house the 
door was open and as I was in my bare feet 
I walked in noiselessly to the priest’s room 
where he was sitting at his desk and of 
course I frightened him. He shouted at me
aIs there a knocker on the outside door? 55

I said, “I don’t know Father”. “Go out and 
look!” he shouted. Out I went and came 
back and told him that there was a knocker 
on the door.

“Go out and knock it, and knock hard”, he 
shouted at the top of his voice, “and don’t 
ever come in again without knocking”. 
Then he asked “What do you want?” I said 
“Master Moran sent me up to ask about 
Polling Booths, are they stored in the yard 
at the back of the house?” He let out a shout 
“I know nothing about Polling Booths, him 
and his Polling Booths” I had to leave and 
go back to Master Moran with my story. 
His only comment was “Boys oh boys”. I 
was wiser the next time I was sent to Father 
Glancy’s.

Another time, the Master told me to take

his bike and cycle into Mohill to collect a 
bundle of books which were delivered to 
McKeon’s public house. I got the books 
and put them on the carrier of the bike, 
but when I tried to cycle back, the parcel 
was too heavy and the front of the bike 
kept heeling up, so I had to walk all the way 
back to Cloone pushing the bicycle and the 
heavy parcel. Usually I was happy to get 
away from the classroom but this trip was 
long and held no enjoyment for me.

One day Master Moran asked me to travel 
to Carrigallen to Brewster’s Garage to get 
his bicycle fixed. There was only one pedal 
on his bike and I had to cycle as best I 
could the nine miles to Carrigallen. I got 
the pedal fixed in the garage. I had no 
problem cycling back with two pedals and 
the journey back was a lot faster and easier 
than the journey over.

When the war was on, Master Moran was 
away training in the Local Defence Force 
(LDF) for three days. We used to make a 
cone with a piece of paper to hold sweets 
and when the sweets were eaten, we used the 
paper to clean mud off our boots and then 
throw the paper up to stick to the ceiling, 
nothing wasted, everything recycled. 
When Master Moran returned he read the 
morning paper, he then threw it aside and 
said the morning prayers. He looked up 
at the ceiling and said, “Ah Jaysus!” when 
he saw the pieces of paper that were stuck 
to the ceiling, well, that morning the “Ah 
Jaysus” wasn’t a prayer!

I am looking forward to the reunion and 
meeting people that I have not seen in many 
years. Many of the people I went to school 
with are no longer living, may God be good 
to them. Although they are gone they are 
not forgotten.
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Che PRench Invasion Op Cloone:
1798.

The main narrative of the French at Cloone in 
1798 and the Croppy grave at Ballyknocken/ 
Drumloughan were related by John Clancy 
then of Faughill, Cloone to Peter Kilkenny, 
Sunnaghbeg, a schoolteacher and zealous 
collector of local lore and history in the early 
1930's. Contemporaneous recollections gathered 
from anonymous contributors and collected by 
Master Kilkenny are also included in this piece. 
These events are recorded within the National 
Folklore Collection 1937T39 and presented here 
as narrated to the interviewer. The late Michael 
Clancy, Cordujf, was John Clancy's grandson.

Many of the ordinary people didn’t take part 
in the ’98 wars. They were too much afraid. I 
heard them say they were too afraid to speak 
about the times even at their own firesides. 
The country was full of spies. There were a 
good many yeomen in Cloone and Aughavas 
and they used to be out nearly every night 
and they had the country terrorised. Oh it 
was a terrible time. The people had no one 
to lead them and there were not so many 
priests to advise them either. There was only 
one priest in Cloone and Aughavas. His 
name was Fr. Anthony Gregory Dunne. He 
was educated in France and could speak 
French like a Frenchman. The people in the 
United Irishmen were mostly the journeymen 
workers, the weavers and scutchers and 
blacksmiths. Sunnaghmore was always a 
great place for the journeymen, for they 
were coming there for generations and there 
were more rebels there in ’98 than any place 
around. The travelling masters were also in 
the United Irishmen and they always had a 
hedge school in Sunnaghmore. A good deal

of blacksmiths were in it too and they used to 
make the pikes. Tommy Mullrine of Cloone 
now, his grandfather used to make the pikes 
and fought at Ballinamuck. Indeed he came 
back like a man to Cloone after the battle and 
continued at his trade. The story goes that 
one day after the battle, an officer came to 
Cloone to question him and whatever words 
they had, one word borrowed another but 
Mullrine got to grips with the officer, pulled 
him off his horse and soused him in an old 
dirty pool that is in the centre of the town. Its 
there yet, just near Michael Cooney’s forge. 
They say he was a holy show to see him all 
covered with muck and claber and muileog.

The French came to Cloone on the evening 
of the 7th September. The people around 
here never cared a lot about the French. 
Ah, long before ’98 they used to come over 
here recruiting for the French army. They 
were terrible lazy fellows and if the corn was 
shaking they wouldn’t lend a hand to help 
the farmers and mind you they would expect 
the best bit and drop in the house. But they 
hated work. The people used to call them the 
lazy cadeys. West owned most of Cloone in 
them days. He was a big Protestant farmer 
and a Grand Jury man and he had the people 
under his heel. Well, I often heard that he 
had a meitheal making a hayrick when the 
first of the French arrived. They came up by 
Gort-a-huirce and West and Father Dunne 
were walking up and down the street when 
a Frenchman came in on horseback. Father 
Dunne spoke to him in French and they had a 
long chat. West left them and it was supposed 
that he sent a messenger to Mohill with the
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news that that the French were in Cloone. 
You know that the English followed them up 
very tightly but all the same they kept a safe 
distance. After a time, the main body under 
Humbert came into the town. The local men 
pointed out West’s house and told him the 
kind of man he was. Humbert set a gun on 
the hill at the Protestant Church and trained 
it on West’s house to knock it and also trained 
another on a house outside of the town 
that belonged to a brother of West’s named 
Johnnie. The latter house is now occupied by 
a man named Con Duggan and is in the town 
land of Drumdarkan,West implored Humbert 
to spare the house but all to no purpose.Then 
West thought of Friar Dunne and got him to 
ask Humbert to spare the house. Friar Dunne 
did so and Humbert agreed. They say Friar 
Dunne told Humbert that he hadn’t a chance 
in a thousand of winning (against the superior 
strength of the pursuing English forces} and that 
if West’s house was knocked it would go very 
hard on the poor Catholics around when 
the French were gone. West was so thankful 
that he offered the hospitality of his house to 
Humbert and the French officers. They say 
none of the Irish officers would stay in it. 
They (the soldiers and followers) put up for the 
night on the hill where the Protestant Church 
now stands and not in the Camp field where 
many people suppose. And now of course you 
want to hear something of the stolen chains 
and of the guns and the magazine. Well I am 
afraid its one of the stories that will never be 
rightly known. There were a lot of rumours 
going around here after ’98 and ‘tis hard to 
know if there was any truth in them. All we 
know is that the chains were brought into 
West’s that evening and that they were put in 
an outhouse and covered with hay. It is said 
during the night; the chains by West’s orders 
were stolen by a workman and thrown into a 
draw-well in the yard. This well was searched 
after but no chains were found in it. Again

it was said that West had a couple of nice 
daughters and that Humbert and the French 
officers drank a lot in West’s that night and 
that it was the girls who succeeded in doing 
away with the chains. After the French had 
gone they were taken over to West’s brother’s 
place in Drumdarkan. Here they were broken 
up and bits of them given to families around. 
There were others that say that it was all 
hurry and fuss in Cloone the next morning 
and that the French themselves forgot where 
they left the chains. You know the English 
were following them up from Mohill and it 
was neck or nothing that they didn’t cut them 
off at Keeldra that morning.

It was a wonderful place in Cloone that 
morning. The whole country turned out and 
they say it was like a big market day in Mohill. 
The people turned out with all kinds of food 
in baskets and creels, potato cakes, milk, and 
everything the soldiers needed. A lot of the 
people went the whole way to Ballinamuck to 
carry their stuff. They got sheets and ropes 
and they drew the guns and carriages out of 
the town but the progress was too slow and 
the English were behind them. Humbert 
decided to leave the heavy stuff, the guns and 
carriages behind and he dumped them on 
the hill at Keeldra. The hillsides were covered 
with people watching and cheering the army 
as they marched along. Indeed a sad thing 
happened on Rocullion Hill just over James 
Keegan’s, the hawman’s. There was a Pat 
Mulligan from Camber and he rode his horse 
out to Rocullion to see the French pass but 
they were gone when he landed and instead 
it was the English were passing by at the 
time. He thought they were the French and 
he took off his hat and began to cheer. They 
fired on him and shot him dead on the side of 
the hill. I often heard that the French didn’t 
act well to the Irish after the battle. After the 
French left Cloone about a hundred pikemen
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came in from around Ballinamore and North 
Leitrim; but Friar Dunne met them and sent 
them home.
With the odds in terms of military strength 
and artillery against them, the French gave 
token resistance to General Lake's army on 
Shanmullagh Hill near Ballinamuck. The battle 
lasted for almost two hours and it mostly consisted 
of musket and cannon fire at fairly long range. 
When hostilities ceased, the ordinary formalities 
of surrender were negotiated with the French 
claiming prisoner of war status. Humbert made 
no stipulation regarding his Irish allies who wore 
the uniform of his nation and who had loyally 
supported him for three weeks or the insurgents 
and pike men who had followed him without 
question from Killala to Cloone. For them the 
day's holocaust had begun.

THE CROPPY GRAVE
The meanest deed of all that was ever done in 
in Ballyknocken: The killing of a poor croppy 
coming home from the battle at Ballinamuck. 
His name was O’Rourke and he came from 
Garadice near Ballinamore. Both himself and 
his father fought at Ballinamuck. The father 
was killed and he was wounded. The boy’s 
sister followed the father and the brother to 
the battle. You know there was a power of girls

and women at the battle. Some of them went 
to carry food and others went out of anxiety 
for their friends that were in the battle. 
They say the girl carried her father home 
to Ballinamore in a creel and buried him. 
Well the brother was not too badly wounded 
and he told his sister he would be home in a 
few days. He struggled along from house to 
house getting food as he went and lying out 
at night. You know it was not safe to stay at 
night in any house from here to Ballinamuck. 
After the battle the yeomen were searching 
the whole country from Ballinamuck to 
Cloone. Lucky enough ‘98 was a very dry 
year. I often heard there never fell a shower 
of rain in this part from March to November. 
Well poor O’Rourke struggled along as far as 
Drumloughan on his way home. He fell very 
sick there, so he lay at night in a cock of hay 
at Ballyknocken and the people brought him 
out food. The yeomen came along and they 
heard somehow or other that he was in the 
haycock and they surrounded it and riddled 
it with bullets and killed the poor croppy. 
When they were gone the people turned 
out and buried him on the verge of the hill 
surrounding Ballyknocken and there he waits 
the Judgement Day.

The Croppy Grave at Drumloughan
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Re-€n<\crmenr op the fRench ARRiving in C(oonc.
bi-CcntenARu CommemoRAtion August 1998

French Soldiers in Cloone Re-enactment 1998 Kiltubrid Marching Band in Cloone

Pikemen - Joe Reynolds and Padraig Kelly The French Army Arrives

Local ICA members play their part
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Drumdarkin House, Cloone was home to Dr. 
West in the early 1900’s. His brother William 
West was landlord of Cloone at this time.

The house was later home to the Dundas 
family and then the Duggan family. Cormac 
(Cornelius) Duggan and Catherine Mitchell 
(his wife) resided there and reared six children., 
John William, Mary Alice, Cornelius (Con), 
Margaret Ann (Maggie Ann), James (Jimmy) 
and Kathleen.

On 7th September 1798 General Humbert 
(head of the French Army and Irish Insurgents 
arrived in Cloone. Fr. Charles Redehan (P.P. 
Cloone) and Fr. Anthony Dunne (Franciscan 
Friar) and French officers were entertained at 
the home of William West in Cloone village. 
The soldiers and insurgents feasted on 6 
bullocks roasted over gates taken from the 
Protestant Graveyard. The chains used to pull 
the heavy Cannon guns of the French Army 
were thrown into a deep well in the courtyard 
of Dr. West’s house in Drumdarkin.

The Duggan Family pictured at Drumdarkin.
Back: john William, Pearlie, Maggie Ann, Jim Mulroy. 

Front: Mary, Helen, Vincent, Kathy & Tommy Mulligan

Drumdarkan House as seen from Annaghmaconway lake
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I stood below the Bell Tower watching my 
brother John preparing for the launch, 
equipped with his home-made plywood wings 
adorned with bird feathers and balloons and 
with my mother’s best umbrella tied around 
his waist. He took off with a favourable wind, 
but alas it only carried him about thirty feet, 
mostly downwards, finally landing on his 
arse! This type of adventurous experiment 
was reminiscent of a wonderful childhood 
spent growing up in the Grange.

One of my earliest memories was all of us 
being wakened by our mother to watch 
the sun dancing through the Ash, Oak and 
Chestnut trees as the dawn chorus greeted 
the new Easter morning.

Built in the early 1800s by the White family, 
the Grange was a large, three-storied residence 
with extensive grounds and out offices. It 
was sold to John Duignan who rented it to 
our parents, Michael J. and Elizabeth Solon 
in 1930 after their marriage. Our family of 
four boys and two girls were all born there 
and we resided in the Grange until 1945.The 
property was then sold on to the Roddys who 
in turn sold it to the McGovern family.

In bygone years there were several access 
gates to the estate; a white gate served as a 
coach entrance that led to a path along which 
vibrant red and yellow rhododendrons grew in 
abundance. A black gate led to the farmyard 
along the river which had a plentiful supply 
of trout and perch; a smaller gate between 
the two served as an entrance for pedestrians. 
The avenue that led from the main gate to 
the front entrance of the house blossomed 
in springtime with numerous clusters of 
daffodils.

After climbing the steps to the front door 
of the main house, visitors were greeted by

a large reception hall. The ground floor 
contained a dining room, drawing room and 
ballroom - all equipped with marble fireplace, 
a kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms, two toilets 
and a glasshouse.

An imposing mahogany staircase led to the 
first floor on which there were eight bedrooms 
including a “Queen Anne Room”, two toilets 
and a bathroom.

The basement of the residence contained 
a second large kitchen and pantry, a dining 
room, sitting room, wine cellar, two bedrooms 
and two toilets. This was also where the water 
pump was located and in my experience I have 
yet to taste anything as pure and refreshing 
as the ice-cold, crystal-clear water that came 
from that well.

Outside, the courtyard was accessed through 
an archway and the bell tower which was used 
in former times to summon workers to their 
meals. Within the enclosed courtyard were the 
coach house, stables, harness room, a coal, 
timber and turf house, a garage, a vegetable 
house and a large two-storey granary.

To the rear of the courtyard was a one acre 
orchard which was surrounded by a fourteen- 
foot high brick wall in which was grown a 
large variety of fruits and vegetables.

The farmyard which ran along the Cloone 
river consisted of a large hayshed, a byre 
(modern for its time) with turn styles for 
milking cows, a wash system, horse stables, 
cattle sheds and two two-storey outhouses.

Another exploit which involved my brother 
John was the construction of a small boat for 
cruising on the river. Having secured some 
tar from the road workers to seal the bottom

. «
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against leaks, the day for the launch arrived; 
which happened to coincide with a heavy 
rainstorm, resulting in a very full river! The 
boat ended up in a whirlpool, sinking quickly 
and my brother had to be pulled from the 
water with the help of our neighbour, Peter 
McHugh. Unfortunately, my brother was 
wearing his new confirmation suit which was 
ruined as a result. Our mother was horrified 
when, on the next day cycling up the avenue 
on her way home from school, she saw the 
suit hanging on the line to dry.

The extensive grounds of the Grange provided 
wonderful spaces for childhood games. Our 
neighbours, the Reynolds, the McHughs, 
the McKeons, the Rogans and the Foys were 
willing participants in football tournaments, 
athletics and boxing competitions and of 
course cowboys and Indians! Growing up in 
the Grange as a child was an unforgettable 
experience which we shall forever cherish.

It brings to mind an old Irish saying:
“An ait a rugadh agus a togadh duine, pe 
iargulta no comhgarach e, nil aon ait eile san 
domhain mar e”:The place where a person is 
born and reared, no matter where it is, there 
is nowhere in the world like it - perhaps it’s 
the reason for The Gathering?

From Irish Independent 29-Aug-1907.

GENTLEMAN’S RESIDENCE 
With Farm Attached.

HELD IN FEE-SIMPLE, RENT 
FREE.

I have received instructions from George White 
Esq., High Sherrif, to SELL BY PUBLIC 

AUCTION, on the premises, on WEDNESDAY 
the 4th SEPTEMBER, 1907, at 3 o’clock, his 

Splendid Residence, With Farm attached, known 
as CLOONE GRANGE, situated within 3 miles 

of Mohill, a station on the Cavan and Leitrim 
Railway.

DESCRIPTIVE PARTICULARS.
The farm contains 69a, Or, 16p, statute measure 

of good Tillage, Grazing, and Meadow Land, 
with a good supply of timber. There is a good 
trout stream bonding the farm. The Residence 

is commodious and contains 8 bedrooms, 
large and commodious, with Drawingroom, 

Study, Diningroom, Hall and Office and large
Conservatory, Bathroom, and all other necessary 

Sanitary arrangements, Kitchen and culinary 
Apartments; a good walled-in garden; Stabling 

for 10 horses, 8-Cow Byre, Cattle Sheds, 
Coachhouses, and all other necessary offices,

and large hay shed. The Lands are very suitable 
for a Dairy7 Farm.

The Premises can be seen any day up to date
further

CORSCADDEN 
Mohill; or to

JOSEPH IRWIN.

White's Estate House at Cloone Grange
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Cornagher is situated in the north of the parish 
bordered by Adoon Lake and Agunnion Lake 
with Graffyhill bang in the middle. In the early 
1840’s Cornagher had a population of 422, 
today less than 15 people reside here, just ten 
are Irish born. Moher and Meneghan are part 
of Cornagher, and neighbouring town lands 
are Sonnahenerty, Halls, Releagh, Cornulla, 
(Cootswoods is part of Adoon), and Sallyfield. 
The following are stories and observations I 
gained while growing up in Cornagher in the 
1950’s and 60’s. In the 1800’s to about 1900, 
a small community of single women lived in 
little one roomed mud-wall cabins resembling 
tepees, beside where the road is widest on the 
Cloone side of Graffyhill. To survive they kept 
hens and sold the eggs in Mohill. Getting to 
Mohill as the crow flies meant going across 
fields, around by Adoon lake, crossing the 
road at Adoon new school (now Murrin’s), 
eventually coming out on the road at Curraun 
and going the last mile by road from there to 
town. Had they traveled by road it would have 
added nearly two miles to the journey. There 
was a place known as “Peggy’s garden”. Peggy 
had a little shop and bought her provisions 
in Mohill. One can only imagine what items 
she purchased, possibly tobacco, snuff, and 
maybe tea. She took them home by road with 
an ass and creels but after one such trip when 
she returned she discovered her home was 
burnt to the ground. A lady known as “Mary 
Mullahorn” used to circulate in this part of the 
country. She was said to be from Mullahoran 
in Co. Cavan. People got to know her and used 
to let her sleep in their houses but she always 
carried her own pillow with her! Moving 
north down the hill, there was a corn mill at 
the river run by the Tiernan family. I heard a 
story about a woman from Galway who called

to the house during the Famine years. People 
gave her a meal and she died sitting on the 
chair. Her system was simply unable to cope 
with solid food after her near starvation. On 
the rock near the river lived a man known as

Patrick the Turk “. Someone said his surname
was either Donnelly or Kilkenny. He had the 
name of been a good man to point scallops, so 
he may have been a thatcher.

In the 1800’s there were two schools in 
Cornagher, one was Church of Ireland, near 
where the late Michael McKiernan lived and 
the other a Catholic school about 400 yards 
from where the corn mill once stood. Hugh 
Tiernan owns the land now. Three of the last 
pupils there were John Walsh, Cornagher, 
James Tiernan, Cornulla and Mary Colreavy, 
Halls. The teacher was Master “Tiny” Cannon. 
My grandfather Packie Walsh, Cornagher had 
at an earlier date attended the school. There 
was a deep rock pool upstream from the corn 
mill known as the “Doctor’s Hole”. It was mostly 
youngsters who fished there, as it was difficult 
to gain access to it. As far back as anyone can 
recall it was known by that name. Close to 
the late Pat Tiernan’s house there were several 
people buried along a hedge in the 1800’s and 
great care was taken to preserve the site. From 
word passed down through the generations, 
they died from something called “Collera 
nega Long before the HSE came into been, 
people had their own way of dealing with health 
matters. Every community had individuals who 
made cures for almost every ailment. I knew of 
many of them in the Cloone area. Present day 
some still exist and cures are practiced but 
on a smaller scale. Herbs were very useful in 
curing ailments. The Bohan brothers Charles
Crafty” and Paddy Bohan, Cornulla were
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well-known and very successful bonesetters in 
the Cloone area. Practically every household 
in the area had a family member who had a 
broken limb set by Charles or Paddy from the 
1880’s. An old man from Co. Longford told me 
he visited Paddy Bohan in the 1940’s to have a 
football injury fixed. Maintaining the many roads 
and bridges of this area was an ongoing process, 
Matthew and Daniel Kavanagh of Drumnamore 
built many of the stone arch bridges in Cloone and 
the surrounding parishes. They originally came 
in from Co Wexford in the 1800’s. The Bohan 
brothers from Edergole were also stonemasons 
and built several arch bridges around Cloone. 
The forerunner to the arch bridge was flat 
flagstones laid horizontally, which were sufficient 
for the traffic of the time. Some crossings had 
only stepping-stones

Cloone had two fairs in my time, 26th May and 13th 
of June which was known as the “Buck fair”. It got 
that name when two ladies named Kilkenny 
organised a boycott of the fair to avoid the toll 
being charged. They put the word out for all to 
bring just buck goats to the June 13th fair and 
everyone duly obliged, as there were no charges 
on buck goats. No toll was collected that day and 
the fair was held at Kiltyfea lakeshore for years 
afterwards: Hence, the saying “the 13th of June

the Buck fair in Cloone”. My neighbour Matt 
Tiernan told me that story many moons ago. 
My uncle Sonny Kavanagh told me he used see 
farmers carrying suck calves in spring carts and 
a gallon can of milk tied to the axle to feed the 
calves; indeed one fellow always had a branch 
of a chestnut tree on the cart to shade his calves 
from the sun. The French army passed this way 
in 1798. They lost one of their men coming into 
Cornagher and he was buried beside Michael 
McKiernan’s house. The French shot two 
‘Redcoats’ (yeomen) hiding behind a clamp of 
turf on the Fenagh side of Grafify Hill. A group 
of local farmers were making a rick of hay where 
Laughlin,s house is now in view of Grafiy, when 
one of them joined in with the French and went 
to Ballinamuck. He did not return. A young 
man from Killala who came with the army died 
with exhaustion on reaching Cornulla. He was 
buried in a field, the property of my neighbour 
John Kelly. In olden times the field was known as 
‘Killala’. Some of the French army played bugles 
and mouth organs as they marched along into 
Cloone. Ancestors of my relatives the Walsh’s, 
passed this information down by word of mouth. 
Rural Ireland always had its stories and tales of the 
other world of the supernatural. This area was no 
exception especially Sonnahenertv and Cornulla 
where there were many storytellers.

Cornagher neighbours pictured in 2012
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St. James’ Church of Ireland, Cloone was 
built in 1822 at a cost of £1,384.12s. 3p. Its 
construction was supported with the aid of 
a loan of £1,500.00 granted by the Board of 
First Fruits. According to the Topographical 
Dictionary of Ireland, 1837, the Church 
was described as a plain edifice in the early 
English style. The rector at the time was the
Honourable Rev.William Beresford. The
Parish originally extended as far as Lurga 
in Mohill and the Church itself was noted 
for its celebrations particularly the Harvest 
Thanksgiving Festival Service. The Rev. Dr. 
Digges - familiarly known as the Beeman 
- conducted services there in the early part 
of the 20th century. Rev. Lewis Cloak who 
served as rector from 1888 - 1910 is buried 
in the graveyard surrounding the Church. 
Succeeding rectors from his time were; Rev. 
Andrew Graham, Rev. Henry Crampton,

Rev. Richard Ferguson and Rev. Richard 
Gregg. The last rector was Canon Ferguson. 
The Church’s interior was typical of its time. 
A doorway opened into the gallery from the 
tower stairway. The nave consisted of facing 
single and double pews; a pulpit, a font and 
a reading desk. Two plaques were displayed 
on the church walls; one to the memory of 
Thomas Lloyd, J.P.D.L., Annaghlloyd and 
another commemorating the Rev. Cloak’s 
wife. There was a grate fireplace close to 
the pulpit and the choir stood nearby. Oil 
lamps provided light in pre-electric days. 
Worshippers past and present day would 
have included: Whytes of the Grange; Wests 
of Cloone and Drumdarkin; Dundas, Lloyd, 
Mee and Huston families. Coincidently the 
first baby baptised in the new Church was 
Henry Huston and the last infant was Lily 
Mee, sister of Annie Huston, Drumbore.

1
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Caretakers were appointed to clean the 
Church, put down fires and ring the bell when 
required. A Belle Carpenter was there in the 
early 1900’s. The O’Rourke and O’Reilly 
families acted as caretakers in turn from that 
time.

The little building beside the Church was 
used to stable the rector’s horse when the 
horse and trap was the mode of transport. The 
former rectory was situated at Drumharkin 
Glebe but it was declared uninhabitable from 
the early nineteenth century.

It is said there was a clock on the Bell Tower 
when the Church opened in 1822 but it 
is not within the living memory of anyone 
today. The Church closed in 1932 and 
the bell was sold to the parish of Cleenish 
in Co. Fermanagh. The main body of the 
church deteriorated with the passage of time 
and was demolished in the early 1970’s but 
the adjoining Bell Tower remained intact. 
However in the late eighties the local authority 
notified the trustees that it was adjudged to 
be a source of danger to the general public, 
due to its situation in the centre of the 
graveyard with the recommendation that it 
should either be demolished or restored to a 
safe state of repair. The latter decision was 
taken and a project committee was formed 
to instigate the restoration of the tower to 
its former glory and rebuild the surrounding

walls. Committee members included, Annie 
Huston, Drumbore, Sean Tiernan, Cloone 
village, Robert Mee, Drumbore and Benny 
Lloyd, Annaghmore. An application for 
a social employment scheme sponsored 
by FAS was successful, which guaranteed 
manpower that would carry out the necessary 
construction works but the purchase of 
essential building materials and insurance 
cover were a consideration for the committee. 
Refurbishment funding had to be raised if 
the historic Bell Tower was to be preserved. 
A major appeal was launched with the hope 
of raising the necessary funds before the 
proposed works would get under way. In the 
aftermath of some very successful fundraising 
functions, supported by the local community, 
surrounding parishes and general good will 
by others the financial target was achieved. 
The project eventually got under way and 
the structure was sympathetically restored, 
retaining its original characteristics.

With some funds remaining in the restoration 
account (and a wish of Mrs. Annie Huston), 
it was decided, that a clock should be 
erected on the Tower. It was duly purchased 
and installed in the late 90’s by Dublin 
based horologist Sam Elliott. In 2009 flood 
lighting was erected on the site and today the 
illuminated Bell Tower stands tall, a unique 
landmark overlooking the picturesque village 
of Cloone.
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The quiet picturesque village of Cloone that 
we know today shows no signs of a ruthless 
and lawless parish, but that’s what Cloone was 
like over a Century and a half ago. Nineteenth 
Century Cloone was a large rural parish 
comprising the current parishes of Cloone, 
Aughavas and Gortletteragh, but evidence 
exists to suggest that Cloone of this time was 
a violent and unruly district. At that time the 
Chief Constables of the police force were 
required to write reports to their superiors on 
incidents in their localities, these reports were 
called ‘Outrage Reports’ and cover the period 
1835-1852. These reports coupled with 
newspaper archives from the time provide an 
insight into the level of lawlessness in Cloone 
at that time and of how we moved towards a 
more civilised society.

Many of the outrages committed were 
between rival claimants to coveted farms, 
houses or jobs. Dublin Castle regularly 
received requests from small farmers, 
Catholic clergymen, landlords and their 
agents in Cloone for Police and Military 
protection. The cause of the unrest varied 
but where demand exceeded supply for an 
asset or benefit in nineteenth century Cloone 
the competitors appear to have been strongly 
tempted to use intimidation, confrontation 
and violence. Disturbances that took place 
were the outcome not just of the struggle of 
the poor against their oppressors, but also 
of the relentless but less familiar struggle 
of the oppressor against those deemed 
somewhat better off. The crimes were from

the minor to the very serious with one man, 
Henry Gustavus Nicholls, a small Protestant 
freeholder claiming to have within his own 
recollection 46 murders which had occurred 
in the area and which he had appended to his 
memorial in 1844!

The Outrage Reports contain many examples 
of the types of crime being carried out in 
Cloone at this time. In 1838 for example 
policemen at Cloone Station had witnessed 
the destruction of the cottage of “a decrepit 
beggarman” named Patrick Gannon. The 
event was also witnessed by “a crowd of 
boys” who watched and cheered. Mr Gannon 
allegedly became the victim of this attack 
because his daughter had ‘been kept by a 
Quack Doctor’ who had been denounced 
from the Altar by the Priest the previous 
Sunday. Another story recorded to have 
happened in the townland of Carrickavoher 
in Aughavas tells of a land owner reporting he 
had not got one shilling of rent for his lands 
in over four years. The report went on to 
say that this man had “reason to be afraid to 
enter into that far famed parish of Cloone on 
account of the blood that has been repeatedly 
shed in it”.

Irish history is littered with conflict which 
emerged between claimants to land and farms. 
In 1839, in the townland of Edenbawn two 
attempts were made to burn a man’s cabin; 
the first by his nephew and the second by 
his wealthier brother. This wealthier brother 
occupied the family farm with the exception
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of his brother’s cabin. If the cabin could be 
destroyed the man who occupied it could 
have no claim to the lands. Another example 
of the unrest comes from the local paper of the 
time, The Roscommon and Leitrim Gazette. 
The edition of October 27th 1838 tells the 
story of Mr. John Stretton from Streamstown 
who while on his way home from the market 
in Mohill stopped off to visit his neighbour 
named Connor. As he left, Mr. Connor heard 
a gunshot and proceeded to arm his servant 
and himself to investigate. They found Mr. 
Stretton in a critical condition when after 
the gun shot failed to kill him, his assassins 
proceeded to “beat out his brains with a 
musket”. The man only lived a short number 
of hours and the location of the crime is 
described as being about “a furlong away 
from the Police Barracks”. In 1844 when 
reporting on the murder of a Mr. Thomas 
Nash in Cloone the Roscommon and Leitrim 
Gazette states “we regret to say there is no 
security for life or property in that part of the 
county”. This particular report continues 
to describe various other acts of crime and 
assault that it claims took place in Cloone in 
the early 1840’s.

One notorious group in Cloone at this time 
was the “Molly Maguires”. There is evidence 
to suggest that the Molly Maguires were 
established in 1845 with their headquarters 
in Cloone and being bound by rules and 
oath had terrorised rural Ireland at this time. 
Locally the group had the tradition of wearing 
women’s clothing on their rampages and The 
Molly Maguires dressed in long white smocks, 
blackened or sometimes whitened their faces. 
They then travelled through the countryside 
calling themselves the ‘sons’ or ‘daughters’ of 
‘Mistress Molly Maguire’ and enforced their 
own brand of justice. Newspaper accounts

from the 1840’s tell us that around Cloone 
the Molly Maguire’s took part in murders, 
theft and organised street riots of up to 100 
or more people. As emigration took hold 
during the famine years the group dwindled 
in numbers and along with thousands of 
other Irish found themselves working in 
gruelling and arduous conditions abroad. It 
was in these conditions that another more 
famous chapter in The Molly Maguire’s 
history emerged in the coal-mining regions of 
Pennsylvania which became the subject of the 
1970 film The Molly Maguires.

After The Great Famine the confrontations 
appear to have lessened, partly due to the huge 
reduction in population but more likely due to 
the better organised Royal Irish Constabulary 
who tackled the various factions with greater 
vigour due to their increased numbers.

Cloone old RIC Barracks which became Cloone Garda 
Barracks
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During the 1800’s and into the 1900’s Court 
sessions or ‘Petty Sessions’ as they were 
known were held every alternate Wednesday 
at the courthouse which was situated at the 
back of the RIC barracks. The barracks stood 
on the site where St. Mary’s Church is now 
located. The incidents reported at the Petty 
Sessions of the era started to move from the 
serious crimes back to public disorder and 
public house licensing, although occasional 
serious crime still occurred.

Following on from the formation of the Irish 
Free State the RIC barracks became Cloone 
Garda station which was formed on July 5th 
1923 with one Sergeant and three Gardai.The 
Garda station remained in the same building 
in which the RIC were stationed in the centre 
of Cloone village. On May 9th 1963 the Garda 
station moved to its more recent site on the 
outskirts of the village where it remained until 
its closure on January 31st 2013.

Gda Tony Byrne, (previously stationed in Cloone), Cllr Martin Kenny, Tommy Creegan, Rory 
Kiernan with Gemma Kiernan, John Conefrey Chairperson of local Text Alert and Garda Marie 

O'Reilly outside Cloone Garda Station on final day of a station in Cloone, 31 January 2013.

-I
A

Cloone Garda Station in 2009
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Samuel Lewis first published his 
Topographical Dictionary of Ireland 
in 1837. This guide provided detailed 
information about villages and towns in 
Ireland prior to the Great Famine. The 
parish at this time would have comprised 
the current parishes of Cloone, Aughavas 
and Gortletteragh.

CLOON, or CLONE, a parish and village, 
partly in the barony of Carrigallen, but chiefly 
in that of MOHILL, county of LEITRIM, 
and province of CONNAUGHT, 3 miles 
(E. N. E.) from Mohill; containing 19,589 
inhabitants. An abbey was founded here about 
the year 570, by St. Fraech or Froech, which 
was then called Cluain-cholluing, and the 
site of it Cluain-Conmacne, in the territory 
of Muntereoluis, now part of the county of 
Leitrim; it was subsequently dedicated to 
its founder, and was formerly of very great 
repute; it afterwards took the name of Clone, 
and became a parish church. The land is 
chiefly under tillage; limestone is quarried 
for agricultural and other uses. Lead ore has 
been found near Aughavas, but has not been 
worked to any extent. The principal seats 
are, Rhynn, the residence of Lord Clements, 
pleasantly situated on the well-planted shore 
of Rhynn lake, an extensive sheet of water 
abounding with fish; Lakefield, of Duke 
Crofton, Esq.; Drumdarkin, of G. B. West, 
Esq.; and Brook Lawn, of Mrs. O’Brien. The 
village has a constabulary police station, and

fairs are held on Feb. 12th, April 5th, May 
26th, June 13th, July 10th, Aug. 26th, Sept. 
29th, Nov. 2nd, and Dec. 20th; they are well 
attended, and are among the principal in the 
county for cattle. Petty sessions are held every 
alternate Wednesday.

The Cloone rectory and vicarage, in the 
diocese of Ardagh, is under the patronage of 
the Bishop. It has tithes amounting to £1009. 
18. 8. The glebe-house is not in a habitable 
state: the glebe, in five separate portions, 
comprises 323 acres. The church, a plain 
edifice in the early English style, was erected 
by aid of a loan of £1500 from the late Board 
of First Fruits, in 1821; the former church had 
several portions of the old abbey incorporated 
with it; but it has been entirely removed to 
make room for the present structure. In the R. 
C. divisions this parish forms three parochial 
unions or districts, the chapels of which are 
situated respectively at Cloon, Aughavas, and 
Gortlitera. There are six public schools, one 
of which is supported by the rector, and two 
by S. White, Esq. In these schools about 340 
boys and 200 girls are instructed and there 
are 25 pay schools, in which are about 1440 
children; and two Sunday schools. There is a 
loan fund, with a capital of £300. At Rhynn 
are the remains of an old castle, built by the 
Reynolds family, near which Lord Clements 
has erected a handsome residence; and there 
are two chalybeate springs in the parish.
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5(ighted CRops, bCighred Lives
Che c/:pcRience op rhe CJrcal Pxrninc op rhe 1840s in rhe C(.oone arca 

6cj bkfd heshn

The Great Famine of the 1840s was not 
the first but the most severe one to affect 
the Irish population from the early 
1700s. Because of its impact on millions 
of people it is often referred to as ‘a 
watershed’ in Irish history.

SOUTH LEITRIM BEFORE THE 
FAMINE
Conditions in South Leitrim before the 
Famine can be gleaned from the findings of the 
Devon Commission - similar to the tribunals 
of today - which was set up in 1842 to inquire 
into land use in Ireland. The commission 
sat in Mohill, Carrick- on- Shannon and 
Manorhamilton. In the entire county a 
similar picture of social and agricultural 
conditions emerged, i.e., poor soil producing 
a narrow range of tillage crops - potatoes, oats 
and a little flax - and farms subdivided to the 
extent that ‘...the holding is dwindled away 
to a cabbage garden, the landlord cannot 
get his rent nor can they (the tenants) live’. 
Landlords were generally despised by their 
tenants the majority of whom held their 
farms at will rather than on the more secure 
lease. Those with leases often found that 
they were not renewed after they had worked 
hard to improve the holding. Exorbitant 
interest rates were paid to usurers if a tenant 
had not sufficient saleable crop to meet the 
rent. Farmers sometimes took advantage of 
neighbours who were unable to pay the rent 
by paying the outstanding amount and taking 
over tenancy of the farm. This often resulted 
in murder. A witness told the commissioners 
that this had happened in Cloone some years

beforehand. Living conditions were poor; the 
diet of most farmers in the area consisted of 
‘potatoes and milk in summer ... sometimes 
a herring or stir-a-bout. In winter no milk 
was available’. Most two-acre farmers did not 
have beds in their primitive homes - if they 
had such luxuries they were used by ‘the old 
couple’ while the rest of the family lay on 
straw or rushes on the ground, often without 
even a blanket.

Cottiers worked for the farmer for a number 
of days per year often in return for a plot of 
manured land which produced the stable 
food for the family, the potato. Those who 
rented from the farmer, who was, in effect, a 
mini-landlord, often paid four to six times the 
rate charged to the farmer by the landlord. 
This was the practice nationally, not only in 
Leitrim. The massive - sixty nine per cent 
- decrease in the lowest standard/fourth 
class houses in the civil parish of Cloone 
between 1841 and 1851 indicates that it was 
the cottier class mainly who left either by 
death or migration. The cottiers in Leitrim 
county fared even worse than in Cloone as 
seventy three per cent of fourth class houses 
disappeared. The number of third class 
houses in Cloone also decreased over the 
famine decade but, at twenty three per cent, 
by a much lesser amount. As might not be 
expected for this period the number of first and 
second class houses increased considerably, 
from fifty to thirty four per cent in parish and 
county. The parish priest of Mohill, a witness 
before the Devon Commission, summed up 
the condition of the people in the area thus:
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‘From high rents, tithes, taxes, loan funds
and the failure of the potato crops, they 
are necessarily in a state of poverty’. Such 
was their condition three years before the 
Great Famine struck. Lord Leitrim, writing 
to the Poor Law Commissioners in 1845, 
stated that the crop of the previous year 
was practically wiped out in South Leitrim. 
So what is referred to as ‘the Great Famine’ 
was an escalation of dire conditions already 
experienced in the area.

With the vast majority of people in the Cloone 
area involved in agriculture there was little 
access to off-farm income. In Drumleggagh 
townland, near Cloone village, there were 
twenty eight tenants, including a blacksmith, 
a tailor, a carpenter and a shoemaker, listed 
in a rent book of Lord Leitrim in 1838. The 
craftsmen may have provided a very local 
service and their employment may only 
have been part-time. The total rent arrears 
for the townland in 1844 amounted to 
£91 (approximately 10,000 today, allowing 
for inflation and currency change). By 1847 
this had increased to £166 ( 18,700). After 
the famine, in 1851, there were only thirteen 
tenants remaining in Drumleggagh. This 
decrease, of over forty six per cent, does not 
indicate how many, if any, tenants died from 
the effects of the famine but it can safely be 
assumed that some did.

RELIEF OF DESTITUTION
In Ireland, the workhouse was the official 
mechanism for the relief of destitution from 
the late 1830s onwards. There were two 
workhouses opened in South Leitrim in 
1842, one in Carrick on Shannon and one 
in Mohill. They were to be financed out of 
the poor rates levied on landlords who in 
turn attempted to recover the rates from their 
tenants - Irish property was to pay for Irish
poverty. Rate collectors were in a precarious

position when attempting to collect the rates. 
The Poor Law Guardians failed to appoint a 
rate collector in Mohill in 1847 because of‘... 
the extreme poverty of the area, with every 
description of chattel fast disappearing due 
to its lawless state’. Crime reports recorded 
by the constabulary relating to the present 
day parish of Cloone were not as numerous 
as that statement might lead one to expect, 
with only a few families specialising in rivalry 
sometimes settled by blood-letting. When the 
extent of the potato loss became evident in 
late 1845 the Central Relief Commission, 
based in Dublin Castle, was set up. With the 
overall aim of administering all aspects of 
the famine country-wide, the Commission 
liaised with the Office of Public Works and 
the local relief committees in relation to 
famine works. These were designed ‘to create 
extra employment for making new roads, a 
traditional undertaking for ... famine relief’. 
As the famine progressed other works, such 
as drainage of rivers and bogs, were included.

CLOONE RELIEF ASSOCIATION 
The correspondence between the Protestant 
curate in Cloone, Revd Andrew Hogg, acting 
as secretary of the Cloone Relief Association, 
gives some information on the state of the 
parish during the Famine. He stated in 
September 1846 that ‘...this parish takes in a 
circumference of ten miles and ... in this very 
poor and extensive parish there is not a single 
bread shop nor place where provisions are 
sold.The only market is in the adjoining town 
— Mohill — where there is a very moderate 
supply and the prices very exorbitant’. Hogg 
went on to state that the The Cloone Loan 
Society had advanced £100 of their savings 
for the purchase of Indian meal while ‘local 
gentry’ had contributed £25. He then urged 
the establishment of a depot in the parish for 
the sale of meal and biscuit, offering the use

Q3
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of a storehouse and the Cloone Loan Office 
for same, the whole project having the added 
attraction of ‘a large station of police on the 
spot and a military barrack quite at hand’. 
The fact that a barrack was mentioned in this 
context gives an idea of the threat that existed 
to stores of food, not just in Cloone but all over 
the country at this time. The meal referred to 
by Revd Hogg was mainly ‘Travelyan’s corn’, 
imported from America but not distributed 
until local supplies were exhausted. The cost 
of food at markets rose rapidly as the Famine 
progressed. Most available food items on sale 
in Mohill market, and elsewhere, increased in 
price by fifty per cent between June 1846 and 
January 1847. Those employed on the public 
works in 1846 were paid 8d. - one shilling 
(c.3c -5c) per day, depending on their physical 
capacity to work, while edible meals then cost 
three shillings (c. 15.9 c) per stone (c. 6.5 
k.) and potatoes cost three shillings per cwt. 
(c. 52 k.). The minutes of the Board of the 
Poor Law Guardians in Mohill in May 1846 
stated ‘...they are exporting such as are good 
and there is every reason to fear that people 
will not have potatoes for seeding their land’. 
So potato shortage in 1847 was guaranteed 
even if the blight had not persisted. A follow
up letter of refusal from Dublin Castle 
advised Hogg to purchase home produce ‘... 
as on it the population will have to subsist 
until foreign supplies arrive in sufficient 
quantities’. In December 1846 Hogg again 
wrote to Dublin Castle giving more details 
on the parish of Cloone, i.e., ‘....with a 
population of 23,000 without a bread shop’. 
It was the civil parish of Cloone which was 
referred to here, i.e., the present day parishes 
of Cloone, Gortletteragh and Aughavas. He 
regretted the Castle’s inability to help and 
stated that with the assistance of the local 
gentry he had established the Cloone Relief

Association for the sale of provisions at cost 
price to the poor. The association, consisting 
of a local landlord, the Catholic clergy and 
himself as treasurer and secretary, had been 
operating for two months at this stage and 
had sold 79 tons of Indian meal as well as 
collecting £228.1s.l0d capital. (Indian meal 
was regarded both in America and Ireland as 
a poorman’s cereal and, contrary to popular 
opinion which regarded it as a Great Famine 
novelty, had been imported from America 
from the early 1800s). Hogg again requested 
aid from central funds and permission to 
purchase provisions in the Government stores 
in Longford. Finally, in Spring 1847 the 
central committee in Dublin gave £60 to the 
Cloone Association. The poster (included) 
shows that other organisations, particularly 
the Quakers (Society of Friends) and some 
local people had contributed to the relief 
effort with cash and seed contributions. The 
relief works, set up so that the poor could 
earn the price of food, were discontinued as 
many were unable to work from hunger and 
fever and also because the works were seen 
as a mechanism for spreading disease. Some 
employment had been generated in Cloone 
parish with the drainage of the Cloone river, 
a project which was planned before the 
famine began but had been brought forward 
to alleviate the rampant poverty. When these 
works came to an end they were replaced by 
soup kitchens for the distribution of cooked 
food.There was a soup shop in Cloone, under 
the management of Mrs Hogg, wife of Revd 
Hogg, where soup could be purchased at one 
penny per quart. Contributors to the Soup 
Shop Fund were allowed supplies of soup in 
proportion to their subscription and permitted 
to distribute the soup free to the poor in their 
localities. A small but disease-free potato crop 
in 1847 caused the government to announce
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that the famine was over - regarded by many 
as a premature announcement. Revd Hogg 
continued petitioning and receiving help 
from the Quakers into 1849.

Why so little, so late?
Why was famine relief so little and so late? 
Various explanations have been forwarded 
for this. The recurrence of blight in 1846 
and 1847 left the authorities surprised and 
unprepared for action. Combined with this 
was the effect of the dominant attitude in 
political economics at the time, i.e., laissez 
faire - which meant that the government 
should not interfere in the markets or 
individuals would become dependent on 
such intervention. Areas without a resident 
or active landlord or gentry or clergyman 
with access to funds from the United States 
and elsewhere generally fared badly. Folklore 
records Captain White of the Grange as 
strongly supporting his tenants with food and 
employment while demonising Lord Leitrim, 
who had only one townland in Cloone parish,
i.e., Drumleggagh. In the absence of records 
on who did what for their tenants one can 
assume that a position somewhere between 
those extremes may be a more realistic version 
of events. Some members of Government 
saw the Famine as an opportunity to bring 
about social change by making the landlords 
more responsible for their tenants’ well
being and making the tenants less dependent 
on the potato. There was also a firmly held 
belief in some quarters that human affairs 
were regulated by God for human good. This 
resulted in ultra-Protestants seeing the blight 
as vengeance against England for helping to 
finance the Catholic seminary in Maynooth 
fifty years earlier, and in some ultra- Catholics 
seeing it as vengeance for having accepted 
that same finance.

The bottom line
It is impossible to establish exactly how many 
Irish people died or emigrated due to famine 
alone in the famine period but it is generally 
accepted that ‘almost a quarter of the 
population emigrated to either the new world 
or the next world in a period of little more 
than five years’. Looking at the census reports 
for 1841 and 1851 - the Famine Decade - 
the stark facts of death and emigration are 
brought home: the population of County 
Leitrim and of Cloone village decreased by 
twenty eight per cent but the civil parish of 
Cloone lost forty per cent of its population. 
Cloone townland fared worst in those ten 
years losing forty three per cent of its people. 
The number of inhabited houses in both 
village and parish decreased by just under 
forty per cent indicating that entire families 
were wiped out over the decade.

Few famine stories seem to have passed down 
within families on how they coped in order to 
survive - the famine silence. This may be the 
result of guilt or a need to blot out the horror 
of the time. John Clancy of Faughill, Cloone 
provided much folklore on the area to official 
folklore collectors in the 1930s including 
an interesting theory on the famine silence. 
He said that neighbours met in each other’s 
houses before the famine and whiled away 
the time with old stories. But ‘then came the 
famine and the old country life was broken 
up, families broke up, emigration started and 
half a generation was gone before the country 
life was resurrected again. The new life was 
different to the old. Many...of the old people 
were gone and the people looked to the future 
rather than the past for aid and consolation’.
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Tlie CLOOXE soup K1TCDEM iii Account witli Mrs. HOGG, Treasurer, 
for Seven Months, ending lltli July, 184J.

/•

SUBSCRIPTIONS
Rev. William Le Poer Trench,
Sir Morgan George Crofton, Bart. 
Major Gore,
Mrs. Cobbe, ... ...
Mrs. Sharpe,
William Foutle, Esq.
Captain Napier, R.N.
The Misses Trench, (two Children,)

• • •

Miss Napier,
Guy Lloyd, Esq.
Miss Augusta Napier, 
Mrs. Steele,
Mrs. Sharpe,
Mrs. Crofton,
Mrs. Hogg,
George West,
Doctor Dunn,

Esq.

• • •

• • •

Clerks in Torrens’s Bank, 
Rev. .James M‘Kiernan, P. P. 
Rev. Francis M'Guire, P.P. 
Rev. N. M‘Keon, R.C.C. 
Rev. Andrew Hogg,
Mr. William Smyth,
Mr. Dominick Quinn,
Mr. Eneas Quinn,
Mr. John Soden,
Mr. William Makim,
Mr. S. Nixon,
Mr. M. Sweeny,

• • •

GRANTS.

From the National Club, by the Lord Bishop 
of Kilmore, Elphin and Ardngh,

Irish Relief Association,
Society of Friends,
National Club, by the very Rev. the Dean of 

Ardagh, ... ... v..
St. Jude’s Relief Committee, by the Dean of 

Ardagh, ••• ... ...
Ladies’ Relief Association,
Additional Grant from Society ofFiiends,

Do. from Irish Relief Association, 
Government Donation,

• • •

£ s. d.
in 0 0
5 0 0
5 0 0
7 0 0
5 0 0

20 0 0
10 0 0
0 1 0
2 0 0
5 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0,-0
1 0 0
2 0 0
1 0 0
9 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
0 10 0
3 0 0
0 10 0
0 10 0
0 10 0
0 2 6
0 2 6
0 1 0
0 6 0

£93 13 0

20

% B

0 0
10 0 0
20 0 0

15 18 0

10 0 0
15 0 0
25 0 0
30 0 0
60 0 0

£299 11 0

£ s. d.
2,009 Quarts of Soup and Meal Por

ridge, distributed to 603 desti
tute Persons, on 3 days of the 
Week, from 21st December to 
17th of May, at Id. per Quart, 175 15 9

Attendants at Soup Kitchen, Cook, &c. GOO

Rations given to 400 Persons, on three 
days of the Week, in connexion 
with the Government Measures of 
Relief, from 17th of May to 17th 
of July, at £17 10s. per Fort
night, 70 0 0

Mr. Fouue's Subscription transferred
to Aughavass Soup Kitchen, ... 20 0 0

Balance handed over to Mohill Fi
nance Committee, ... 26 1 11|

Printing 1000 Meal and Soup Tickets, 
with Rules, &c. ...

Ditto, Accounts, • • •

0 15 0

0 16 3|

£299 11 0

P.S.—The universal benevolence of the Society of Friends, which is thankfully acknowledged, and can 
never be forgotten in Ireland, is most sensibly felt in this remote and distressed district. In addition to the Sums 
noted above, the Rev. Andrew Hogo begs to acknowledge the receipt of one Tierce of Rice, one Ton of Indian 
Meal, and a Bale of Clothing—all of which have been distributed amongst 123 Families, comprising the Sick and 
helpless Poor. The following Seeds were also distributed:

14001bs. of TURNIP SEED.

160lbs. of CARROT
WURZEL

ditto.
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CLOONE SOUP-SHOP.

Days of distribution:WEDNESDAYS AND SATURDAYS.
W B EKX.T.

Rclr 1.—That Mrs. Hogg be requested to act as Treasurer, and superintend th 
lanagement of the Cloone Soup Shop.

2.—That Soup be sold to the destitute at Id. per Quart.

3.—That, in order to provide seme Subsistence for the totally destitute, who ar 
wholly without means, a copy of these Rules be sent to the Clergy, Gentry, an 
Farmers of the Pariah of Cloone, to afford them an opportunity of supporting this b< 
nevolent object, and providing substantial relief for the Poor in their localities.

4.—That each Sul>scriber shall have power to recommend persons for jrratuiloi 
weekly supplies of Soup, according to the following order:

Subscribers of £l, to dispose of 16 Quarts of Soup, weekly, for 16 weeks, on Recon 
inundation Tickets, to be supplied by the Treasurer.

Subscribers of 10a, to dispose of 8 Quarts, weekly, for 16 weeks, Ac.

Subscribers of 5s., to dispose of 4 Quarts, weekly, for 16 weeks, Ac

Subscribers of Is., to dispose of 2 Qi arts, weekly, for 6 weeks.

December, 184

P.S.—Bailiffs to h ave power to reco 
Landlords, as above

II on the Subscriptions of absent

[li HEN NAN, Vrioter, Ck.-oc-Shauns g,

Figure 3: Advertisement for Cloone Soup Shop, 1846.
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pxinine Ship eye luirness Accounr
6y p.]. RtWAnagh.

This is an eyewitness account from Patrick Kavangh Drumnamore of his trip to The United 
States on board the famine ship Marmion in December 1848. He details seeing 15 passengers 
dying on the voyage and being tossed overboard. Modern day research on the passenger list 
for this ship confirms his version of events and as well as Patrick, shows many passengers 
from Leitrim onboard, McCabes, Farrells and a MacKin family of 9 possibly from Cloone 
whose youngest son Charles was among the 15 who died on the voyage. The Marmion departed 
Liverpool in Dec 1848 and arrived in New York on 22nd Jan 1849 with Capt Freeman in charge. 
The Marmion was operated by the Black Star line and owned by the Caleb Grimshaw company.
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Snapshot Op Cloone ViCGxge
27rb OCCOBGR 1881

The following report on the village of Cloone was 
forwarded by an unnamed reporter to the editor of 
the “Leitrim Advertiser”, who in turn published 
the unique account in an issue of the paper dated 
27th October 1881. Apparently this anonymous 
philanthropic soul believed that the upstanding 
and loyal inhabitants deserved a better standard 
of public road than that which they had to contend 
with, as he supports the villagers’ disadvantage by 
highlighting their many virtues and achievements. 
The report is recorded as printed.

CLOONE
Sir, If it would not be intruding too much 
on your space, I would feel much obliged if 
you could kindly give the following pen and 
ink sketch of the locality above mentioned, a 
corner in your valuable paper.

Actuated by a feeling of curiosity excited by 
occurrences alleged to have taken place in 
that quarter lately, I went to see the place. 
As it was a Sunday, the people - well-to-do 
respectably dressed tenant farmers with their 
wives and daughters were streaming in along 
the different roads - which here converge - 
to attend Mass. They went directly into the 
chapel - a commodious, substantial building 
- which was soon crowded to overflowing and 
remained there in an attitude of respectful 
attention, maintaining the most respectful 
silence for nearly an hour before Divine 
Service. In fifteen minutes after Mass, the 
entire congregation, numbering over a 
thousand persons had dispersed in little 
groups to their respective homes. The village 
itself - which it seems, can boast of some 
degree of antiquity, is situated on the crest of

a hill about five miles to the North-East of 
Mohill. It contains a Roman Catholic Chapel, 
a Protestant Church, a school, a police 
barracks, a few public houses, one or two 
“drug stores” and the usual complement of 
very humble dwellings - the houses of small 
tenants and labourers.

The “rude forefathers” when planning the 
site of the little “hamlet” neglected to make 
due provision for eventualities that are now at 
their very doors, in the shape of improvements 
lately made on the public road by the road 
contractor - the consequences being that the 
floors of some houses are a couple of feet 
below - those of others are six feet above the 
roadway. One would imagine that even on the 
score of prescriptive right, they ought to enjoy 
an immunity from the inconvenience of being 
thus in some places so depressed - through 
no fault of their own - that they must fancy 
themselves walking down to their graves 
every time they enter their own habitation.; 
in other parts they are so exalted above the 
heads of their fellow men, that they require 
a staircase to mount to their own doors. 
But even if this right should fail the loyalty 
displayed by them in the hour of England’s 
danger, ought to entitle them to consideration 
at the hands of the powers-that-be. For did 
not their strategy secure to Lord Cornwallis 
an easy victory over the revolutionary band 
led by General Humbert.

In those days gone by the intellectual activity 
of this favoured people seemed to have 
reached its meridian splendour as evidenced 
by the Nestor-like ratione belli aforesaid, as
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well as by the unwonted development of their 
architectural skill as seen in the noble arch 
that spans the south entrance to the Church. 
In the construction of this arch which is not 
of your semi-circular Gothic or elliptical 
type but an embodiment of that product 
of mathematical ingenuity - the catenary 
curve - so well adapted for supporting 
superincumbent weight - three objects were 
in view namely - to remove superfluous 
material, to encourage the tradesman and 
the labourer and to furnish a model; for the 
future Gobbaun Seer of Cloone.

A glance at a document exhibited in a 
conspicuous part of the town showed how 
deep is the interest taken in the welfare of this 
community by the present Government. Lest 
the charming features of the future nymphs 
of Cloone should be blemished, specked or 
scarred by the small pox, the matrons were 
kindly invited to put their darling prattlers 
under the protection of the successor of Dr. 
Jenner.

From the height to the North of the town 
almost the entire parish can be seen, mapped 
out, except the portion concealed by the 
woods of Captain White’s place - the Grange
- the houses neat, commodious, white
washed - the holdings regularly striped and 
neatly sub-divided. There were no bogs 
visible, but there is a brace of ugly swamps
- one each side of the town with a pool in 
the centre of each. If any discontent or 
yearning after the unattainable should mar 
the rural happiness that ought to be found in 
the pretty homesteads, it is earnestly hoped 
that the system established for the purpose of 
determining the respective rights and claims 
of all parties will be completely successful, so 
that the people of that historic locality may 
live in that peace and happiness which ought 
to be their lot.
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Ctoones pRiesr, Poer, P<\rRior
And QxeCic RevivALsr

6y beery OeRcuin |,o(ey

A Leitrim writer in the 1970 issue of Leitrim 
Guardian stated:

“The parish of Cloone gave birth to some of 
the nation’s greatest intellectuals and most 
enterprising businessmen - the works of Fr. James 
Keegan gave him pride of place amongst scholars, 
and found favour with most American papers and 
magazines of his own era”. This was indeed 
a fitting tribute to our own enlightened and 
charismatic priest and scholar.

Fr. Keegan (MacAodhagain) born the 5th 
January 1859 was son of William Keegan 
Rocullion Upper, Cloone, and Mary Curran, 
Leganomer, Aughavas. His intellectual 
ability was evident at an early age, and 
led to his remarkable achievements in 
later life. He attended the local National 
School in Sonnaghmore and later, Moyne 
Latin School, Co. Longford. He walked 
approximately 6 kms. daily from his 
grandparent’s home in Leganomer in all 
kinds of weather. After graduation he entered 
St. Patrick’s Ecclesiastical College in Carlow 
as a Seminarian. There he excelled in every 
subject, and earned a first class honours B.A. 
degree from London University. He was 
ordained to the priesthood on the 19th May 
1883, and appointed curate in St. Louis. 
He went to work with zeal and energy to 
enhance the spiritual and social well-being 
of his parishioners and the wider community 
through his literary genius.

While a student in St. Patrick’s College 
Carlow, he embarked upon the study of the

Rev James Keegan 
1859 - 1894

Irish Language despite having no formal 
education in the subject. During the 
sixteenth and seventeenth century children 
were taught mostly through the medium of 
English. Some parents continued to speak in 
their native tongue, played their music and 
transmitted their beliefs to their children. 
After a few years, Fr. Keegan mastered the 
Gaeilge to such a level that he translated 
from old Irish texts, and became a vibrant 
leader in the field of study and revival of the 
language. Some of Europe’s vernacular and 
literature was composed in Irish and it was 
suited to poetry and metaphor, because of its 
lyrical nature. Scholars have applauded him 
for his role as translator of Old and Middle 
Irish and a champion in the classical tradition 
in Irish. According to Douglas Hyde, Fr.

^To 1
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Keegan told him that “his grandfather was a 
fluent Irish speaker who read the sermons of Dr. 
Gallagher”. He acquired a lifelong interest in 
the language, and became a major contributor 
to the Pre-Gaelic League phase of the Irish 
Revival. He complained in a letter to The 
Nation (1871) with regard to the lack of Irish 
scholars being appointed as teachers in Irish 
Universities, and he achieved results, years 
later Douglas Hyde was appointed to U.C.D. 
and Fr. O’Growney to Maynooth.

An anonymous writer in the Chicago Citizen 
1890, applauding the “Renaissance of the 
National Language” asserted that “above all 
individuals, and certainly above all priests, Fr. 
Keegan is to be thanked the most” and an 1892 
editorial in the same newspaper linked him 
with Hyde and Russell as chief spokesmen 
for the movement especially in its political 
dimensions. Before the foundation of the 
Gaelic League Fr. Keegan was a staunch 
supporter of the “Gaelic Journal” because it 
was a major link to the preservation of the 
Irish Language. Together with his fellow 
exiles he endeavoured to keep it in circulation 
when it ran into financial difficulty. Another 
campaign initiated by Fr. Keegan was the 
organization of a music festival to be held in 
Chicago. This was before the Fleadhanna 
Cheoil started. He offered support for the 
restoration of Ballintubber Abbey,and the 
incorporation of vocational courses e.g. 
typing, book-keeping, drafting etc. in Irish 
schools, so that young immigrants could avail 
of better job opportunities. When the idea 
of founding a Chair of Irish Studies arose 
in Washington University Fr. Keegan was 
considered the most competent candidate. 
Douglas Hyde dedicated one of his books to 
him and mentions him with admiration in his 
“Mise agus an Connradh”. In ‘A Literary 
History of Ireland’ (1899) he referred to him

as “my late lamented friend and accomplished 
scholar, Father James Keegan of St. Louis’. 
This appraisal was in relation to a translation 
of a long episode from ‘Book of Leinster’, 
published in the Irish-American Journal 
(1891) . It was celebrated by the editors “as a 
feat that no other man on this continent could 
have achieved” and also in Irish newspapers.

His writings covered a wide range of 
topics e.g. .Catholicism, Irish Nationalism, 
Contemporary Politics,The Land League and 
poems based on similar subjects. ‘The Irish 
Harpers Song’, ‘Lament of O’Rourke’ and 
‘Cailin Deas Cruite na mBo’ were translated 
from Irish, and are included in a number of 
anthologies. Some of his poems are ballads 
and on local themes namely ‘Creigharee’, 
‘The Piper of Cloone’ etc. Much of his 
poetry is nostalgic - an exiles lament for his 
home and people, with an implied theme 
of collective dislocation and loneliness. He 
was uncompromising in denouncing the 
treatment meted out by the foreigner, and 
in instilling hope that a new dawn would 
eventually come. This he believed would be 
achieved not through military force but rather 
through constitutionalism. In his poems 
and essays he praised her statesmen and 
warriors; again he rejected in no uncertain 
terms the treachery of her unpatriotic sons. 
Jarold Ramsey has recorded the following 
information in his book, ‘The Piper of 
Cloone’. In the 1880’s and 1890’s Fr. Keegan 
published approximately two hundred poems 
in Irish and American journals, some of them 
being anthologies in such popular collections 
as John Boyle O’Reillys, The Poetry and Song 
of Ireland (1889) and Daniel Connolly’s, The 
Household Library of Irish Poets (1887) and 
earning him a listing in A.J. Donoghue’s 
biographical directory, Poets of Ireland.
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Three major historical events impacted on Fr. 
Keegan’s writings: The Fenian Movement, 
The Parliamentarian Movement and the 
reign of Lough Rynn’s Landlord.

His writings are reflective of a man who 
was an ardent nationalist like so many of his 
generation. In an essay on ‘Fionn M’Cool’ 
written for American readers, Fr. Keegan 
recounts a traumatic experience he had as 
a young boy during the Fenian Revolution. 
The family was awakened by the bursting 
in of doors during a R.I.C. raid; they were 
pulled out of their beds while every part of 
the house was ransacked for arms. This was a 
harsh experience and undoubtedly influenced 
his views of Irish literature and history for life. 
He became an honest inheritor of Fenian 
ideas, albeit, he wanted freedom through 
peaceful means. The Fenians were composed 
of shopkeepers and farmers who considered 
armed revolt as a means of gaining freedom 
and land rights. However, due to poor 
planning and British infiltration the rebellion 
never got off the ground. Most of their leaders 
were hanged or executed. Nevertheless, the 
Irish people were persistent in their struggle 
for change and to have their voices heard.

Charles Stewart Parnell 1846 -1891 was 
leader of the Irish nationalists in the British 
Parliament and led the struggle for Home 
Rule which was finally passed in 1886. Its aim 
was to achieve independence for Ireland and 
land reform. Through the process of three 
Home Rule Bills the Irish Government was 
formed. Fr. Keegan consistently supported 
the Land League, which strove to give land to 
farmers, and he supported the leadership of 
Parnell and Davitt in his writings. He made 
several contributions in prose and poetry to 
the daily press and several journals on the 
subject matter. He was acutely aware of the

plight of our Irish emigrants, and it was the 
newspapers and Irish American journals that 
kept them in touch with their home country. 
Many knew they might never set foot on 
Irish soil again. It remained the “Land of 
Enchantment” from beyond the sea. He also 
encouraged them to acquire an education 
or learn some skill before emigrating. For 
most this was hard to achieve in an Ireland 
of extreme poverty, chronic unemployment 
and rampant malnutrition. There were no 
services in place to relieve such hardships. 
His intention was to protect them from being 
treated as second class citizens with menial 
jobs and poor employment opportunies, thus 
landing them in the lower socio-economic 
class.

Lord Leitrim evoked some strong sentiments 
in Fr. Keegan’s poetry and prose, because 
he was repulsed by his belligerence and 
indifference toward his fellow man. William 
Sydney Clements managed the Lough Rynn 
Estate for fifteen years on behalf of his father. 
Initially his tenants considered him a rather 
wholesome character. After he became 3rd 
Earl he began to earn his reputation as a 
cruel and ruthless landlord. He was anti
catholic and anti-Irish to the extreme. Unlike 
his predecessors who were respected and 
admired by their tenants he was detested 
for his obnoxious disposition. He owned 
property in Kildare, Galway, Leitrim and 
Donegal where he tragically met his death. 
His tenants, who had enjoyed a rather happy 
existence heretofore, now lived in constant 
fear of raised rents and worse still eviction. 
His inhumane treatment of his tenants met 
with strong disapproval and resentment from 
them, his superiors and peers. After his death 
Fr. Keegan asserted in Redpath’s Weekly, “He 
was consistent in nothing but whimsical tyranny.”
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The theme that runs through all his writings 
highlights the struggle in which Irish people 
were compelled to fight against domination 
and oppression. His writings were in harmony 
with the characteristics of the era in which 
they were written. There is an essential value 
of candour and honesty in his writing, as well 
as clarity and concision. He made people 
marvel at the resilience of the Irish people, in 
their struggle for independence, and he never 
ceased supporting them. He focused on the 
greatness of Ireland’s past, and especially the 
preservation of her heritage and literature. 
What a true patriot?

Literary critics claim that as a poet and 
translator of the 80’s and 90’s as well as 
a promoter of the Revival he was entitled 
to greater literary recognition. His use of 
pseudonyms (pen-names)- different one for 
different journals - may have prevented him 
from gaining world literary acclaim until much 
later. In Redpath’s weekly he writes under 
‘Pastheen’, ‘The Nation’,’Orion’ for others he 
used James Keegan and Macaedhagain. It is 
fair to surmise that his identity was disguised 
under such pseudonyms, because readers 
encountered difficulty decoding them. His 
prose and poetry was written in numerous 
newspapers and magazines for the benefit of 
keeping the overseas Irish and Irish-American 
readers informed of current events. There 
was no anthology or book as such. However, 
Jarald Ramsey, Emeritus professor of English 
at Rochester University N.Y. compiled a 
selection of his best writings in a book titled 
the ‘Piper of Cloone’. Finally, his literary 
accomplishments and his contribution to 
Irish culture and the Revival should earn him 
the world-wide fame and renown he is so 
deserving of.

Numerous papers and magazines published 
his poetry and prose on both sides of the

Atlantic. The Irish ones include: United 
Ireland, Redpath’s Weekly, The Nation arid 
The Shamrock, and In America, The Western 
Watchman, The Citizen, The Boston Pilot and 
The Nezvs Despatch, Redpath was a Scotish 
journalist who supported Ireland in the 
1880’s. He reported the Land League 
agitation and the misdeeds of landlords 
without fear. He was also present on the 
estate of Captain Boycott in 1880.The Nation 
and the Shamrock which were in circulation 
for about ten years contained two folk tales 
of Fr. Keegan’s native Cloone: ‘O’Hanrahan’s 
Ride’, Two Hunchbacks’, Poems:’Heroes 
of Cloone’and The Piper of Cloone’. His 
affinity to his native parish was evident at all 
times and indeed, to his county and country. 
His aim was to foster Ireland’s political and 
economic growth, as well as enabling Ireland’s 
cultural and national rebirth. He was a true 
poet, priest and revivalist.

The demands of his priestly and literary 
duties took their toll in the autumn of 1890. 
Douglas Hyde recalled his friend writing 
to him regarding his health concerns. His 
superiors thought a visit to Ireland might 
help him recuperate. He arrived in Cloone 
in the spring of 1893. However, his illness 
progressed to a more serious level, and his 
former pastor sent his representative, Fr. 
Huettler, to bring him back to St. Louis, 
anticipating that the change of climate might 
help his recovery. The funeral was over when 
Fr. Huettler arrived in Cloone. He died 
on the 5th of January 1894 on the eve of the 
Epiphany, his departure from this life and 
his birthday fell on the same day. There 
stands a Celtic Cross monument in Cloone 
old cemetery, and the following inscriptions 
commemorate the inspirational life of one of 
our most revered sons.
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Consummatus in Brevi

Explevit Tempora Multa

In loving memory of the Revd. James 
Keegan of St. Louis, Missouri, U.S.A., 
who in life was distinguished for many and 
great virtues and in death was deeply and 
widely regretted. Endowed from infancy 
with very superior talents, and giving 
them in a special way to God, he was at 
once an ornament to the Sacred Ministry 
and a shining light to his country. By his 
early death, the land of his birth and that 
of his adoption have lost a holy priest, a 
gifted poet, an accomplished scholar and 
a sterling patriot. He was born on the eve 
of the Epiphany a.d. 1859 and died at his 
native place in Cloone on the eve of the 
Epiphany 1894.

May he rest in peace.

Guidhe ar anam an Athar Seamus 
Mac Aodhagain, a fuar bas in aois a 
chuig bliana triocaid. Ba saoi, baith, 
ba file e, Ba cara dileas e, ba sagart 
saothrach De e. Beanacht De lena 
anam.

I wish to acknowledge the help of various 
publications in writing this article:

The Piper of Cloone ...........Jarold Ramsey
& Dorothy 
Quinn Ramsey

Leitrim Guardian ................Anonymous

Leitrim Guardian ................ Seamus Heslin

Final resting place of Fr. James Keegan in the cemetery at 
the old church yard in Cloone
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I.
The Piper of Cloone has no ships on the sea,
No flocks on the fallow, no herds on the lea;
The Piper of Cloone has no houses nor land,
Nor liegemen to bow at his word of command;
Yet his form is as stately, as lordly his mien,
And as stout his true heart as the noblest’s I ween—
The blackbird, the swan, and the roses of June
Show the locks, brow, and cheeks of the Piper of Cloone.

II.
The Piper of Cloone has a bonny bay steed,
And a scian of the sharpest to serve at his need;
His vest of rich crimson from royalty came,
And his scarf is the gift of O’Connor’s fair dame;
There is gold on his collar, and gems on his hand,
And he quaffs the red wine with the lords of the land;
In the halls of the proud—at the village commune—
He’s a guest ever welcome—the Piper of Cloone.

III.
When the bride has blushed “yes,” and the wedding is done, 
He’s the soul of the spree and the fountain of fun;
When the young mother’s smile her sweet baby doth move, 
He heightens the joys of that fond mother’s love;

When the caoiners are met round the bier of the brave,
His wild chant of sadness is heard o’er the grave —
With thy joys and thy sorrows my Erin aruin,
He thrills every true heart — the Piper of Cloone.

IV.
The Piper of Cloone has no knightly degree,
Yet a wider domain than their proudest hast he;
And slight reck the fair ones for titles or show,
When his dark, rolling eye sets their bosoms aglow.
The lord of Rath Croghan by Shannon’s green side,
Came o’er its bright waters to win him a bride,
But alone he returned, by the light of the moon —
The lady was gone with the Piper of Cloone.

“Pastheen fionn,” Redpath’s Weekly, Jan. 12, 1884
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Che heRoes op Cloone
by Rev. ]<\mes Keeg<\n

Hurrah for the land where the shamrock grows green, 
Hurrah for the land where fair maidens are seen,
The hills of old Breffni, oh long may they be 
The nurse of the fair and the home of the free.
The lords of old Breffni were valiant and proud,
By dangers undaunted, by foemen uncowed.
Shall we their descendants surrender like slaves,
While landlords and peelers exult o’er their graves?
The chieftains of Breffni right keen were their blades,
And bright were the plumes of their flashing cockades.
Thy cliffs, Slieve Aneirin, have echoed their cheers,
While the blood of the Saxon was red on their spears.
Their swords hewed the mail of the Norman and Dane,
And their war axes glistened where Bagenal was slain.
Some fought at Boyne Water, some sailed o’er the seas,
And France drank the blood of the Cloone Rapparees. 
Hurrah for these heroes long vanished and gone,
Hurrah too for those whom we yet call our own,
Let Erin rejoice and her green banner wave 
O’er Reynolds the dauntless and Gannon the brave.
For these were the men when the danger was nigh,
Stood fronting the foe to defend or defy,
Though now for old Erin, they’re wearing the chain,
Yet long in our hearts shall their memory remain.
While Shannon’s bright waters shall mirror the moon,
And true hearts are throbbing round time-honoured Cloone; 
While green grows the grass o’er the patriots’ grave,
We’ll honour bold Reynolds and Gannon the brave.

Leitrim Advertiser, 1870
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Slater’s Royal National Directory of 
Ireland was published in two volumes 
in Manchester and London in 1894 and 
encompasses almost 3,000 pages of text, 
and more than 250,000 names. Each town 
and village contained in the Directory is 
introduced by its geographical location 
in relation to its nearest railway station 
together with population statistics derived 
from the 1891 Census of Ireland as well as 
a brief geographical and topographical 
description. The Directory provides the 
names and addresses of the principal 
private residents, together with those 
engaged in commercial and agricultural 
activity as well as the presence and 
location of religious, commercial and 
public institutions. The entry for Cloone 
reads as below:

CLOONE a parish and village in Co. Leitrim 
baronies of Carrigallen and Mohill, head 
of petty sessional district, in the dispensary 
district and union of Mohill, Protestant and 
Catholic diocese of Ardagh, 4 miles north-east 
from Mohill containing 108 townlands.There 
is a railway station at Adoon, 3 miles from the 
village. Petty Sessions are held monthly, and 
in the village there is a Constabulary Police 
Station. The Protestant Church was built in 
1822, and there are three Catholic churches, 
the one at Cloone built in 1881, there are 
also six public schools in the parish. The area 
comprises 41,523 acres; the population in 
1891 was 9,773.

Post Office - Cloone - John Greaney 
Postmaster. Letters arrive from Dromod at 
9a.m. dispatched at 5:30pm. The nearest 
money order and telegraph office is at Mohill. 
Post Offices at Aghavas and Corriga. Letters

through Belturbet. The nearest money order 
& telegraph office is at Carrigallen.Petty 
Sessions: E.J. Coleman, Clerk. Constabulary 
Station, Michael Keating, Sergeant in 
Charge. Church of Ireland. Rev. Louis Cloak. 
Catholic: Cloone - Rev. Farrell Sheridan PP; 
Rev. Francis O’Reilly, curate. Aghavas, Rev 
Francis Duignan P.P.; Rev. Michael Nangle, 
Curate; Gortletteragh: Rev. Canon John 
Conefrey P.P.; Rev.Thos. Macken Curate.

Private Residents.
Clements Hy. John D.L., J.P Lough 
Rynn Cloak Rev. Louis, Drumharkan 
Glebe. Conefrey Rev. Canon John P.P. 
Gortletteragh
Crofton Mrs., Lakefield.
Duignan Rev. Francis P.P. Aghavas 
Macken, Rev. Thomas C.C. Gortletteragh 
Nangle, Rev. Michael C.C. Aghavas 
O’Reilly, Rev. Francis, C.C. Cloone 
Sheridan Rev. Farrell, P.P. Cloone 
Steward, George F., Lough Rynn 
West, John B, Drumdarkan House

Commercial:
Higgins, William, Shopkeeper
Keegan P.C., shopkeeper
Kelly, Patrick, Shopkeeper
Mitchell, Owen, Shopkeeper
Pope Chas, Shopkeeper & poor rate collector 
Rourke Thomas, Shopkeeper

Farmers.
Hewson Thomas W. Drumboher
O’Connor, Alexander, Drumharkin glebe
Pope, Francis, Cloone
Quinn, Dominick, Cloone
Quinn P.J., Cloone
West, John B, Drumdarkan House
White, Mrs, Cloone Grange
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Cloone Village In 1901
6u BriM heslm

A village of nailers, tailors, 
dressmakers... and part-time 

farmers

I once heard a man say, when asked what 
the people of his local area might have done 
for a living a hundred years earlier, that he 
couldn’t fathom what the people of the 
present day were doing for a living so it would 
be very hard to account for the people of a 
century earlier. Thanks to the availability of 
the census data of 1901 it is possible to piece 
together a physical and social snapshot of 
even the smallest administrative area - the 
townland - as well as of the major cities and 
all areas in between those extremes.

When that first census of the twentieth century 
was carried out the memory of Cloone’s most 
famous overnighters- the French in 1798 - 
was by then a rich mix of fact and fiction. The 
Camp Field, so called because the French 
army are reputed to have stayed there the 
night before the Battle of Ballinamuck, had 
passed out of landlord ownership and was 
now owned by a local farmer and publican. 
The house occupied by West, the landlord, 
in 1798 was occupied by the parish priest. 
The Protestant church of St James, reputed 
to incorporate some of the remains of the 
monastery of a local holy man - Criffer Ree, 
overlooked the village which consisted of a 
single linear street. The Catholic church of St 
Mary held a less prominent position - down 
Chapel Lane and behind a row of private 
houses. In addition to the churches and a 
primary school, a constabulary barracks and 
a court house as well as a smithy and two fair 
greens, one at either end of the village and on

opposite sides of the road, were noted on the 
Ordnance Survey map of Cloone at this time.

The census returns show that twenty-one 
families-79 people, lived in twenty houses in 
Cloone in March 1901. It boasted a young 
population at this time; 61 % were thirty years 
or under with the 20-30 year olds making 
up almost one-third of the total population. 
The age range was great-from three months 
to eighty-four years; Luisa Coughlan, the 
RIC constable’s daughter was the youngest 
and John Greany, the postmaster was the 
oldest. There was only one male in the 50- 
60 age group and one male and one female 
in the 80-90 age group. Males outnumbered 
females in Cloone in 1901; there were thirty- 
eight females and forty-one males, a factor 
which may have made life interesting for 
both parties. The most commonly occurring 
household size in the village - four people - 
does not fit the popular stereotype of ‘huge 
families’. There were eight households of 
this size recorded. Self-employment was 
the most popular means of earning a living 
in Cloone village at the beginning of the 
twentieth century. Craft workers including 
nailers, tailors, blacksmiths, dressmakers and 
a carpenter provided some of life’s necessities 
for both villagers and the population of the 
surrounding countryside. Those fearing 
dehydration could call in to one of the four 
licenced public houses there, owned by 
Michael Brady, Patrick Doherty and James 
Garvey respectively, each of whom entered 
‘farmer and publican’ as their occupation while 
Patrick Kieran termed himself a ‘farmer and 
spirit merchant’. The importance of farming 
in the locality is borne out by the number of
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people in the village engaged in it, i.e., seven 
out of a total of twenty-one household heads. 
Three-Anne Mitchell, Francis Higgins and 
Charles Pope- were full-time farmers and 
four household heads combined farming 
with other occupations. The tailors, Patrick 
Brady and his son John, produced made-to- 
measure clothes for men and boys, while the 
dressmakers, Mary Curran and her sister, 
Maggie, and Maggie Heslin, provided a 
similar service for women and girls.The nailer, 
Patrick McGreal and his son John made nails 
for the local populace including the carpenter, 
Patrick Gannon. James Ryan and his two 
sons were blacksmiths who, in addition to 
shoeing the horses of the locality, made and 
repaired farm implements as well as the basic 
item of kitchen equipment, the crane. Four 
households were headed by a female without 
spouse, two were widows with children and 
two were single. Two of this group entered 
‘domestic servant’ as their occupation. This 
did not necessarily mean that they went out 
to work in another household but rather that 
they perceived themselves in this capacity in 
their own homes - an indication of the lack of 
status which women had then in Ireland.

The total population of Cloone village was 
Catholic at this time and was ministered to 
by the parish priest, Revd Felix Doherty from 
county Cavan. He lived in the house in the 
village which was occupied by the Protestant 
landlord, William West, in 1798 when the 
French passed through Cloone. In the many 
folklore versions of this event West is blamed 
for stealing the chains of the carts which 
were carrying the canon of the French army 
from Killala to Dublin, a journey interrupted 
on Shanmullagh Hill, beside Ballinamuck 
village, with the effect of putting an end to 
the last invasion of Ireland. The priest’s 
household included his niece, Winifred Jones 
and a cook and domestic servant named

Margaret McGovern, both of whom were also 
from county Cavan. The peace was kept by 
four men of the Royal Irish Constabulary all 
of whom were Catholics who had originated 
outside of county Leitrim. The sergeant, J. J. 
Howley and his wife Mary were from county 
Sligo while one constable came from Donegal 
and two from Roscommon. The only other 
resident with public service duties at this 
time was lohn Greany, an eighty-four year old 
postmaster originally from county Galway. He 
indicated in the census returns that he could 
speak both Irish and English as did Mary 
Ann Gannon, the sixty-year old Leitrim-born 
wife of carpenter Patrick. With only two Irish
speaking adults in the village at this time the 
dominance of English, the language of trade 
and commerce, even in this village remote 
from large towns or cities, is evident.

Private dwellings were classified according 
to the type of building materials and roof 
covering used and the number of rooms 
and windows they contained. When all these 
criteria were applied in Cloone the standard 
of housing was low. Only one of the twenty 
houses was of first-class standard. It was 
occupied by Peter Kiernan, widower, a thirty- 
four-year-old grocer and spirit merchant 
whose brother Patrick, classified as a farm 
servant, also lived there. There were fourteen 
second-class and five third-class dwellings. 
Eleven of the houses had roofs of slate, iron 
or tiles, while the remaining nine private 
dwellings were thatched. There were no mud 
houses in Cloone in 1901 but a quarter of 
the houses in the surrounding townland were 
mud-walled. With no uninhabited houses 
recorded in the village it is possible that the 
unkempt appearance often associated with 
uninhabited houses was avoided.The number 
of houses used for farm activities indicate the 
extent to which Cloone was a farming village 
at this time and also demonstrates the looset
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demarcation there was between village and 
rural area. Out of a total of sixty-five out- 
offices there were fourteen piggeries, thirteen 
cow-houses, ten fowl-houses, five stables and 
a forge - almost as many farm-related out- 
offices per domestic dwelling in the village 
as in the townland, where the majority, six 
of the seven families there, were engaged in 
agriculture only. The absence of a saddler, 
shoemaker, butcher or baker suggests that 
these services were met in the nearby towns of 
Mohill or Ballinamore or that the locals were 
able to provide these services for themselves 
to some extent.

The fair green was an important facility in any 
town or village in the past. This was certainly 
the case in Cloone, which was famous for its 
cattle fairs, having a patent from the early 
1600s to hold a fair on 26 May, the feast of 
St. Brendan, and the following day. There is 
no evidence of further patents having been 
given but this did not stop the proliferation of 
fairs; by the 1850s there were eight other fairs 
held in the village on the following dates; 12 
February, 5 April, 13 June, 10 July, 26 August, 
29 September, 2 November and 20 December. 
Since the May and December fairs were held 
on the feast days of saints or holy men (20 
December was the feast of Criffer Ree) it is 
possible that all the annual fairs were held on 
feast days. Given the abundance of such days 
it would possibly have been difficult to hold 
a fair on a day which was not a saints day. 
The November fair relates to the feast of Saint 
Martin which was celebrated in the parish by 
the head of the household killing a fowl or 
drake and sprinkling the blood in the four 
corners of the kitchen or on the door jambs 
in silence and before midnight. This ritual was 
aimed at warding off evil spirits associated 
with Hallowe’en. The fairs in Cloone, in 
common with fairs elsewhere, attracted people 
from far and wide and from differing social 
backgrounds and were often fractious affairs.

Reinforcements of police were often requested 
by the local constabulary to be on stand-by on 
fair days. The less law-abiding often resorted 
to the ancient Hibernian tranquilliser -the 
ash-plant - to help settle fair day disputes 
which often erupted from disagreements on 
the size of the luck-penny given by seller to 
buyer. News items in the local papers at the 
end of the eighteenhundreds indicate that 
horse races were held annually near Cloone 
on St Patrick’s. Day, an event which attracted 
police reinforcements which also added some 
spectacle to the day

When Griffith’s Valuation was carried out 
in Leitrim in 1856 there were twenty four 
families in Cloone village. A comparison of 
family names which were present then with 
those of 1901 shows only five names common 
to both dates—Higgins, McGreal, O’Donnell, 
Rourke and Ryan—indicating a high turnover 
of occupancy in the Village. The name long 
associated with landlordism in Cloone, West, 
does not appear in the 1901 census but the 
family residence was a landmark on the village 
street until the 1970s when it was demolished 
to make way for a new Catholic church. The 
spouses of all of the Leitrim-born household 
heads were also from Leitrim. Immigration 
brought officials of church and state into 
the community. Excluding the police, the 
parish priest, his niece, his cook and the 
postmaster, the only person listed in the 
1901 census as having been born outside of 
Leitrim was William Mulrennan, from county7 
Roscommon, shop-assistant with Michael 
Brady who was a farmer and publican in the 
village and owner of the historic Camp Field. 
This field and a licensed house had been 
bought by John Brady of Keeldra from West 
in 1898 for two-hundred pounds.

Cloone village in 1901 - all human life was 
there.
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The Brady clan originated in Breffni in Co. 
Cavan. In the troubled times they like the 
rest of the Irish population were transported 
to the poorer lands of Connaught, the good 
lands were given to the English. Land given 
to the native Irish was of a very small acreage 
maybe ten to fifteen acres according to the 
size of the family. The Plantation of Ireland 
was similar to the Indian reservations of 
Western America. The difference was that the 
American government fed the Indians; the 
Irish had to pay taxes to the English landlords 
who had bigger and better farms. When the 
Famine occurred and the potato crop failed, 
the English took the grain crop in tax and 
allowed over a million Irish to die of hunger. 
Over two million immigrated to America 
and half of them did not get there. My 
grandfather Thomas was born in Aughavas 
where John Patrick Donnelly lives now. 
He had a brother and two sisters as far as I 
know. My grandfather Thomas got a farm in 
Drumhallagh from an uncle who was named 
O’Rourke. He married Mary McHugh from 
the lower end of Drumhallagh lane and they 
had seven sons of which my father Michael 
Brady was the oldest. My grandfatherThomas 
died at an early age when my father was ten. 
My uncle Owenie was not born until three 
months later. My father married my mother 
Roseanne McKiernan from Drumreilly 
in 1921. They had six children and again 
tragedy struck when my mother died in 1938; 
my brother Paddy was ten and I was eighteen 
months: God Rest them all.

At the time of the Easter Rising my father 
and my uncles were active members of the 
old I.R.A. as was everyone else in the Cloone 
area at that time. In fact my father was the 
leader of the Cloone Brigade. Three of my 
uncles were wounded and were jailed, two 
in Kilmainham, one in Carrick-on-Shannon, 
all were sentenced to death. Fortunately the 
I.R.A. broke them out and put them on a 
boat for America.

The Black and Tans were here at that time; 
they were a cruel lot. When the Easter Rising 
took place, Britain was at war in Europe 
and they had not enough troops to send to 
Ireland. The King offered a free pardon 
to all who were interred in British jails and 
asylums on condition that they go and fight 
in Ireland. Some of their descendants are still 
in Northern Ireland to-day. The Black and 
Tans drove down through Cloone with their 
lorry and a machine gun mounted on the cab. 
When they passed John Harte’s house they 
opened fire on the Brady homestead. Luckily 
the men had gone out the back door to the 
bogs and my grandmother lay down on the 
floor. At that time there was a curfew in place, 
nobody was allowed out of their homes after 
six in the evening in case they were planning 
an ambush. Another ploy was if you had a 
field one acre in size, you had to fence off a 
quarter of that field so you could not graze

on it. When your
neighbour got the hay and then you could 
graze your cattle on it. That was to keep the 
Irish fighting among themselves.
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In another piece of Cloone history, the 
French army marched from Killala Bay in 
Co. Mayo, through Sligo and north Leitrim 
through part of Drumhalla Lane.They passed 
by our house up to Cloone and camped in 
the field across from the Chapel; they stayed 
there overnight and carried on to the Battle at 
Ballinamuck. A few years ago I read a history 
book that was written by a nun and there was 
a story about Cloone in it. Back in probably 
the fifth century the monks attempted to 
build their abbeys in Cloone. It was an ideal 
site because it had two hills, one where the 
graveyard is and the other on the Priest’s field

at the back of the new school. So the monks 
started to build but unfortunately there were 
a few pagans left in upper Cloone who were 
slow to convert to the Catholic faith.They did 
not want the abbeys so they came to Cloone 
at night and pulled down the walls that the 
monks had built during the day. Eventually 
they went to Fenagh. That is my story. As a 
final note, Cloone is a wonderful place; there 
is nowhere else I would want to live. The 
people are wonderful and friendly and the 
women are beautiful so what more can an old 
man ask for.

The Brady Family Drumhallagh.
Back: Jim Moylett, Michael Brady Snr. Front: Michael Brady with Margaret Moylett and Mary Moylett
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flRAnk (ZieRnAn: A Cloone ShoemAkeR
Por 52 CJeARsl

This interview was conducted in Arus 
Carolan nursing home in Mohill by Joe 
Tiernan in 1984 and published in the 
Longford News.

RURAL Ireland has lost so many of its ‘trades’ 
in the past decade or two, one wonders how 
the country survives. Black-smiths, harness- 
makers, tin-smiths, and shoe-makers(to an 
extent) to mention but a few have all been 
declared redundant: their services are no 
longer required.

One man who suffered such a fate after 52 
years as a shoemaker was FrankTiernan from 
Cloone and at 82 years in October he now 
looks back with nostalgia. ‘I thought it was 
hard at the time but I now see how wrong I 
was.’

Resident in the old people’s home in Mohill 
since January last, he finds the time boring. 
He misses the work and the customers and 
the satisfaction he got from the job. He first 
started the trade in 1920 at 18 years of age. 
His brother Pat was already in the business 
and he joined as an apprentice. The premises 
was then situated where his nephew Sean runs 
a grocery shop today at the lower end of the 
village. Fifteen years later, after his brother 
switched to groceries, he branched out on 
his own with £10 in his pocket and a ‘side’ 
of leather under his arm. His new premises, 
which he rented from Pat McNamee, a local 
publican, was situated opposite the forge. It 
was a small, compact shop, with a counter 
and a cobbler’s seat.

Frank Tiernan Cloone Shoemaker from 1920 to 1972

His work involved making and repairing 
boots and shoes and repairing harness (i.e. 
britchens, straddles, collars, hames and belly- 
bands). Boots and shoes were made on a 
wooden last, while an iron one was used for 
repairs. Repairs consisted mainly of ‘heeling’ 
and ‘half-soleing’ with little stitching. Making 
new footwear, however, was a different matter. 
The leather was flexed and softened and 
wound round the last before being stitched 
to the timber. The boots were known as ‘hob
nail’ with three rows of nails and a special 
toe. They were used mainly by farmers for 
digging with spades and loys. The nails were 
made from nail rod by a local man, James Me 
Grail. Whangs made from leather were used 
as laces and often lasted as long as the boots.
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According to Frank Tiernan, hob-nail boots 
if properly cared for could last 20 years. Up 
to 150 nails went into one pair and the cost 
was in the region of eighteen shillings. But 
farmers who wore hob-nail boots seldom 
used anything else, Tiernan says. ‘On 
Saturday nights the boots were cleaned and 
oiled (there was no polish in those days) for 
Mass the following morning’.

Following the introduction of wellingtons to 
the market after the war the demand for boots 
diminished, and eventually died altogether. 
Consequently the last 20 years of Frank 
Tiernan’s trade were spent on repairs only. 
Half-soleing or heeling by leather or rubber 
in latter years cost six shillings.He worked 
six days a week and often at night-time and 
Saturday night were his busiest but he enjoyed 
every minute of it. ‘It’s only when you retire 
you realise the difference. While a man was

working and able to work he didn’t feel the 
time passing. Once you give up work you’re 
finished’.

Unlike Mohill, which had three cobblers - 
Heeran, Ellis and Doyle - Frank Tiernan was 
the only cobbler in Cloone or Aughavas. And 
he remembers Cloone in what he describes 
as ‘the good old days’. McNamee, Willie 
Me Garry, Black Pope, Ellie Grant, Michael 
Cooney, Fr Dennison, Jack and Fowler 
Rourke and Tommy Mulryan were all alive 
then. And Cloone had three fairs at the time 
- 13th June, 26th May and 5th April. Now it has 
none.

But despite his nostalgia, Frank Tiernan is 
happy with his lot. The old people’s home 
is nice, staff are pleasant and his friends are 
chatty. What more could he ask for?

Some of Frank Tiernan’s shoemaking tools, from left: Nail Remover, Plier Punch, Eye Pliers, Pincers, Shoemakers 
Hammer, Lasp. These very tools made shoes for generations of Cloone people.
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The sinking of the Titanic has had a powerful 
resonance in the decades since it went down 
and has fuelled a range of books and films 
on the ship, its sole voyage and the people 
who were drowned and who survived. There 
was however, another group of survivors, 
those who were due to sail on the fateful 
liner but who fortunately, for a whole host 
of reasons didn’t make the trip. Many were 
well known, including Guglielmo Marconi, 
wireless pioneer and Nobel Prize winner, and 
Milton Hershey, inventor of the chocolate 
bar that bears his name. Another was Alfred 
Vanderbilt, socialite and heir to the vast 
Vanderbilt financial empire, although it was 
only a delay of a few years for him as he 
perished in an even bigger maritime disaster,

that of the Lusitania five years later (and of 
course for film buffs there was the Norwegian 
poker player who lost his seat to Leonardo 
Di Caprio). Of the lesser known names, well 
outside of Cloone anyway, was twenty year 
old James Bohan from Edergole who had 
been due to sail on the ship which was due to 
leave Queenstown (now Cobh), its last port 
of call in Europe on April 11.

However, James was saved, literally in this 
case, by a wedding. Unknown to him when 
he made his travel plans, his cousin and close 
friend Paddy Bohan from Cornulla and his 
wife to be, Maria Heslin from Aughavas had 
set a wedding date for April 15 and Patrick 
had James down to be his Best man. It

Paddy Bohan Wedding
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appears that Paddy got to work on James 
and persuaded him to stay. His persuasive 
powers were to have a result neither could 
have imagined.

As the guests made their way into Aughavas 
church on the morning of the wedding, they 
were as yet unaware of the news that was 
beginning to filter through to news agencies. 
The ‘unsinkable’ ship that James was due to 
sail on was already lying at the bottom of the 
Atlantic, having collided with the infamous 
iceberg some hours earlier. It could have 
been a couple of days before the news about 
the fate of the Titanic reached Cloone and 
Aughavas but when it did, we can only guess 
at the reaction of the man who would have 
been on it if his cousin’s wedding had been a 
week earlier.

So what became of James after his fortunate 
escape? Well, his close shave didn’t change his 
desire to cross the Atlantic. He made his way 
to the US soon afterwards on a ship that stayed 
afloat and spent a couple of decades travelling 
the world, working in the USA, Australia 
and New Zealand. There wasn’t the instant

communication of today and like many of his 
fellow emigrants he fell out of contact with 
home for a time. For a while however it was 
believed that he had had another lucky escape 
returning to Ireland when the survivor list 
for the Lusitania disaster which claimed the 
life of James fellow Titanic ‘survivor’ Alfred 
Vanderbilt was found to contain the name 
of one James Bohan. However, it turned out 
not to be ‘Titanic Jim’ who remained on the 
other side of the Atlantic for another couple 
of decades.

Contact was eventually resumed with home 
and unusually for Irish emigrants of that 
era he returned to live in Ireland in 1931 
where he married Mary ‘Marne’ Derwin and 
they reared five sons, Charlie, Jim, John, Ted 
and Mick and a daughter Maisie back at 
Edergole. His cousin Paddy meanwhile had 
remained in Leitrim and had become a well 
known bonesetter and he and Maria had also 
reared a large family. ‘Titanic Jim’ spent the 
rest of his life in Cloone and died in 1967, 
fifty seven years after he had been due to sail 
on the fateful ship.

The picture on left shows a 
reunion in 1962, 50 years 
after the sinking of the Titanic, 
Paddy and Maria’s Golden 
Wedding Anniversary. With 
the celebrating couple on the 
left is their Best Man from 
1912, ‘Titanic Jim’Bohan
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Cloone pees And ptAces

Peadar Moran Michael Reynolds & PJ Heeran.A group at the camp field wall - Bridget Heeran nee McGarty, 
James Pope, Michael McGarty, Tommy Mulryan, Michael Heeran, 

Bill Reilly, Jimmy Joe McGarty, Fowler Rourke.

1

A group from Cornulla townland in 2012
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Photographed L to R at Centenary Celebrations in Ballinamuck: 
Andy Lohan, Monica Gallagher, Patrick Murray, Catherine Murray, 

Patricia Lohan, Breege Knott, Joe Murray. Front: Bridie Keegan

Doreen Heeran with twins and 
Fintan and Aidan.

Kelly family: Back- Marcella Murrin, Mary Reynolds. Harry McKeon
Front- Paddy Kelly, Tom Kelly, Peter Kelly
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Canning Family Annaghmacoolen 1989

Sean & Helen McHugh

John McGovern, Mary Mullaney, Leo Kelly

Clodagh, Deirdre and Michael Cunniffe Pat Curran and Marian Harkin MEP.

The Flood Family Camber in 1975The Duignan Family Tooma - Seamus, Phyllis, Mary, 
Nevy, Mickie.
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Independence 0<\ys In CCoone
6u Cvelcin KeC(u

As the centenary of the 1916 Rising 
approaches, we look at our country today and 
remember the group of courageous men who 
took on the might of an Empire in what to 
many at that time was perceived as a foolish 
effort to gain Irish independence. The Rising 
was suppressed after seven days of fighting, 
and its leaders court-martialled and executed 
but it did succeed in bringing physical force 
republicanism back to the forefront of Irish 
politics. Guerrilla warfare was simmering 
from 1917 but it intensified after Sinn 
Fein’s electoral success in 1918. The War of 
Independence lasted over two years and saw 
many violent incidents occur throughout the 
country. From 1917 volunteer brigades and 
battalions sprang up in almost every parish 
in Ireland and Cloone was no exception. The 
Company was initiated in January 1917 under 
the leadership of Captain Frank Maguire, 
a former Redmondite Volunteer. Fellow 
officers and members included Bernie Ryan, 
John Donoghue, Mick Brady, Peter Brady, 
John Harte, Michael Donnelly, John Lennon, 
John and James Mulligan, John Cassidy, Owen 
Brady and Paddy Doherty to name a few. 
Originally there were over forty recruits but 
numbers fluctuated. Paul Galligan from Co. 
Cavan supervised drills and parades which 
were held twice weekly. A subscription was 
usually paid on joining with supplementary 
funds coming from the proceeds of dances 
and socials, organised in the main by the local 
members of Cumann na mBan. Lack of arms 
was always a problem so hurley sticks and 
similar artefacts took the place of rifles during 
drills. Some men did have their own shotguns 
and old revolvers nicknamed “bulldogs”. On

the national front, the formation of a broad 
political movement under the banner of Sinn 
Fein was formalised at its Ard Fheis in 25th 
October 1917. The Conscription Crisis of 
1918 further intensified public support for 
Sinn Fein before the general elections to 
the British Parliament on 14th December 
1918. A fund to fight conscription began in 
the same year when Volunteers went from 
house to house requesting signed pledges 
and monetary assistance to support the 
campaign. In view of the impending election, 
a rally of all companies in South Leitrim 
was held at Gorvagh in August 1918. It 
was vital to create more cohesion and an 
improved communications strategy between 
the volunteers in the different parishes. A 
new overall brigade structure for South 
Leitrim was put in place with Ned O’Brien, 
Sean Mitchell and Joe Beirne in overall 
command. Battalion status was designated 
to each individual parish grouping. Frank 
Maguire remained in charge of the Cloone 
battalion until his death in 1918 when 
Bernie Ryan took charge. From then until 
the following December all Volunteers were 
preoccupied in canvassing voters, collecting 
subscriptions for the election fund, checking 
polling registers and over-seeing the election 
process. Nationally the result produced a 
landslide victory for Sinn Fein, whose MPs 
gathered in Dublin on 21 st January 1919 to 
form Dail Eireann and adopt the Declaration 
of Independence.

The matter of collecting weapons now became 
even more of a priority for the members 
of the Cloone battalion. House to house
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collections increased the arsenal but not the 
quality. Indeed many of the donated items 
were in poor condition and dangerous to 
use. A counter measure to gather arms from 
householders was launched by the R.I.C. when 
they became aware ofVolunteer activities. If 
weapons were difficult to access ammunition 
was even more so. Cartridges were difficult 
to store when sourced as they were subject 
to swelling from dampness which rendered 
them almost useless when required for use. 
Resourcefulness often by necessity became 
the mother of invention. Rifle cartridges were 
emptied, the lead melted down to produce 
slugs which were fitted back into the casing. 
Landmines were made from metal piping and 
cartwheel boxes using cartridges and other 
material. Electric batteries were somehow 
acquired from various sources for use with 
landmines. Intelligence personnel did exist 
within brigades but information was difficult 
to come by without endangering lives. Scouts 
did keep a watchful eye on troop movements 
and patrols and reported on possible 
opportunities for an attack.

The Aughavas, Drumreilly, Gorvagh and 
Cloone brigades worked closely together to 
gain an advantage whenever they could. A 
boycott of all British goods and businesses 
came into effect in 1919. There is one incident 
recorded where a bread van travelling from 
Mohill to Cloone was overturned and its 
contents dumped into a valley below the 
road. Volunteers became upholders of the 
peace when the Sinn Fein courts came into 
being. These courts adjudicated on local 
disputes, petty crime and issues regarding 
possible informers. A dedicated detail of men 
were assigned to carry out police duties in 
association with the courts and adjudications. 
Originally they were held in secret locations

but when the R.I.C. left Cloone, they became 
public events. A house in the townland of 
Faughill was a usual venue. The judgements 
were considered fair and impartial but 
what was more important the courts were 
inexpensive and accessible. Local people 
gave them their full support despite the risks 
involved.

Just previous to its closure, an attempt was
made by the local Volunteers to capture
Cloone barracks but the plan was aborted in
the final stages. The R.I.C. force, consisting
of five constables and one sergeant eventually
evacuated in July 1920 and transferred to
Mohill. Within an hour of their departure the
barracks was burned and a tricolour hoisted
on the highest point of the ruins. While the
Volunteers were celebrating in Pope’s Hall
- a regular venue for their meetings etc. -
they were warned by an eleven year old girl
named Teresa Sweeney that troops from a
British Cavalry force camped at Gorvagh
were on their way to the village. Her timely
intervention gave the revellers time to escape
and disperse. In September 1920 an ambush
was planned at Rocullion. It was well known
that a lorry carrying R.I.C. routinely patrolled
the road between Mohill to Carrigallen.
A system of signalling by scouts was set up
along the way from Carrigallen. Twelve men
were involved in the ambush armed with
shotguns and some revolvers. However the
Volunteers had to withdraw when the signals
indicated that a prisoner had being taken
and was on board. Next day they learned that
their Battalion O/C Patrick Cosgrave was
arrested. In order to curtail the activities of
the republican groups, a new type of army
was introduced, namely the Black and Tans.
These men were ruthlessly aggressive and
had scant regard for the rules of warfare. <
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In November 1920 the first detachment 
arrived in Leitrim and took up residence at 
Mohill R.I.C. barracks. They immediately 
struck fear into the hearts of the people. The 
‘Tans frequently used the terrorizing tactic 
of firing rounds at suspected republican and 
indeed random homes from a machine gun 
mounted on a lorry. At Cloone they attacked 
the home of John and James Reynolds both 
of whom were Volunteers. Shots were fired 
into the house narrowly missing both men. 
The brothers were taken out and physically 
abused with kicks and punches before they 
were let go. John Harte was arrested from his 
home and placed between an escort with fixed 
bayonets. He was a big powerful man and 
lashed out at his captors which took them by 
surprise. He made his escape by jumping into 
a nearby river. At Michael Donnelly’s home 
they threatened his family and attempted to 
set the house alight. Michael was on the run 
and frequently had to go into hiding in the 
nearby bog in advance of military visits or 
patrols in the area. Many members of the 
Cloone brigade were arrested and detained in 
gaols at Carrick-on-Shannon and elsewhere. 
Among those were the Brady brothers of 
Drumhalla. Army and R.I.C. activity became 
so intense that it became almost impossible to 
travel anywhere. Curfews were enforced and 
no one could leave their homes after 6pm. As 
oportunities arose the Volunteers trenched 
roads and felled trees across them to obstruct 
military movements but it did not deter the 
‘Tans who kept up their raids and beatings.

In February 1921 Sean Connolly arrived 
in Cloone. He was sent by Sean MacKeon 
from North Longford to organise the South 
Leitrim Brigade. Just about a month after his 
arrival the ambush at Sheemore took place. 
Sean Mitchell was a member of the eight-man

attack party. They had just six rifles between 
them but did have the ground advantage. One 
British officer was killed and several soldiers 
wounded. The Volunteers escaped without 
any casualities. On the 11th March 1921, the 
surprise attack by British forces on a group of 
Volunteers at Selton Hill dealt a devastating 
blow to Leitrim’s military resurgence. Six 
men were killed including Joe Beirne and 
Sean Connolly who died from his wounds at 
Carrick-on-Shannon gaol. No members of 
the Cloone company were involved in either 
ambush but nonethless the resistance went 
on. On the eve of the fair day in Cloone on 
27th May 1921, the local company planned 
a road cutting operation at Gortnaraw. The 
R.I.C. had previously indicated if roads into 
the village were disturbed they would stop the 
fair. As trenching was in progress a party of 
four R.I.C. men arrived near the scene. They 
were fired on and immediately travelled back 
to Mohill at high speed.The army and R.I.C. 
arrived in Cloone on the following morning 
and chased the farmers and their cattle out of 
the village. When the Truce was announced in 
July 1921, it was greeted both with relief and 
disbelief. Relief, because reserves of arms 
and munitions were at an all-time low and 
even more difficult to come by at this stage. 
Some Volunteers were just glad to return to 
their homes. Disbelief, in that morale was 
high among the different brigades who felt 
they were on the verge of achievement and 
believed the Truce would not hold. The 
Truce held but the fallout from the Treaty 
that undersigned it, lead to a more bitter and 
bloody struggle during the Civil War that 
followed.

CUMANN NA mBAN
While organising and assisting with the 
training of the volunteers, Paul Galligan set
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up the Cloone branch of Cumann na mBan 
in 1918. Anne Mitchell was elected president 
with Kate Healy as secretary and Bridget 
Sweeney as treasurer. Initially there were 
about 20 members: Kate and Alice Keegan, 
Kate Lyons, Kathleen Reilly, Kate and 
Roseanne Donnelly, Elizabeth Doyle. Mary 
Anne Donoghue, Margaret Sweeney, Kate 
McGovern, Margaret Reilly, Bridget Lyons 
and Kate O’Neill among others. Members 
paid one shilling on joining with a subscription 
of three pence per month towards providing 
materials for flag making and the purchase 
of medical supplies. The group was well 
established prior to the general election of 
December 1918. On polling day the women 
took over a vacant house in the village and 
catered for the Volunteers on duty. They 
made their own partisan contribution to the 
election process in personating extensively 
by dressing in different clothing and voting 
in the name of absent voters. In 1919 all 
branches were amalgamated into a brigade 
with Bridget Sweeney as president and Kate 
Healy as secretary. Weekly parades and drills 
were part of their weekly routine when they 
trained alongside their male counterparts at 
secret locations. Cumann na mBan was an 
invaluable support system to the Volunteer 
movement. Their main role was fundraising 
in order to support the supply of arms, 
ammunition, food and medical supplies. 
Sinn Fein dances were initially held in 
the village but later when military activity 
became more intense, socials were held at the 
back of hills, away from roads so that they 
could not be surprised. Additional monetary 
aid was raised at Church gate collections 
on Sundays. Mohill based practitioner Dr. 
Michael Muldoon instructed the ladies in 
rendering emergency medical assistance if an 
occasion arose. All branches were supplied

with manuals on first aid and medical 
supplies. Cumann na mBan members kept 
a ready supply of food, clothing parcels and 
cigarattes towards sustaining Volunteers who 
were jailed or interned. As women were less 
likely to be targeted or picked up by patrols, 
Cumann members carried dispatches, 
arms and ammunition towards impending 
operations by the Volunteers. They frequently 
acted as scouts and lookouts during road 
openings.

Kate Healy was the only member of the 
Cloone branch to be arrested when her home 
was searched and documents relating to the 
organisation were found. She was interned 
until after the Truce and released in August 
1921. Bridget Sweeney was also a person of 
interest but she was never arrested. When 
Sean Connolly arrived in Leitrim in February 
1921, she presented him with a supply of 
first aid material which she had kept hidden 
at her home. Bridget together with her sister 
Margaret and Kate Keegan took part in the 
relay of material from Longford in support of 
the campaign in South Leitrim just previous 
to the Sheemore ambush. All interaction on 
a social level was strictly prohibited between 
Cumann na mBan members and the military 
or the R.I.C. When the import ban was 
introduced in 1919, the ladies took an active 
part in watching shops and their suppliers 
and reporting irregularities to Volunteer 
headquarters. Filled with the belief that 
the Truce would not hold in July 1921, the 
women set about perfecting their organisation 
and building on their supply of materials until 
the Treaty.
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Nad prxp&rRich
RecoRding ARtisr Op Ohe 1920 s

<w re
Nan Fitzpatrick was born in 1909 in the town 
land of Drumshambo North to James and 
Rosie, nee McGowan, a native of Rocullion 
Cloone. Her childhood years were typical of 
the times, growing up on a small farm with 
four sisters and five brothers. She attended 
Cloonsarn School, a new building, constructed 
in 1910. Nan was a bright, diligent pupil who 
remembered her schooldays as a very happy 
time. School subjects included English, 
reading, writing, arithmetic, nature study and 
geography, all of which she embraced with 
gusto. She had huge regard for her old school 
master Peter Kilkenny, a benign teacher who 
handed out just the odd slap but cared deeply 
for his students’ educational advancement. 
Irish was not taught during Nan’s early 
schooling but she become familiar with 
the rudiments of the language during her 
final two years with tuition from the junior 
mistress Bridget Kilkenny. Nan left school at 
twelve. While there might be work and further 
education available to young men, there were 
very few employment outlets for girls. During 
the following years she remained at home 
supporting her parents in running the family 
farm.

A love of Irish music and song was embedded 
in Nan’s genes coming from the family she 
was born into. She was always a vivacious, 
outgoing personality who loved life. She 
enjoyed her social outings and freely admitted 
to having many admirers. Nan went to 
country house ceilis, socials in local schools 
and frequently attended dances at Dillon’s 
and Cooney’s stores. However the “it” event

Nan Fitzpatrick with her nephew, 
famous Hollywood actor 

Patrick McCoohan

was the
Cloone Ball 
at Doherty’s 
Hall, where a 
ham supper 
was served.
Admission 
was a princely 
2/6p but 
worth every 
penny. From 
childhood,
Nan looked
on, as one by one her older brothers and 
sisters left home and immigrated to America. 
It was always a sad occasion when it came 
to their leaving but the consolation was the 
promise of a better life.

In 1929 it was Nan’s turn when she made 
the decision to join her elder siblings. 
Initially she travelled to Dublin, acquired 
her passport, visa and underwent a medical 
examination. With the required paperwork 
in hand, she booked her passage with Mrs 
McGuinness the authorised shipping agent 
at Carrigallen. As was customary at the time 
the traditional “American wake” was held the 
night before her departure. Nan made the 
most of it when she sang and danced until 
the early hours of the morning. Her brother 
Peter took her to Mohill in the family pony 
and trap but it wyas only when she boarded 
the train for Dromod that the full realisation 
of what she was embarking upon dawned on 
her and she broke down in tears. It helped 
somewhat that she found herself in the
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company of four boys from Cloone, all of 
whom she knew already. They travelled as a 
group to Dublin and continued on to Cork. 
Eventually they reached their destination, a 
boarding house in Cobh where they stayed 
overnight. A second medical examination 
had to be endured on the morning of their 
departure in advance of boarding the tender. 
Nan remembered that April day as wet, cold 
and miserable which completely empathised 
with her own emotions. When she and her 
travelling companions first caught sight of the 
55 Samaria they were speechless at the sheer 
size of the ship. The wonder of it all soon 
wore off when they set sail. The weather was 
atrocious and she was seasick for most of the 
nine-day voyage. On arrival in New York, she 
was met by her brothers and bade farewell 
to her four travelling companions who 
were going on to Boston. She was not very 
impressed by the city sights as she journeyed 
out to her sister’s home but her attention 
immediately focused on the style and fashion 
of American women. She was mesmerised by 
the clothes and jewellery that were in vogue 
but was particularly taken with the ladies’ 
makeup, especially bright red lipstick.

If there ever was a bad time to immigrate to 
America then 1929 was it. The country was 
in the depths of the Great Depression and 
gainful employment was almost impossible 
to find. The queues at recruitment agencies 
were literally miles long and openings were 
thin on the ground. People were living on 
the breadline with many relying on soup 
kitchens for sustenance. Nan quickly became 
familiar with the terms “bootlegging”, 
“prohibition” and “speakeasies”. There were 
many shootings and killings in some areas 
of New York and the names John Dillinger 
and A1 Capone were constantly front page

Nan Fitzpatrick Record

news. Nan initially found temporary clerical 
work with the Gage Publishing Company 
in Downtown New York before moving on 
to similar permanent employment with the 
Liquid Carbonic Corporation, later known 
as Union Carbide. She took an apartment 
close to her workplace, which she shared for 
a time with her brother Charlie, a New York 
policeman.

Through her love of Irish music, Nan met 
with singer /musician Frank Quinn, a native 
of Drumlish and a recording artist from 
the early 1920’s. They initially met at her 
brother Thomas’ graduation from the Police 
Academy where Frank was also a member 
of the police band. He asked her to sing at a 
number of socials where he was performing 
and was extremely impressed with her talent 
and audience appeal. Eventually he invited 
her to accompany him on some songs with 
a view to recording. Some weeks later she 
found herself at the Colombia Recording 
Company studios, cutting her first song on 
wax/vinyl. Besides dueting with Frank, she 
sang some solos while he accompanied her on 
the accordion. Her first recording “77/ Forgive
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and I'll Try to Forget” was a huge success. Nan 
did not know how many copies were sold but 
she did receive royalties. She recorded many 
more popular ballads but none surpassed 
the success of her first. They included “The 
Blackbird of Sweet Avondale” “Far Away in 
Australia” and “A Mother's Love's a Blessing”. 
At this stage Nan had established herself as 
a successful artiste in her own right. During 
her forays to the recording studios she met 
Michael Coleman, Jim Morrison and many 
other established musicians of note In 1932 
she was approached by Victor Records and 
offered a contract without Frank Quinn, 
which meant that all royalties accruing would 
be exclusively hers. At the same time her 
sister was anxious to return to Ireland for 
the Eucharistic Congress and invited Nan to 
travel with her. She postponed her decision 
on the offer from Victor until her return but 
did promise to pick up some new songs that 
might suit as future recording material. James 
O’Beirne DeWitt, a music store owner on 
3rd Avenue had a photographer sent down to 
take her picture on the ship deck as she left 
for Ireland.The photo was later published in” 
The Irish Echo”. Nan sailed back to Galway 
on the YS Baltic. Ironically it was the old 
ship’s final sea voyage and Nan’s.

It was always Nan’s intention to return to 
her life in the States. She had come home for 
the Congress and to visit friends and family. 
That was her plan, at least until she went 
to a dance in Doherty’s Hall where she met 
Phil Gaffney. They were married a month 
later and settled at Cornawall just outside 
Ballinamore. Phil was an active republican 
during the War of Independence as was his 
brother Johnny. Johnny, who was an engine 
driver on the Narrow Gauge Railway, took 
an active stand against the transportation of

Black and Tans when they boarded the train at 
Ballinamore. Thankfully the stand-off ended 
peacefully when the soldiers disembarked 
without incident. He was later appointed to 
the Senate in the 1930’s while Phil became 
a County Councillor. Nan did experience 
tragedy in her life when in 1947, her much 
loved older brother Phil was killed during a 
hold-up in New York. He was a member of 
the mounted police and patrolled the area 
around Central Park. He was just fifty-two 
and due to retire the following year. A State 
funeral was awarded by the Mayor of New 
York in recognition of Phil’s outstanding 
bravery. Nan recalled how much he loved his 
family, his job and his horse; the same horse 
that walked with a multitude of mourners 
and colleagues behind his coffin to St. John’s 
Cemetery on Long Island. Just some years 
previously, Phil sent Nan the words of a song 
he had composed called “Lovely Leitrim”, 
which he set it to the air of the “The Flower 
of Sweet Strabane”. Much later she mourned 
the death of a much loved grandniece, 
Mairead Farrell who was killed in Gibraltar 
in 1988 with two others. Mairead’s parents 
lived in Belfast but from childhood she spent 
her summer holidays at Cornawall and 
Ballinamore. Nan did return to the States on 
visits after she reared her family of nine. She 
never did resume her singing career again or 
express any regret at what might have been. 
Nan Fitzpatrick Gaffney died on the 17th 
January 2002. May her gentle soul rest in 
peace.

This account of Nan's life story is based on an 
interview with Evelyn Kelly, recorded in April 
1991.
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Cloone And (JJoRCd (Uar One

The Entente Powers of 
France, Russia and the 
United Kingdom entered 
the Great War in August 
1914 to halt the military 
expansion of the Central 
Powers consisting of the
German Empire,
Ottoman Empire,

the
the

G57// C$€eneured oMemerp efthe oMen efthe TSarish ef &leene 
O&he -fell in the threat

A <*3>. 1911 -1918
Austrian Hungarian
Empire, and the Kingdom 
of Bulgaria.

REGIMENT. RANK A NAME.

N0K4I IRISH RIFLES.'*71* 
RFL't BOHAN, JOSEPH

DIED.

SOMME

DATE OF DEATH.

,STZ,<TH JULY 1916

PRINCE OF WALES'S LEINSTER REGIMENT (ROYAL CANADIANS). 77HB*
CANNING. MICHAEL FLANDERS ’™ JUNE 1917

The horror and destruction 
of World War I was on a 
scale never witnessed by
humankind before. The
unprecedented mobilisation 
of men and equipment, 
combined with a rapid 
advancement in military 
technology, resulted in 
figures of about 37 million

IRISH GUARDS.1,TB** 
CONNOLLY, JOHN

ROYAL WELSH FUSILIERS. 2i7H‘* 
DOYLE, JOHN

CONNA UGHT RANGERS.,7B ** 
FOY, HARRY

ROYAL IRISH FUSILIERS. '™ ** 
act. corp johNSTON, EDWARD J.

FRANCE

EGYPT

FRANCE

SOMME

</NG'S OWN YORKSHIRE LIGHT INFANTRY. 
KEEGAN, FRANCIS SOMME

ROYAL INNIS KILLING FUSILIERS. '™‘* 
kci. sct. MC DOWELL, ROBERT J.

LANCASHIRE FUSILIERS. 
MC KIERNAN, FRANK

9TB 9X

SOMME

GALLIPOLI

6THFEB. 1915

J’CT OCT< 191?

APR. 1916

nH SEPT. 1916

*™ JULY 1916

’™ SEPT. 1916

I7TH AUG. 1915

military and civilian
and

ROYAL IRISH RIFLES.
MC LOUGHUN, PETER FRANCE UTH MAR. 1918

BLACK WATCH (ROYAL HIGHLANDERS), 2SDBK 
ri- MURPHY, MICHAEL FRANCE

TZhoir &famc £fvethfor (Survrntore.
,<TH APR. 1915

[?g] I [jal I Irall fra] I fial I Ub3 I [jsl I fral I [is] I [jal I [fa] I [fa] I [is] 1 [ra] I [fal I [fnl 1 ffal I [ial I [ial I [ial

1ST .TH B.\.

casualties (deaths 
wounded). Over 200,000 
Irish fought in World War 1, 
in several theatres and just
under 30,000 died. Over 2,000 of these men hailed from Co. Leitrim with 250 dying on battlefields 
around the globe. These men and women considered themselves to be Irish, of Irish Heritage or 
fought with an Irish Regiment.

The commemorative inscription shown compiled and designed by John Moran, Annaghmacooleen 
lists casualties of the war who identified themselves as being from Cloone. John’s Grand Uncle, 
Michael Canning was one of those casualties remembered in greater detail. Others are also 
remembered by present day Cloone persons who have a link to these now deceased war veterans.
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Michael Canning
by John Moran

From early childhood I was aware that my 
Grandfathers brother Michael Canning had 
died in the Great War 1914-1918. Some 
years ago I decided to research his records 
and found his Regiment details and his date 
of death and burial place. In November 2007 
my mother Maureen Moran niece of Michael, 
and I travelled to Flanders in Belgium to visit 
his resting place at La Laiterie Cemetery near 
the town ofYpres. This visit was the first by 
a family member since Michael was buried 
there some ninety years earlier.

On my return home I decided to try and find 
the names of the men of Cloone who were 
killed in World War I and have compiled the 
accompanying sheet showing their Regiments 
and place of death. I feel that after so many 
years have elapsed it is time that they are 
remembered.

Henry Foy
by Paul McGuinness

Many Irish died in World War One and 
apparently many from Leitrim. More often 
than not, those that joined the army were 
forgotten about or were never heard from 
again. This was the case with Henry Foy from 
Annaghmaconway,Cloone. He was born 10th 
of January 1877 and joined the Connaught 
Rangers sometime around 1914. Nothing 
was spoken of Henry in the family or no one 
knew for certain what became of him. Tess 
Me Guinness (nee Foy) Henry’s niece and 
her son Paul traced Henry through English 
and Commonwealth records.

He died on the 6th of April 1916 at 39 years 
of age in Flanders France as a private in 
the Connaught Rangers. He is buried in 
Philosophe British Cemetery in Northern 
France. Over 2000 soldiers are buried in 
this cemetery mainly British. The Irish were 
not seperately identified as they were part of 
the British army, but it was easy to recognise 
the hundreds of Irish names. Each grave is 
marked with a headstone and the cemetery is 
immaculately maintained.

Paul Me Guinness (Henry’s grandnephew) 
visited the Cemetery in July 2012, possibly 
Henry’s grave’s first visit in 96 years.
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P. Tier nan
by Shane Tiernan

A survivor of the World War 1 was P. Tiernan 
from Drumhalla, Cloone. He returned to 
his homestead after the war ended having 
received the ‘Victoria Medal’. Although he had 
no family of his own he was anxious that his 
medal would remain in the parish and in the 
name. He bequeathed his medal in the 1920’s 
to Pat Tiernan, Shoemaker in the village and 
it has remained with the Tiernan family to 
this day in memory of a local man who fought 
in ‘the Great War for Civilisation.’ A picture of 
the medal front and back is shown.

William Albert Me Neill of Cloone, Co. 
Leitrim is also registered on the Roll of Honour 
for the Great War. The only particulars given 
are that he entered Wilson’s Hospital in 
Multyfarnham in September of 1906 aged 10 
and a half and was provided for by his parents 
until 1911. In 1914 he is described as being 
in business in Liverpool. In 1915 he enlisted 
with the Lancashire Fusiliers and he survived 
the war.

Pee McHugh’s uncle Michael McKeon of 
Hurley Hill Annaghbrennahan wrote a poem 
as a tribute to his uncle Pat Clancy, Faughill 
who served in World War 1 along with other 
named patriots some of whom perished 
as mentioned in the memorial dedications 
above.

Michael McKeon (HurleyHill).
Author of the following poem "Pat Clancy and the 

soldiers form Cloone"
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P<\r CGxncy And rhe soldieRs 
pROin Cloone.

Pat Clancy went patriot and soldier aboard 

The great transport ship with his rifle and sword 

Above him waved proudly the red white and blue, 

and around him stood gallant men loyal and true

and oft as he sped along midnight and noon 

he thought of his loving hearts left around Cloone

There raged the red battle by night and by day 

Dear friends of his childhood he met in the fray 

There was Keegan, McAllister, O’Reily, Dillon, and Foy 

They fought as they fought when at famed Fontenoy 

And brave dashing heroes they proved themselves soon 

With honour for Erin and glory for Cloone

Right bravely they fought and nobly they died 

Dear comrades they fell one by one at his side 

Until at length the truce sounded the white flag was raised 

And Clancy stood up among the lucky ones saved 

But Ireland lay crushed more than ever in chains 

For the hoops of the tyrants polluted our plains

Well the war it was over and peace would come soon 

But what had the war done for Clancy and Cloone 

It left him his limbs and it left him his life 

And it left him the dear girl he’d soon make his wife 

But Clancy the bright day will come very soon 

With honour for Erin and glory for Cloone
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Schools [Zo(1s(orc Codection
(1937-38,

Compiled 6y Cnd<\ CieRnAn.

In 1937 the Irish Folklore Commission, in collaboration with the Department of Educatio 
and the Irish National Teachers’ Organisation, initiated a revolutionary scheme in whic 
schoolchildren were encouraged to collect and document folklore and local history.

Over a period ot eighteen
six counties of the Irish Free State were encouraged to collect folklore material in their horn
districts.The topics about which the children were instructed to research and write included loc;
history and monuments, folktales and legends, riddles and proverbs, songs, customs and belief
games and pastimes, traditional work practices and crafts, etc.The children collected this materij
mainly from their parents and grandparents and other older members of the local community c
school district. Fortunately
Cloone N.S. embraced
the scheme and a huge
array of material was
collected from the pupils.
The collection is available
at the County Library in
Ballinamore and below
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Michael also performed the official 
opening of Cloone Community 
Centre in 1986.

In the second piece Frank O’Higgins 
from Cloone Village writes on the 
ancient craft of Creel making. This 
article was written in March 1938 
by Frank who was raised in the Post 
Office. Frank later emigrated to 
Canada where he spent most of his 
working life.

The final piece was written by Bridie 
Carroll from Edergole. Bridie tells a 
story that her father Peter told her. 
The story is very typical of the type of 
story or fable that may have been told 
to a young child at the time.
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Article 3 By Bridie Carroll Edergole
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TZhe ORegon Cr^iC
6y Kevin CDoR&n

The Celts have supplied to each of their 
adopted countries an exciting ancestral 
background, unequalled by any other ethnic 
group. Is there a nation on the face of the earth 
whose history has not recorded their valour, 
their courage, their music, their social grace, 
their humour, their intellectual brilliance, and 
the drinking ability and inability of this race 
of happy warriors whose wars were merry 
and whose songs were sad?

Daniel Boone “The Great Pathfinder”, was 
descended from the same line as the Bohan 
family line which is Norman-Irish. His 
mother was a Morgan and his father an 
Irish Catholic. His wife was a member of the 
Bryans line. From a statement of President 
Theodore Roosevelt on January 16th 1909: 
“You perform a noble work in bringing to light 
the history of the Irish people in this country, 
particularly the achievements of those early 
immigrants who came from Ireland long before 
the outbreak of the Revolution and planted 
themselves as the advance guard of a conquering 
civilization on the border of the Indian-haunted 
wilderness, and I am proud of the strain of Irish 
blood in my veins”. Of the foreigners who have 
won the Congressional Medal of Honour, 
approximately 50% or 111 are Irishmen.

Many Irish immigrated to Oregon in the early 
1900’s. Most notable was Charley Donnelly 
from Drumbore. He had uncles by the name 
of Keegan in Eastern Oregon (Bend) and also 
in The Dalles, Oregon. Charley worked on 
the ranches until he decided to move back to 
Ireland in 1952.

From the pages of history we find that the 
wandering Celt has been constantly moving, 
as a result of a tragic history. To the ends of the 
earth have gone the O’Neill’s, O’Doherty’s, 
O’Rourke’s, O’Carroll’s, O’Mahoney’s, 
Carthy’s, Fitzpatrick’s and the Kilkenny’s. 
Their numbers exceed the combined total 
of emigrants from England, Scotland, Wales, 
Germany, Canada, Russia and France. Of 
the 1890 arrivals mentioned, John Sheridan 
Kilkenny was born in County Leitrim on May 
14th, 1870, the son of Peter and Mary Ann 
Kilkenny. He arrived in Umatilla, Oregon. He 
had learned of a few Irishmen in Heppner, 
and made his way by foot. John started a 
sheep business in 1892. Three years later 
he joined partnership with John Sheridan 
another immigrant from County Leitrim. 
They operated for many years until Frank 
and Pat Kilkenny returned to Ireland and 
John re-married in Morrow County, Oregon 
and retired in the late twenties.

The controlling Irish influence is emphasised 
by the fact that the Heppner High School 
athletic teams were known as “The Irish”. 
Ed Breslin long time merchant in Heppner, 
Oregon was also a craftsman in making wagon 
wheels. Father Thomas Briody, Chaplain in 
Pendleton, Oregon officiated at the marriage 
ceremony of John Sheridan Kilkenny and 
Rose Ann Curran Farley in Heppner in 
1898. John Byrne arrived in Morrow County, 
Oregon, in the early part of the 20th century 
from County Leitrim. John was an author 
and a poet of sorts with extremely positive 
political views. James MacCarthy, one of the
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giants of the Gaels, was an early partner of 
John Kilkenny, born in County Leitrim in 
1854 and immigrated to Morrow County, 
Oregon. He owned and operated a substantial 
sheep and cattle ranch in the “Tub Springs” 
area. He lost portions of his holding in The 
Great Depression. At the commencement of 
World War II, the US Army wished to take 
over the ranch. James refused to move and 
court papers were issued. At the hearing the 
judge said; “If the military of the US. cannot 
dispossess Janies MacCarthy, I won't even try”.

John and Patrick Connelly were born in 
County Leitrim and arrived in Heppner after 
1900. They engaged in the sheep and other 
businesses in the area for a great number of 
years. Pat Connelly was a Co. Leitrim man 
and although his main operation was in 
Wasco County, Oregon, he was well known as 
a sheep man in Morrow County.
Pat Corrigan from Co. Leitrim arrived in the 
early part of the 20th century and lost a leg in 
World War 1. He worked principally for the 
Monahans and various farmers in Morrow 
County. Henry Dennis was a Co. Leitrim boy, 
a herder of sheep and all around ranch hand 
for many of the Irish employers in Morrow 
County. James and Pat Dolan arrived around 
1907 from Co. Leitrim. Fannie Dolan 
arrived later and married Peter Slevin. James 
Donnelly also referred to as ‘Mike’ arrived in 
Morrow County in 1907. He spent most of his 
life providing mutton chops for the American 
market. John Foley from Co. Leitrim found 
his way to the Kilkenny’s and other Irish 
ranches in Morrow County. James Gillease, 
Fred and Michael Grant all from Co.Leitrim 
herded the flocks and tended the camps on the 
many Irish sheep ranches of the area. Pat and 
John Lee operated a pastime in Pendleton for 
a quarter of a century. Previously they were

part of the Irish tide that had swept into the 
county to the West. Pat Lee performed similar 
functions as his fellow nationals. When we 
speak of these men we refer to Aughavas, 
Co. Leitrim. James Casserly, one of the many 
from Co. Leitrim was a serious dedicated 
fellow with a scholarly strain.

The Ancient Order of Hibernian was formed 
in 1877 throughout Oregon and discontinued 
in 1933. The A.O.H. was a wonderful 
organisation that provided a meeting base 
for the Irish and of course it got the name 
from Hibernia which was the original name 
of “Paddv’s Land” before it became Ireland.

From the Cloone area hailed the Grant’s, 
Michael Nicholl from Drumadorn, Terry 
Moran from Annaghmaconway, Doherty’s, 
Foley’s, Dorrigan’s of Annaghmacoolen, 
Lennon’s, McKeon’s and Walsh’s. We are 
certain some of those names were instrumental 
in the creation of the Cloone Fife Drum Band 
Banner in 1933. The banner today is in the 
safe keeping of Eugene Mitchell, Cloone.

David McKeon, Raymond Wynn, Kevin Moran and 
Val Fitzpatrick
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The banner carried in parades by the 
Cloone Fife and Drum Band was known 
as the ‘Cloone Banner’. It was originally 
commissioned by Patrick McGuire and family 
from Gubbs who was an uncle to the Walsh 
family from Cornagher. Others involved 
in commissioning the banner included The 
McGovern boys from Drimna; Michael,
James and John, all of whom emigrated to 
Oregon, USA in the late 19th or early 20th 
century. Other Cloone people in Oregon 
would also have been involved but whose 
names are not to hand at present. The banner 
has been in poor condition for a number of 
years and is in need of repair. The banner is 
now in the possession of Eugene and Lilly 
Mitchell in Cloone having been given the 
banner by Lilly’s uncle Mike-Joe Walsh.

Cloone Banner today

Cloone Fife and Drum Band Marching with Cloone Banner in 1930s
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The following are some excerpts from the vast and if it is cool the boxty is cooked. The boxt
amount of folklore collected in the Cloone in loaf is prepared in the same manner as boxt
the 1930s by the Irish Folklore Commission’s dumplings. It is baked in an oven like sod
collectors and later by questionnaire. The bread. Boxty is a very wholesome food whe
collection is held at the Department of Irish cooked right. The principal potato used fc
Folklore in University College Dublin. While making boxty is the Kerr pink.
often regarded as of lesser value than recorded
history, the importance of folklore as a source
of information on past communities has been
spelled out by Cathal Poirteir, writer and

(Contributed by Josephine Mitchell, Kiltyfe
as told to her by her father, Patrick Mitche 1
Kiltyfe a.)

broadcaster, as follows: ‘Even in those cases HEDGE SCHOOLS
where selective memory, the transmission process Hedge schools were very common in Irelan
or artistic licence may have confused chronology during the 17th century. It was during tht
or other details, we can still find insights into the period that English laws were passed wit
attitudes, feelings and psychology of the people
which wouldn’t be available from other sources’.

the object of preventing any possibility c
learning among the Catholics of Ireland. Fc

BOXTY MAKING
Boxty is made frequently in this part of the
county. It is a very nice dish. It consists of
three kinds, pan boxty, boiled boxty or boxty
dumplings, and boxty loaf. This is how pan
boxty is made: Potatoes are washed, peeled
and grated and soda, salt and buttermilk and
flour are put into the mix. It is beaten into a
batter about the consistency of cream. A small
quantity is poured on to a hot frying pan and
baked in the same manner as pancakes. Boxty
dumplings are prepared in the same manner
as pan boxty. The potatoes are grated and left
to drain; the starch is taken from the resulting
water and put into the grated mixture. The

this reason, they had to go and teach school i
huts, built under the hedges. They had to b
on the alert always lest they might be caugl
and prosecuted. Many priests however defie
these laws and gathering pupils arount
taught them secretly. This was always don
in remote places in bogs and mountain
Catholics often sent their children to tb
continent to be educated although a heav
penalty was imposed on anyone who did s<
The hedge school in which the priests taugl
was generally long clay floored room. Durin
the summer months the teaching was carrie
out in the open hence the schools got the
nickname.

same ingredients are used as for pan boxty with
the addition of mashed potatoes. Afterwards
the little cakes are kneaded, shaped and dried
with flour. The cakes each average four inches
in diameter and about one inch in thickness.
They are next put into a pot of boiling water;
two or three spoons are put in the bottom of
the pot so that the cakes may not stick. The
old people of the district have a certain way
of knowing when the boxty is cooked. They
put their hands under the bottom of the pot

In the junior hedge school the subjects taugl
were Irish, History, Geography, Arithmeti
and Algebra. The senior hedge school wei
like the Intermediate schools now. In thes
schools they were taught Maths, Greek, Lati
and many other subjects. Any boys preparin
for the priesthood attended these school
Later on masters taught in these schoo
and they were generally men famed for the
learning. They were sometimes called ‘poc
scholars’ about one hundred years ago. Thei
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was a hedge school in Drumshanbo about 
one mile and a half from Cloone. In this 
school a man called Master Kilkenny taught. 
Every morning each pupil had to pay a penny. 
They were taught English, Irish, Arithmetic, 
Geography, History and Algebra. A number 
of old age pensioners remember this school as 
their fathers attended it and even today they 
can talk and describe people who attended 
this hedge school. The number of priests who 
went to foreign lands got their early training 
from Master Kilkenny. They say they were 
taught some of the fundamentals of farming, 
but they are not so sure of what this consisted.

(Contributed by Kathleen Keegan, Cankeel, as 
told to her by her father, John Keegan, Cankeel, 
Cloone)

SAINT CREIGHAREE
St Creigharee had his monastery in Cloone, 
His holy well was on top of John Donoghue’s 
field, in the townland of Esker, just at Cloone 
crossroads. One time a woman went to wash 
clothes at the well and it disappeared and 
came up in Drumharkin Glebe about one 
mile away in the lands of John Foley. There 
were trees growing around the well and a 
man went one day to cut one of the trees and 
he died suddenly that evening. The water, if 
boiled for any purpose than drinking turned 
to blood. People yet do stations at the well. 
But when it was at Esker there was a great 
station to it and people used to come to it 
from all parts. There are yet the remains 
of stones to mark its first site. St Caillin’s 
monastery at Fenagh flourished at the same 
time as St Creigharee’s in Cloone and there 
was always great rivalry between the two 
monasteries. The remains of the monastery 
in Cloone graveyard may be of later origin 
than the time of St. Creigharee. The building 
is of modern design and does not bear any 
resemblance to 5th century masonry. I believe 
that St Creigharee had his monastery in cells 
in Drumharkin Glebe. This tract of land is 
fertile and for generations has been in the

possession of Protestants of the tilled (sic) 
class. The lands are called the Grange and 
the Rectory. The Grange was owned by the 
Whites and the Fitzpatricks, who were titled 
people in England and the parson, lived in 
the rectory in recent years. We generally find 
that the Protestants lived on the lands of the 
old monasteries and that is why I claim that 
St. Creigharee’s monastery was in the Glebe 
and not far from the place where the holy well 
commemorates his memory.

(Contributed by John, Clancy, Faughill, who 
died in 1936, aged 76).

CLOONE GRAVEYARD
Cloone graveyard is a very ancient one and 
there are some old graves in it. Just beside the 
gate there is a great slab and they say there 
is a bishop buried there and that he was or 
is a saint. The grave’s direction is different 
from any other grave in the graveyard as it 
runs due north south and all the others are 
east to west. Long ago every corpse brought 
into the graveyard was laid down for a few 
moments on this great slab, but this custom 
died out over a hundred years ago. There 
were some inscriptions on the slab but the 
West’s in Cloone got a man by the name of 
Deakens to cut off the inscriptions. He didn’t 
finish the work as he cut off two of his fingers 
while at the work. There is another grave in 
the graveyard and there is a big slab over it 
too and all that is on the slab is a hare being 
followed by a hound. This is the grave of 
Breen Rua McKiernan, the last chieftain 
of the McKiernan clan. He was a good 
sportsman and very fond of hunting. Like all 
the chieftains, he aped the English and their 
customs and lost his religion into the bargain. 
Before he died he ordered this slab to be 
made and all he would let be put on it was a 
hound following a hare.

(Contributed by Master Peter Kilkenny of 
Drumloughan National School, as told to him by 
his father, John Kilkenny).
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Mitchell Family Cloone with their parents Kathleen 
and Owen

Living across the road from Cloone school, 
we Mitchells got an early start with our 
education. Back in my days in school, the 
younger boys and girls were segregated. 
Mrs. Cooney taught the boys and Mrs. 
McDermott taught the girls. Mrs. Solon and 
Master Moran taught the older children. 
The downfall of living across the road was 
that we could not stay out of school. If ever 
we did stay out, we could not dare show our 
face outside the front door, for fear of being 
seen by the teachers. I remember hearing 
about the time that Daddy, Uncle Johnny 
and Uncle Willie spent a day hiding in barrels 
in the barn, coming out only to go into the 
house for lunch. Not a very enjoyable day off 
from school! I don’t think Aunt (Cissie) Rose 
Ann had that experience.

There were numerous children in Cloone 
back then. I remember fondly the Dohertys, 
Creegans, Cooneys, our cousins the 
Donohoes, Quinns, Charles’, McAlindins,

Popes, Higgins’, Flatleys and Gaffneys, 
their parents and grandparents. The families 
were large and too numerous to name all 
of the children. We had a lot of fun times, 
running and racing the roads and the fields. 
Sometimes we had our disagreements! Some 
of my neighbours stayed home in Ireland, 
and kept the home fires burning; the majority 
left Cloone and travelled across the globe in 
search of work. Some returned home and 
settled down. Some have passed on to their 
eternal reward. We remember them, and all 
those who attended Cloone School, in our 
prayers.

Our house was the local emergency room 
for the school. I am sure there are many past 
pupils of Cloone School, who remember 
being sent down to Mrs. Mitchell when they 
felt sick or the times when the dentist paid a 
visit to the school. The “water table” in front 
of our house ran red when the dentist visited. 
Mammy always left a bucket of water with a 
“panny” so that the children could rinse their 
mouth after they had teeth pulled.The dentist 
had no mercy; he pulled the teeth, dropped 
them in a bucket and sent the children off 
home. No gauze to stop the bleeding! A 
doctor and nurse made an annual visit for 
“our annual medical checkup,” which focused 
on the eyes, ears, nose, throat, chest, teeth and 
hair. I know many of the past pupils visited 
my mother whenever they returned home, in 
appreciation for the care she gave them.

Our house could also have been the local 
“Tea Shop”. Our mother supplied tea for
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the lunch or whenever they requested it. She 
never turned away a traveller from the door, 
without donating flour, sugar or something 
to eat. She had great compassion for the 
mothers carrying children too and especially 
Mrs. McDonagh whom she always invited in 
for a cup of tea.

It was not all fun and games in the classrooms. 
I don’t think anyone escaped getting slapped 
with the cane and sometimes worse. We 
did not dare report this at home, for fear of 
Daddy making his appearance at the school 
door. We had our annual oral testing when 
the inspector came to the school. Of course 
Father Clancy, the parish priest, Father 
McGovern or Father Boylan made their 
appearance much more often. Father McHale 
came annually to test on religion. Needless to 
say we were terrified of any and all inspectors. 
Apart from punishment with the cane, you 
might be put out in the hall for a period. It 
was actually fun watching people on the road.

One particular day, my siblings and I were 
all waiting for the arrival of our Uncle Willie 
from America, having been there twenty five 
plus years. Our cousin Patsy Donohoe, was in 
the hallway being punished. He had a view of 
our house and kept updating us on the arrival 
of Uncle Willie.

The children had to supply the turf for heating 
the school during the winter months, not that 
we ever felt much of that heat as the Teachers 
always sat with their backs to the fire blocking 
the heat.

When you got to sixth class you sat the 
Primary Cert. After national school, pupils 
went to ‘The Tech’ or Convent in Mohill to 
further their education; others went straight 
from National school out into the workforce.

The next generation had a lovely new building 
at the other end of the village and it has no 
memories for my generation. I am sure the

Mitchell chidren pictured outside their thatched cottage opposite Cloone old school
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memories of both buildings are much the 
same minus the punishment with the cane. 
Back in the 40’s, 50’s and prior to that 
there were no buses to pick up the children 
further away from the school. At that time, 
the hardship they endured never entered my 
mind. Hail, rain or snow they walked to school. 
Families such as the Doonans, Donnellys, 
Caseys, Morans, Mees, Hustons, Crawfords, 
Kilkennys, Bohans and McGowans, to 
mention a few from lower Cloone. Many of 
us have remained close friends to this day.

It has been fifty five years since I left Cloone. 
At first, it was in search of work. There were 
no jobs available back then and we had no 
choice but to leave. We had to broaden our 
horizons and bid farewell to Cloone and our 
families. I haven’t travelled the world yet, but 
no matter where I am or who I meet, and I 
have met quite a few, it is always lovely and 
exciting to “Go Home”. I don’t think there 
is an Irish person in the world who doesn’t 
say - they are going home - even though we 
have made our own homes all over the world. 
I guess like everyone else, I carved my own 
niche in the world promoting our Irish 
heritage and culture in New York, Cloone is 
now well known here in New York.

There are numerous Mitchell families in the 
parish of Cloone but we were often known 
as Mitchells of the Gap or Mitchells of the 
Steps being that we had to walk down steps 
from the road. The road had been built up 
to level out the hill and made easier access to 
the village for the horse and carts and traps, 
probably during my father’s youth. The name 
Mitchell’s of the Gap came from the time 
there was a Customs Gap outside our house 
where people entering the village on a fair day 
had to pay customs. The other one was the 
other side of the village around Creegans.

We enjoyed our youth in Cloone. We attended 
football matches in the Grange and the best 
matches were between Cloone & Aughavas. 
Many friendly arguments followed those 
games about which were the better team. 
One to mention here is Chris and Ellen 
Rose Reilly as Chris grew up in Cloone and 
Ellen Rose in Tooma. During the summer 
months as teenagers we enjoyed the dances, 
be it at home, to Daddy playing the fiddle, in 
Doherty’s Hall, in Maguire’s, a Marquee in 
Cloone, or elsewhere. Back then the girls did 
not go to the pubs; we went to the dances early 
and were always glad to see the men come in 
after the pub closed. Of course we were not 
allowed to go dancing during school term 
except on weekends. During Lent there were 
no dances, but Ceilis were allowed. Everyone 
enjoyed the circus and travelling play groups 
when they came to the village. The swing 
boats were a big attraction. Peadar Griffin 
taught Ceili and Irish dancing in the old Hut, 
the parish hall in the priest’s field. There were 
no swimming lessons, which is probably why I 
am terrified of the ocean or a pool to this day! 
We also had plays and concerts in Doherty’s 
Hall and in the Hut, with local talent. I was 
one of those actresses back then. However, I 
did not make Hollywood!

I am looking forward to walking around the 
new Nature Walk in Cloone bog. It sure will 
bring back memories of working on the bog 
and bringing home the turf. It was rather a 
scary and lonely trip out to Corowna bog 
if a child was alone, which happened many 
times. Passing ‘Shorts banks’ was always fun, 
as we always had clod fights. I had several 
near misses of drowning on the bog, while not 
paying attention to where I ran, as I escaped 
getting hit. The bog holes were mighty deep. 
On one of those trips to the bog, our brother 
John (RIP) suffered a broken leg when a gate
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from the priest’s field fell on him. He was only 
four years old and had to spend six weeks 
recovering in Manorhamilton Hospital away 
from the family.

Growing up on the farm wasn’t always easy. 
The spring brought the ‘guggering’ and 
setting the potatoes and sowing the oats, 
wheat etc. Weeding of the ridges followed. 
What back breaking jobs they were! The hay 
and turf had to be reared during the summer. 
Everyone had to chip in and do their part. We 
probably prayed for rain on a Sunday, as we 
did not want to miss whatever entertainment 
was on for Sunday. After the turf was reared, 
we had to draw the turf home on asses 
laden with creels. In the autumn, we picked 
potatoes and other vegetables, to store for the 
winter. Cutting the oats and wheat followed 
with the threshing. In the winter, other jobs 
were lined up.

Remembering my life growing up in Cloone 
and the School, I cannot forget to mention 
Maggie Mitchell. She was one of the best 
known and loved Cloone person of all 
time. She was the historian along with Sean 
Tiernan of the shop. She knew every child, 
grandchild and great grandchild of everyone 
from Cloone and also anyone that shopped 
with her. They did not have to live in Cloone 
for her to know them, they visited from all 
over the world. She knew who everyone was 
and always had a treat for the visiting children 
and indeed the adults. Her shop should be 
made a Cloone landmark!

We had plenty of lovable people in Cloone, 
and I would be remiss if I did not mention 
some. There was Ellie Grant who lived on

the green where the Community Centre now 
stands. We had to be careful how we behaved 
leaving the dances in Doherty’s Hall, she 
watched everyone from her house leaving the 
dance. Mammy would have heard about it 
before we got out of bed the following day. 
Ellie was devoted to her faith, and I remember 
that she arrived at our house every Easter 
Sunday with eggs for each of us. They were 
not decorated or coloured as they are today 
for Easter, but they were very welcome for the 
many mouths in our house.

At times Cloone was nicknamed the “Vatican 
City” and hearing that “Cloone was holier 
than Rome” because we had two Popes. 
Everyone has their own special memories and 
if we wrote everything down, we would each 
have our own book.

There are many other people who need to 
be remembered like Frank & Pat Tiernan, 
Tommy and Babby Mulryan, The Briodys, 
Bradys, Colreavys, Gormleys, O’Donnells, 
Harts, Bohans and Kilkennys, to name a few. 
It is truly wonderful to remember the good 
times, and the not so good times growing up 
in Cloone. I will conclude with a mention 
of my family; grandparents - Charles and 
Catherine Mitchell (better known as Catie, 
she was a Mitchell from Cattan), Bridget 
O’Neill (nee Clancy) from Cornageehagh 
and James O’Neill of Lecknagh. My parents 
Owen and Kathleen Mitchell (nee O’Neill) 
from Lecknagh, and my siblings Charlie, 
Bridie, Annie Jo, Eugene, John (RIP), Willie, 
Mary, Margaret, Monica and all their families. 
I cannot forget our cousin Andy Donohoe 
(RIP) who grew up in our house.

<2z>«/5)
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Catherine Derwin McCord immigrated to 
America in the 1920’s under the sponsorship of 
her sister Jane Rose who was also instrumental 
in sponsoring the entry of three more of her 
siblings to the United States. Like so many 
of her era Catherine journeyed to follow the 
‘American Dream’ and was anxious to put 
her youth and vitality to work for her chosen 
country. She was the fourth child of Patrick 
Derwin, Drumlegga, and Kate Rogan, 
Drimeen, Mohill. Her mother died aged 34 
years leaving five children, ranging in ages 
from six months to seven years. Her father 
continued to rear his family in what were then 
difficult and challenging times. However, 
they went on to live healthy, successful

lives and retained positive memories of 
their childhood. Catherine initially lived in 
Philadelphia for a time before moving to the 
Garden State where she married. Both she 
and her husband ran a business in Browns 
Mills, New Jersey for many years. She was 
introduced to the Red Cross in 1940 by her 
first cousin, John Derwin, who was the Chief 
Attorney for the Veterans’ Administration in 
Philadelphia at the time. During World War 
II, Catherine Derwin McCord was affiliated 
to Fort Dix Army Base, New Jersey where 
she was engaged in aiding and supporting 
military families in need of assistance. When 
the War ended she remained active in the Red 
Cross, actively highlighting many social issues 
and involving herself in other humanitarian 
services. During the Vietnam War, Catherine 
was a constant source of comfort and support 
to bereaved families who had lost members in 
battle. She was a member of the Red Cross 
for over 50 years and served on the agency’s 
board of directors for 25 years. She was a 
member of the Deborah Home Chapter 
of the Deborah Heart and Lung Centre, 
the Zurburg Hospital Ladies Auxiliary in 
Riverside and St. Ann’s Church in Browns 
Mills Improvement Association. Catherine 
was a recipient of the Clara Barton Award, 
the highest honour awarded by the Red Cross, 
in recognition of her fifty years of voluntary 
service. She also received the Senior Citizen’s 
Award presented by Browns Mills Memorial 
Veterans of Foreign Wars post 1805. She was 
§6 years when she passed away, and never
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ceased helping the less privileged in society. 
“Ar Dheis De go raibh a anam dilis”. She is 
survived by her son Kevin Patrick of Browns 
Mills, six grandchildren and her great
grandchildren.

Footnote: Clara Barton worked on the 
front lines during the American Civil War 
where she was known as the ‘Angel of the 
Battlefield’. She was involved in the women’s 
suffrage movement and was an activist for

black civil rights. She founded the American 
Branch of the Red Cross- a humanitarian 
organisation led by volunteers who provide 
relief and support to victims of disasters - in 
Washington DC in 1881. Clara Barton was 
elected President of the organisation from 
1882 - 1904. At the close of the Franco- 
Prussian War she was awarded the Golden 
Cross of Baden and the Prussian Bronze 
Cross for services rendered.

Some American visitors and locals outside Maggie’s shop. From left Patsy Donnelly, Jim Donnelly, Maggie Mitchell, 
Michael Donnelly, James Keegan, John Creegan,John Roddy. Front: Sonny Bohan &Tom Donnelly
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One of the main pioneers of the Co-Operative 
movement in Ireland was Sir Horace Plunkett, 
born in Co. Meath in 1854. He spent from 
1879 to 1889 in the USA ranching in 
Wyoming.

Though he wasn’t involved in the founding of 
the first Co-Op creamery in Drumcollagher, 
Co. Limerick, he started the 2nd. Co-Op 
in Ballyhahill, Co. Limerick. In 1894 he, 
together with some friends founded ICOS 
(Irish Co-Operative Organisation Society) 
which was designed to act as an umbrella 
organisation for Co-Op’s. In 1897 Plunkett 
set up the IAWS (Irish Agricultural Wholesale 
Society) for the supply of inputs to Co-Op’s 
and this has evolved into the International 
Corporation known as Argzta AG.

In 1899 Plunkett became the founding Vice- 
President of the Department of Agriculture, 
the oldest department in the Irish Republic. In 
1909 President Theodore Roosevelt publicly 
thanked Sir Horace for his great services to 
Agriculture while in the USA.

In 1914 there were approx 800 Co-Op’s in the 
country and in 1919 the Plunkett Foundation 
started in Ireland and England aimed at the 
promotion and development of Co-Op’s. 
Cloone Co-Op was a follow on from this 
development in 1919/20 and held their first 
general meeting in Cloone hall on the 27th of 
May 1920.The following special members 
were present; Rev. Thomas Masterson C.C.,

Bernie Mulryan Annamacooleen outside Cloone Stores 
with his ass and cart

Messrs Jas. Foy, Mick Foy, Con Blessing, 
Patrick McLoughlin and Edward Dillon. 
The IAOS (later known as the ICOS) were 
represented by the Senior Organiser for 
Connacht Mr. J. Moore. The first committee 
of management which comprised of 12 
members were as follows: Mick McGuire, 
Patrick McLoughlin, Joseph Foley, Joseph 
Quinn, Ambrose Mc.Keon, Mick Foy, John 
Clancy, Patrick Monaghan, Peter Rogan, 
Con Blessing, Mstr. Antony Curran, and 
Rev. Thomas Masterson C.C. The Auditor 
appointed to the society was Mr. A. Swan. 
On the 15th of June 1920 a Mr. Smyth from 
Plumbridge was appointed as Manager but 
declined the position. On the 14th of July 
1920 Mr. James Mc.Grath from Headford 
was appointed Manager at a salary of £3.0.0 
per week but resigned his position in March 
1921. On the 27th of March 1921, M.J. Solon 
was appointed manager and on the 18th of 
July 1921 John Jack) Kelly was appointed as 
assistant earning £0.17.6 per week.
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The Co-Op became a thriving centre for all 
agricultural requirements and by 1927 a site 
donated by Mr. Peter Harte along the main 
road, became the new location. On the 29th 
of June at a building cost of £156.9.0 the Co- 
Op re-located and continued to do a steady 
business through the years, though hampered 
expansion wise by its location. The War years 
brought their own problems with rationing 
and scarceness of items, shortage of money 
and a lack of credit facilities, and by the time 
the fifties came there was a large exodus of 
young people and families from the country

with small holdings being sold and merged 
with other local holdings. This continued 
into the sixties and people started to become 
motorised and went further afield to source 
their wants, a development which increased 
in the seventies to the detriment of rural 
business.

In 1969 M.J. Solon retired from the Co-Op 
owing to ill health, after 48 years as manager 
and the Co-Op continued to operate for a 
further 6 years, finally closing its doors in 
1975 owing to adverse trading conditions.

Solans Garage adjacent to Cloone Store

In our Grocery Department we have the best you can 
get ;

And our Boots and Shoes will keep out the wet.
In Hardware we cater lor rich or for poor
And sure nowhere can they equal our seeds or manure

BUY FROM
Cloone Co operative Agricultural 

Society, Ltd.

Cloone Store Advert
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CDy CDemoRies
6y Cddic COcQxRry

The days we went to school were hard times 
and there was no style like now. There were 
seven of us and our Mother died at age 46, 
rest in peace. My brother Sean was just 2 
years old when Mam died. Me and my late 
Sister Molly looked after him, my Dad, God 
be good to him, worked hard on the sewerage 
in Mohill and any place he got work. He was 
good to us all and he was as good as a tailor, 
he made clothes and patched our clothes. 
There was no free give-outs in these times 
like now from Vincent De Paul and free beds 
and clothes and footwear. None of that.

We worked a lot more in those days, picked 
blackberries to get money for to get clothes 
and Dad cobbled and made clogs for us in the 
winter. And we were happy not like now, what 
is now is just wasters.

I went to school when I was five and all of us 
walked through fields. Now it’s a bus to and 
from school for children and they are nearly 
all obese for the want of a bit of work and 
walk. I could go on and on. To finish times 
will never be the same again; the good old 
days will never be back again.

Joe Murray, Eddie McCarty and Sean McCarty
1
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CDy O&ys Ac Cloone School
6y Oarc CDorrid (Ooonc\n)

My days at Cloone National School, what can 
I say; it was the best of times, good as good 
could be. My fond memories are walking 
from my home in Edergole on a Spring day, 
the cuckoo singing far off so sweetly, the smell 
of the spring earth awakened. Getting a cool 
drink of water on the way home at Ambrose’s 
well, that was the best.

Once we got there first Mrs. Cooney, Mrs. 
Solan and then Master Moran and once 
in a while Father Clancy, May God rest all 
their souls; they did their best to teach under 
the circumstances. We came away knowing 
arithmetic, spelling, writing and where New 
Ross was on the map.

Of course Cloone Village with Maggie 
Mitchell, Tiernans, Popes’, Quinns’, Higgins’ 
Post Office, Dohertys and McAlindens, and I 
know Pve left out some.

The old church where we walked for choir 
practice with Father Boylan and First Fridays. 
All was well back then, a wink from the guys 
in the back of the church - great to be so 
young back then! Cloone Forever!

In loving memory of my dear brother Vincent and 
dear sister Carmel, Rest In Peace.

Pictured with their parents are 18 of the 24 Doonan Clan. Madge, Agnes, Frank, Joe, Brian, Jim, Vincent 
Josephine, Philomena, Clare, Carmel, Desmond, Fidelma, Dymphna, Kevin, Trudy, Bernadette and Declan.
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Ctoone Posr Oppice
6y CXiveR Ohiggins

The post office first opened in Cloone 
around 1897, and remained there until the 
untimely death of its last Postmaster Patrick 
O’Higgins, in September 2010. The first 
postmistress was a Miss Katie Greaney, who 
held it for just under two years. Following her 
resignation, my great-grandfather Patrick 0’ 
Higgins took it over when it was transferred 
to him in late 1898. He in turn held on to 
it for approximately four years. It was then 
transferred to his son Frank O’Higgins, 
my grandfather in 1902. Soon after his 
appointment, he was also appointed postman 
for the area.

There were no postal deliveries at the time 
so the general public had to collect their 
correspondence at the post office. During 
those early days nothing was as organised 
as it is today. When my father and his sister 
Mary Jane O’Higgins were of age, they 
were trained by a Miss McDonald on the 
management of a post office. On completing 
their training successfully, they both took up 
duties in Mohill Post Office. They took charge 
there for a short time. My aunt Mary Jane 
got married and went to live in Mayo with 
her husband John O’ Reilly. She took up 
duty in the post office again and worked in 
Crossmolina, Bangor Erris and a much wider 
area, training and supervising staff. She spent 
many years at this work until her retirement. 
She always came back to see her parents every 
summer, until their deaths in 1954 and 1956.

Prior to my father’s marriage in the 1930’s his 
father transferred the post office to him. He in

Three Cloone Postmen John Derwin, Tommy McDermot 
and Packie McGarry pictured with Madeline Higgins 

outside Cloone Post Office.

turn held it until my mother’s death in 1965,
when he transferred it once again to his son
Patrick (Patsy) O’Higgins. In the early days
the mail was delivered to Cloone by pony
and trap. A Mr. Clyne from Mohill was the
postman at that time. My grandfather Frank
O’Higgins was the first official postman in
Cloone. He was supplied with an official post
office cycle, which had a very large carrier,
front and back. He was also supplied with
a uniform until his retirement. Mr.Clyne
also had a delivery route but was appointed
after my grandfather. Subsequently Patrick
McGarry, Annaghmacooleen was appointed
an extra postman for the area, a role he 

1
remained in for quite a considerable
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number of years until his retirement. When 
my grandfather retired, from the postal 
delivery services, my father replaced him. 
Tommy McDermott, Drumbore was also 
appointed postman, after his army service 
was completed. As time went by the post 
office duties became more demanding and 
my father took early retirement from the 
postman’s job. His replacement was John 
Derwin, Drumlegga, who like those before 
him carried out his duties faithfully to the very 
end. When Tommy McDermott, Drumbore 
decided to take retirement, he was replaced by 
Owen Mitchell, Cloone who also remained in 
the job until his retirement.

While the job was a nice pleasant way of 
carrying out duties, Christmas was certainly 
a trying time for all postmen, who carried 
heavy bags of letters and parcels towards 
delivery on their various routes in all 
kinds of harsh weather conditions: snow, 
wind and rain. Very often they did not get 
home until after midnight, and had to start

out again the following morning at 8am. 
During holiday time in Summer, there were 
substitute postmen at hand, Sean Dillon, 
Cloone, Francie Reilly, Rocullion, Packie 
Joe McGarry, Annamacooleen and Peter 
O’Rourke, Cloone (Fowler). They were the 
regular substitutes at that time. There could 
be others, but they just do not come to mind at 
this time. When Charlie Cumiskey retired, his 
son Michael Cumiskey replaced him and he 
stayed with the job until his due retirement 
time came up.

After the postal service became motorised, 
no postman was replaced in the Cloone area. 
One mail delivery van took their place and 
that is how it stands today. Michael Tiernan is 
the present postman in Cloone and he covers a 
postal area once serviced by six postmen. The 
operation of Cloone post office remained in 
the O’Higgins family for four generations.

May all those postal workers gone before us 
rest in peace today.

O'Higgins Family pictured outside the Post Office
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CReeg<\ns PudCic Douse Ctoone
by Citeen C|eeg<\n

Michael James Creegan, youngest child 
born to James Creegan, Killeveha and Bessy 
Elizebeth Gallogly, Annamonan, Aughavas, 
emigrated to the United States of America 
on 12th June 1871 as a young man. He lived 
and worked in New York where he met and 
married Mary McGowan in 1903, a girl 
from the neighbouring townland of Cattan in 
Leitrim.

Their first son John Joe was born in New York 
City in 1904. Michael James, his new wife and 
child returned to Ireland in 1905. On their 
return they purchased a public house with 
grocery and farmland in the village of Cloone 
where they settled to conduct business and 
raise a family. The Creegan pub business in 
Cloone was established. A second son named 
Michael Martin was born in 1909. Their 
business thrived as did their two sons. Sadly 
soon afterwards the boys’ father died.

In April 1914 the widowed Mary Creegan 
married Thomas Heeran, Adoon, a townland 
close to the village of Cloone, and two years 
later their son Tommy was born. The family 
conducted their business diligently through a 
very rough period in Irish history, providing 
a valuable service to their patrons during 
times of rationing. Mary Creegan Heeran 
was reputed to be a formidable but fair 
business woman. Her eldest son John Joe 
entered the religious life and was ordained to 
the priesthood in 1930. In 1966 Fr. John Joe 
was elevated to Monsignor. Her youngest son 
Tommy also entered the priesthood. Mary 
Creegan Heeran died in 1948 having being 
predeceased by her husband.

Michael Martin Creegan, second son to 
Mary and Michael James had a great love 
of the land and animals. He was the one 
to carry on the family tradition of trading

Creegans Pub c.1907
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and farming. Michael Martin’s other great 
passion was traditional Irish music. He was 
an accomplished violin (fiddle) player and 
was a member of the Cloone Ceili band. 
On March 17th 1935 the Cloone Ceili band 
made history when they broadcast over Radio 
Eireann. It was through his love of Irish music 
that he met and married Mary Frances Kelly, 
daughter of Frank Kelly and Bridget Flynn, 
Annaghmaconway. Mary Frances was a 
talented Irish dancer. She took part in and 
won many dancing competitions at feiseanna 
organised by the legendary Fr. Conefrey.

Mary Frances also had a natural aptitude 
for business and in her hands the pub and 
grocery business flourished, while Michael 
Martin successfully ran the farm.

Michael Martin and Mary Frances Creegan 
had seven children, two boys and five girls. To 
this day the business remains in the Creegan 
family name being run by their eldest son 
Tommy and his family.

Creegans Dart Team in 1980s.
Back: Timmie Beirne, Kieran Brennan, Frank Conlon. Front: John Mitchell, Willie Mitchell, Gerry Keegan.
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CDemoRies op CCoone ViC<\ge
6lj P<\rRiGit\ LohAn ()3ope)

Cloone village has changed significantly since 
my childhood. In those days the few basic 
street lights, were controlled by a switch 
within Pope’s Public house so the night 
lighting depended on how long the residents 
of the house stayed up on a particular night!!!.

The old Garda Barracks and the Parish 
Priests’ house were along the village street on 
the present site of the New RC Church.

Cloone Garda Barracks in 1940

Unmarried Gardai lived in the station 
while married Gardai with families rented 
houses in the village. Some of the Gardai I 
remember stationed in Cloone included, 
Gardai Dennison, Crilly, Callaghan,

Sullivan, Flatley, Deesey, Moore, Ceary, 
Browne, McLoughlin, McCarthy, Donnelly 
and Sergeant McDermott. The Garda’s 
mode of transport was the bicycle and they 
carried out many duties some of which 
included processing passport information 
and recording the weight and height of people 
who were leaving the County!!

The old RC Church was below the village 
down what was known as ‘The Chapel Lane’ 
and people attended mass by either horse 
and trap, bicycle or shanks mare. The Parish 
Priest at that time was Fr. Pat Glancy and 
the Curate was Fr. Andy McGovern. The old 
RC Church closed in 1972 when the new RC 
Church opened in the centre of the village. 
The parish priest at that time was Fr. Frawley.

Water on tap in the houses was not heard of at 
that time but there were five sources of water 
within the village at wells at the old Parochial 
House, the Garda Barracks, Brady’s (Camp 
Field), Esker Well and Scotts Well on the 
Ballinamore road. The only two remaining 
wells in use today are Esker well and Scotts 
Well. In the early 1970’s the Adoon Group 
water Scheme became a reality supplying of 
water to the village and surrounding area.

Cloone was a thriving village with many 
businesses including the Post Office, four 
public houses with combined grocery, two 
drapery shops, four grocery shops, a cobbler, 
a blacksmith and forge, a farm machinery 
supplier and butchers. A total of some 20 
people were employed in the various of 
businesses.
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The Post Office and grocery shop was 
operated by the O’Higgins family who still 
run the grocery to the present day.

The four public houses at that time were 
Bradys, Creegans, McNamees and Popes. 
Creegans remains today as in my youth, 
with Tommy Creegan carrying on the family 
business. The others changed ownership 
over the years. McNamees changed firstly to 
Quinns. Bernie Quinn expanded the business 
with the installation of the first ever petrol 
pump in the village. He had an undertaking 
business and he also ran a country shop from 
his Bedford lorry which travelled daily to all 
rural areas. This entrepreneurial spirit ran in 
the family as his son, Pat Quinn, started the 
Quinnsworth Supermarket brand in Ireland 
(see separate chapter in this book).

Quinn’s sold the business to Bernie Maguire 
and his wife in 1955 who continued to run 
the Public House. Other proprietors who 
followed were Vincent and Tess O’Rourke 
and in 1968 Michael and Ellen McGarty took 
over the business. The present proprietors 
Michael and Evelyn McKeon purchased the 
business in 1982 and continue to operate the 
Public House and undertaking business.

Pope’s Pub and business including 
undertaking operated until 1968 when it was 
purchased by Jim and Vonnie Cunniffe and 
continued to operate as a public house until 
May 2006.

Brady’s pub was run by siblings Dotie, Dolly 
and Tom and operated until 1992 when it was 
purchased at public action byTimmie Beirne. 
This sale included three private houses 
formally occupied by Paul Briody, Frank 
Tiernan and Tommy & Baby Mulryan.

The two draperies in the village were 
O’Carrolls and McGarrys. O’Carrolls later 
became Charles following the marriage of 
Imelda and Peter (Sonny) Charles. Sonny 
Charles was a skilled tailor and they ran a 
very successfull business until 1989. Sonny 
was also a County Councillor and served for 
many years on Leitrim County Council.

McGarry’s became McAlindens when Josie 
married Leo McAlinden and the drapery 
business continued until the early 1970’s. 
Leo was a renowned GAA footballer and 
played with his native Armagh and Leitrim 
senior teams. He represented both Ulster and 
Connaught respectively in the Railway Cup 
competition. Embroidered handkerchiefs as 
the photo below shows were for sale in both 
drapery shops.

Embroidered hankerchief sold in the drapery shops 
in Cloone in the 50's and 60’s
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The grocery shops were, Maggie Mitchells, 
Tiernan’s, Dohertys and Popes. Tiernan’s 
also sold light hardware and electrical goods. 
Today Tiernan’s and Doherty’s remain. The 
aforementioned Maggie Mitchell’s shop 
will stir up fond memories for all who ever 
knew this special lady or visited her shop. 
Maggie’s was a magnet of attraction where 
children were given first priority. She always 
remembered their names and they always left 
feeling special. Maggie was in touch with the 
community and she worked day and night in 
her shop. Her day always started with Mass 
and her final hours were spent in the church. 
Maggie is remembered as a kind and dynamic 
lady.

After the closure of our (Popes) shop a 
butchers operated from the premises and 
over the years the business was run by Attie 
Shaw and Seamus Daly.

A forge was operated by Michael Cooney 
who also sold all types of farm machinery 
and he could repair anything from bicycles 
to a plough. The forge was located where the 
entrance to LakeView housing estate is today. 
Following the closure of Cooney’s business 
Pee Moran built a forge on the old fair green 
(site of community centre) which operated 
for a number of years. Other village residents 
on the fair green area included the Donohoe 
family and Ellie Grant the seamstress. Elie 
was self-sufficient and had a wide range of 
animals including chickens, ducks, geese etc.

The cobbler in Cloone was Frank Tiernan. 
He was forever busy putting soles on boots 
and shoes and mending clogs. Many shoes 
were never collected - too bad they couldn’t 
tell their life’s journey.

The entertainment venue in the Village was 
the “Hut” where dances, plays etc were held. 
It was located on the current site of Fatima 
National School. Later Doherty’s Dance Hall 
took over the hosting of dances and was well 
known far and wide and hosted many great 
nights of entertainment. One of the biggest 
nights I remember, was the night Massie 
McDaniels was in the hall and the crowd was 
so big the floor collapsed but that didn’t stop 
the entertainment as the dancing continued 
out onto the street.

Cloone held two fairs each year on the 26th 
May and 13th June where all shapes and makes 
of livestock were traded. The fair green is the 
site on which the new Community Centre 
now stands and the two days were a great 
source of income for the village businesses.

St. James’ Church of Ireland was located 
at the top end of the village, sadly all that 
remains today is the tower of the church 
which was restored as part of a FAS scheme 
in mid 1980’s. It is the iconic landmark for 
the village.

Another fond memory was the missions which 
arrived in Cloone every two years or so. The 
level of activity and stalls in the village was a 
great source of excitement for the children of 
the parish.

Other families who lived in the village 
included the Galloglys, Quinns, Packie 
Doherty, McKennas, Mitchells and Tom 
Colreavy and his mother. There was a vacant 
house, Garvey’s (formally a pub) as the family 
had emigrated to America. In later years this 
house was purchased by Eugene and Lily 
Mitchell and they renovated it into a family 
home.
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There were two great characters who lived 
at the gate lodge house beside the Church of 
Ireland on Turk lane - Jack and Peter (known 
as Fowler) Rourke.

Fowler was a great man for ringing the bell 
for Mass and he was an expert on the “dead” 
bell for funerals. He had a great turn of wit 
and phrase who composed many great songs 
and verses which sadly were never recorded, 
but one such verse about Mr. Dillon, the 
proprieter of the business at the crossroads 
went something like:

You all know Mr Dillion 

He’s a man of great renown,

He has built a great big mansion,

Just a half mile from town.

In conclusion I remember all those great 
Cloone people who have gone to their eternal 
reward. Molaimid go mor iad go leir agus ar dheis 
de go raibh a n-anamacha uasail

SPORTS
(Under the auspices of Cloone Club) will be held in

THE GRANGE PARK, CLOONE
SUNDAY, J6H. JUNE, 1946

p.m/, S.T., ' sharp;
OF EVENTS: !

One Mile Cycle2.otnmenctng at “2 
PROGRAMME 

100 Yards Boys under 14 years. 
100 Yards Boys under 16 years. 
IOO Yards (open)*
220 Yards (open).
440 Yards (open).
880 Yards (open).
One Mile Flat.

Race.
Two Miles Cycle Race.
Three Miles Cycle Race.
Half Mile Cycle (Ladies). 
Schools' Relay Race.
High Jump. Long Jump. 
Putting 16 lbs. Shot.
Slinging 56 lbs. (W.F.)

Cloone lor valuable set of Medals.
Road Race (four miles).

FOOTBALL MATCH—Ballinamore v.
Valuable Prizes given for all events. Cloone Cejlidhe and Aughavas 
F. and D. Bands will attend. DANCfc wilL BE HELD SAME 
NIGHT. Full particulars later.

Commit fee reserve the right to alter or cancel any' event. No responsibility 
lor accidents on or oil the Sports Field. Judge’s decision will, be 
tinal. Entry. Fee; UL each event, or General Entry t/6. Entries 
close SATURDAY, 15th JUNE, with Hon. See. No third Prize unless 
four or more compete.

?r and Sttirter: SEAMUS PADDIN, CARRIGALLEN.
>peaker| will be installed on the field. No Hawkers allowed on

t at J.
Sports

Handicapper 
A‘Loud Spea 

Ltbc field.
The 4 Mile Road. Race will start at J. E. Brady’s, Aughavas, at 2 o'clock. 

N.T., sharp,' and finish 00 Sports Field. - '
ADMISSION TO FIELD 1/s CHILDREN, Gd
(w.) - C. DILLON. Secretary.
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Breege Pope and Peter 'Fowler' Rourke 
Charles drapery in early 1960's pictured outside McAlinden's Drapers

Dillons, General Merchants and Undertakers. 
Lizzie Dillon (nee Doyle) and John Derwin

A Group pictured outside Dillons Shop 
on the travelling shop

e<58
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O'Higgins Shop and Post Office

Maggie Mitchell and Noelle Lohan in 1980's

A view of the street from Maggie's down to Quinns Bar. 
Picture includes John Carroll, Maggie Mitchell, John Gilroy, 

Annie Dillon.

McGarty's BarPat Tiernan’s Shoemakers Shop c.1928. 
Lto R: Sean Tiernan, Pat Tiernan, ?, 

Rose Tiernan.
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Milton’s Tailor Cottage near Dillons Cross 1933 Joan Martin pictured in Dillon &. Sons Travelling Shop

Francis 'Black' Pope’s Bar with Moira McHugh (Tiernan) Quinns Bar with Packie McGarry and Cloone Garda
and sister Lizzie (Quinn) in front outside. Donnagh and Bronagh McAlinden walk

up the street.

CJ Pope Bar. with Paul Cooney, Timmy mcHugh, James Pope, John Carroll working on what is now Lohan's in 1960
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Every Pair Guaranteed

Silks, Dress Material,
Household Linens, Men’s 
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clothing.

ALL AT KEENEST PRICES
Inspection of our Stocks cordially invited

TtcarWll
Co. Leitrim.
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Public meenng - Cloone 
July 29rh 1940

CDeeting called at 8pm old rime ro poRm a ParisH Council 
ro cope cuirh a possible CmeRgency

<w- w
Meeting called at 
8pm old time to form 
a Parish Council to 
cope with a possible 
Emergency

Business:
The above meeting 
was held in the 
Parochial Hall,
Cloone for the purpose of forming a 
Parish Council to deal with all local matters 
in the event of an Emergency.
Mr. Divine, Horticultural Inspector at the 
Department of Agricultural was present and 
explained the essential duties of such Council, 
to a fairly representative body. He impressed 
upon them that they would be required to 
answer a call to duty at any hour of the day 
or night.

Members Selected: The following persons 
were then selected to form a Council; Rev. 
Fr.Clancy P.P., Chairman, Antony Curran 
B.A. Ex NT, Tom Moran NT, Frank Pope, 
M.J.Solon, John Harte andThos Rourke, with 
Rev. Archdeacon RGS Gregg M.B.,B.D., Fr. 
Lee C.C. and Pat Heslin County Councillor 
as ex- officio members.
M.J.Solon was later appointed Secretary 
and Mr. Me Garry was co-opted on the 
committee.

Having now formed the Parish Council the 
meeting closed without taking any further 
action.

M.J. Solon, Secretary, August 5th 1940

EMERGENCY POWERS POSTER 1940:

EMERGENCY POWERS, (NO. 48) ORDER 
1940

Notice is hereby given that the Emergency Powers 
(No. 48) order, 1940 is now in force in this County 
of Leitrim.

Directions have been issued to the Parish 
Committees under the above mentioned order 

in reference to:

(a) The fair and equitable distribution of food 
stuffs and fuel;

(b) The regulation of the prices at which such 
commodities are to be obtained from 
shopkeepers, which prices are fixed, until 
further notice, at the prices ruling for those 
commodities on the day preceding the date 
that the Emergency was declared;

(c) The supply of the necessities of life to the 
destitute poor, and

(d) The maintenance of Law and Order during 
the period of this Emergency.

The public are exhorted to get in touch and keep in 
touch with their Parish Committees, who will give 
their instructions on any matters that may arise and 
who will deal with any complaints they feel obliged 
to make; to co-operate loyally with them and with 
the Garda Siochanna in the preservation of Law and 
Order and the maintenance of discipline; to foster 
a spirit of friendliness, fellowship, and mutual help 
amongst neighbours, and to do all in their power to 
promote harmony and the fullest co-operation with 
all organisations working for the general interest; 
and to remain in their homes and carry on their 
ordinary day to day work, unless they are ordered 
to leave by the Garda Siochanna or the competent 
Military Authority, and, if so ordered, to carry out 
to the letter the instructions of these Authorities. 
Unemployed persons who are unable to register at 
the appropriate Unemployment Exchange Office, 
are hereby notified that they should register at the 
nearest Civic Guard’s Barrack.

By Order

DAVID O’KEEFFE, COUNTY COMMISSIONER
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(Zhe big Snocii
6y ODauReen ODoRc\n, Annt\ghm<.\coo(en.

- ~y)
My first memory of the big snow was to wake 
up on the morning of Feb 26th 1947 to a 
house in darkness. Snowdrifts thatch high, 
had covered windows and doors. My father 
had to cut paths with spade and shovel to the 
barn, byre, hay and turf sheds, making deep 
walls of snow on either side. It was a great 
novelty to a young person as I was then to 
have my own maze, and school was out - Oh 
Joy! Would that snowflakes like this would 
come more often!

There was much less joy for the farmers who 
had taken their livestock on the previous day 
to the ‘Monahan Day Fair’ - which was held 
in Mohill each year on February 25th - and got 
snowed in for the duration of the freeze up on 
the fair green. Tales were told of the hardships 
the farmers endured to get back home.

My friend John Joe Curran who lived in 
Clooneen, not far from Cloone village, tells 
of a man who had walked from Mohill, a 
distance of over five miles in swirling snow; 
seeing the light from their window, he knocked 
at their door in a state of exhaustion. John 
Joe’s mother made food for him, and revived 
by food and warmth he set off again on a long 
journey home. He refused the offer to stay 
the night as he was worried about his mother 
who was on her own.

There was little joy as well for the farmers 
who had out-wintered cattle and sheep which 
were trapped in the snow with no means 
of finding them, and if found no means of 
getting them fodder. Quite a lot were lost. 
Most farmers like my father had their animals

The Big Snow 1947. Lawlor Kilkenny, John McKeon, 
Paddy Bohan & Se n Bohan

tied in or in sheds, rather than having to break 
ice everyday and carry water to them, they 
managed until the thaw came. This was not a 
good time to be born or die either. Mothers 
to be had to endure strange forms of transport 
to take them to a hospital. Makeshift sleighs 
and carts pushed by manpower or transport 
on horseback had to be employed. In the 
case of deaths, burials had to be deferred due 
to rock hard ground.

On a lighter note young people can always 
manage to have fun even in a bad situation. 
Downhill slides were thoroughly enjoyed. 
Some daredevils rode their bicycles on lakes, 
even drove cars on them and lived to tell the 
tale. Music and dance was performed on 
these frozen masses as well. Giant snowmen 
and snowballs were the order of the day. One 
giant snowman at Cloone Village was still 
there for some time, but a lot changed by May. 
I do not recall that we had any shortage of 
food, or fire stuff supplies, like most farmers 
we were more or less self sufficient apart from 
tea, sugar, flour or such, and it was possible
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to get by until transport got going again. Just 
the same, when the first bread van entered 
Cloone through ‘The Arc-de-Triomphe’ that 
the road men had cut and carved through the 
giant snowdrift at the entrance to the village, 
it was very welcome. If the information 
available today were in place in 1947 the 
snowfall would have a very different outcome. 
The lack of weather warnings or the means 
to receive them played a vital role. Few 
people had a wireless (radio) then, certainly 
no phones, no snow ploughs, and only a few 
tractors. They were really sitting ducks, but 
most of them survived, God Bless them.

In hindsight I know that February 1947 
Ireland experienced its heaviest snowfall in 
living memory. Earlier and later falls of snow

paled by comparison. Snow had begun to 
fall in parts of the country from mid-January 
onwards. By February 24th.the fine dry snow 
that had fallen intermittently on already 
frozen ground, grew steadily heavier on the 
25th and overnight, driven by icy blizzard- 
force north easterly winds and the morning 
of the 26th revealed countrywide, a completely 
transformed landscape. Familiar sights 
e.g. phone, power lines, trees, roads, walls, 
hedgerows, railways had all disappeared 
under a deep blanket of snow with drifts 
ten feet high in places. The Big Snow had 
arrived. It was March 17th before it started to 
thaw, which brought heavy damaging floods, 
and it was May before the last of the snow 
melted.

Clearing the Big Snow in Cloone
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The reference to Michael Dwyer and the Glen of Imaal has to do with an incident that 
took place in the Glen of Imaal, Co. Wicklow during the 1798 Rebellion. A small number 
of rebels believed to be six or seven were surprised and surrounded by a large force 
of English soldiers in ‘The Glen of Imaal’. One of the group, the seriously wounded 
McAllister, volunteered to draw the fire of the soldiers by going out the door and when 
their guns were empty, Dwyer and his men escaped into the mountains of Wicklow.

The wind blew hard and cold that night, around the town of Cloone 
Pope s pub was dark and rushing clouds tried hard to hide the moon 

Little birds were trembling in the steeple on the hill 
As silent men went skipping in, an hour or two to kill

Pope was rushing up and down as Sonny used to do 
And Breda kept a watching brief and filled a pint or two 
If anyone was short a bob she referred him to the boss

Breda dealt in profit- she never dealt in loss

The conversation livened up and many things discussed 
From making hay to digging spuds and where to get oats crushed 

The subjects were well talked about but getting rather scarce 
When the smart man in the village walked in to take his place

Now the educated gentleman was not just pretty smart 
He always had a fair few bob and not afraid to part 

A round of drink was soon put up; No one had an empty glass 
Then someone asked the difference between a donkey and an ass

Another round of drinks was called, Pope was happy as could be 
This argument could well go on from one to two or three 

He should have closed two hours before but no one seemed to care Until Breda ran into the 
bar like a fleeing frightened hare.

“The guards are all around the house, the sergeant and his men 
They mean to do us all tonight with baton, hook and pen”

Black Pope jumped up and doused the light, no coward soul was he 
He faced the foe, years long ago, in ‘32 & ‘3

“I never ran from Black and Tan with bayonet or gun 
I’ll do or die, I will not fly and never will I run 

Wait at the door until my word and never give up hope 
Do not forget, we’re not beat yet or my name’s not Sonny Pope”
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The educated gentleman got up and called for calm 
“Remember Michael Dwyer and the weak and wounded man 

Place in my hand some papers and open wide the door 
And while I engage the gardai, out through the yard you’ll pour”

The door was slowly opened by the hero of the hour
He faced the anger of the law with all its might and power 

“I have to tell you Sergeant, Mr. Pope is not being lax 
I’m here tonight to help him, do up his income tax”

The sergeant eyed him briefly then ran into the bar
He found the glasses were all gone, the yard door was ajar 

No sight of Charlie or his men could he detect at all 
For all he knew the whole damn crew could have gone to wild Imaal

Next night there was a gathering of Michael Dwyer’s men
And everyone drank the others health from 7 o’clock till 10 
For Charles J knew well that day, he’d have to watch the law

You can do it once but never twice........
The Story of Imaal

Licensing breach
A guard’s visit to a licensed premises on Christmas Day and 

in which he found about 30 men (some of them escaped) was 
described at Mohill District Court on Friday before District 
Justice Keane when Charles J Pope Cloone was prosecuted 
for a breach of the licensing laws. Inspector D Burke,Carrick 
on Shannon prosecuted and Mr F J Gannon defended. Guard 
Flotley,Cloone stated he entered the licensed premises of Mr 
Pope at about 11.50am on Christmas Day and found about 
30 people there but some of them escaped. Witness and 
Guard O'Sullivan took the names of people who were on the 
premises. Mr Gannon: How long are you in Cloone ? Guard: 
Almost 12 months. Mr Gannon: Did you ever hear that out 
in Cloone they think the licensing laws don’t apply at all on 
Christmas Day ? -1 never did. Mr Gannon : Well if you were 
out there last year you would probably have heard something 
about it. Mr Gannon said the defendant was pleading guilty 
to the offence and asked the Justice to impose a nominal 
penalty,stating that Cloone in many respects,including the 
dance halls,was somewhat different to other places as the 
people of Cloone think they have a law of their own (laugh
ter).

Longford Leader (9-Oec-2O11)

Christmas Day Licence
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SiCenr movies And orheR poRms op
enreRrAmmenr in Ctoone

6y COauReen Carccj

BILLY WALSHE’S SILENT FILMS IN 
THE 1940’S
Although I was only very young back then, I 
remember Billy Walshe who ran the picture 
house as a small stout pleasant man. He 
came to Cloone about once or maybe twice a 
year from England with his two helpers, one 
whom I remember, was an extremely tall man 
with dark eyes.They would roll into the village 
with a caravan and a big truck. He would pull 
the caravan in at the side of Doherty’s hall 
and he would park the big truck at the front 
of the hall with all his equipment. From here 
he was able to show the films in the hall.

The venue was Doherty’s dance hall and the 
seating was simple wooden benches, placed in 
rows across the dance floor. These were silent 
films, and since there was no electricity at that 
time, the projectors were battery operated. 
The film would be shown on a big white 
screen. Most of the films shown were cowboy 
films and they were very popular for all age 
groups. The cost of entry to the film was four 
pence and a film would be shown every night 
for one week (except Saturday), which could 
be extended for another week if it was very 
popular and there was further demand.

There were many classic films shown and 
there was usually something for everyone 
whether you liked action, comedy or drama. 
Amongst the more popular films of the time 
were 'Hop Along Cassidy3 with William Boyd 
and Gaby Hayes, and of course, 'Roy Rodgers3 
and his famous horse called Trigger

There was a series called 'Dead Wood Dick3, 
and a short segment of this was played each 
night which kept the crowd enthralled with 
anticipation to see the latest twist or turn.

When new releases such as ' We’ll All Ride 
Again ’with Hook Gibson was due out, trailers 
of it were played each night in advance to 
entice people to come along.

DRAMA
Theatrical groups came and performed during 
Lent and Advent as these were the times of 
the year when dances were prohibited. The 
actors stayed in the village in simple trailers, 
and were made up of various nationalities 
including Welsh and Scottish, but the most 
of them were English. Sometimes my Mother 
would have to provide accommodation for a 
family troupe if they did not have a caravan 
with them. I remember one particular 
husband and wife group who were very good, 
they had a small baby, and I can still recall the 
excitement of them all staying in our house for 
the duration of their visit. If a particular group 
were outstanding, word would go around and 
they might then travel on to Carrigallen or 
Mohill. On occasion if there was a big crowd 
there would be a raffle and prizes which kept 
everyone on their toes with anticipation and 
curiosity. These were live shows that ran for a 
full week, to begin with, and often played for 
a second week if the demand existed.

Plays like Rear Window and Murder in the Red 
' Barn were very popular. They were three-
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act plays and the actors were always very 
professional in everything they did, which 
kept the crowd highly entertained and insured 
that the word would soon spread quickly and 
full houses were regular events. Sometimes 
there was local involvement in the plays 
and Maureen and Peggy Doherty played 
children in the play 'East Lynn’. English 
actress Kathleen Murphy used to come twice 
a year with a group of actors. They were very 
popular, attracting large crowds and always 
put on a show to remember.

The Me Cormack’s Amusements came in the 
Summer time and set up the Big Top on the 
Fair Green. They were an Irish group; they 
had wire walking, acrobats, clowns, magicians 
etc.

All of these wonderful forms of live 
entertainment provided great interest and 
excitement to the people of Cloone in times 
before the television and other forms of 
electronic media.

FAREWELL SOCIAL
in

DOHERTY’S HAlLL, CLOONE — ON WEDNESDAY, MAY 21st 
MUSIC:— TOMMY HANDS GROUP 

Featuring the tops in everything modern including Country and Western. 
ADMISSION: 6/-. SPOT PRIZES GALORE.

Advert for Dohertys Hall
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Ctoone Counry Champions 1947
6y Q\RRcrr Sonny Bohan, AnnayhbRennan

Con Duggan is the goalie, that calm and steady youth
His efforts lend out to defend a team of great repute
The centre full is no way dull for Hubie is the man
And captain of the team, that evergreen football fan

On both his sides are the choicest of men
To football they are no way new
There’s the stonewall man they call Me Crann
And Me Garty from Drumdoo

The half-backs break all attacks; these men are strong and tall 
Who would come in to defy those men would meet a great stonewall 
They are the Reynolds brothers whose fame all fame excels 
And with them shines Joe Bohan who oft shone for St. Mels

And midfield where they never yield and the ball is always theirs 
We have Doorigan and Me Alinden, they are two electric hares 
The three quarter line, it is divine, these men are tried and true 
For on the right is a man of might, the dashing Silver Me Hugh

In the centre is Leo Kelly, that tall fair-haired boy
He goes through the air when the ball is there and handles it like a toy 
On the left wing there reigns a king, a man of many parts 
By profession he’s a teacher and a Bachelor of Arts

His brother plays on the mark unless they make a change
He is locally known as Butcher, but his Christian name is James 
His neighbour P.J. Heeran plays to the left fore 
Don’t ever fear, if the ball comes near P.J. gets a score

To complete the team of great renown, no need to worry
With top of the left, American ginger snap Jackie Murray
Now before I end my little rhyme and before I bid adieu
I’d like to thank the County board and the Connacht Council too

Some say Carrick objected, I don’t know if it’s true
But when the County Board did meet, that objection was withdrew 
Now we’d like to hear from Carrick, perhaps a line from Ging 
And we’ll make a date to meet in St. Monachan’s park in 1948.
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ChRee CheeRs jzor OOigbry LeirRim
Composed by Oliver O’Higgins Cloone this song was released on cassette tape by 
Eddie Fitzsimons in the early 1990’s as Leitrim under PJ Carroll began to enjoy 

regular successes.

CHORUS
Three cheers for Mighty Leitrim, 
And the way they play their game, 

Their trainer P.J. Carroll,
Who brought them all to fame, 
Now we are near the big time, 

We’ll all be fighting fit,
To cheer them on, and wave the flags, 

Could it be the All Ireland next.

VERSE 1.
Three Quinns from Aughawillan, 

Flanaghan Darcy too,
Gerry Holohan form Drumreilly, 

And the brave Pat Donoghue, 
Then Joe and Ollie Honeyman, 
Mighty men from Ballinamore, 

With stood the test, among the best, 
Now could we ask for more.

REPEAT CHORUS

VERSE 2.
Shane Heslin from Gortletteragh, 
Padraig Kenny from Allen Gaels, 
With Brian Breen and Kiernan,

All noted county names.
We don’t forget Ciaran Mahon 

And Michael Martin too,
Liam Conlon and Noel Moran, 

Class players through and through. 

REPEAT CHORUS

VERSE 3.
There’s subs from Aughnasheelin, 

Cloone, Fenagh and Glencar, 
Allen Gaels and one Kiltubrid,

All worthy Leitrim stars.
We thank them for the pleasure 

They gave us all the year,
And wish them well in ‘91,

Our blessings apd loud cheer.

172
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picruRe r<\ken c\t Q\RRerr bohAn s
QJedding circ<\ 1909

Mr

Front row, left to right: Mary Anne Reilly, Francie Reilly, Lizzie Reilly, Charles Bohan, Mrs Bohan, John Foy, Mrs Gormley, 

Michael Reynolds, Beezie Reynolds, Peter Glancy, and Kathy Glancy.

Back row, left to right: Mrs Duignan (Grange), John Duignan, Maria Reynolds, Patrick Reilly, S. Mullagh, Tilly Foy 

(Bridesmaid), Paddy Bohan (Grooms Man), Gretta Mitchell, Jimmy Foy(Cousin), Lizzie Foy (cousin), Mike Costello, 

Brigid McHugh, Michael McKeon. Seated on Ground: Francy Reynolds, John Reynolds, Ellie McHugh, Sonny Reynolds.
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Che QxrheRing 2013
Arne Ni O3h<xdc\oin - N<\rion<.\( School Ce<\chcR Cloone 1971 co 1975

Anna Madden

The Gathering 2013 
is an imaginative 
way of reviving a 
sense of connection 
to a place. The Clan 
or family is the 
natural attachment 
we have as a people. 
Attachment and 
identity to a place

cannot be completely forgotten, everyone 
belongs somewhere.

Irish people have always welcomed visitors 
into their homes to partake of food and 
shelter, to entertain or to work. We read in our 
poems and stories of theTravelling Composer, 
Musician, Dance Teacher, Hedge-School 
Master and Spailpin Fanach. (Travelling 
Labourer) We know these people depended 
for their very existence on the generosity of 
the Irish people, to share what little they had, 
to listen and enjoy their stories and musical 
talent and learn from their knowledge of 
faraway people and places. Bionn fear siulach 
scealach “The travelling Man has stories”

In this year of the Gathering we have an 
opportunity to extend a Cead Mile Failte to all 
who come to visit our area.

In Rural Ireland when there was very little 
machinery, neighbours came together to help 
each other out with farm work according to 
the season. This gathering was known as a 
Meitheal. When the harvest was completed 
and all the fodder safely stored in the haggard, 
a celebration would be held to thank all those 
who helped at the Meitheal. Ar Scath a Cheile 
a mhaireann na daoine. “By working together 
people survive.” The Gathering 2013 is 
a revival of the age-old custom of people 
helping each other out at a time of need.

Failte agus iad go leir siamsaiocht. Bi buioch as 
cibe duine a thagann, toisc go bhfuil gach teacht 
mar threoir 6 nios faide anonn. “Welcome and 
entertain them all. Be grateful for whoever 
comes, because each has come as a guide 
from beyond.”

In the words of scripture, “Where two or 
three are gathered in my name, there am I in 
their midst”

uKu*tlsSan<*-*HKljn'
ma^quejclt < >> I < r c 1 a nd j

Welcome to Cloone Homecoming Festival Website

N«tx>n»i School. On S«turtf«y

Friday Aug 2nd 
Cloone School 

Reunion

Sunday Aug 4th
Sports Day & 
1913 Football

Saturday Aug 3rd 
Boxty Morning & 
Patrick Feeney

Monday Aug 5th 
Cloone 25th 

Agricultural Show

Website for Cloone Homecoming Festival. Part of ‘The Gathering' 2013.
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DisroRy op Cloone School CeAching 
Snxpp pRom 1912-2013

CLOONE BOYS SCHOOL - ROLL NO. 15442

Nov. 1912- 1916

April 1916- 1926

Oct. 16th 1918 to Dec. 13th1918 

April 1923

Dec. 1923

Oct. 14th 1926-1934

1930-1934

July 1934-1946

April 29th 1935 to Aug. 2nd 1935

Sept. 26th 1935-Oct. 14th 1935

Nov. 1st 1937- Feb. 8th 1938

1939

Principal - Mr Dodd

Principal - Mr Edward Dillon

School closed due to influenza

Mr Edward Dillon undergoing third year of 
training course

Substitute - Mr Matthew Doyle

Principal - Mr Antony Curran

Junior Assistant Mistress-Airs Brigid Cooney 

Principal - Mr Tom Moran 

Assistant - Airs Brigid Cooney

Substitute - Ms A. Brady covering for Mrs
Cooney, absent due to illness

School closed due to epidemic of measles

Substitute- Ms Maire Ni Conaill covering for Mrs 
Cooney

School under repair

CLOONE GIRLS SCHOOL- ROLL NO. 15443

April 1st 1916-1931

1925-1931

1931-1946

1933-1946

Principal - Mrs Margaret Moran

Junior Assistant Mistress- Miss Keegan

Assistant - Miss Lizzie Kate Hargaden (later Mrs 
Solon)

Principal - Airs Lizzie Kate Solon

Assistant - Ms Kathleen O’Keeffe (later Mrs 
McDermott)
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CLOONE BOYS & GIRLS SCHOOL- ROLL NO. 15442

1946 Boys & Girls School Amalgamated

1946-1963 Principal - Mr Tom Moran

1946-1965 Privileged Assistant - Mrs Lizzie Kate Solon

1963 Assistant - Mrs Brigid Cooney. Retired.

1950 Assistant - Mrs Kathleen McDermott. Then went 
to Aughavas.

June 1948 First time the teacher’s names were used when 
signing the roll book since 1942

FATIMA NATIONAL SCHOOL - ROLL NO. 18741S

1963 New School Opens

1963-1971 Principal- Mr Tom Moran (Appointed to Cloone 
in 1934 and retired after being principal for 37 
years. Officially retired in 1970 and was ‘recalled’ 
to continue as principal until such time as the 
small schools were amalgamated. He retired in 
1971 after the amalgamations and was replaced 
by Michael Jordan Mr Moran died April 26th 
1986).

July 1st 1963-1965 Privileged Assistant - Mrs Lizzie Kate Solon

1971-April 21st 1976 Principal- Michael Jordan. (He tendered his 
resignation on transfer to Aughnasheelin where 
he was principal until 1993. He died on Feb. 10th 
1993).

June 1st 1971 Cloone & Corduff amalgamated

Teachers - Mr Donal White & Mrs Aine White
came from Corduff to teach in Cloone

Sept. 11th 1971 Cloone & Drumloughan amalgamated

Sept. 11th 1971- Oct. 1975 Teacher - Mrs Madden replaced Mrs Aine White. 
Later she was appointed to Drumeela.

Oct 1975-July 10th 1981 Teacher - Mrs Mary Moran from Drumnamore 
replaced Mrs Madden. She retired after 30 years 
of teaching. 15 years of these were in Cloone, 13 
years in Adoon and 2 years in Drumnamore. She 
died in July 1990.

t
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1976

1976- Aug. 31st 1993

Jan. 1976-July 1980 

June 1st 1976-Nov. 1979

Nov. 1979-July 1980 

July 1980- Feb. 29th 2012

Final Term 1981

Sept. 1981-Aug 31st 1993

Dec. 1984- March 1st 2012

Aug. 31st 1993- Feb. 29th 2012

Sept. 1st 1993- June 1996

Feb 29th 2012

Feb 29th 2012

Mar. 1st 2012

Mar. 1st 2012- June 2012

Sept. 1st 2012

Cloone and Adoon amalgamated

Privileged Assistant - Mrs Eilish McTague came to 
Cloone N.S. from Adoon N.S. She retired after 
teaching for 36 years.

Teacher - Mr Damian Brennan

Principal - Mr John Fitzpatrick appointed from 
Cortubber N.S. in Gowna

Acting Principal - Mr Damian Brennan

Principal - Mr Damian Brennan.

Substitute - MrsAilish Nicholl

Teacher - Mrs Moira Clancy replaced Mrs Mary 
Moran.

Teacher - Miss Teresa Leogue (later Moran) from 
Mohill

Deputy Principal - Mrs Moira Clancy.

Teacher - Mrs Elizabeth Derwin - Foley. She then 
left to take up an appointment in Carrigallen. 
Enrolment had dropped at this stage and Fatima 
N.S. became a 3 teacher school.

Principal- Damian Brennan retired after 36 years 
of teaching in Cloone.

Deputy Principal - Moira Clancy retired after 30 
years of teaching in Cloone.

Teresa Moran appointed Principal

Temporary Teachers - Ms Ciara Ouinn & Ms Tara 
McCabe

Deputy Principal - Ms Madeline Murphy

Teacher - Grainne Baxter

SCHOOLS IN CLOONE PARISH PER 1851 CENSUS OF LEITRIM

Location Roll No. No. of Pupils Boys/Girls Teachers
Income

Sonnaghbeg 10366 146 Both £188.0.0
Cloone 15442 61 Boys £81.0.0
Cloone 15443 55 Girls £53.5.0

Researched and compiled by Michael Solon
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(Com OOoRAn 1901-1986
fry bRend<\n ClDoR<\n

In the year 1901 Tom Moran was born in 
Gortnalougher, a townland in the parish of 
Cloone, to Margaret, a schoolteacher and 
Patrick Moran, a farmer. His mother was, 
by all accounts, a persuasive woman, which 
probably had a major bearing on the fact that 
three daughters entered the convent while 
her son, Paddy became a priest, a goal for an 
ambitious mother in those times. Tom was 
set on following in his mother’s footsteps and 
trained as a teacher in De La Salle College, 
Waterford. It was there that he developed a 
love of hurling and I recall him saying that 
he marked the great Cork hurler, Jim O’ 
Regan; he didn’t elaborate on how well he 
fared. On completing his training, Tom was 
offered a position as a teacher in Belfast 
where he developed a love of soccer. He often 
regaled us with stories of been a spectator at 
the clashes (and clashes they were), between

age-old rivals, Belfast Celtic and Linfield, the 
equivalent of the famous Old Firm Derbys in 
Glasgow. I remember him recounting the day 
that Jimmy Jones, Celtic’s great striker, was 
badly injured in an off-the-field clash between 
Celtic players and rival spectators. Following 
his sojourn in Belfast, Tom taught for five 
years in Belmullet, on the western seaboard 
of Mayo, an area that would be vying for the 
title ‘The next parish to America’. He loved 
the life in Belmullet and there he struck up a 
great friendship with another teacher named 
Tony Donoghue who died tragically at a 
relatively young age.

Shortly afterwards, he was appointed to 
the principal’s post in his native Cloone as 
successor to Anthony Curran, a man whom 
he greatly admired. Becoming principal of the 
school in one’s native parish was considered a

4

Tom and Mary Moran
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plum job in those days. Tom became involved 
in many aspects of life in his native heath and 
was especially interested in the fortunes of 
both Cloone and Leitrim football. Indeed, 
shortly before his unfortunate death, he was 
one of a small band of hard-core supporters 
who drove to Sligo to watch the county in 
action. In those days the twisting road through 
the Curlews had to be negotiated, often with 
a few refreshments on board to shorten the 
road on the return journey. Obviously, like 
the rest of us, he had many disappointments 
in the football arena but at least saw Cloone 
become Leitrim Senior champions in 1980. 
How he would have gloried in Leitrim’s 
success in Hyde Park on that wonderful day 
ini994. Indeed, I would love to have heard 
his reply to one of the Mayo player’s remarks

about the pain of losing a Connacht final, as 
he allegedly put it, ”to Leitrim of all teams”.

Many generations of Cloone children 
benefited from his great knowledge and stories 
of far flung places as he was a well-travelled 
man for his time. However, he excelled in 
teaching the English language as a subject, 
which he passed on to his pupils with great 
gusto. I have yet to meet a Cloone person who 
was short of a word. Tom taught in the old 
school, in the shadow of St James’ Church, 
for most of his teaching life and finished his 
career as he approached his sixty-ninth year, 
in the new and more modern building on 
what is known as the Priest’s hill. His journey 
was an eventful one that spanned close on five 
decades.

A Selection of Teaching Staff pictured with Damien Brennan and Moira Clancy at their retirement function.
Back: Teresa Moran, Ursula Creegan, Sarah Carthy, Barbara Jones, Bernie McCarthy, Angela Curnyn, Mary Scollan, 

John Fitzpatrick. Front Row: Eilish McTague, Moira Clancy, Damien Brennan, Betty Foley, Anna Bea McCabe.

^79x5)
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CD<\Ry OOoRcXn 1916-1990
6y CT9t\Ryo CDorah

Mary Moran (nee McLoughlin) was born in 
Charlestown, Co. Mayo on 17th May 1916. 
She trained as a primary school teacher 
in Craiglockhart, Scotland and on her 
return to Ireland, she started her career in 
Drumnamore N. S., Co. Leitrim. She was an 
outstanding and much loved teacher, held in 
great affection and esteem by everyone but 
especially by her pupils and their parents.

Shortly after coming to Leitrim, she met 
her husband-to-be, Tom Moran, who was a 
teacher in Cloone N. S. and they married in 
1944. She kept up her strong connections 
with her native county and herself and Tom 
often cycled to Charlestown from Leitrim to 
visit her mother and brother, Jim. Imagine 
cycling that journey nowadays. I don’t think 
so! Her sister, Breege, often visited them 
in Drumnamore and she has many fond 
memories of the place. Breege is the only 
remaining member of the McLoughlin family 
still alive today and living in Sligo, aged 92. 
Tom and Mary spent the first four years 
of their married life living in the teachers’ 
residence in Drumnamore school where their 
two eldest children were born. After that they 
moved to Riverstown and Mary ran the shop 
which was part of the house. As if life wasn’t 
busy enough Tom also ran a dance hall! 
The night The Clipper Carlton played was 
a roaring success but it was one of the few. 
Soon it was closed to make way for a boxing 
club and eventually ended up as a fantastic 
indoor play area for their ten children-much 
to Mary’s delight I imagine!

Later during the marriage bar, her teaching 
career was interrupted but when it was lifted

in 1957 due to a shortage of primary school 
teachers, she taught in Drumshanbo for some 
years. After that she taught in Adoon and 
finally in 1963, she came to Cloone National 
School where Tom was the teaching principal. 
She loved teaching and was genuinely 
interested in the children’s education. Having 
taught in so many different schools she knew

the Mrs Moran
always ready for a chat with someone or other 
wherever she went!

Due to illness, which, it must be said, she 
bore with great dignity and patience, she 
retired early. Her retirement party, in 1980, 
was held in the old school which by then had 
been converted into a Community Centre. 
Tom was a great support and carer to her in 
her battle with arthritis but, tragically, he died 
due to a house fire in 1986.This was a dreadful 
blow to her and she only lived four more 
years after his death. Unsurprisingly, one of 
her past pupils, Padraig Forde, provided her 
and the family with a house while the family 
home was being renovated after the fire. A 
wonderful gesture from a grateful past pupil!

Mary was a great mother who was totally 
devoted to her ten children She was a 
wonderful role model to whom they could 
look for guidance, motivation and direction. 
Her strong faith sustained her through the 
chronic pain she suffered in her latter years. 
Mary will always be remembered for her 
kindness and gentleness, her generosity and 
concern for others and her dedication and 
commitment to all her pupils.

Ar dheis De go raibh a h-anam dhilis.
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A OodcJCe In TJhe pfXies
fry Louis CDoR<\n

By 8.25am the kitchen was abuzz with 
mother getting out porridge, making tea and 
slicing large soda cakes. She was preparing 
lunches too, while the five of us, Carmel, 
Peadar, Gerard, Kevin and myself, washed 
and dressed for school. There were no school 
uniforms in those far off days of hand-me- 
downs and mixum-gatherum. Had we not 
commenced to eat when the shrill blast of 
the Narrow Gauge sounded at 8.35am as it 
approached Adoon Station, mother urged us 
on, “is your bag ready, is your lunch in”, just as 
she had done with our older siblings through 
the 40’s. With class commencing at 9.30, we 
needed to be afoot the road 40 minutes before 
for the two miles-plus journey. Dad usually 
stayed in bed until 9.00, as a man’s work was 
not with children, rather outside tending to

farm work. In the 1950’s there were no school 
buses and bicycles were an adult’s privilege. 
Our journey was made short in the mind for we 
heard fireside stories of men walking eight or 
ten miles to and from work, football matches 
or cattle fairs. Sure, our few miles were only a 
doddle, we were told. While winter chilled and 
dampened our toes and fingertips, there was 
plenty of camaraderie too, meeting others en 
route like the Wynnes, Hustons, Crawfords 
or Pauric Kelly. Yes, the Master got it right 
as he reminded us as Gaeilge, ‘Giorionn beirt 
bothar’. Dublin were football kingpins at that 
time and, even then, Gerard Moran saw fit to 
do some spin. John Timmons was a big name 
at midfield for the ‘Blues’ and Gerard told a 
group of younger lads that this Timmons man 
was the one who lived in nearby Drumgowla,

Cloone Village in the 1950's
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a brother of Charlie. They were so excited, 
as they all knew our John cycling to Mass in 
Cloone and expected to see him with Sam 
Maguire on his carrier some Sunday.
In warmer weather, many children doffed their 
shoes or wellingtons and walked barefoot. 
Most saw that as an expression of freedom 
and a celebration of the coming of summer. 
There is a misconception that the barefooted 
child epitomised a poor child, but most if not 
all enjoyed being foot loose. The downside 
was getting a stone bruise. Recovery took two 
to three days in the A&E of mother’s care 
with regular bathing in hot, salty water and a 
dash of iodine, all wrapped up in a slither of a 
flower bag for an assured quick cure.

Once we reached Duggan’s bridge, the 
belfry of St. James’ Church loomed large 
over the school and Pope’s meadow. With 
every last hurried step we took, the belfry 
seemed to nod approvingly. Should our first 
teacher, Mrs. Cooney, have arrived, there 
was a black recess in the open hall door and 
soon a swirling puff of smoke rose from the 
chimney top. Mickie Duignan and Monica 
Kilkenny joined our burgeoning posse at the 
Ballinamore crossroads. With the arrival of 
the Mitchells-of-the-Gap, we knew 9.30 was 
upon us. Children had no watches then which 
proved no inconvenience at all. We learned to 
guess the time from the position of the sun; 
the moment a crow was first observed with 
twigs in her beak, it was the first day of March, 
or so the ‘ould’ people told us. We were on the 
lookout for the first swallow or better, the first 
cuckoo. We were excited at the first snowdrops 
and primroses or a bud on a crabtree. When 
a corncrake rasped near Drumdarkan Lake, 
we scrambled to get a glimpse. Our walk 
sometimes took us through a flooded stretch 
of road. There were memory tests to repeat

the numbers of the few cars in the locality, 
like Terry Moran’s or Charlie Donnelly’s. A 
school bus would only have deprived us of 
those simplicities of life that were a learning 
process too.

The four large classrooms of our school were 
painted green. The wood panelled area up 
to the base of two rear Georgian windows 
were dark green while the wall above had a 
lighter hue of green. Heating was by means of 
a single open hearth, fuelled by turf brought 
from home by the students’ parents. Come 
Angelus time on a January day, the frost 
had barely melted from the windows. There 
was no electricity, radio, charts, phones or 
projectors in those rooms, just a blackboard 
and press in which copybooks were kept and 
the big roll book. In Tom Moran’s room the 
only extra item of an educational relevance 
was a map of Ireland and another of the 
British Isles, hanging on the back wall. Toilet 
facilities amounted to a dry toilet at the top 
of the playground; ‘fir’ to the left and ‘mna’ 
to the right. Few if any of us noticed the 
paucity of such times because we were all 
quite used to tilley lamps or candlelight, no 
central heating and no electricity from our 
own homes. Rural electrification arrived in 
1961. Little did we realise then that happy 
homes are not made of material things; 
we learned that a glowing home fire with a 
curing chunk of bacon hanging on the hob 
and devoted parents created the best forms 
of happiness and security. There was little 
money around, yet no one noticed as the next 
fellow’s situation was similar. We never heard 
of the term ‘Recession,’ though it was the rule 
rather than the exception.

Religious instruction was for a half hour’s 
duration at mid-day. The Old Testament
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teachings rung loud: Eve’s temptation 
with the apple that damned us all to life on 
earth earned her many a curse. It was great 
that many teachings were in the ‘mystery’ 
category and we should simply believe and 
not question it. The long lists of ‘Do Nots’ 
far outweighed the positives - ‘Thou shalt 
not steal, thou shalt not commit adultery.’ 
A visit to a Church of Ireland necessitated 
forgiveness in Confession. Our Protestant 
peers had to vacate the classroom during 
religion instruction: Lucky sods. They missed 
out on some Latin and Greek though: ‘Introibo 
ad altare Dei’ and ‘Kyrie eleison.’ Indeed it 
was all Greek to most of us! No one told us 
there was a Reformation a few hundred years 
before that created a few little differences for 
our divided half hour. Lunchtime consisted 
of our eating the slices of bread that were by 
then, well pressed between schoolbooks. A 
bottle of milk, kept warm by the fire, added 
a little substance. Football was played at 
the front of the school. One day I had the 
misfortune of putting a ball through the hall 
window just where Tom and Bridget Cooney 
were chatting inside. My admonishment was 
simple, ‘you ass’!

The Parish Priest was the school manager. 
Occasionally Fr. Boylan called in and 
summoned six or seven boys to go and sweep 
the Church floor or, come October, throw 
about twelve ton of Bord na Mona turf back 
into a shed. The sweepers took half a day 
and it was a very pleasant job, picking up 
halfpennies, tanners and the odd shilling. 
Mind you we refrained from spending 
it all on lighting penny candles. The turf 
war was different. Unsupervised, it was an 
opportunity for some to settle ‘old’ scores, 
even accidentally, with a clod to the forehead. 
When all was done, the priest’s housekeeper’s

cut cured the worst of pains. Once a year 
a dentist came to the school. He had no 
assistant and few accoutrements. The smell of 
eugenol is a reminder of such occasions when 
the syringe pierced one’s gum and the pliers 
wrenched out a tooth. (That eugenol stuff is 
a clove oil extract and most imbibers would 
agree that it had a better aroma when the 
cloves swam atop a hot whiskey). There were 
no fillings done, just pluck out the decaying 
tooth without consultation with pupil, teacher 
or parent. Worse still it was done in front of 
the class. No one wanted to be next in that 
queue. Mrs. Solon had us pick shamrock on 
the ditch near Scott’s well. Those green sprigs 
would make an Irish emigrant proud on St 
Patrick’s Day on a street in Sydney or New 
York. Corporal punishment was par for the 
course. It had the imprimatur of the legislators 
in the form ofThe Children Act of 1908 and 
remained on the Statute books for nearly a 
century. Employers, teachers, parents and of 
course the parish priest all appeared to take 
pleasure in swinging a fist or a leather strap 
at a youngster. The most renowned enforcer, 
probably, was Lugs Brannigan. Whether or 
not the Act allowed him wasn’t challenged 
then.

What did matter was that society as a whole 
permitted such unnecessary punishment or 
just turned a blind eye. We have to remember 
those teachers’ place in history, too. A hundred 
years ago wasn’t far removed from the Hedge 
Schools, Emancipation or The Great Famine. 
People bearing the badge of authority saw 
the new school system as a privilege and 
comfort. As a child, McGahern experienced 
the raw side of his own father who had fought 
in the War of Independence and then joined 
the fledgling Garda force. Young people 
experiencing the current economic recession
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cannot be expected to appreciate that. 
Comparatively, their standards are 
regal.

One Saturday morning Fr. Boylan 
assembled a small crowd of children 
in the Church. We liked this straight- 
talking padre from Mullahoran. The 
occasion was our first Confession. He 
shifted his horn-rimmed glasses back 
and forth on his nose as if it were he 
who was nervous. After a question and 
answer session, he said it was time to 
begin. With his stole in place, he just 
sat in front of us on the near seat, 
calling us up one by one. It was more 
like a general confession as all listened 
carefully to each poor confessor who 
failed to whisper silently. One child 
even told of a raid on the priest’s 
own orchard. With a gentle prompt, 
other names in the raiding party were 
revealed. We knew too well that it was 
a greater sin to withhold the truth in 
confession. It proved a scary day out 
for many of us. In hindsight we tend 
to remember the lesser moments of 
our schooldays. There were many 
good days in those formative years 
when we gained new friends; we 
painted a colourful picture of narrow 
roads and pathways; of cocking hay 
in the meadows or clamping turf 
in the heather. The lessons learned 
from those first teachers in the green 
rooms of the National School remain 
etched for life. Our Alma Mater was 
good to us and in this, the year of 
the Gathering 2013, we will once 
more assemble in her corridors and 
large rooms, remembering the call in 
unison, ‘Anseo.’

Qro cuing up in Cloone 
in rhe ppries.

by Cuyenc ChARlcs 
- Cloone ViIGxye.

Sunday morning Mass: the street lined with 
horse and traps - no motorised vehicles - just 
the smell of horse-manure!

Fair Day in May: Cattle all over the place, 
cows caving and calves being abandoned - too 
costly to rear.

The town crier, ringing his bell announcing 
an auction in Bernie Quinn’s [now Me Keon’s 
Pub]: Cleaning the walls after the fair.

School days: Tough times were the norm.

Free time in the evenings and at weekends with 
soccer on the street and Black Pope trying to 
confiscate the ball.

Robbing orchards: Fr Clancy’s was best or 
walking across the bog to Nan Mullaney’s 
orchard - Nan didn’t mind us taking the apples!

Halloween time: Dressing up-trying to scare 
people: Tying door knockers - knocking and 
running away.

Chariot racing: Pauge and Fursey Quinn in a 
pony and trap, going like the clappers, racing 
from the Cemetery gates down past Maggie 
Mitchell’s shop.

Goats in the Graveyard: Teasing them and 
then they chasing us into Maggie’s shop: We’d 
escape out her back door.

Making hay with Red Sonny Pope: Bringing 
the hay home and sitting on top of the hay 
being drawn to the hay shed.

Memorable buildings: Ellie Grant’s house and 
the wooden hall opposite Creegan’s.

Hurling games organised by Patsy Doherty.

Mischievous, harmless and innocent days, when we 
had great sunny summers!

®<84
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{Zroiti PupiC Co SchooC InspecroR 
CCoone N<\non<\C SchooC 1959 - 1966

6y NoeC t~) usron

For me one of our best-known Irish proverbs- 
‘Tus maith, leath na hoibre’ (A good start is 
half the work) - captures some of the ethos 
of Cloone School and its attitude towards 
furthering education through the years. 
The teachers endeavoured to give us, its 
pupils, the best start in school life so that we 
could be ready for whatever opportunities 
and challenges lay ahead. At an earlier time 
the school provided the totality of formal 
education for many pupils but with the 
advent of free second level education and 
school transport in the 1960’s, coupled with 
a general improvement in living standards, 
Cloone adjusted to the needs of its pupils 
and placed greater emphasis on preparing 
them for an easy and confident progression 
to second level schooling. During my seven 
years in Cloone, from 1959 to 1966 there

were three teachers on the staff, Mrs Cooney, 
Mrs Solon and Master Moran. At the end 
of fifth class, I was moved to the Church of 
Ireland national school in Mohill, which at 
the time, was in danger of closing due to low 
enrolments. My parents had the difficult task 
of bringing this news to Cloone, a school 
where they themselves happily attended a 
generation earlier and one that had provided 
an excellent education for seven members of 
my family. Mrs Cooney took charge of the 
junior classes. One lovely song she taught us 
was ‘Ta Stol ag an Tine3 to the tune of Molly 
Malone. In the very cold weather she let us 
warm ourselves, kneeling against the hard 
surround of the open fire. She also put our 
milk bottles beside the fire before lunchtime. 
The short red stick, probably the remains of a 
longer weapon that got broken in action, was

Huston Family Drumbore
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a less welcome piece of classroom equipment. 
I think I was lucky enough to keep out of 
its path most of the time. The abacus, (we 
called it the ball-frame), and lollypop sticks 
were often used in mathematics teaching 
and we were also directed to lines of cotton 
thread spools hanging along the wall. Our 
time in this classroom was pleasant and on 
a few special occasions, Mrs Cooney helped 
us celebrate with a party when we were even 
treated to warm tea and buns. Mrs Solon’s 
middle classes were at the other end of 
the (old) school building and we entered 
through the door next the village. Headline 
writing was a popular activity to improve our 
penmanship. On one occasion when we were 
standing around her table for a test in English 
spellings some of my classmates were kept 
in at break time for miss-spelling the word 
‘porridge’. I knew the correct spelling but 
thought others might laugh at me if I offered 
my strange version and it proved wrong. I 
altered my answer at the last minute and was 
also kept in. Mrs Solon’s husband drove her 
to school in a bigVauxhall car. My late mother 
was also taught by Mrs Solon in Cloone and 
often related her great regard for both her and 
another teacher, Mrs Me Dermott. Both of 
these teachers had a love of Irish language 
and culture and used the language informally 
during the school day and for teaching tables.

My best memories are associated with my time 
in Master Moran’s room. Tom placed great 
emphasis on Irish, English and Mathematics 
with History, Geography and Music getting a 
fair look in. English lessons were broad and 
varied with reading, comprehension exercises, 
poetry and plenty of story/composition 
writing. Poems such as Gray’s Elegy, The 
Daffodils, The DesertedVillage and The Burial of 
Sir John Moore were popular choices. We were 
all familiar with writing tasks on topics such

as: Animal wisdom, An Old Penny Tells its 
Story, and a letter applying for a job. Part of 
the job application letter included the sentence 
‘I enclose a reference from my Parish Priest 
and from my headmaster’. We were pleased 
when the master read stories for us and I 
easily remember his reading of Oliver Twist to 
us over a number of weeks. He had a love of 
rich vocabulary in English and he delighted 
in teaching the fancy verbose quotation: T 
prognosticate from the depths of my profundity 
that this post afternoon may prove pluvious’. 
His humour was always good as he gave us 
the simple version of the sentence T think it 
will rain this evening’. With little curriculum 
resources, apart from large wall maps, the 
arrival of the first library books was welcomed 
with excitement. This parcel of books with a 
small wooden display stand included, The 
Thorndike Dictionary, a large book of prose 
and poetry, an atlas, and a twelve volume 
Black’s Children’s Encyclopaedia. These books 
were treasured and only available to us on 
special occasions. I later discovered that this 
beginning of a school library was supplied to 
every school in the country.

One ofTom’s favourite subjects was Irish and 
it was probably in his classroom that the best 
foundation in the language was laid for us all. 
Irish reading, grammar, poetry, songs and 
stories were all promoted with enthusiasm. 
The ‘Peann agus Duch’ workbook provided 
ample scope for written activities and our 
textbook for IV and V classes was ‘An Toirse’. 
Written over the fireplace at Halloween we 
had ‘Faightear’ and ‘Cuirtear’ to highlight 
the ‘briathar soar’ or autonomous verb. These 
verbs were critical in the context of writing 
‘Na Tri Platai’, a Halloween children’s game. 
We were also required to learn the sentence 
‘Theadh Padraig Mac Piarais go Conamara

, gach bliain agfoghlaim na Gaeilge’, as a means
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of clarifying the habitual past tense. Stories 
and poems included Seamas agus Neill, An 
tUan agus an Mactire,An Teach a Thog Seainin 
and La ar an bPortach. When the unique 
Irish script and spelling, ‘06 Gaelach’ was 
abandoned in favour of the ‘06 Romanach’, 
Tom did not hide his dislike for the new 
fashion. Tom used the tuning fork to select 
the correct starting note for song singing 
and the repertoire included: She is a rich and 
Rare Land, Abdul Abulbul Amir, The Mountains 
of Pomeroy, Boolavogue and An Samhradh 
Aoibhinn Bred. Our geography textbook by 
John D Sheridan contained a section on lists of 
towns, lakes, rivers and mountains and many 
of those details still spring to mind. Other less 
useful data in today’s Ireland included the 
four sugar factories of Carlow, Tuam, Mallow 
andThurles. During religion time, I remained 
in the room some of the time if not doing a 
message for the master. As time went on I felt 
able to answer the religion questions just like 
my classmates.The '’Gentle Maiden3 is a lovely 
hymn that I still remember clearly from Tom’s 
class. On one occasion he asked me to bring 
in a copy of the Church of Ireland Prayer Book 
to help identify the many practices and beliefs 
common to both traditions.

One of the most pleasant tasks assigned to 
me during religion time was to collect the 
master’s teapot from Mrs Mitchell’s (of the 
steps) house. Mrs Mitchell was a most kind 
and generous woman and always let me sit 
beside the fire with a piece of cake and some 
warm tea. I always left her house with a fuller 
tummy. No worries about Health and Safety 
legislation bringing the hot teapot across 
the road and up the steps, and no injuries 
reported. Mrs Mitchell lived to a great age 
and I enjoyed a few visits to her kitchen years 
later when I called to Cloone in my role as 
a school inspector. She happily reminisced

about various visitors to the school and about 
memorable occasions there. Walking the two- 
and-a-half miles to and from school was an 
adventure in itself. A car, tractor or horse 
and cart created excitement as did the men 
working in fields. Michael Donnelly always 
had a pleasant word of encouragement when 
we met him on the Drumbore Road.

We were equally glad to see John Kelly or 
Hubie Doherty on their creamery journey 
with the milk cans on the tractor-trailer. 
Some years later when John and Maureen 
Kelly got married, I was pleased to undertake 
the creamery journeys while they went on 
honeymoon. We sometimes brought a sod of 
turf for the school fire and I remember taking 
a day off school to bring an ass-cart load of 
turf as part of our contribution. The turf was 
built tidily in the alcove beside the fire and 
Tom taught us how to carry an armful without 
letting them fall. On one occasion we got a lift 
home from the school inspector, Seamas de 
Buitleir. He had called to the school wishing 
to interview my parents about some matter 
and we were only too happy to show him the 
way. Twenty years later he became Deputy 
Chief Inspector and I, as a member of his 
team, thanked him again for the lift home from 
Cloone. On another occasion an inspector, 
having visited the outdoor ‘dry’ toilets, was 
not impressed with the facilities. When he 
had gone, Tom repeated his statement with a 
frown 3Ta boladh uafasach ag teacht on leithreas 
sin3 and dismissed it saying: ‘VChat else would 
he expect?3 In good weather we occasionally 
took the short cut home through the fields, 
up Casey’s lane, past Coil’s and across the 
river at the bottom of our meadow. At first 
there was a large fallen tree stretching across 
the river making it easy to stay dry, but when 
Council men removed the tree we had to take 
off our shoes and rely on the stepping stones.
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One day the water was too high in the river 
and we had to walk along the bank to Kelly’s 
bridge and home by road. Towards the end 
of my time in Cloone I was lucky enough to 
get an old bicycle. Going home one evening 
we met a man with a large sack bag hanging 
from the handlebars of his bike. When he said 
he was getting rid of a cat I offered to take his 
load in case it came to a sad end. Opening the 
bag at home the terrified tiger cat scraped me, 
making its escape to our byre. Over time with 
plenty of food and coaxing it became a great 
family pet.

All of Ireland including Tom was distraught 
when in 1963 Lee Harvey Oswald assassinated 
President Kennedy in Dallas, Texas. The 
following morning he vented his anger on Mr. 
Oswald, who was by now shot dead by Jack
Ruby, saying; ‘the poor----Oswald, I hope he
is in Heaven'. In my time we transferred from 
the old to the new school and there was great 
excitement walking with parcels of books and 
school equipment through the village. We 
formed enduring friendships in Cloone and 
renewing those contacts is always a pleasure. 
Sadly one of my classmates, Noel Lennon, was 
called to Heaven while still in his teens. I knew 
his late mother and visited her a few times. In 
lighter moments Tom told us stories about his 
time teaching in Belmullet and referred to ‘my 
virtuous wife Mary from Charlestown’. He 
reminded us about the registration number 
of his first motor car (IT 1248) and how each 
digit was double that of the one on its left, 
making it easy to remember. In 1966 as part 
of the 1916 commemoration ceremonies the 
senior pupils recited the Proclamation on the 
stage in Doherty’s Hall. That same hall was 
the venue for a retirement function in honour 
of Master Tom. My late father, Harry, was 
on the function committee and I remember 
the late Sean Tiernan making a lively speech.

Part of the presentation included a black and 
white ‘Pilot’ television. I was equally pleased 
in 2012, in the company of my late mother, 
to attend the retirement function in honour 
of Damien Brennan and Myra Clancy, both 
of whom discharged their responsibilities to 
primary education in Cloone with great skill, 
dedication and generosity.

Since I was appointed to the Inspectorate 
in 1981, I benefited greatly from the 
friendship and guidance of two eminent 
Leitrim colleagues. Eamon Foran from 
Drumkeelanmore, who now lives at Lough 
Erril, Mohill, and Maura Clancy from 
Ballinaglera. Eamon distinguished himself 
as a historian, mathematician and lover of all 
things Irish while Maura was the first female 
to be appointed Assistant Chief Inspector 
in the country. Maura’s special talents were 
most obvious through her involvement in 
various modern language initiatives, her 
team management, her hospitality, and her 
membership of the Culwick Choral Society, 
Dublin. Her local history research culminated 
in the launch of her book ‘Ballinaglera and 
Inishmagrath' in 2003. Through my work I 
had the special privilege of visiting Cloone 
School in the nineties and early into the new 
millennium. By then all the teachers from 
my childhood had gone but the high regard 
for education and the top quality teaching 
continued and was further developed in a 
modern setting by their successors. They and 
all their predecessors deserve our greatest 
thanks and appreciation. I was always pleased 
and proud to relate some of the stories and 
lessons learned in Cloone and to make sure 
people heard of the place. The ‘Tus Maith' 
of Cloone School stood and stands us all in 
great stead.
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CDrs ClizAderh KeVee iD&Rg&den/ 
Solon, ZZeAcheR in Cloone Schools 

1925 - 1966
6u Sol&n Lxmifii, R&cullen

Many colourful characters played their part 
in educating the children who attended 
Cloone National School throughout the 
years. Elizabeth Solon (nee Hargaden) was 
certainly one such person. Born in Adoon to 
Mary (nee Reynolds) and John Hargaden in 
1898, she was the eldest daughter in a family 
of five boys and two girls. She availed of every 
opportunity provided to develop her many 
talents and was an accomplished pianist with 
a particular love for Irish dance music She 
often spoke fondly of her teacher-training 
days at Mary Immaculate Training College 
in Limerick where she made many life-long 
friends and considered herself fortunate to 
obtain a teaching appointment to Cloone 
Girls’ School in 1925, with Edward Dillon 
who was the principal of the Boys’ School. 
She made the daily commute from Adoon to 
Cloone by bike, but when weather conditions 
became harsh in winter, she greatly 
appreciated the hospitality offered to her by 
the Pope family in Cloone Village 
She met Michael Solon, an agricultural 
adviser from Killeaden, Kiltimagh, Co.Mayo 
and they married in August 1930, setting 
up home in rented accommodation in The 
Grange.They were joined by Elizabeth’s father 
John Hargaden who was a great character by 
all accounts. He became a central and much 
loved figure in the family. The Grange, with its 
superb grounds, out-offices, glasshouse and 
orchard was a splendid residence and home 
and all of Michael and Elizabeth’s children

Elizabeth Solan

- four boys and two girls - were born there. 
In 1931 Elizabeth was made principal of the 
Girls’ School, a position she held until the 
amalgamation of both schools in 1946 when 
she assumed the role of privileged assistant 
to the principal in a four-teacher school. She 
had a particular love for the Irish language, 
which she instilled in the children. She also 
had a great love for poetry and literature and 
her vast library of great writings testified to 
that
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As homemakers, Michael and Elizabeth felt 
the need to have a property of their own and 
with that in mind they purchased a small 
farm from the Ward family at Racullen Lr. 
During the War years they built a two-storey 
house to which the family moved in 1945. 
Many members of the family were sad to 
leave the vastness of The Grange and often 
returned there to keep great memories alive, 
but Racullen had it’s own charms and we 
gradually settled in happily. Both Elizabeth 
and Michael enjoyed gardening and Elizabeth 
in particular derived great pleasure from 
creating beautiful flowerbeds and borders 
along the pathways.

This was to become a real interest for her as 
life went on. By 1950 the teaching staff in 
the school were reduced to three teachers as 
Mrs.Me.Dermott went to teach in Corduff, 
Aughavas, leaving Mr. Tom Moran, Mrs. 
Bridget Cooney and Mrs. Elizabeth Solon

as the staff in Cloone. That staffing ratio 
continued until 1963 when the new school 
was opened on the Priest’s Hill. Elizabeth 
enjoyed a further three year’s teaching there 
and retired after 41 years of service to the local 
community and to education. When Michael 
retired from Cloone Co-Op. six years later, 
in part due to failing health, they moved to 
Bray, Co. Wicklow, which was like a second 
home to our family. Each summer we spent 
our holidays there and developed a great love 
of the sea and the Bray environs. Michael 
and Elizabeth enjoyed many happy years 
there amongst their friends, with Elizabeth in 
particular spending more time gardening, her 
favourite pastime. After Michael passed away 
in 1975, Elizabeth enjoyed regular visits back 
to see family and friends in Cloone, reliving 
the many fond memories she had from her 
lifetime of teaching there.

Ar dheis De go raibh a h-anam dhilis.

Cloone Old School in 2013
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Cloone School phoros

CLOONE NS 1920s
BACK ROW LTO R: Charley McGowan (Edenbawn),Tom Lyons (Annamacooleen - Relation of Joe Mc.Cabe Esker), 
Tommy Walsh (Gubbs), Michael Murray (Rocullion - Uncle of P.J. Reilly's), Andy Keating (Kiltyfea-Brotherof John 

Keating), Charley Keegan (Kiltyfea - Father of Adriene Keegan), Tom Heeran (Cloone-Half brother of Tommy Creegans 
Father), Pee McHugh (Cloone-Uncle of Patricia Lohan)

SECOND BACK ROW LTO R: Leo Kelly (Annamaconway-Pauric'sfather), Mickey Kilkenny (Cloone-Lawlors brother), 
Michael Mullaney (Annamaconway-Nan's Brother), Berney Kilkenny (Cloone-Lawlors twin), Charley Timmons 

(Dromgowla), John Kilkenny (Cloone-Lawlors brother), John Tiernan (Kiltefea-John & Tommy Joe's father), Pat Kilkenny 
(Cloone- Lawlor's brother), Paddy Timmons (Drumgowla), Eugene Kelly (Annamaconway-Leo's brother), Charley Keating 

(Kiltefea- Brother of John Keating)
SECOND FRONT ROW LTO R: Joe Mullaney (Annamaconway-Nans Brother), John Timmins (Drumgowla), Sean 

Bohan (Drumhalla-Cousin of John Charlie Bohan), Nan Mullaney (Annamaconway), James Keegan (Annamacooleen), 
Peter Donohoe (Clonsarne-Uncle of Pat Donohoe), Cathal Ward (Annamaconway), Packie Doherty (The Glebe and later 

Cloone village) Sean Foy (Annamaconway), Paddy Quinn (Drumhalla), Josie O'Donnell (Drumlegga)
FRONT ROW LTO R:Thomas Curran (Kiltyfea-john Joe’s brother), Neddie Duggan (Drumdarkin-Vincies uncle), 

Sonnie McHugh (Drumhalla-Frankies uncle), Sean Tiernan (Cloone-Shop), Dan Dillon (Cloone-Dillons Cross),
Amby McKeon (Harry McKeon's brother) Pat Keegan (Kiltefea-Uncle of Adriene Keegan), Eddie Keating (Kiltefea- Brother 

of John Keating)
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Cloone Girls School 1935
Back: Maggie McCawley, Christina McManus, Kathleen Foy, Mona Cooney, Breege Gaffney,

Diana McCawley, Mary Ward, Adelide Higgins. Front: Emily Mee, Annie Brady, Mollie Forde, Bridget McGarty, 
Rose Ann Gafney, Mellie Keegan, Bernadette Fitzpatrick, Mona Bohan.

Cloone Boys School 1935
Back: Michael Bohan, Clooneen; Jimmy Duggan, Drumkarkin; Sean Bohan, Clooneen; Sean & Mickey Ward, 

Annamaconway; Ambrose McKeon, Cloone; Felix Keegan, Annamacooleen; Paddy Quinn, Drumhalla. 
Middle: Charlie Kilkenny, Drimna; Michael McCarty Currawn; Pat Kelly; Sean Foy, Annamaconway; Sean Tiernan 
Cloone; Oweny Mitchell, Keeldra. Front: Charlie Bohan, Cornulla; Thomas Keegan Annamacooleen; Terry Moran, 

Gortnaraugh; Frank O'Higgins, Cloone; Sean Cooney, Cloone; Sean Quinn, Drumhalla.
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CLOONE NS 1950'S
Back Row: Mrs Cooney NT, Charlie Kilkenny, Eugene Mitchell, Charlie McGowan, Eamon Moran, George Crawford, 

Joe Kelly, John Bohan, Mattie Wynne, Des Doonan, Mr. Tom Moran NT.
Second Row: Mary K Kilkenny, MJ Gormley, Brendan Moran, Tommy Creegan, Cathal Kilkenny, Brendan McDonagh, 

John Mitchell, Peggy O'Donnell, Breege Pope.
Third Row: Donagh McAlinden, Mary Tighe, Kevin Reynolds, Mickie Bohan, Carmel Moran, Kay Pope, Fidelma Doonan, 

Mary Gormley, Tommy McKeon, Raymond Wynne.
Fourth Row: John Pat McGowan, Ciaran Moran, Frances Fitzpatrick, Tommy Brennan, Willie Mitchell, PAtricia Pope, 

Margo Moran, Charlotte Huston, Irene Huston, Rose Brennan, Eugene Charles.
Fifth Row: Kevin Doonan, Pete McCabe, John Fitzpatrick, Seamus Duignan, John W. Kilkenny, Joe McCabe, Moira Clancy, 

Ivan Huston, Trudy Doonan, Charlie McKenna.
Sixth: Peadar Moran, Gerard Moran, Michael Heslin, Dymphna Doonan, Bronagh McAlinden, Mary McCabe,

Anna Mae Heslin, Mary Mitchell.
Front Row: Monica Mitchell, Bernadette Doonan, Margaret Mitchell, Mary Duignan, Delores Creegan, Kathleen Charles, 

Doreen Moran, Teresa McKenna.
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6TH CLASS 1979.
Back: C Fitzpatrick, Noelle Canning, Eileen Gallagher, Martina Flood, Nora Flood, Eileen Flood,

Yvonne Fitzpatrick. Middle: Emmet Canning, Tony Barden, Tommy McGarty, Micheal Quinn, Eddie joe O'Neill, 
Noel Quinn, Kevin Doherty, Teresa Clancy. Front: Brendan Conway, Fintan Heeran, Noel Moran, Caroline Mitchell, 

Gerry Keegan, Aidan Heeran, Noel Prior, Frank Moran.

4TH, 5TH AND 6TH CLASS 1980.
Picture includes from back: Caroline Heeran, Monica McCabe, Carmel Clancy, Anne Reynolds, Siobhan Doherty, 

Carmel McCabe, Deirdre Cunniffe, Martina Flood, Concepta Canning. Geraldine McGarty, Mairead Doherty, 
Sharon Monaghan, Catherine Casey, Jean Moran, Anne Kellegher, Caroline Mitchell, Shane Tiernan, Donal Kellegher, 

Johnny Higgins, Michael McGarty, Dermot Tiernan, Michael McCabe, Micheal McCaffrey, Cathal Flood.
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Cloone School 1980's

Cloone NS receives a Post Office savings award in 1980
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CLOONE SCHOOL 1982

6TH CLASS 1982.
Back: Michael McCabe, Enda McCrossan, Catherine Casey, Shane Tiernan, Cathal Flood and Damien Brennan.

Front: Deirdre Cunniffe, Mairead Doherty, Sharon Monaghan, Geraldine McGarty.
1
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CLOONE SCHOOL 1983

6TH CLASS 1983.
Back: Eugene Mitchell, Kenneth Prior, Charles Clancy, Shiela Heeran, Eddie Kiernan, Eamonn Kellegher, Damien Brennan. 

Front: Selene Donohoe, Mary Tiernan, Shiela McGovern, Patricia Canning.
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6TH CLASS 1984.
Back: Joseph Bohan, Michael Cunniffe, John Kelly, Mel Kellegher, Barry Heeran, Raymond McGarty. Front: Fiona Prior, 

Karen Donohoe, Fiona Heeran, Brenda Flood, Amanda Mitchell

6TH CLASS 1985:
Back: Diane McNamara, Mary Tiernan, Barry Mitchell, Padraic Brennan, Patrick McNamara, Damien Brennan. 

Front: Pauline Creegan, Tara Mitchell, Scott Moran, James Lohan, Mel Kellegher.
<
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6TH CLASS 1986:
Back: Conor McCrossan, Brendan Kelly, Gerard Creegan, Mick Lohan, Colette Mitchell, Martina Casey, Grainne McCrossan 

Middle: Breege McNamara, Geraldine Tiernan, Pauline McGovern, Clodagh Cunniffe, Tanya Canning 
Front: Aidan Donohoe, Michael Joe McNamara, Michael Murphy

5TH AND 6TH CLASS 1989.
Back: Michael Solan, Kealan O'Higgins, Enda Tiernan, Pardaig Higgins, Niall Brennan, Oliver McNamara, David Nicholls, 
Alan Mitchell, Eugene McNamara. Middle: Alma Creegan, Colette Creegan, Genevieve Beirne, Mary Theresa McNamara, 

Fiona Higgins, Rebecca Brady, Ellen Daly. Front: Damien Brennan, Timmy Higgins, Michael McHugh, Seamus Tiernan, 
Keith Mitchell, Caroline Maguire, Michelle Reynolds, Angela McHugh, Olivia Clancy.
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6TH CLASS 1990
Olivia Clancy, Timmy Higgins, Seamus Tiernan, Michael McHugh, Keith Mitchell, Ellen Daly. 
Front: MaryT McNamara, Genevieve Beirne, Alma Creegan, Colette Creegan, Rebecca Brady.

CLOONE SCHOOL 1993
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SENIOR CLASSES 1992
Back: Diane Beirne, Brian Creegan, Adrian Nicholls, Kealan Kelly, Mark Beirne, Paul McNamara, Micheal Clancy, 

Donal Brennan, James McCabe, John Creegan, Orla Brennan. Front: Aisling Mitchell, Mary McGarry, Colette Brennan, 
Loretta Doonan, Imelda Vickory, Clare Daly, Aisling McCabe.
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1994 JUNIOR & SENIOR INFANTS AND 1ST CLASS.

5TH AND 6TH CLASS 1996.
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CLOONE SCHOOL 1997

JUNIOR CLASSES 1997

^203
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MIDDLE CLASSES 1997

CLOONE SCHOOL 1998
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MIDDLE CLASSES 1996

CLOONE SCHOOL 2011
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KoReAn (Car SeRvice GDed<\( 
AcuARded ro Ctoone CDatt

6y berry OeRcuin-fotey

Michael C. Reynolds also known as Chris is 
the eldest child of a family of eleven, born to 
James Reynolds, Annaghbrennaghan, and his 
wife Margaret Maguire, Aughakiltubrid in 
the neighbouring parish of Aughavas.

Chris left Ireland in 1948 when emigration 
was the overwhelming social occurrence of 
that period. He like many other Irish people 
helped create the expansion of the American 
nation in every capacity from foot soldiers to 
colonial administrators and medical service 
doctors. Shortly after arriving in New York, 
Chris found employment in a bank working 
with security. In January 1951 circumstances 
changed for Chris. With the break out of the 
Korean War, he was drafted into the U.S. 
Army. Korea was once a single country, but 
was divided in 1945. At the end of World War 
2, the U.S. took control of South Korea, while 
a Communist regime held North Korea.

From 1950 to 1953, war raged between the 
two. Between 1948 until 1973 men were 
drafted to fill vacancies in the armed forces 
that could not be filled by voluntary means, 
consequently Chris and numerous others 
were drafted in response to the invasion of 
South Korea. On completion of basic military 
training at Fort Dix Army Base, N.J., he was 
transferred to Forth Pickett, Virginia where 
he learned to operate and drive a tank. He 
then embarked upon advanced training in the 
Mojave Desert near Barlow, California and 
additional schooling in the complex tactics of 
tank warfare at Fort Jackson, South Carolina.

Tank Captain Chris Reynolds

With his discipline and hard work, he became 
an expert as a tank commander.

After completing training under harsh army 
conditions, Chris, expecting deployment to 
the Korean Peninsula, found himself assigned 
to Bremerhaven, Germany. He acted as 
tank commander in Bavaria where he faced 
opposing forces from the Soviet Bloc. They 
were visible on their tanks from the other side 
of the Iron Curtain. Conditions were severe 
and tense, owing to the fact that the opposing 
forces could wage an attack at any time.

The war itself didn’t receive the attention 
it deserved at the time, partially because it 
started after World War 2 and consequently 
has been often referred to as the ‘Forgotten 
War’. Chris explains that his job in Germany 
and that of his service personnel was to keep 
the Cold War from becoming World War 3. 
Sixty years after the outbreak of the War, 
the Korean Ambassador Kim Chang Yoeb
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presented Chris with the Korean War Service 
Medal in August 2010. The medals were 
first awarded in 1951, but U.S. regulations 
at the time forbade the wearing of foreign 
medals on U.S. uniforms. The Ambassador 
thanked the military personnel who sacrificed 
themselves by helping South Korea at a 
time of its greatest need. He attributed their 
contribution to the strong democracy and 
economic progress they enjoy today. Chris 
received an honorable discharge from the 
Army in 1952 and harbours no regrets. He is 
the recipient of the National Defence Medal, 
the World War 2 Occupation Service Medal, 
and the Good Conduct Medal. He is also a 
member of the American Legion.

On completion of his army service, Chris 
worked for the N.Y. Transit Authority. He 
married Helena (Dolly) O’Reilly from Cavan, 
and has six children, two girls, Geralyn and 
Mary, and four boys, Mike, Fintan, Leo and 
Justin. Having purchased a bar in Mohill 
in 1960, previously owned by Mary Casey, 
Chris and Dolly returned home in 1961 to 
run the business known as the “American 
Bar”. In 2006 they retired from the business, 
which had been a booming success. Chris 
treasures the experience of having served 
in his adopted country and has appreciated 
the wonderful people he encountered there. 
Cloone is proud to claim him as one of their 
honoured people.

Korean Ambassador Kim Chang Yoeb presents Chris with the Korean War Service Medal in August 2010, 
along with American Ambassador Dan Rooney
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P<\r CDircheU, KeeCdRA:
KoRe<\n (Car VereRn

6y P<\rRicic\ ODircbcCC KeeldRA

The late 1940s in rural Ireland were hard 
times when there was little employment or 
opportunity for young people. Pat Mitchell 
grew up on the family farm in Keeldra. After 
finishing school, he worked on the farm and 
did any available work for other farmers to 
earn some money. This work was difficult 
to get and included picking potatoes, stones 
and rearing turf. While these were hard 
times, when people worked hard to support 
themselves and their families, there were also 
good times with a great sense of community, 
family, and a vibrant local social life. Before 
cars, entertainment was local with plenty 
of traditional music and dance. As Pat 
Mitchell was enjoying his youth in Cloone, at 
crossroads dances and ceili sessions in Tom 
Scanlon’s house, events which would change 
his life were unfolding on the other side of the 
world. Tensions on the border between North 
and South Korea were intensifying and would 
eventually escalate into war when the North 
Korean army invaded South Korea in 1950. 
Pat Mitchell left his home in Keeldra in 1948 
with three other local young men. Like so 
many of their generation, they set off to seek 
a better life in America. Pat then aged 21 left 
behind his mother, father, his brothers Owen 
and Jim and sisters Nancy and Margaret 
(Maggie). His younger bother Jim followed 
Pat to USA one year later. In a family of 
five, it was inevitable that some would have 
to emigrate. Emigration was particularly 
tough in those days. The journey from Cobh 
to New York on the Cunard steamship took 
11 days in crowded conditions. The only 
communication with family was via letters

Pat Mitchell

that in the pre-airmail era took 4 to 6 weeks 
for delivery. This was a time well before the 
development of the Internet, when email, 
Skype and Facebook would have been 
considered science fiction. Phones were rare 
and only available in post offices or guard’s 
barracks. As was the custom, the departure of 
young people was marked by a farewell event 
and Pat and his friend’s leaving get-together

Doherty’s Hall The
sadness for families of those leaving was 
immense as it would certainly be many years 
before they could return and most would 
never live in Ireland again. Many would never 
see some of their loved ones again as was the 
case for Pat and Jim. Their father Sonny died 
suddenly in 1951, by which time both were
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Pat Mitchell

serving in the U.S. army and returning home 
for a funeral was not an option.

Following arrival in U.S.A. Pat got a job with 
the telephone company, Illinois Bell (now 
AT&T). In October 1950, he and his brother 
Jim were drafted to serve in the U.S. Army. 
They were initially drafted to Ford Leonard, 
Missouri and then to Camp Polk in Louisiana 
for training. Following training, recruits were 
allocated to various assignments. Jim was 
posted to California where he served his time 
that did not include combat duty. Pat was 
hoping for a similar posting or even being 
sent to Germany. He was posted instead 
to Korea for front line combat duty in the 
Korean War. Pat left on a ship from Florida 
and travelled through the Panama Canal to 
Hokkaido, Northern Japan for a further nine 
months military training. Following training, 
his unit was sent to Korea for nine months 
on the front line. Pat served in the 45th 
Infantry Division Weapons Platoon, which 
was responsible for hauling ammunition to 
the front line. From here, the South Koreans 
took it, much of it on their backs, up the hills

or mountains. This was dangerous and hard 
work in very difficult conditions. Weather 
conditions meant that moving heavy artillery 
was difficult and caterpillars with tracks were 
required to transport the ammunition. The 
climate was tough in Korea and Japan. In 
northern Japan, it was very cold. The heavy 
snows hit in early November and stayed until 
May. The monsoons in Korea resulted in 
muggy, hot weather. Pat was injured a number 
of times. Shrapnel hit him on one occasion. 
His commanding officer wanted to report 
this as wounded in action, which would have 
earned Pat a merit and a military award but he 
refused, as being reported wounded in action 
meant his next to kin would be notified. Pat 
did not wish his mother, who was his next of 
kin, knowing of his injury, as this would cause 
additional distress to her and his family.

These were surely difficult times for Pat’s 
mother and family, as communication from 
the frontline was rare and Korea would 
have seemed such a distant, unknown and 
dangerous place at that time. There was no 
TV, no 24-hour reporting from warzones as 
is normal practice today, no telephone calls, 
and no information. Praying for Pat’s safe 
return from war was his family’s only way of 
supporting him. His mother did receive a 
very welcome communication during his time 
in Korea in the form of a letter from Cardinal 
Spellman, Bishop of New York, who visited 
the troops on the frontline. Pat was also injured 
and hospitalised in Japan for nine days when

Pat Mitchell in Jeep
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a jeep flipped over and pinned him to the 
ground. Following that injury he was returned 
to light duty for a period of time. There was a 
high mortality among the U.S. army in Korea 
and Pat lost many colleagues and friends 
during his time there. There was little room 
for sentiment or grief on the frontline and 
soldiers just had to toughen up and deal with 
the inevitable tragedies and loss. Pat served 9 
months on the war frontline, which was the 
standard posting period. On the way back 
from Korea the ship stopped in Hawaii for 
a boiler repair. The repair took longer than 
planned and Pat and his colleagues had three 
days of freedom, which was very welcome. 
Pat has spoken of the delight they felt as they 
approached Hawaii and how they could smell 
the pineapples before they could see land. 
He also recalled contacting his Aunt Mary 
in Chicago when they landed, asking her to 
wire him some dollars as he and his friends 
had no money with them for their unexpected 
stopover. In the longer term, returning from 
the frontline was difficult for many and at 
that time as there was no debriefing, no 
post-traumatic counseling or support for the 
returning soldiers. Pat Mitchell was awarded 
the Korean War Service and Overseas Medals 
in recognition of his courage and dedication 
whilst on active service on the peninsula.

Pat returned to civilian life and resumed his 
job at the telephone company. He married 
Patricia and had three children. He made a 
number of trips back to Ireland over the years 
to visit his mother and family and had some 
great family times. Pat was known before he 
left Cloone to be full of life, full of chat and 
great company. He is now 86 years old and 
is still all those things. Since Patricia died, 
he has continued to live a very active life in 
Geneva, Illinois surrounded by his family, 
grandchildren and his many friends. He 
now describes his time in Korea as a tough 
experience for a young lad from Cloone but 
one that taught him many valuable life skills. 
He thanks God that he was one of the lucky 
ones who came home. His brother Jim also 
returned to his job after the army. He died in 
2011 and is survived bv his wife and son.

Pat Mitchell at Keeldra lake in 2007

< Korean War July 1951 - 38th Parallel. 
Charley Moran Annaghmacoolen
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CCoone N&non&C School: 
CDemoRies op rhe ppries

6y Chc\R(octe huscon Brocuhc

I attended Cloone N.S from 1952 until 1960. 
Both my parents attended the same school. 
The Huston and Mee families lived in 
Drumbore townland. My father Harry died 
29 years ago. Mrs Cooney and Master Curran 
taught him. My mother, Annie’s teachers 
were Mrs McDermott and Mrs Solon. Sadly, 
my mother died a few months ago aged nearly 
93 years. She had been looking forward to 
the Cloone Gathering. I am the eldest of eight 
children. Five of us, Irene, Ivan, Geraldine, 
Niall and I spent all our primary school days 
in Cloone. Noel, Emmet and Hazel were 
enrolled there until they completed 5th Class.

We were unique in Cloone School in that we 
belonged to the Church of Ireland. When the 
weather was cold we stayed in for Religious 
Education. When the religious examiner 
came we knew our catechism as well as our 
Roman Catholic classmates. During the 
summer time however, we were allowed out 
for other activities during religion class. After 
a few years it so happened that the numbers 
in the local Mohill Church of Ireland School 
were decreasing and the school was in danger 
of closing. The Rector, who was the School 
Manager remembered the Huston children 
and asked our parents if they would send us 
to Mohill School. This they did reluctantly as 
we were settled and happy and had our friends 
in Cloone. The teachers in my time were Mrs 
Cooney who had low and high infants and 
first class. Mrs Solon taught second and third; 
fourth, fifth and sixth classes attended Master 
Tom Moran. Master Tom came on a bicycle

for many years. He had a leather briefcase type 
bag that he secured to the bike by buckling the 
flap over the crossbar. He had a great interest 
in sport and assigned us many compositions 
on subjects such as: ‘The Thrills of Football’, 
‘Soccer’, ‘GAA ‘and ‘boxing’. He used to get 
copies of the Independent and Irish Press and 
these were the source of our vast knowledge 
of the games. I remember writing about a 
boxing match between Floyd Patterson and 
Ingemaar Johannsen. We also learned how 
to write various kinds of letters; one was to 
apply for a job, making sure to include the 
Parish Priest as a reference. This would be 
difficult in our circumstances! Another letter 
was to thank an aunt or uncle for a birthday 
or Christmas present. We had to draw the 
envelope and position the address correctly, 
each subsequent line indented by three letter 
spaces. Another exercise I remember well 
was the Headline copies, written into in our 
best handwriting. These were in alphabetical 
order ‘Always be true to thy friends and foes’’. 
‘Character makes the man3’. ‘Doyour duty, leave 
the rest to God3'. ‘ Every cloud has a silver lining3.

The Master introduced us to Shakespeare. 
We studied Julius Caesar and Macbeth and we 
learned the soliloquies. I developed a love of 
poetry in Irish and English. I can still recite 
verses from Gray3s Elegy'.

“The curfew tolls the knell of parting day,
The lowing herd winds slowly o 3er the lea,
The ploughman homewards plods his 
weary way
And leaves the world to darkness and to 
me33.
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We were given a good foundation in English
grammar. There was phrasing and analysis 
of sentences, and all about ‘clauses’, noun 
clauses, adjectival clauses and adverbial 
clauses.

It was in Cloone School that I took a liking 
to An nGaeilge. The gra for the teanga has 
stayed with me ever since. We learned the 
rudiments of grammar: The dreaded Tuiseal 
Ginideach and the Mddh Coinniollach, as well 
as Aimsir Chaite^ Aimsir Laithreach and Aimsir 
Fhaistineach. For aisti we wrote had titles like 
La ar an bPortach, Ag cur Pratai, Ag Sabhdil an 
Fheir. There were scealti as well; Seamas agus 
Nell was a favourite. One poem we learned 
was Bds an Chropaigh.

“Sinte ar thaobh an tsleibhe,

Chonaic me an Cropaigh bocht,

Bhi an drucht go trom ar a eadan,

Is bhi pilear ina ucht”.

The master gave us a great foundation in 
Maths. I can still extract the square root 
without the aid of any mechanical device. 
The teachers in Cloone N.S. cared for 
their pupils. In wet weather they dried our 
coats and socks at the fire. The cane was 
an accepted teaching aid in those days. Its 
great that it’s now obsolete. Its one aspect of 
school life that I wouldn’t shed any tears over. 
The hearth fire provided heat. The pupils 
each brought a sod of turf or a block of wood. 
Stories are told of convenient clamps of turf 
being depleted as forgetful pupils ‘borrowed’ 
a sod from time to time. Some parents, 
including ours, brought an ass cartload of turf 
at the beginning of winter. In the very cold 
weather the Master sent a couple of the older 
boys to the Priest’s house for a large bucket 
of coal. There were always eager volunteers 
for this errand and the task seemed to extend

over the duration of Arithmetic, Irish and 
History or Geography! I remember Mrs 
Cooney used rake the fire by covering the 
embers well with ashes and unbelievably, it 
sprang into life the next morning. Footwear 
in our school days was somewhat different 
from now. In summer we were lucky if we 
had canvas shoes. From time to time we 
walked barefoot. Our country roads weren’t 
tarred and often our feet suffered from stone 
bruises, where the skin was cut by the rough 
surface. It had to be treated lest it became 
infected. I remember mother telling me that 
she had to ride to school on an ass when her 
foot was swollen. In the autumn we wore 
shiny new wellingtons.

We had a great social life trudging to and 
from school. Many pupils walked anything 
up to three miles. In order to let our friends 
know if we had gone on ahead we would plan 
to leave a marker at the side of the road or at 
the end of our lane. This consisted of a few 
little sticks or stones arranged on top of each 
other: No mobile phones then! As we neared 
the village, boreens converged and numbers 
swelled so that there might be fifteen to twenty 
in a group approaching the school from both 
directions. We used look forward to meeting 
our friends and chatting as we walked along. 
Also, homework would be completed with the 
help of friends. Often the teacher suspected 
that it wasn’t a pupil’s unaided work! In the 
summer and autumn time on the way home 
we had great fun. I remember meeting two 
men coming from the fair. They were arguing 
about the price of pigs. They had sold the 
litter for a sum of money and wanted to know 
the price per pig. Long division was beyond 
them. One said, “We’ll ask the scholars”. 
They were happy enough with the answer 
and we were rewarded with a few pence, a
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lot of money at the time. In the autumn if 
we dallied, and hunger got the better of us, 
there was usually a convenient orchard where 
ripe, juicy, apples dangled temptingly. Many 
a time an angry farmer and an even angrier 
dog chased us from the aforementioned apple 
trees! Emigration was common in the fifties. 
I remember teenage boys and girls calling in 
to say ‘goodbye’ to the Master before setting 
sail for the USA or England. He used slip 
a red ten-shilling note into their pocket and 
wish them God speed. When the youngster 
left he would say, “It's not for the love of me 
they call) but for the few bob I give them, the poor 
devils'’.

What to do at the end of sixth class? The 
Master and my parents had a chat. The 
Master was familiar with institutions called 
Colaisti Ullmhuchain. These were post 
primary schools where study was completely 
through the medium of Irish. The purpose 
was to prepare students for entry to the 
teacher training colleges. They thought I 
was a suitable candidate. Sample papers 
were procured and extra homework and 
study undertaken in preparation for the fairly 
challenging scholarship exam for Colaiste 
Moibhi, which was the Colaiste for Church of 
Ireland students. Needlework was a subject 
for the exam and Mrs Solon, who taught 
needlework to the seniors, gave me an extra

grounding in the rudiments of knitting socks, 
darning, many kinds of sewing stitches and 
various other needlework techniques. The 
exam took place in April in the Christian 
Brothers’ school in Carrick-on -Shannon. The 
Master arranged that a local Co. Councillor, 
John Patrick Doorigan, would give me a lift 
there and home again. I recall that he had 
a mighty big comfortable car. That same 
day the Co. Council Scholarship exams 
were taking place. The Brothers gave me a 
delicious lunch. I remember being amazed at 
their long floating apparel. September saw me 
head for Colaiste Moibhi in Dublin where we 
were totally immersed in An Ghaeilge until we 
completed the Leaving Cert. It was strange 
at first, studying all the subjects, including 
Maths through Irish, but we soon got used 
to it and by the time we left we were nearly as 
fluent in Irish as English, which prompted me 
to study the language further at a later date. 
Sadly, all the Colaisti Ullmhuchain were 
closed soon after and Colaiste Moibhi closed 
a few years ago. Subsequently, five more of 
my siblings became National School teachers.

One sister became a nurse and a brother in 
sales management and farmer. All eight of us 
owe a huge debt of gratitude to Cloone N.S. 
where we received our early education. The 
values we learned have stood us in good stead. 
Go raibh rath De ar an scoil as seo amach!
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Cloone AngfeRs (X OeveCopmenr
AssociArion

The Anglers thenFounded in the year 1956, its membership 
fee (two shillings and six pence). At its 
first meeting, a Committee of Officers and 
Members was formed.

Chairman 
Vice Chairman 
Treasurer 
Hon. Secretary 
Asst. Secretary

Michael Cooney 
J. Moran
O. Mitchell
P. Charles 
Sgt.T McDermott

Other Members: P. McGowan, S. Cooke, 
Dan Keegan, M. Rogan,T Keegan, O. Brady, 
W. Nicholls, T. McKeown, F. Quinn, J. 
Mulvey, C. McGowan, P. Keegan,P. Mahon, 
T. Ryan, M.J. Clancy, N. McCarthy,T. Foley, 
Pat Keegan, P.J. McGarry, James McCabe, 
Josie Rourke and John P. McGowan.

Their main reasons for coming together was 
to promote coarse fishing in the local parishes, 
keeping in mind the well known Keeldra Lake 
and its development as an amenity area for the 
general public. At that point fund raising was 
a major problem. On a cold winter’s night, 
and after burning the mid-night oil, it was 
decided to revive the traditional ‘mumming’ 
on St. Stephen’s Day, touring the towns and 
villages of Co. Leitrim and further afield with 
a programme of song, music and step dancing 
by Josie Donnelly, Kay Mitchell and Margaret 
Thomas with an exciting act by T Ryan and 
the White Mouse. The mummer’s coach with 
its loud speakers on top alerted the public, 
young and old for miles around who all came 
to see the travelling show. The performance 
resulted, at end of the day in making the 
committee £150.00 richer, not bad for the 
year 1959. Further fund raising was agreed 
by holding crossroads dancing at Dillon’s 
crossroads, Cloone on Wednesday 18th May 
1960 with ceili music by R. Fitzgerald, 
Bundoran: Admission: Three shillings.

decided it might be 
possible to have trout 
installed in Keeldra 
Lake, but the Inland 
FisheriesTrust insisted 
that in order for trout 
to survive some of the 
coarse fish should be 
taken out. L. Keegan 
with long lines and 
plenty of fishing hooks 
did this. The result:

Cloone Angler 
Dan Keegan

average120 pike - 
weight 12 lbs., 10 st. 
of perch, and 10 eels.
That out of the way, the Inland Trust stocked 
the lake with some 3,000-finger-length trout: 
(As seen in the photograph). Fishing on the 
lake was closed for six months - sadly none of 
the trout survived. In the 1960’s a short pier 
was built by Leitrim Co. Council and in 1974 
swimming and life saving instruction started 
at the lake. The Anglers then decided to 
extend the pier to make it safer for the pupils. 
As the years passed by, the numbers increased 
and in 1984 some 250 pupils participated. 
Water safety is still in operation under a new 
Committee, who are doing an excellent job, 
long may it last.

Young angler Tony Solan with his Kiltyfea Lake Pike.
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CLOONE ANGLERS REMEMBERED
Tommy Ryan

It was early in the spring when the weather was Blake,
The Anglers decided to meet at the Lake,
They planted a Dale, it will grow says McGowan 
It won’t be long until we have a sawmill in town.

A man named McGarry built the fence high and thick 
He bragged and he swaggered like ould McCarthy’s Mick,
The boys got together and the planting went down 
Three cheers for the Chairman ould Charlie McGowan.

The planting will grow as high as a tower 
Remember it was blessed by the man with the power.
The telly camera was set up on the shore of the lake 
To photo Cloone Anglers for young Thomas’ sake.

The next order we got was out for a seat 
The green white and gold flew high at the gate,
There were Cortina cars and Anglias and a two-toned Saloon 
The next we knew we were landed in Cloone

We went straight to Creegans we knew Charles would knock 
We got into the room at the back of the shop,
There were men from the country and more from the town 
And young Jimmy Mulvey at the fire sat down

The beer came in by the dozen and more 
We drank our fill and were looking for more.
There was Councillors and Deputies and Government paid men 
The common ould (five eighth) could hardly look in

We had a big man from Carrick and two from Moville 
And the great John Sullivan from the town of Mohill,
We had another swanky chap that could talk to the Queen 
His name is Mike Reynolds who was there at the scene

Sure we think we are great Anglers with rod and with hook 
But we haven’t a look in with young Gossie Cooke,
He ploughs out in his waders until he’s up to his chin 
And if he doesn’t hook a Jack Pike he’s sure to hook a hen.

We all enjoyed the day until night it came down
It was brought to a close by Chairman McGowan,
He gave a short speech as he stood up in the room 
Saying we are the first Organisation that may have 
a Sawmill in Cloone.
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Cloone Anglers Association 1960.
Back Row: Jim Joe Shortt, Tommy Prior, Thomas rourke, Sean McGovern, Kevin Reynolds, John Mitchell, Charlie Mitchell 
Middle row: Josie Rourke, Mike Joe Clancy, PJ Me Garry, Jimmy Mulvey, Seamus Maguire, ?, Willie Nicholl, ?, Frank Quinn, 

Peter Charles. Front Row: Annie Creegan, Mary Mitchell, Mary Ellen Clancy, Mary McGovern, Pat Quinn, Eleanor Prior,
Mary Quinn, Imelda Charles, Mrs. Nicholl Sitting in Front: Ann Maguire and Helen Reynolds.

Cloone Anglers Fish Release at Keeldra Lake.
Back: Mike Joe Clancy, Michael Keegan, Paddy Keegan, Pee Mahon, Owen Mitchell, Willie Nicholl 

Front: Frank Quinn, Tom Brady, Michael Cooney, Michael Reynolds, Sonny Pope, Tommy Ryan, Peter Charles, Pj McGarry, 
Joe Mooney, PJ Reilly, Jimmy Mulvey, Charlie McGowan star. Sonny Bohan, Charlie McGowan jnr. Sean Cooke, Michael 
Heslin, Two employees of Fisheries trust, Tom Keegan. Pictured on 13 April 1962 stocking the Keeldra lake with trout.
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PereR ChARfes [Sonny]

Peter was a man of integrity and vision and 
endowed with a variety of skills and talents. 
He was a tailor, draper and County Councilor. 
He was involved in setting up and running the 
Adoon/Cloone Water Scheme, the Angling 
and Development Association, Water Safety 
and the Tidy Towns Association among 
other personal achievements. He led a varied 
93 years of life in his community of Cloone 
and Leitrim. He served on Leitrim County 
Council for close to 30 years and represented 
everybody irrespective of his or her political 
allegiance. Peter ran a drapery and tailoring 
business for years, until the economic reality 
of staying afloat in a small rural village hit 
home but by that time he was at retirement 
age. Retirement didn’t sit easily on Peter’s 
shoulders. He was heavily involved with the 
running of the Adoon/Cloone Rural Water 
Scheme. He organised swimming classes 
through the Irish Water Safety Council in 
Keeldra Lake where hundreds of children and 
adults learned to swim. Peter along with other

parish stalwarts founded the Cloone Angling 
and Development Association. They raised 
funds by holding a major dance carnival 
every year. When the angling club started, 
you could see numerous anglers on the banks 
of Cloone Lake on Sunday morning fishing 
for the large pike that were in abundance.

Unfortunately the drains in the adjacent 
bog were lowered, leading to an outflow of 
water from the lake, which has now almost 
vanished. With the decline of enthusiasm for 
the angling club, he transferred his energies to 
the Tidy Towns Competition in which Cloone 
has been highly commended every year since 
for their efforts. Peter’s untimely passing in 
May 2012 came as a great shock to his family 
and the community at large, because he 
looked and felt about 20 years younger than 
his 93. Hopefully his enthusiasm, zest for life, 
work ethos and example will be carried on 
by future generations in making Cloone the 
wonderful place it is. May he rest in peace.

Peter Charles
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In the late 19th century the landed gentry of 
Leitrim, Cavan and Roscommon turned their 
attention to a new rapidly growing form of 
transport, the railway. The motivation behind 
the initiative was to establish an effective 
mode of transport that would open up the 
area to the North and Midlands. Initially an 
approach was made to the directors of the 
Midland Great Western Railway to build an 
extension from Dromod to Ballinamore but 
to no avail. Eventually they decided that the 
solution lay in investment in an independent 
railway line. In 1884 it was agreed that a 
light railway would be constructed and the 
line would run from Dromod through to 
Mohill, Ballinamore, Ballyconnell ending at 
Belturbet. The decision to build a narrow 
gauge line was influenced mainly by cost. The 
terrain on which the tracks were to be laid was 
undeveloped, filled with small hills, lakes and

marshy land, which meant that the price tag 
would be prohibitive if a standard gauge line 
was proposed. One serious accident occurred 
during construction on March 15th 1887, 
when a contractor’s train returning to Mohill 
collided with a donkey near the Clooncahir 
crossing. The wagons were derailed, three 
workers were killed and many others injured.

The Cavan Leitrim Railway opened in 
October 1887 with a rolling stock of eight 
steam engines. They were all numbered and 
carried the names of the directors’ daughters: 
Isabel, Kathleen, Edith, Violet, Olive, May, 
Gertrude, and Victoria. A later addition was 
number 9, the King Edward, a bigger and 
more powerful engine than the others but it 
was deemed too heavy for use on the tracks 
and later withdrawn. Each train consisted of 
twelve carriages with two travelling classes,

Loco 6T calls at Adoon Halt with 12:20pm Dromod-Belturbet service on penultimate day of C&L 
Service on 30th May 1959.
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first and third. First class was equipped with 
upholstered seating while third consisted 
of slatted timber seats. Oil lamps supplied 
original lighting but that changed to acetylene 
in 1909. Wagon stock consisted of covered 
goods, open livestock and coal wagons 
capable of carrying about five tons each. The 
Cavan Leitrim railway was unique in that it 
linked with two mainline railways; the great 
Northern at Belturbet and the Midland Great 
Western, later CIE at Dromod.The line itself 
extended over a distance of almost 34 miles 
in length.

Dromod station was the terminus at the 
southern end of the line. As the train proceeded 
northward it stopped at what were known 
as halts at Derreen, Clooncahir and Mohill 
station. Halts from there to Ballinamore were 
Rosharry, Adoon, Fenagh and Lawderdale. 
Past Rosharry the line climbed sharply, 
dipped and rose again at a steep incline to 
enter Adoon. There was a shelter on what 
was known as the up side of the station. The 
halt-keeper’s house was 135 yards on the 
Mohill side at the gates but it was not feasible 
to have a platform there on account of the 
gradient. In December 1887, the station 
mistress complained about the bad road from 
the house to the halt and it was reported that 
her husband declined to let her carry out the 
traffic work for the small pay proposed. Halt- 
keepers earned one shilling per week towards 
the issue of tickets and 5% commission on

receipts as well as a free house. The booking 
office with its ticket window and drawer was 
situated at the house.

Despite ongoing financial difficulties in 
keeping the line running, the Narrow Gauge 
was instrumental in opening up the towns 
and villages along its route to a wider market 
thus enhancing businesses. The service it 
provided to the North of Ireland in particular 
was a contributory factor in attracting cattle 
buyers or “jobbers” as they were popularly 
known, especially since they now had a rail 
link to carry their purchases; consequently 
local fairs, markets and hostelries benefited 
hugely from their custom. While coal from the 
Arigna mines and livestock were sent forward 
to national and overseas destinations, the 
railway afforded the opportunity to national 
wholesalers to supply local shops with 
groceries, hardware and agricultural needs. 
Carters were a familiar sight at Adoon and 
Mohill stations where they collected relevant 
goods for local shops and retail outlets. 
Towards the end of the 1800’s through to the 
1950’s when emigration became an alternative 
way of life, both stations would have been the 
setting of many tearful farewells as sons and 
daughters bade farewell to family and friends. 
The Narrow Gauge railway closed in 1959 
but many nostalgic memories of journeys 
taken; events happy and sad remain with 
some of the older generation.
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Micheal Kellegher 1959

In recent years my 
old Lanz tractor 
has evoked curiosity 
from younger people 
when I drag it in to 
the vintage display 
at Cloone Show, 
probably because of 
the unique sound of 
that old two-stroke
engine.

An older generation of people, a lot of whom 
have now passed on, would recognise that 
sound as a blast from a bygone era, and would 
say to me “ I have great memories of the sound 
of that tractor”.

Well most of my memories are of long hard 
working days, but there were lots of light
hearted and enjoyable days as well, where I 
met some great characters. Here is one such 
memory, from the late 1950’s. I met Michael 
Martin Creegan one day - that’s Tommy’s 
father to you younger people - and he said 
to me; “Did ya hear that they are dismantling 
the Narrow Gauge railway in Ballinamore, and 
selling off the carriages. Don't know what I’ll 
use it for, but I'm going to buy one if you think 
we could get it up to Cloone”. Of course this 
was long before the days when Micheal Me 
Keon, or Charlie Mitchell would provide 
these local services for you, and Joe Reynolds 
was probably still riding his tricycle at that 
stage. Anyway, we headed off to Ballinamore 
on the ould Lanz tractor with trailer in tow.
A character from Kileveha called “ Hughie” 
came with us to help load it up. Creegan did 
a deal for his carriage; we loaded it on the 
trailer and headed for home. As Aghoo Hill

might have been a ‘bridge too far’ for my 
twenty eight horse power Lanz to negotiate, 
we had to detour through Fenagh village, 
and this meant stopping for refreshments in 
Quinn’s of Fenagh.

We went in to the bar, and as Christy Moore 
would say, a drink was called for and then 
another, and then everyone sat down and had 
a drink. Hughie had friends and acquaintances 
everywhere.

I said to Micheal Martin I need to get home 
before nightfall but we’ll never get Hughie 
out of here.
He says “leave it to me son” and announced:” 
The first train to Cloone is leaving in five 
minutes, and its due arrival is before closing 
time in the village. There's a drink on the house 
in Creegans for everyone, on board”’. (Some 
things don’t change that much!). It wasn’t 
long till the carriage was full, and we were on 
our way through Adoon, en route to Cloone. 
This was well before the Road Traffic Acts 
would have restricted that type of activity. We 
arrived on time, all unboarded and we docked 
the carriage in Creegan’s yard. That was its 
final journey. If it had survived the years, God 
only knows what it might be used for today. 
It was a beauty at the time and remained so 
while Micheal Martin kept it polished until 
the novelty wore off. John Kelly later brought 
another wagon, and as far as I remember one 
was for chickens and one for pigs. The ould 
carriage had a great past, and a great future in 
local folklore, because apart from providing 
a home for generations of pigs and chickens, 
it gave Hughie years of bragging about being 
the first man to board ‘the first, and of course 
the last train to Cloone’.
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Annie Jane husron

On the 29th October 2012 the community of 
Cloone was deeply saddened to hear of the 
passing of Annie Huston, one of its oldest 
and well-regarded members. Although in her 
93rd year, Annie - or “Babby” - as she was 
also known - was always young at heart. She 
enjoyed good health for most of her long and 
eventful life and was hospitalised just two 
weeks before her unexpected death. Annie 
Jane Huston nee Mee was born in Drumbore 
townland on the 14th December 1919. She 
was the eldest of seven children born to James 
and Ann Grace Mee. She attended Cloone 
National School before moving onto Mohill.

She always had an adventurous spirit and at 
the tender age of seventeen years she travelled 
to Cornwall to source employment; a feat in 
itself, considering Annie had not even been 
to Dublin before that. Her return home three 
years later was prompted by the outbreak of 
World War 2.

In 1944 she married Harry Huston and 
together they raised eight children. Her

family’s education was always a priority for 
Annie and her husband when they made 
many sacrifices to ensure their children 
secured the best possible life opportunities. 
She was a regular attendee at Sunday 
Worship at St. Mary’s Church, Mohill and 
a stalwart supporter of all parish, social and 
community occasions Many will recall her 
lively contributions at various functions and 
events.

Annie loved music but more than anything 
she loved to dance, waltzes and foxtrots were 
top of the list. She had a great affection for the 
Irish language and culture and encouraged 
her family to follow her interest in this area. 
She was well known for her recitations, which 
she could rhyme off word perfect and without 
a falter. Two favourites were “The Ballad of 
Lucy Gray” and “Smeara Dubha”,

Annie was a great believer in keeping contact 
with family and her many friends at home 
and around the world. Unfailingly she stayed 
in touch with all by letter and card and

Harry & Annie Huston
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relished hearing from them in return. She 
was comfortable in any company and nothing 
gave her more pleasure than when visitors 
from near and far called to see her for a chat 
or to reminisce on other days, over a cup of 
tea in her kitchen. She loved style and fashion 
- a trait she carried up to the end. Indeed at 
the sight of a camera, she immediately perked 
up to strike a pose. Annie was a founder/ 
member of the “Care of the Aged”. She was 
a good neighbour to all and was noted for 
her generosity of spirit and willingness to 
help anyone who asked for or needed it. In 
turn she appreciated goodwill and kindness 
afforded to her. The care and compassion she 
showed to Joe Clarke for almost fifty years is 
testament to her generous nature. Annie was 
an enthusiastic member of the St James’ Bell 
Tower restoration committee. Her dedication

and energy in this regard ensured the success 
of the project and the erection of a new 
clock on the structure. It is only fitting that 
she is laid to rest beside her husband Harry 
in the shadow of the same tower. At her 
funeral service in St Mary’s Church, Mohill 
her grandchildren sang her favourite hymn
Amazing Grace” as a final tribute alongside 

her daughters, Charlotte, Irene, Geraldine, 
Hazel and sons Ivan, Niall, Noel, and Emmet. 
The huge public attendance at her obsequies 
bore witness to Annie’s popularity and the 
high regard in which she was held by all who 
knew her. She will be missed: Ar dheis De go 
raibh a h-anam dhilis.

Biographical details obtained from Aideen
Huston, Drumbore, Cloone by Evelyn Kelly.

Cloone Church Tower today
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Cc\crc\n bog
6y John CDcCddc, Ritctoon, Co. CDe<\rh.

Cattan bog is approximately two miles 
from Keeldra Lake as one travels towards 
Ballinamuck. My days as a “barrow man” 
with my late father, James McCabe is now 
a distant memory. The turf was cut with the 
breast spade; such was the soft nature of the 
peat. The heavy sod was removed with the 
loy and graipe and deposited in the bog hole 
from the previous year. The bench as it was 
known was cut and marked with the hay-knife, 
not “bench marking” in today’s terms in the 
public service. Work was hard, but rewarding. 
The water for our tea came from a sulphur 
spring commonly known as the “spout”. This 
source of water was directly opposite John 
McGovern’s turf bank and it was said “that 
there was a cure in it for toothache”. One 
legend I can recall, Terry Mitchell would take 
a 10 gallon creamery can of this tonic water 
each year, place same on the turf barrow along 
with his tools and push it all the way to his 
residence in Drimna, Cloone. Terry placed 
some value on this water. Phil and P Higgins 
had the best turf bank on Cattan bog. Men 
came from Ballinamuck to rent turf bank from 
these men. It cost £5 a perch that is equal to 
five and a half yards in today’s terms. A perch 
was sure to yield four trailer loads of good 
black turf. Keegan’s turf bank was along side 
Higgins’s turf bank. The Faughnan brothers, 
Mick and Pat cut turf for sale. They both 
would cut into the ass cart and carry on this 
task for weeks. I can remember the harness 
breaking one morning but work proceeded as 
normal with Pat Faughnan using the cart as 
a barrow, pushing his load over rush, bushes 
and hollows. The poor ass could be both 
useful and useless on Cattan bog.

Enjoying Tea on the Bog. Michael McHugh, Sean 
McHugh, John McKeon and Pee Me Hugh

A story was told about a boy who left to go 
to the USA. He worked the old donkey for a 
good few years and on returning for a holiday, 
he was helping his brother to draw the turf 
from Cattan bog. It might have been the 
same donkey, but when the command was 
given by the “yank” to move the ass, he never 
stirred. In his best American accent he gave 
the command “proceed Edward”’, in layman’s 
terms, “go on ass”. Each year the fire was 
lit to cook the meals and hungry men came 
from all over Cattan. The meal consisted of 
soda bread washed down with warm tea and 
of course hard and soft-boiled eggs. Packie 
knew what way each man liked his egg cooked. 
A hungry man could eat up to four eggs a day, 
no mention of cholesterol in those days. These 
men were only short of “cackling” after work. 
It was common practice to have one’s hair cut 
on a bog on a Saturday for Fr. Boylan’s Mass
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on Sunday morning. My father was the man 
with the clippers and a pale neck soon turned 
into a burned one. SeanTiernan’s shop in the 
village was the stopping point for the groceries. 
Tins of spam were a privileged item as was a 
box of Galtee cheese. Packie Gallagher, Matt 
Tiernan, Sean McGovern, Josie McGovern, 
Paddy Tiernan and the McManus brothers 
all came from below Cloone and made their 
annual trip to Cattan bog. Packie McGovern 
from Drimna, Cloone who was John’s father 
also came along. Many looked on it as a 
break and a working holiday.

Padraig Tiernan cycled down with his father 
Matt one morning to Cattan bog. When it 
came to tea-time, Matt realised that he had 
forgotten his loose tea and it was a day when 
nobody else was on the bog. Padraig was 
given the task of cycling to Flynn’s shop at the 
Nailer’s Cross, a distance of about ten miles 
return. When he returned with his packet of 
tea, a thunderstorm was brewing. The rain 
came down in floods that day resulting in the 
fact that poor Matt’s fire was extinguished and 
the kettle could not be boiled. At 8 pm that 
evening, Matt and Padraig who were hungry, 
tired, drenched and weary had to cycle back

to Cornulla. This is a day Padraig never 
forgot. Con Mahon from Gortnaraw had a 
Morris Minor car and it had no handbrake. 
One day he was helping his brother Pee. A 
Garda Sergeant from Cloone whose surname 
was Forde was cutting turf on Faughnan’s 
turf bank along with another Garda whose 
surname was Tormey. Con was such an 
honest man that he left his car on the bog that 
evening as he was afraid that Sergeant Forde 
would stop him on the bog pass on his way 
home.

My first three days wages came from Packie 
Gallagher for wheeling turf. A ten-shilling 
note was regarded as a good payment for the 
day. Many a curse was pronounced on the 
same bog when the day would turn wet, but 
come September, a load of turf was donated 
to each of the priest’s in Cloone, one being Fr. 
Boylan who resided near the GAA pitch and 
the other to Fr. Clancy. Of course each turf 
cutter got a good blessing and to sum up my 
story, many a poor ass or horse was left tired 
outside Fr. Boylan’s house for hours. No 
penalty points for no lights on a cart then or 
for being under the influence of an intoxicant.

Making Mud Turf in Annaghmaconway Bog. L to R: Deirdre Kelly, Aoife Kelly, Robbie Mee, Enda Tiernan, Shane Kelly, 
Kieran Casey, Kealan Kelly, Caroline Mee, Adrian Kelly, Dermot Kelly. This picture was taken on the day a video was 

recorded to remember the skills and art of making turf
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Pish CounrRycuomen 3 Association
6y P<\cricic\ CDorrocu: PResidenr Cloone 1CA

Cloone I.C.A. was founded in November 
1970. The late Patrick Doherty Senior 
introduced it to Cloone. There was a good 
response from the parish. Mr. Doherty 
had information that Mrs Keating from 
Mohill was county organiser. Mrs O’Loan 
from Carrick-on-Shannon was Federation 
President. At Mr. Doherty’s invitation the 
two ladies came to Cloone to a meeting. All 
ladies in the parish were invited and on that 
night a committee was appointed:

President: Bridie McGovern RIP. 
Secretary: Betty Gormley.
Treasurer: Patricia Morrow.

Mrs O’Loan and Mrs Keating thanked all 
who attended on the night. Shortly after 
that meeting, Betty emigrated to England 
and Breege Mulvey took over the office of 
Secretary. Cloone guild was very thankful 
to the late Mr. Doherty for his input. The 
following year Miss Pauline McKeon, 
took over as President and Mrs Maggie 
Cunningham, Secretary.

The present day officers are:
President: Patricia Morrow.
Secretary: Mary Donohoe.
Treasurer: Doreen Keegan.

Back row: Bee Reynolds, Myra Tiernan, Maggie Cunningham, Irene Heeran, Mary Joe Doherty ??
Middle Row: Mrs Lee, Lizzy Cormely, Elenor Prior, Pauline Me Keon, Annie Creegan, Susan Finnerty, Mrs. Moram. 

Front Row: Mae Canning, Margaret Charles, Bridget Lyons, Mary Bohan, Mary Ellen Clancy,
Patricia Morrow, Peggy Heslin
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Most of our members assist in local activities, 
helping out at the local agricultural show and 
at charity fundraising events. Our meetings are 
well attended, as are our craft nights. We have 
guest speakers at guild meetings. Members 
attend computer classes and other classes in 
Mohill, Carrick-on-Shannon and Aughavas. 
Four Federation meetings are held each year 
and they rotate around the county. At these 
meetings 70 or so members attend. There are 
16 guilds in Co. Leitrim. Cloone members 
have held many positions at Federation level 
such as President, Secretary, Treasurer and 
Sports officer. We have had many visits to 
An Grianan, our national headquarters and

adult education college in Co. Louth. This 
I.C.A. College is open to members and non
members alike and offers a wide range of 
courses with excellent accommodation and 
catering included. The college and gardens 
are well worth a visit and there are self-catering 
chalets with direct access to the coast. Cloone 
guild have had many memorable outings to 
places as diverse as the Folk Park in Omagh, 
Westport House, Newgrange, Belvedere 
House, The Museum of Country Life, 
Clonmacnoise and many other historical sites. 
I would say the highpoint was an invitation to 
Aras and Uachtaran to meet President Mary 
McAlleese, which was a very memorable day.

ICA

Cloone ICA in 2013. Back Breige Solon, Teresa Slevin, Julie Marshall, Annie Creegan, Michelle Dimmock, 
Doreen Keegan. Front: Mary Donohoe, Patricia Morrow, Irene Heeran. Missing: Irene Argue, Margaret Moran, 

Mari Aymone Djeribi
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Joe Ct&Rbe
6y lvc\n husron/ Cvcfyn Ke((y

Joe Clarke was born in Manchester in 
September 1904 to a Protestant father and 
Catholic mother. His father it would appear 
was a successful business man as the owner 
of a public house and other property. Joe had 
three brothers and one sister but it is not 
known where he was placed in the family. 
He was just four years old when his mother 
passed away, an event that must have had a 
devastating effect on her young family.

More sadness was to follow with the death 
of his father when Joe was eleven years old. 
The tragedy of having lost both his parents 
within such a short period was to change the 
course of his life forever. At this stage he was 
separated from his brothers and sister and 
enrolled at a boarding school operating under 
the aegis of the Christian Brothers. Some 
funds obtained from the sale of his father’s 
property were used to support his education 
there. During his stay, Joe suffered a serious 
accident that resulted in a back injury and a 
sight impediment, which proved a handicap 
for the rest of his life. As a result he always 
wore thick heavy glasses and was deprived of 
the enjoyment of reading. It also meant he 
could never venture out at night.

At 19 years he arrived in Ireland at the behest 
of the Christian Brothers and somehow made 
his way to Co. Leitrim. While working as a 
farm labourer at Aughavas in the late 1920’s, 
Joe decided to return to his roots in his native 
Manchester in a desperate attempt to pick up 
the threads of his old life again and find his 
siblings. It proved a dismal failure. After six 
months labouring in the English countryside, 
he packed up his belongings and returned to 
Leitrim. He never did make contact with his 
brothers and sister during his lifetime.

Joe Clarke

Joe’s first ten years were spent working with 
various farmers at Camber in Aughavas from 
where he moved eventually to McNamee’s 
public house in Cloone. Later he worked 
at the homes of James Devine and Patrick 
Bohan of Edergole and Sonny McKenna’s of 
Drumbore before arriving at Harry Huston’s 
in the same townland, where he spent the rest 
of his life.

Joe was a kind gentle personality who never 
took a drink in his life. He was an intelligent 
dignified man. His social life consisted of 
occasional visits to concerts and bazaars 
in Cloone. Despite his Irish adoption he 
retained much of his Manchester upbringing. 
He had a polite manner, a strict social code 
and never lost his heavy Mancunian accent. 
He was always a deeply religious person. Much
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of his day was spent in prayer. He attended 
Mass every Sunday and made an annual visit 
to Knock. The Hustons were Protestants and 
much to the family’s credit they encouraged 
his devotion. He was regarded as one of the 
family, so in a sense Joe had found home with 
Annie and Harry Huston and their family. 
Due to his weak eyesight and frail physique, 
his work was confined to domestic chores: 
Following cattle or other odd jobs.

Joe was not a “home boy” but he was caught up 
in a system, which existed in England from the 
17th century when thousands of children were 
sent to the colonies to help alleviate a labour 
shortage. It was a time of huge social injustice 
to children whose only crimes were to be 
poor or vagrants or have the misfortune to be 
institutional orphans. Various organisations 
were set up to supposedly improve the 
conditions of such children in the 1860’s but 
the forced migration of home children - as 
they were known - still continued up to the 
1960’s. Some were welcomed into loving 
homes but others were exploited as cheap 
agricultural labour, or denied proper shelter 
and education. A significant number of these

young people did end up in Ireland and quite 
a few of them came to Leitrim.

Three at least lived out most of their lives in 
the Cloone area.Tommy Fisher found friends 
and a good home with the Heeran family at 
Adoon. Fred Bowe worked on Holton’s farm 
at Drumkielvy while Jim Mulroy ended his 
days with the Duggan family at Drumdarkin.

Joe was devastated when his friend Harry 
Huston died in January 1984. About a year 
later he suffered from stomach problems 
and entered St. Patrick’s hospital for a short 
time. At this stage he was almost blind but 
nonetheless he returned to Drumbore. 
However he was eventually diagnosed with 
an obstruction of the oesophagus and was 
admitted to Galway hospital for surgery. 
He made medical history when he became 
the oldest patient to survive such a major 
operation.

Joe Clarke died on the 10th September 1991 
and is laid to rest in the Huston plot at 
Cloone graveyard. He was 87 years old: May 
his gentle soul rest in peace.

TP Lennon, Evelyn Keegan (Donohoa), Mae McCabe, MJ Solon, Tommy McKeon 
pictured outside Cloone Stores
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CoinTTiy psheR: Ctoone ChARAcreR
6y ShAne CieRnAn

Tommy Fisher was one of Cloone’s best- 
known and most colourful characters. He 
was born in Scotland and came to Ireland 
as a farm labourer in his early youth. He was 
destined for Leitrim and found work with the 
Heeran family, Adoon in the 1930’s where he 
was reliable and hard working. His services 
were always very much in demand from the 
spring’s work on the farm, through to the 
turf cutting and the hay rearing to harvesting 
the oats and digging the potatoes in autumn. 
When the day’s work was over, Tommy took 
a very active part in social activities such as 
card playing, dancing and the odd “join” in 
country houses. On the dance-floor he was 
equally famous and was the centre of attention 
when he took to the floor. It can indeed be said 
that no public social event of any importance 
took place in Cloone from the 1940’s to his 
death in 1991 without Tommy Fisher being 
in attendance and playing an active part. His 
participation was not confined to activities 
in Cloone. He starred in the Mohill Musical 
Society’s pantomine for a number of years. 
In later life he enjoyed his retirement to the 
full and alongside his many social outings he 
became an avid viewer of television, an item 
that took up a significant space in his two- 
roomed prefab in Adoon!

Renowned for his trilby hat, crooked pipe 
and distinctive chest-rattling laugh, he was a 
sure-fire figure at every Cloone GAA game 
where he was their most ardent fan for 
nearly 60 years. He seldom missed a game 
at any level and was proudest of all when 
occasionally called upon to line out if players 
were scarce. He was the proud recipient of 
many a medal for his role as super-sub. He 
was also a loyal hurling fan and followed the

Tommy Fisher

local hurling team, St. Finbarr’s. The after 
match socialising was relished by Tommy and 
he was always delighted when asked to sing a 
song especially his famous rendition of ‘The 
Bonny Bonny Banks of Loch Lomand.’ His 
love of this song stemmed from his Scottish 
roots. Many a funny story featured Tommy 
from the time he accidentally got locked in 
a car boot at a dance in Fenaghville to the 
time he got a lift out of Mohill standing on 
the carriers of two bicycles being pedalled by 
two willing Cloone cyclists. A measure of his 
character was his popularity7 with the younger 
generation. Tommy was much sought by 
returning emigrants for a drink and a bit of 
crack. Tommy Fisher passed away at age 77 
after a short illness on 23rd November 1991. 
He was remembered with a guard of honour 
at his funeral as one of Cloone’s characters 
whose like will not be seen again.
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The stations were a religious event that I well 
remember in my childhood years. The priest 
came to the rural homesteads to say Mass 
and collect dues money. The town lands 
close to the church would be exempt from 
this, but all other outreach town lands would 
be visited twice yearly for this. It also served 
another great purpose; cleaning up the house, 
out offices and farmyard. Preparation went 
on for months before the selected day.

White washing, painting, wall papering, 
dusting, scrubbing the concrete kitchen floor 
and hiding away all clutter. Indeed, some 
garments and other items were put away 
and never seen again. On the morning of 
the station, everyone was up early attending 
to the chores. All work in the farmyard had 
to be completed early. The cows had to be 
milked and rushed to the pasture field in 
haste, in case they would deposit manure on 
to the freshly swept street. With everything in 
place, it was now time for the occupants of the 
home to dress up in their Sunday best. The 
man of the house would greet the neighbours 
as they arrived with a starched white collared 
shirt. The collar so well starched that he 
could barely turn his head as if he were in a 
straitjacket. But the greatest welcome of all 
was for the priest carrying the Lord of God. 
The large kitchen was now full to capacity 
with everyone greeting one another in sombre 
mood. The priest was taken to the parlour, 
where he would administer the Sacrament of 
Penance on hearing everyone’s confession.

It was now time to celebrate the holy Mass. 
The kitchen table would be transformed

into an altar. The household would provide 
a white tablecloth, two candles in silver 
candlesticks, a crucifix and holy water. A local 
garsoon (young boy) would be approached to 
serve Mass. I had the honour many times of 
participating in this celebration. A girl would 
never be asked to serve Mass or be allowed to 
take part in Mass serving - for what reason, 
I do not know. Thank God this has changed. 
Sometimes the Mass server might get two 
shillings from the house owner, but the best 
tribute of all would be to be placed sitting 
beside the priest for the breakfast. The priest 
usually got two boiled eggs and the rest of us 
got one egg. The man of the house sat next to 
the priest. After breakfast another obligation 
had to be completed. The priest would be 
brought to the parlour once more, where a 
small table covered in a white tablecloth and 
a chair awaited him. He had his red book 
with him and every house owners name was 
listed. One by one the men folk proceeded to 
pay their dues. This amount would be in the 
region of two shillings or maybe two shillings 
and sixpence. Others might not have enough 
money but nobody would know.

Everything now completed, there was just one 
more announcement and that was to read out

B

the name of the next house owner who would 
be having the station. If the house population 
in the town land were great, then you would 
wait many years before the station would 
return to your house. But if there were only a 
few houses in the town land, then the station 
would be back to you in a year or so. But 
nobody, no matter what their circumstances 
would ever refuse a visit from the Lord! All of
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these humble people had the highest respect 
for the Lord and indeed that very respect 
highlighted the fact that our Risen Lord does 
indeed reside in the poor.

History will tell us that the origin of the 
stations in Ireland dates back to the Penal 
era. In particular, during the 18th century, 
the Catholic Church was oppressed and 
public ceremonies involving Catholic clergy 
were banned. Nonetheless, Irish Catholics 
remained faithful to the celebrations of the 
Mass and two new traditions emerged, the 
Mass rock and the station Mass. Catholics 
gathered in the open countryside at a 
designated spot marked by a rock to celebrate 
Mass. Usually, the priest arrived in disguise 
and placed the sacred vessels on the rock 
while assigned locals kept a lookout from 
vantage points in the landscape from where 
they could see any approaching enemy. The 
Irish countryside is still littered with these 
Mass rocks and they are still considered to 
be special sacred places. Indeed, we have got 
such memorials here in the parish of Cloone: 
One in Drumlegga and one in Drumgowna.

On Sunday, 28th of August 2005 at 6 pm, a 
concelebrated Mass was said at the Drumlegga 
Mass rock by Rev John Wall, Aughavas, 
and Rev Cathal Faughnan, Cloone, in a re
enacted memorial of the Penal Laws in the 
1700s. The image of a chalice and cross are 
visible, cut into the stone rock by hammer 
and chisel. A congregation of 50 or more 
people celebrated this open-air Mass on that 
beautiful afternoon. There was no need for 
lookout scouts on the hilltops: Freedom at 
last!

In the early 1800’s, an alternative venue for 
Mass was in people’s homes. Word was put 
about locally that Mass would be said in a

particular house on a particular day. The 
neighbours would gather for what was often 
the only opportunity to be at Mass for a long 
time. Because it was not safe for the priest 
to carry sacred vessels or vestments with him 
on his journeys, these were taken care of by 
the local people. They passed the “Mass kit” 
from house to house as it was needed. This 
Mass became known as the “station Mass”. 
Following the repeal of the Penal Laws 
and the passing of Catholic Emancipation 
(1829), Catholics were free to worship 
publicly and take their place in civil society. 
However, the spread of church buildings with 
adequate accommodation was slow. Hence, 
the tradition of the station Mass continued. 
Even when each parish built its own church 
building, the station tradition was kept alive 
and a visit from the Lord was an occasion for 
special hospitality to the neighbours. Until the 
1970’s, the station Mass was always held in 
the morning and was followed by “breakfast” 
for the priest and neighbours.

Today as I write, the Mass station is still 
administered in many parts of Ireland. 
People will request a Mass station for some 
events, such as moving into a new home or 
welcoming a new neighbour to the town land. 
The celebrations are kept humble with just 
tea and sandwiches. No glorification is now 
made of the wealth that we now possess in 
comparison to our humble, poverty stricken 
ancestors who kept the faith alive despite 
being oppressed and downtrodden!

The people of our world today have removed 
themselves very far from the world of our 
ancestors. God’s creation, our shared home 
planet is now scarred and weary from the very 
greed of humanity. Markets and moneylenders 
destroy lives and hopes, and thwart the 
growth of millions of God’s little ones. The
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governments seek answers by placing further 
burdens upon those who can bear them the 
least. The wheel now turns full circle, and 
our people once more experience difficulty in 
receiving Mass celebrations. This is caused 
by a severe shortage of priests to celebrate 
the Eucharist. This scarcity is because of 
man’s own choice. The dwindling numbers 
are not been persecuted by Penal Laws. We 
have ‘state of the art’ Churches with all the 
modern day comforts. No longer do we need 
to walk barefoot to a rock on a hillside, hearts 
pounding with fear. I ponder now on how

will our people react this time? Have they the 
guts to dig deep and find the inner wisdom to 
confront and overcome the problem, just like 
those who went before us did. Please God 
some good will come out of all of this. It is 
only when something is withdrawn from us 
that we can truly measure its value. As we 
pass our rich Catholic faith on to the next 
generation, we pray that they will come to 
realise its worth and go to the ends of the 
earth to preserve it as our forefathers did. 
The hand of time shall write its own story!!

Annie McCabe's Station Mass in FaughilLo
Back Row: Packie McGuire, Mary Ellen McCabe, Patsy McGowan, Charles Clancy, Fr. Edward Boylan, ?, Michael Keegan, 

P Keegan, M Clancy, Paddy McCabe. Front: Mary Keegan, Mrs. Francie Keegan (Foley), Margaret Garvey, Teresa Slevin, 

Mrs. Conlon, Peggy Cooke, Annie McCabe, Tom Keegan.
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Cloone N<wion<\l School
(Che CJood Old O&ys,

by Iv&n huscon

From the age of four years I attended Cloone 
National School and at that time everybody 
walked to school. Every day I made the trip 
with Charlie and Teresa McKenna, Joe and 
Patricia Kelly, Raymond and Mattie Wynne, 
Padraig Kelly, Mary Tighe and usually some 
of the Moran clan of Gortnalougher.

The daily journey was shortened with great fun 
and banter on the way. One summer’s evening 
while on our journey home from school, we 
came across Nan Mullaney asleep in the ditch 
at his own lane in Annaghmaconway. With 
a good sense of devilment amongst us, we 
gathered some sticks together and erected a 
cross with the words “RIP” inscribed on it!! 
My first years in school were spent in Mrs 
Cooney’s room and then I progressed into 
Mrs Solon’s room.

Typically in wintertime we would have to 
bring in a turf or piece of wood for the school 
fire. Pupils also had the task of going over to 
Mitchell’s house for the daily pot of tea for 
the teacher. I remember Mrs Mitchell had 
a bright open fire in her lovely immaculate 
kitchen. She always gave me a cup of tea 
and some homemade bread with butter and 
marmalade.

At another time of year we looked forward to 
when the Parish Priest got a lorry load of turf 
delivered in the harvest time. The older boys 
would be asked to bring in the turf to the shed

in the back yard. We were more than willing 
to volunteer for this task as we could drag it 
out a bit to ’’kill the school time”!

In latter years, I attended Mr. Tom Moran’s 
room, where we had to study for our Primary 
Certificate. The most exciting times with 
Master Moran were when his brother 
Father Paddy called into the school while 
on holidays from America. Father Paddy 
always brought a box ofTayto crisps, sweets 
and minerals for the children - a rare treat for 
us. Other enjoyable times were fair days in 
Cloone on the 26th of May and 13th of June, 
when we always got these days off school. My 
days attending Cloone N.S. were happy and 
memorable ones and gave me a great start in 
life.

Ivan, Niall and Harry Huston
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Ctoone pxces <\nd pt<\ces

Diane Beirne with family and friends at All-Ireland Macra Talent Final.

Shorthorn Breeder, Jim BohanRobert Mee, Drumbore
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Tom Grey Senior, Kathleen Dillon (Carroll), Fr. Tony Carroll, Elizabeth Dillon, baby Mary Carroll 
and Kathleen Dillon outside Dillons in the 60s

Paddy Harten, Willie Casey, Etty Kelly, Vonnie Cunniffe and 
Raymond Wynne at the mud turf in Annaghmaconway

Former Postman Micheal Cumiskey along 
John Joe Curran
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Michael Moran entertains the crowd at Cloone Show Thomas Cull, Drumdarkan

The Mitchell family Cloone with their parents Owen and Kathleen

^36
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CountRy Lipe in Adoon
6y CdRmcf Reynolds

When Bridget McGuinness from Lough Errill 
married in Mohill Church on the 4th of September 
1871, she became Mrs. Francis Reynolds. This 
was the title that was engraved on the headstone 
when she was buried in the Reynolds plot close 
to the eastern boundary in Cloone graveyard. 
The only known photograph of the couple is a 
sepia image taken around the turn of the century, 
which shows Bridget dressed in her finery resting 
her hand on the shoulder of her seated smiling 
husband, Francis. Francis was bom in 1835 and 
in childhood had survived the Famine. However, 
a bull killed his father and his mother was left 
to raise three boys, Francis and his brothers Pat 
and John. She remarried Eddie Foy and this 
union gave the boys two half sisters. As newly 
weds, Francis and Bridget lived in a three 
roomed dwelling in Adoon and in the following 
years became parents to seven children, three 
boys John, Pat and Francis Joseph and four girls 
Margaret, Mary Ann, Katie and Lizzie. Life was 
simple, farming their only source of income. 
They were reasonably well to do by standards 
of the day with eight outhouses that included a 
stable, two cow houses, two piggeries and a shed.

Francis believed in the importance of education. 
In later years, he was to chase Tommy Fisher 
from the house so that his grandchildren would 
not be distracted by his playful antics when they 
should be concentrating on their homework. He 
sent his second son Pat to live with his brother’s 
family in Corduff so that he could walk across 
the fields to attend secondary school in Moyne. 
Later Pat became a seminarian in Carlow and 
in 1903 he was ordained. He served most of his 
ministry in Lincoln, Nebraska, but was to be a 
major influence on the lives of his nieces and

Bridget and Francis Reynolds

nephews in Adoon. The first decade of the 20th 
century brought many changes in the Reynolds 
home. Bridget died. Fr.Pat was far away in 
America, Maggie had become Mrs. Ellis and had 
started a family. Katie had married Peter Duignan 
while John, the oldest son remained at home and 
in 1912 he married Sarah Quinn. Francis had a 
good relationship with his daughter-in-law. They 
are remembered spending evenings by the fire of 
the thatched house in Adoon. chatting and telling 
stories of olden days. He remained active into 
old age. His granddaughter Eilish. recalls taking 
out a chair, so that he could mount his horse and 
head to Gorvagh to collect his pension. On one 
of these trips, he returned with a sweet cake for
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Eilish who was sick with flu, a rare treat. He was 
a regular visitor to the Higgins’ household in 
Corduff, home of his first cousin Jimmy Higgins. 
When he died in 1936, his great age of 101 years 
was carved with pride on his headstone.

It was during the turbulent years of rebellion and 
guerrilla warfare in Ireland, that John and Sarah 
started their family, six of whom survived into 
adulthood. Fr Pat’s influence ensured a good 
education for their son Frank who also joined 
the priesthood and followed Fr Pat to Lincoln 
Nebraska where he died in 1974. Their youngest 
son Michael also pursued education and became 
Principal of Drumnamore N.S. where he taught 
from 1947 until his retirement in 1985, while 
Eilish also taught in many local schools. Their

other daughter, Maureen nursed in the British 
Army and attended the suffering inmates at the 
liberation of the Bergen Belsen concentration 
camp in April 1945. Sean must have inherited 
his grandfather’s love of the land and was well 
known in farming circles. It was James who took 
charge in the homestead in Adoon and together 
with his wife Kitty; he raised a daughter and two 
sons. The youngest Padraig still lives close to the 
original house with his wife Ann and their family. 
Now in the early decades of the 21st century, the 
descendants of Francis and Bridget are scattered 
all around Ireland and in far flung places such 
as California and Argentina. However, they 
maintain strong link with Leitrim and especially 
Adoon. The recent birth of Padraig’s youngest 
son Matthew ensures that.

Pictured at Manachan Day sale at Mohill Mart is Tom McKeon, Gerry Duignan and Aidan Heeran all from Adoon
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PxRirnng in LeirRim OuRing rhe Past
ppry Odd QeARS

6y )Dee CDcPugh

Well Holy God, as Miley, used say, If only the 
youth of today, and some not so young knew 
or had any idea of the hardship that we as old 
fellows now, endured during our childhood 
days ,then they might appreciate or accept 
that they themselves are getting away very 
handy.

To give a brief run I will relate as best I can 
my own experience, having been born in the 
year of nineteen thirty four on a small farm, 
which would be typical of the general area.

As you can appreciate a young lad wouldn’t 
be much addition around the farm until he 
was at least six or seven years, at which time 
one could be asked to bring in the turf, bring 
a little gallon of water from the well, or maybe 
turn a cow, but it wasn’t too long until there 
was a lot more jobs a young lad could be 
capable of or put to try out, like twisting ropes 
for the cocks of hay during the haymaking, 
helping to rear the turf, or pick the small 
potatoes in October while some older ones 
picked the bigger spuds.

Today things have changed a lot from thirty 
or forty years ago. If we want potatoes today 
we go to the shop while in my youth we always 
grew our own spuds, and that was some job 
preparing for same, In my teen age years I 
remember my neighbour Tommie McKeon 
and I having eight asses with creels for three 
days putting out manure from the byre to 
help to grow the potatoes. We were working 
or catering for our two farms at that time, and 
I remember during Holy Week taking off the 
creels and attending to our religious duties, 
let it be three o’clock or six o’clock. We both 
were tilling on the top of the hill and it was the 
only way we could manage to get the manure 
to the field. The asses would follow a track

Thomas Cull, CarmelTiernan, Pee McHugh, Tommy Tiernan

marked out through the brays (hills) rising at 
an angle of about 45 degrees.

It was some job getting in the crop, and then 
the shovelling of the ridges, not to mention 
the blooming spraying, which usually was 
done three times to prevent the blight from 
harming the crop. That spraying often 
coincided with trying to rear the hay. In my 
younger days that was all done as the saying 
goes with the rake and fork.

I can recall one year in the middle or late 
forties. We had the meadow at the road down, 
and it was coming on nicely, but that evening 
the weather forecast was very bad, with no 
prospect of good weather for the next three 
weeks. My father was concerned the whole 
meadow would rot, and he suggested that we 
lap the half reared hay; it would keep it safe for 
a long time. Well with four of us siblings to lap 
we got the whole lot done. Over the following 
weeks we attended to our laps. Some days we 
might succeed in getting one cock of hay up, 
and some day’s maybe two or three and some 
days none at all. I can recall after three weeks 
having to shift the laps into new positions as
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Making Hay in Drumhallagh. Margaret Moylett, 
Michael Brady and Owen Mitchell

they were getting stuck to the ground. It was 
a full five weeks before we eventually got the 
whole meadow finished, and I can assure you 
it would not be all of the best quality.

In my early teens we owned a mule and our 
neighbours the McKeon’s owned a jennet.
I can recall as I mowed the meadow at the 
road, motorists pulling up to watch the 
performance. They possibly didn’t know 
whether my animals were asses or jennets. 
Our mule was getting on in years and we 
would soon need a replacement animal. My 
father indicated he would buy a young horse 
if he thought I would be capable of training 
him, which I tried to assure him I would. 
In nineteen fifty three the young horse was 
bought unbroken. I can still recall that year, 
at nineteen years of age, breaking and training 
our Young horse. With the help and advice of 
my father the training went very well, and as 
things turned out our young horse was the 
admiration of our local farmers. The women 
were a very important part of the workforce 
on every farm and most of them worked side 
by side with the men .Their work included 
jobs both inside and outside the house, and 
the farmer’s wife was always known as a very 
hard-working person of great calibre and 
strength. Most farmers wives were extremely 
enterprising and they supplemented the farm 
income with selling produce like eggs , day 
old chicks, and some reared turkeys for the 
Christmas market. This very welcome and t 
necessary extra income reared and educated

many the wonderful large family - often ten 
or twelve and more. My three sisters Lizzie, 
Moira and Maggie were a dab hand at cutting 
the splits for the potato setting. They always 
helped with sheafing the corn and used their 
sickles to cut it when the time came. They 
cooked and cleaned inside and made food for 
everyone. No matter how many were working 
at the hay or the turf - everyone got a good 
dinner and were glad of it, as farming is 
hungry work.

All animal husbandry was undertaken by the 
women and they were experts on the bog 
footing, clamping and bringing home the 
turf. They also reared the hay and my Mother 
could rake as much as any man.

That same horse that I was endeavouring to 
train provided a good example of the spirit 
and courage of the ladies in those days .My 
sister Maggie offered to bring the horse down 
to the river for a drink, she walked him down 
as he had never been ridden. Well next thing 
she landed on the street on horse back with 
only the horses mane to steady herself .She 
rode the horse up bare - back from the well 
and never blinked an eye. Well now we all 
knew then that our horse was ready for riding 
thanks to Maggie!

With help getting less plentiful about our 
house we also bought a new raking machine 
and a second hand tedder for the rearing of 
the hay. It would be only a matter of getting 
good weather. Well as it turned out that year 
hay rearing was no trouble and for quite a 
few years after we didn’t endure too much 
hardship. There was lots of physical work but 
that was no bother as long as we were making 
progress.

With the years rolling by, with ten or twelve 
cow’s milk going to the creamery four or 
five cows suckling, and five or six sows in 
production things were going pretty good 
financially. At this stage some farmers were 
beginning to acquire tractors. In 1965 we 
bought a 20 TVO a mighty little tractor 
also a good second hand mower and a new
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haymaking machine. Well we were well away 
as far as saving hay went and right enough 
that, weather wise, was a good year. Rearing 
hay was no bother, but not so the following 
year. In 1966 with all the pig slurry our 
meadows was ready pretty early. We cut our 
hill meadow on the twenty second of June 
a roasting day and the next two day s were 
great. That meadow was about three acres, 
nicely elevated, and a lovely meadow to 
work in. With our tractor and hay machine 
the meadow was well attended to. We were 
satisfied the hay was ready for pitching into 
cocks. I proceeded to row, and when I had 
eight swards’ threw into a good row and 
without any warning down came the rain, not 
too heavy, but enough to put us from pitching 
the hay. Well our best chance to save that row 
was to put it into hand shakings, which we 
did. The hay would be safe enough until we 
would get back to it, as the hay still lying on 
the ground would be the priority. As it turned 
out, it was another five weeks before we were 
finished in that meadow, like that in the road 
meadow many years before, it was not great 
fodder, but it would make roughage.

Welcome 1967.It is one year that still stays in 
my memory apart from the years we spent the 
five weeks in two separate meadows. Like the 
previous year our hill meadow was ready for 
cutting by the twenty second of June, but the 
weather was broken for a week at that stage, 
and the long range forecast was pretty bad. At 
that time there used be a farming programme 
on Radio Eireann by Michael Dillon. He 
was advising farmers on the making of 
silage, and how it could be made in outdoor 
clamps. With a lot of persuasion I managed 
to convince my father that we would have to 
try making a clamp. I was speaking with my 
good neighbour who already had made silage 
previously in a pit, as he wasn’t ready to start 
yet he said he would come to help. Well we 
got started and while we had only the buck 
rakes as a means of gathering the grass, by the 
third day we had the hill meadow and another 
meadow on the flat five or six acres altogether 
in a clamp. That year we made two further

clamps, and as it turned out all our silage was 
a wonderful success.

By the spring of 1968 it was pretty obvious 
the silage making was the route to go. At 
this stage we had reckoned we would need 
to put up a proper silage pit and a cubicle 
byre as well. For two reasons, this was a year 
I will never forget. The first reason and most 
lamentable, our dear Mother passed away 
suddenly on the 22 February. It took some 
time to compose ourselves after our sad loss 
but that summer we began building our silage 
pit and byre. Now with the preparing of the 
site and the erecting of the buildings it was 
the norm to work as many as fourteen hours 
daily, and with Nothing but a small cement 
mixer on the back of a 35 tractor it was 
labour intensive but it paid off, and we were 
putting in silage by the third week of August, 
again with the buck rakes, as well as having 
reared a couple of hundred cocks of hay. That 
would have been the most significant change 
in farming as far as I was concerned during 
my lifetime. The following year we purchased 
a silage pickup wagon and a rotary Mower 
which was wonderful as it took us away from 
the hardship of the buck rakes and racing 
to try to make speed. We worked with that 
machine for the following eight years at which 
time it was becoming obsolete as I had often 
helped other farmers who at this stage were 
making clamps out in the field or garden if it 
was suitable. In the early summer of seventy 
nine there was a silage demonstration in 
Athenry where all different types of machines 
would be performing. However as it turned 
out the most efficient machine was costing 
£6000 to buy, which at that time was out of 
the question financially. At that time we had 
quite a big cattle trailer which, with a little 
expense, would make a good silage trailer and 
all we would need was a single chop harvester 
and we were in business. We proceeded in that 
direction and for the next four or five years I 
cut a load at a time and took it to the pit. My 
father at this stage had retired from farming 
as he had some little bit of heart trouble, 
but he was still anxious to see and watch the
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performance. At this stage I had acquired a 
second tractor and a push off buck rake, and 
I usually had a young lad who was capable of 
putting up the grass in the pit and keep it in 
shape.

another
two reasons. My brother in law Tommie 
Tiernan with his two sons had acquired some 
machinery and we decided to work in co for 
the silage making. With one man cutting and 
one man drawing in there was a load coming 
in every ten or fifteen minutes according to 
distance. It was a great combination and a great 
change from the buck rakes, (one good reason) 
Well that summer things went comfortably, 
no trouble making silage, and the harvest was 
all gathered and the long winter nights had 
arrived. The Late Late show was something 
I never took to kindly too as sometimes you 
could be hoping for something interesting, 
and get terribly disappointed. For that reason 
I used visit my friend Paddy Brady where we 
used have a few games of draughts which I 
enjoyed. Paddy was a good player and lovely 
company. I had enjoyed the games as I was 
able to draw with him and sometimes win. I 
came home in good spirits to my wife and my 
father who was still getting over the Late Late. 
We chatted for a few minutes after which time 
my father said it’s time to go to bed. Having 
got to his bedroom door he let out a shout

for me. I hastened to his assistance. He was 
holding on to the jam of the door. He said ’, 
I’m going Pee’. I took him up in my arms and 
carried him to his bed. When I left him down 
in the bed he was dead. He had died in my 
arms. May they all Rest in Peace. Now as I 
write those lines today after thirty odd years 
the tears are still ready to fall.

Well we worked with that combination for 
the silage making, and some years later the 
Tiernan boys had acquired a full outfit for 
silage making, and worked for the public, 
which was very beneficial in the area, as at 
this stage a lot of farmers were into making 
silage and had pits erected. Well unfortunately 
in 1990 I endured a farm accident, and that 
put an end to my working. Needless to say 
while I was lying in hospital the Tiernan boys 
with lots of our neighbours attended to our 
silage making and for some years afterwards 
they still looked after our silage making.

Well things have changed alot farming wise 
since I was a little boy going to school, and 
young lads of today are having a ball compared 
to my time. No putting out of manure for the 
spuds. No guggering of the splits no making 
or rearing of turf, no lapping of hay. No tying 
of oats and no picking of potatoes. God be 
with, and God save all those who took part in 
such operations long, long ago.

A Meitheal at Work: From Left: Charles Mitchell, Francis MtcHugh, Josie McHugh, Patrick Gallagher, Ellie Mitchell-McHugh, 
Owen Mitchell, Sonny Colreavy, Rosie Mitchell, Child - Bridie Mitchell, Jimmy McHugh, Child - Charlie Mitchell,

Old man - Sonny McHugh’s father
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Che CDoRe Dhings Change...
6y Desmond Keegan, CD.AgR.Sc.

The dung beetle performs a most important 
role in agriculture. Together with a multitude 
of other insects, worms, bacteria and other 
organisms he recycles the waste from animals 
and incorporates it into the soil. This he does 
by rolling animal dung into a ball, pushing 
it with his hind legs to where he wants it, 
then burying it. He wastes no time once he 
has finished rolling- criminal elements in the 
dung beetle community are liable to take 
advantage of his efforts.

But it’s not all work and no play for our dung 
beetle.The bigger his ball of manure, the more 
attractive he is likely to be to females. When 
he is finished rolling he sends out pheromes, 
a kind of Brute aftershave, which transmit’s 
the message “Come and see what I’ve got”. 
If a female arrives and is suitably impressed 
they get hitched up, and they work together 
to finish the job of burying the ball, in which 
the female lays her eggs, and nature continues 
on it’s merry way as it always has done.

Up until relatively recently In Ireland, and in 
particular the West of Ireland, a farm was often 
described not by the size of the farm in acres, 
but more by it’s capacity for maintaining and 
feeding a set number of cows. Thus you had 
five cow places, or ten cow places or twenty 
cow places. In fact, a far more accurate and 
practical way of classifying farms and land 
quality than acreage, particularly where land 
was poor.

Romance and love are all very well, but It 
doesn’t take a great leap of imagination to 
concede that the farmer with the greater 
number of cows was somehow more desirable 
despite whatever other shortcomings he 
might have.

Many a man found to his cost that he could 
dance the Lux Soap Flakes off the floor in 
Doherty’s Ballroom of Romance, but if the 
size of his dung heap didn’t measure up he 
was up against it.

Back Row: Frank Doherty, Sean, Annie and Dan Dillon. 
Front Row: Francie, Pee and Michael Dillon
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Annie Cooke (Faughill) hard at work in 
her Milking Parlour

Now, of course, tie up byres have all but 
disappeared. Cowdung is now slurry, and 
instead of piling it up we put it into a hole in 
the ground. What goes down must come up, 
and this of course creates it’s own problems.

For the first half of the last century faming 
in Ireland changed very little. Highly labour 
intensive, immune and indeed resistant to 
new technologies, and totally dependent on 
the British market. Labour, of course, was 
readily available - families were large and 
farmers worked together in the meitheal 
spirit of co-operation, sharing labour, skills, 
animals and machinery.

However, this inward looking society was 
gradually being exposed to new ideas, 
new ways of doing things as the means 
of communication improved. Various 
Government schemes encouraged farmers 
to drain land, improve the quality of 
cattle housing, use fertiliser and lime. The 
opportunities for education improved and 
young farmers sons and daughters could now 
go to Agricultural Colleges where modern 
farming systems were being promoted.

Hand in hand with this exposure to new ideas 
came the increasing mechanisation of Irish 
farms. The Irish draught horse was being 
replaced by the Ferguson 20,TVO and diesel.

The scythe was replaced by the reaper and 
binder, the horse drawn finger bar mower 
that could only manage a few acres a day to 
mowers that could down a meadow in a few 
minutes. The single furrow plough by five 
furrow reversible ploughs.

And then you had the introduction of the 
transport box, one of those simple inventions 
about which it could truly be said “Now, why 
didn’t I think of that”. With a transport box 
you could bring turf from the bog, spread 
farmyard manure, bring milk to the creamery, 
mix concrete, bring pigs to the market, level 
ditches, bring the wife to Mass and bring her 
home again.

However, in a conservative society with 
entrenched views change happens very 
slowly, and anything outside the comfort zone 
of familiarity is viewed with suspicion. Irish 
Agriculture needed a kick up the backside to 
bring it into the twentieth century.

This came when Ireland joined the EEC, as it 
was then called, in 1973.

This had an impact on the development of 
our nation that not even the most optimistic 
observer of the time could have predicted. 
Back then Ireland was regarded by most 
of the global community as an almost 
insignificant island, still struggling to find it’s 
place in the world after almost five decades of 
independence from Britain.

Now, for the first time farmers were 
guaranteed a minimum price for milk, beef 
and cereals which ensured that if prices fell 
to a certain level, they were bought up under 
CAP and stored in intervention.

From an industry characterised by 
inefficiency, and low output per acre Irish 
farmers can now be compared favourably
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with the best farmers in Europe. Irish farmers 
have exploited the natural advantages of our 
temperate climate and our capacity to grow 
grass to fuel a massive increase in Agricultural 
output over the past forty years. Increased 
fertiliser and lime use has meant that we now 
grow three blades of grass where one grew 
before. The native Irish breeds of Whitehead, 
Shorthorn and Aberdeen Angus, tough 
resilient breeds that could live on nothing 
and were often asked to, have been replaced, 
by and large, in the affections of farmers by 
Belgian Blue, Charollais, Simmental and 
Limousin, some would say unfortunately.
The 500 gallon cow of 40 years ago has 
been supplanted by cows that are capable of 
producing 1,500 gallons a year. Crop yields 
have almost doubled in 40 years because 
of the breeding of higher yielding varieties, 
more effective disease control and higher soil 
fertility. The four and five year old bullock of 
fifty years ago is now a distant memory; today 
cattle of the same weight are being produced 
at two years of age.

Even the lexicon of Irish Agriculture has 
changed. Bullocks are now steers, gallons are 
no more, replaced by litres, hundredweights 
have been usurped by kilos, and the man with 
a hundred acres now finds that he only has 40 
hectares, a bit of a comedown.

Of course, with all of this increased technology 
and efficiency the man with a ten cow place 
could conceivably aspire to being regarded as 
having a twenty cow place with a consequent 
positive effect on his marital prospects.

While we have gained much over the past forty 
or fifty years, it has come at a price. Very few 
rural children will have heard or will ever hear 
the corncrake. The removal of hedgerows has 
constricted the habitat for birds and other wild

Taking a cow from the drain in Cloone Bog.
Photo includes Tom Grey (partly hidden), Sonny Pope,

Sean Dillon

life, although Leitrim and the West of Ireland 
in general has not been affected as much as 
other parts. The increased use of fertilisers, 
particularly phosphate and nitrogen, has had 
a negative effect on water quality - in our 
lakes, rivers and domestic wells, as has the 
spreading of slurry on the wrong land at the 
wrong time.

Intensification, and in particular the 
importation of cattle, have also brought 
other problems. While TB and Brucellosis 
have been all but eliminated, a new battery 
of diseases have taken their place, particularly 
viral diseases like Rotavirus and a new arrival 
in Ireland- the Schmallenberg Virus. God 
be with the days when you were regaled 
with an ad at breakfast time for Aurofac 
20 - “Whelehans and the way to stop white 
scour”..

Perhaps the most effective witness to the 
changes that have taken place over the past 
fifty years comes form those who have lived 
through them. For the first five years of my 
life I lived in Annaghmaconway, and spent
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the first year of my academic career in the old 
National school under the frustrated tutelage 
of Mrs Cooney.

While many decades have passed since, and 
memory has taken on a somewhat hazy hue, 
like old photographs, certain images are still 
vivid, which probably accurate reflect the 
reality of life on Irish farms in those times 
Making mud turf in Annaghmaconway bog, 
every able - bodied two legged and four legged 
creature commandeered to mix a peaty slurry 
of bog and water, which was allowed to dry 
out for a few days and then shaped into sods. 
The resultant turf were as hard as stones.

My mother washing eggs with bread soda, 
which were exchanged with the travelling 
shop for tea and sugar and salt and other 
commodities that couldn’t be produced on 
the farm.

Growing up on a small farm in Leitrim in the 
fifties and sixties life in general and prosperity 
in particular were influenced by two variables 
over which farmers had no control - the 
weather and the price of cattle and pigs. 
Making hay was a lottery, totally dependent 
on the whims of the weather. Nowadays we 
can rely on Gerald or Joan to tell us what the 
weather will be like for a week ahead, and be 
confident that they are right. Fifty years ago 
we depended on far less accurate information, 
which often resulted in hay lying rotting on 
the ground for weeks. And today cocks of hay 
can be seen only in postcards.

And I can remember going out to fodder out 
-wintered cattle on a cold winter’s night, a 
dog, the moon and the fairies for company. 
Cutting a ’bench’ of hay on a rick in a dry 
corner of a meadow, carrying the hay on my 
back and spreading it on a whitethorn or 
whin bush, pulling my Wellington boots out

of energy sapping mud, the cattle following in 
a frenzy of feeding, pulling at the hay as you 
walked.

We walked cattle to fairs in Mohill and other 
towns, guarded them all day on the fairgreen, 
hoping some ‘jobber’ would offer a decent 
price. And sometimes we brought them home 
again when the trade was poor. I can still 
see the disappointment on my mother’s face 
when she heard there was no sale, because 
every pound was precious

My brother Frank and I once walked ten 
weanlings in October to a fair in Leitrim 
Village. And to borrow from Padraic Colum’s 
The Drover -

I hear in the darkness

Their slipping and breathing,

I name them the bye-ways 

They’re to pass without heeding.

We were a week early - we had the right date 
but the previous year’s Old Moore’ Almanac.

Nostalgia is a sentiment that sometimes 
perverts reality, and while we may fondly 
remember the past as some idyllic episode, 
the fact is that life was tough, and in poor 
weather an unremitting slog.

But we had our compensations. The complete 
sense of satisfaction when the harvest was 
done- the hay gathered, the turf in the shed, 
the potatoes in at heap in the field, insulated 
with rushes and earth. The fun when the oats 
was being threshed. Above all, the great sense 
of belonging to a community where everybody 
looked out and supported everybody else. We 
had good food, produced and processed in 
Leitrim.
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And yet the more things change the more they 
remain the same. The swallows still come in 
April3 the cuckoo too. And the seagulls still 
follow the ploughman.

My father entered a cow in the dairy cow 
section at Mohill show in the early sixties. A 
Whitehead, called Gunning’s cow after the

man from whom she was bought, she was 
relegated to third place by two Shorthorns 
from the Convent of Mercy in Mohill. The 
fact that there were only three cows in the 
class did not in any way lessen my father’s 
sense of achievement.

It couldn’t happen today.

Brothers Kealan and Adrian Kelly making hay in Drumdarkin in Summer 2013
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Cloone IfA
- nor jusr AnorheR dRAnch

6y If A CDcmdeRs.

IFA started in Cloone in the early 1960s 
under the auspices of the then, NFA (National 
Farmers Association).

Initially there were three branches in Cloone 
parish, Corduff, Adoon and Cloone. In the 
Cloone Branch the Chairperson was, Sony 
Brady, (Cloone Village) and Tommy Tiernan, 
(Annamaconway) served as Secretary.

The branches were particularly strong and 
members were instrumental in many local 
and national protests. In 1966 a number of 
farmers from the Cloone branch joined in the 
historic ‘March to Dublin’.

History was also made in January 1967 at a 
local level when 18 South Leitrim members, 
including John Kelly from the Cloone branch 
were arrested for picketing outside of the 
Rates Collectors’ offices in Glebe Street and 
Hyde Street, Mohill in the protest against the 
payment of Rates by farmers.

They were carrying placards supporting the 
“Rights campaign”. The men were charged 
with a breach of the peace by picketing 
premises in which a rate collector had his 
office in such a way as to prevent the people 
of Mohill and south Leitrim from paying 
their rates”.

Cloone Farmers at an IFA march outside Dail Eireann in 1970s.
Photo includes Pat Monahan, Vincent Duggan and Phil Fitzpatrick
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While the 18 men were being detained in the 
local Garda Station about 100 NFA members 
paraded outside the building carrying 
placards supporting the Associations Right’s 
Campaign. The parade was led by then 
Chairperson of the Co Leitrim Executive 
NFA Hugh Leddy, Annaduff, the late father 
of IFA’s current Regional Development 
Officer, Adrian Leddy.

On a night around the 10th of May 1968 IFA 
held a dance in the Ivy Leaf Dance Hall near 
Fenagh where they presented plaques to 
those 18 men who were arrested as a token 
of respect for their loyal support. John Kelly 
from Cloone was one of those honoured.

The IFA’s presence at local, county and 
national level continued to grow in the next 
decade. In 1973 Ireland joined the European 
Economic Community (EEC). This brought 
a new, more international dimension to 
agriculture. Unfortunately in late 1973/74 
was a disastrous year for Irish farmers.

Like in recent years, the atrocious weather 
conditions devastated farming, and the 
impact of the poor weather was especially 
bad here in Co Leitrim. Nationally cattle 
prices collapsed and Cloone members joined 
in with their colleagues around the county in 
a massive picket of the Dail, which included 
blocking the gates to Leinster House. Gardai 
were called in to remove the 15 men who sat 
in obstruction, arresting them and holding 
them for a number of hours before they were 
released.

During this time, the IFA campaigned for food 
vouchers to be provided by the Government 
for hard pressed families and also organised 
fodder collections to help members who had 
difficulties in feeding stock.

Farmers continued to struggle in the 1980s as 
the downturn in the economy saw a growing 
exodus of people from Co Leitrim and indeed, 
the Cloone area. Those that remained on the

Cloone IFA Meeting. Back: Pat Monahan, Adrian Kelly, 
Aidan Donohoe, Eamonn Kellegher. Front: Seamus 
Maguire, PackieTom McNamara, Maureen Murray

land campaigned through the IFA to secure 
better supports for farmers and better prices 
for livestock.

With the growth in the numbers of 
landowners choosing to plant the land the 
issue of forestry and access also came to the 
forefront locally in the 1990s. In 1998, Tom 
Parlon, then President of the IFA visited the 
Cloone branch. A delegation of Councillors 
and farmers met with him with the objective 
of curtailing forestry.

Even today, forestry access has continued to 
be an area of contention.

Cloone IFA members continue to be 
supportive of their national organisation. In 
recent years members have joined the massive 
protest in Carrick-on-Shannon where 7,000 
farmers came to voice their anger over cuts to 
farm funding.

Local members also joined in the local and 
national tractorcade protests to highlight 
the devastation wrought by reductions 
to Disadvantaged Area Payments, REPS 
schemes and the Single Farm Payment as a 
result of the recession.

Cloone members making a national 
impact
Since the foundation of the NFA branches 
at local level, Cloone members have risen to 
hold positions at local, county and national 
level.
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In 1974 Ballinamore man, Peter Honeyman, 
encouraged a young Cloone farmer and IFA 
member, Pat Monahan, to become a delegate 
to the County Executive.

Over the following years Pat was elected to 
national committees including the Western 
Development Committee and the Livestock 
Committee, of which he later became Vice 
Chairperson.

In 1984 Pat was elected County Chairperson 
and served in that position until 1988. He was 
the first Cloone man to hold this position.

In 1988 Pat was elected Connacht Vice 
President in another first for the Cloone 
Branch. He was the second Co Leitrim 
member to ever hold this position.

Cloone members were also instrumental 
in pushing the role of women in farming to 
the forefront of the IFA. Maureen Murray 
(Adoon) joined the Cloone branch of the IFA 
in 1998.

She was the very first female delegate to the 
position of county officer to come from the 
Cloone Branch and she was one of the very 
first Cloone women to progress within the

organisation at national level as well. A strong 
voice for local families, Maureen served on 
the National Farm Family committee and 
continues to be a voice for Cloone and Co 
Leitrim.

In 1999 there was a standoff in Adoon- 
Gorvagh between local farmers and a planter 
over a forestry issue. The standoff continued 
over five days led by IFA and Maureen was 
instrumental in driving the protest. The 
matter was finally resolved after negotiations 
between the parties reached a satisfactory 
conclusion.

Even today young Cloone IFA members are 
making an impact in the organisation.

The latest Cloone member to be recruited 
to the county executive is Damian Reynolds, 
Drimeen. He currently serves as County 
Treasurer.

Cloone IFA currently has 100 members 
active and continues to fight for the rights of 
farmers at local and national level. Local man 
once said in his day 40 chickens would keep a 
house but nowadays 40 cows wouldn’t keep a 
house here in Co Leitrim.

Cloone IFA Croup with local elected Council members and IFA President Tom Parlon pictured in Adoon
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Adoon/Cloone (/Roup 
(]J<\reR Scheme

6y Andy GDcQoveRn

In the year 1968, a public-health inspector 
employed by the Leitrim County Council 
visited Cloone Village to inspect the water 
supply to the village and catchment areas. His 
name was Terence McHugh. He discovered 
that the only water supply was from local 
wells, namely: Scots well on the Ballinamore 
road, and McCabe’s well Esker. There was 
also a hand pumped well in Popes yard, and 
another at the parish priest house, but these 
were of poor drinking quality water. People 
got their domestic water supply from rooftops, 
distributed into barrels and concrete tanks.

This health inspector was adamant that a 
Group water scheme could be established in 
the parish of Cloone. He set about testing 
water in various lakes in the surrounding 
districts. He discovered a lake within the 
Drumlin Hills of Adoon and Gorvagh, 
a distance of three and a half miles from 
Cloone village with a very high quality of 
drinking water. There were few residents or 
farm activity in the vicinity of this lake. So 
effluent or contamination would not be a 
problem. Working from his office in Carrick 
on Shannon he discovered that one hill a 
quarter-mile from the lake would be an ideal 
place for a reservoir and by checking the 
levels, this reservoir would have sufficient 
height to supply most of the parish of Cloone 
with a first-class water system.

He approached Peter Charles, then a Leitrim 
County Counsellor with this proposition. 
Both were aware that a generous Government 
and local Government grant was available.

He made numerous trips to Cloone in an 
effort to get this project started. Peter Charles 
agreed to form a committee and they would 
require the consent of the people interested 
in the project which involved the erection 
of a reservoir, construction of pump house 
and access to lake and main road. After 
numerous meetings with the inspector, who 
outlined his plans and homework done he 
assured the people attending the meeting that 
this scheme would work

The committee members were: Peter 
Charles, Gabriel Moran, John Kelly, P Joe 
Heeran, Paddy Beirne, Mike Joe Brennan, 
Paddy Quinn, Patsy McGowan, and Sean 
Dillon,The Chairman elected was Paddy 
Beirne. Secretary and joint Treasures: Peter 
Charles, P Joe Heeran and Paddy Quinn. 
Those men worked in harmony with one 
another, and were instrumental in getting 
this scheme functioning for the benefit of the 
Cloone community within the specified area.

The Local Government appointed an 
engineer to oversee this project. The engineer 
appointed was Trevor MacDonald. He visited 
Cloone each week to inspect that all work was 
carried out to the specified plans.

The wheels were now set in motion. P Joe 
Heeran consented to the reservoir being 
erected on his land and access to the pump 
house and roadway. Thomas McKeon, 
Adoon, also gave permission for the pipeline 
to cross through his lands. A pump house 
was erected close to the Lake. And 4ft. from
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the lake shore, one could look down, 12ft. 
into clear, blue, still, spring, drinking water. 
A sight to behold! The reservoir was erected 
by: Mercers Solon, Precast Construction Ltd, 
Mullingar. Its total capacity was 100,000 gal. 
A, 3in pipeline was installed, complete with 
electric cable from the pump house to the 
reservoir. A float switch on the inside of the 
reservoir determined when the pump would 
cut in or out. Everything worked perfectly.

Here, I would like to pay tribute to the 
voluntary workers who gave their time 
and labour free so that all materials got 
transported to the reservoir. Some have 
passed on, “May they rest in peace.” There 
are two people who must be complemented, 
for their voluntary work and permission given 
for access to lake and reservoir. They are the 
Mitchell Brothers, Owen & Sean.

It was now time to lay the water mains. Wavin 
Plastic, Balbriggan, Dublin, were the suppliers 
of the specified plastic pipeline and other 
necessary commodities. The plastic pipes 
were in 20ft. lengths and joined together by a 
simple plastic collar with two rubber O rings 
sealing the joint. The life expectancy of this 
equipment was guaranteed for 20 years. The 
contractor of the excavating and laying of the 
mains pipeline was Andy McGovern, Cloone. 
He had one workman with him named John 
McKiernan.

Work started in the month of November, 
1969. The first 3in. mains, pipes were laid. 
By Christmas of that year, the mains, pipeline 
was complete to the village of Cloone. Mike 
Joe Brennan, and Patsy McGowan, were 
responsible for all house connections. A 
charge of £40 per household was agreed by 
the committee, this included a half-inch water 
tap to each kitchen and a ceramic sink was

supplied. Some people vouched for the more 
modern stainless steel sink and installed them 
at their own cost. Ironically, in the 2000s the 
ceramic sink become more fashionable, and 
was a much sought-after commodity in the 
new kitchens of the now modern Ireland.

John McKiernan resigned at Christmas, 
1969, due to other commitments. William 
McLoughlin now became the contractor’s 
sole workman and continued until the 
project was completed. There were many 
extensions from the original planned 
scheme. One was the continuation of the 
water scheme to Annaghmacullen. Here 
Micheal Kelleher, Pee Rourke and Pat Frank 
Lyons were the instigators of this two and a 
half mile extension. Micheal Kelleher was 
Chairman and promoter he encouraged 
local householders to partake of the scheme. 
Explaining to them that a council water 
supply would not come that way for years and 
time has proved him correct.

In the year 1972 20 miles of water mains, was 
completed and 90 homes were connected. 
There was no charge or restrictions on water 
use. This proved to be an error of judgment. 
Water waste was rampant, taps left running 
and bursts pipes and leaks not reported. The 
pump was working full-time and soon had to 
be replaced. 20 years on; the water in the lake 
was retested and found to be contaminated. 
The Council agreed to supply a connection 
to the reservoir from their mains pipeline on 
the Mohill Ballinamore Road. This solved 
the problem for a time. Soon the Council 
discovered that they could not keep up the 
supply of water that was in demand. A 
meeting was held.

And it was agreed that water meters would 
have to be installed to everv house connection.
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Each house would be allocated a specified 
amount of gallons of water free. But if that 
amount was breached,, a charge would be 
applied. This gesture worked magnificently. 
All house connections were checked and 
repaired and recipients even checked their 
own lines in case they would be charged for 
any waste water. The scheme is now working 
effectively. Much praise and credit is due to 
the three members, who report, repair and 
keep a watchful eye and ensure that there is 
no water wasted. They are Micheal Kelleher, 
Gabriel Moran and John Kelly. Another man 
who must be complemented for his great 
work in repairing damaged pipes, and water 
leaks, over the years was Packie Joe McGarry!

It is amazing how this water scheme has 
survived for 41 years, with a little rubber. O 
ring holding back the pressure every 20ft. of 
mains pipeline? Today as I write in the year

2010, 186 households are now connected 
to this scheme. I’m sure, over the years 
housewives have become frustrated and 
angry at times, when going to the tap and 
discovering that the water is off but how many 
of those householders has spared a thought or 
a prayer for the gallant group of men, who 
had the foresight, vision and courage to start 
this water scheme 41 years ago, so that the 
people of Cloone would no longer have to tug 
buckets, pails of water from lakes, rivers or 
spring wells.

To the deceased members of the committee: 
May God rest you! Death may have taken 
you away, but your great works, it cannot 
take away. To the few surviving committee 
members: Take a bow, your good deeds will 
never be forgotten. “You never miss the water 
until the well runs dry”

1969 - Contractor Andy McGovern with his JCB begin work on 
the Adoon-Cloone Group Water Scheme
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P<\c Quinn
Ctoon

Sh&ne CiCRn&n

"In New Pence or 
Old, we're still the 
best value in town

OUINNSWORTH BAUYMUN RATHFARNHAM 
STILLORGAN A LONGFORD

As a young boy growing up in Cloone in the 
1970’s I was naturally fascinated with TV and 
the associated big names and famous people 
who appeared on our black and white screen, 
imagining what it might be like to be ‘rich and 
famous’. I remember asking my late father 
Sean Tiernan, was there any rich and famous 
TV celeb from Cloone? “Of course” he said, 
“that would be ‘Paudge’ Quinn as I always 
knew him and if you watch the telly you will 
see him regularly”. ” Sure you know the ad 
‘Let’s get it all together at Quinnsworth”. 
“He’s the man with the large glasses and 
polo neck pullover”. “He is better known as 
Pat nowadays promoting his Quinnsowrth 
supermarket chain and will have Hal Roach 
the comedian with him telling a yarn or two.” 
“Indeed” he said, “I remember a good yarn 
that happened with Pat and myself in the
1950’s.........” but more about that later, first
a look back at the life of the late great Pat 
Quinn, businessman, entrepreneur, celebrity 
and famous Cloone man!

Pat, was born in Cloone on July 1 st, 1935, the 
eldest son of Bernard, who retired from the 
Garda Siochana after a 20-year career and 
married Pat’s mother, Anne McNamee where 
they owned a Pub, Grocery and Undertakers,

currently McKeon’s Bar and Funeral 
Directors opposite the Church. There were 
six in the family, - Fursey - Sligo, Mary 
now deceased, Fintan - Wicklow, Annette - 
Meath and Kevin owner of well known Sligo 
Landmark ‘The Embassy Wine Bar & Grill’. 
(Kevin is also noted as a long time generous 
supporter of Cloone).

As a young boy growing up in the business 
it was Pat’s job to assist with organising 
funerals. This involved choosing and 
assembling the coffin and delivering supplies 
for the wake which included several pounds 
of lean ham, plain white loaves, clay pipes 
and tobacco, a few ounces of snuff, a quarter
barrel of Guinness for the men and bottles 
of Sandyman port and Bristol Cream for the 
ladies. He also stocked and travelled on the 
country travelling shop they owned which 
was a customised Bedford van.

Having completed his Primary Certificate 
at Cloone National School, Pat went to 
secondary school St. Mel’s College in 
Longford. In those years all students at St. 
Mel’s were regarded as prime candidates for 
the priesthood but this wasn’t for Pat. While 
there he achieved the status of Second Prefect 
(he also acted as a bookie for the students - an 
art that he learned from his Grandfather) and 
in 1952 he graduated from St. Mel’s with an 
honours Leaving Certificate. Pat always had 
an interest in retail and desired experience 
in a leading retail store so after a few phone 
calls, he got a start as a management trainee at 
Woolworth’s in Limerick earning five pounds
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Pat Quinn at his bar in 
Toronto

a week. After a 
five-year career, 
which took him 
to Woolworth’s in 
Ballina, Galway and 
back to Limerick as 
Assistant Manager, 
Pat with his 
ambition to own his 
own store headed 
to Longford town 
and opened the first 
Quinnsworth there 
in partnership with

his uncle Peter. The store was located just 
across the street from the Longford Arms 
hotel where the Credit Union is today. The 
store selling household and grocery at knock 
down prices was a great success taking in 
several hundred pounds on the opening day 
which would be thousands in today’s terms.

By 1960, he met his wife to be, Anne Blake 
from Ballyconnell, in the Roseland Dancehall, 
Moate. They were married in 1961 and 
wanting to spread his wings and gain North 
American business experience, they set sail 
from Cobh to Montreal, Canada. With Anne 
having two brothers living in Toronto, they 
decided to live and work there. After a short 
stint in Montreal they moved to Toronto 
where Pat got a job at Eaton’s Department 
Store but after four months he joined the 
discount chain, Savette as Assistant General 
Manager until 1962 when he was transferred 
to Ontario as General Manager of their 
London store.

For the next few years in Ontario, Pat also 
got into concert promotions where he met 
and booked many of the big stars of the day. 
His shows included the Rolling Stones, Dave 
Clark Five, Diana Ross & the Supremes,The

Beach Boys, Johnny Cash, Louis Armstrong, 
Roy Orbison and The Clancy Brothers, to 
name a few.

By 1965, Pat and family had decided to 
return to Ireland where he was recruited as 
General Manager of H. Williams & Co., an 
eleven-store supermarket chain in Dublin. 
At this time, the concept of shopping centres 
was just coming to Ireland and there was a 
lot of scepticism as to their viability. When 
H. Williams decide not to participate in the 
newly developed Stillorgan Shopping Centre, 
entrepreneur Pat Quinn decided this was his 
opportunity to go it on his own. Pat opened his 
Quinnsworth branch in Dublin on December 
1st, 1966. The official opening was carried 
out by then Taoiseach, Sean Lemass. Pat was 
a firm believer in hands on involvement and 
promotion of his venture and within the next 
year, his polo neck sweater and infectious 
smile were in every newspaper, magazine and 
in TV ads on regular weekly basis.

His TV advertisements with comedian Hal 
Roach are classics to this day. The media as 
a whole, had a fascination with Pat Quinn, 
wanting to know more about this celebrity 
businessman and promotional genius. Over 
the next six years the business grew rapidly 
and Pat had opened seven Quinnsworth 
branches from the preliminary store in 
Longford, including Stillorgan, Rathfarnham, 
Ballymun, Dundrum, Shannon, Cork and 
Galway. The Quinnsworth name had become 
an extraordinary success and was turning 
over in the order of £6 million. He established 
a wonderful rapport with shoppers, and 
was described as “friendly, informal, 
approachable, likeable, straightforward, and a 
man of the people”. These were the qualities 
highlighted in advertisements featuring the 
colourful Pat Quinn making him one of
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Pat with Muhammad Ali Pat with former President 
Mary McAleese

Pat with with Tenor Josef Locke and 
actor Noel Purcell

Ireland’s best-known businessmen. Once on 
the verge of hiring George Best to open a new 
store, when he was told the fee was £1,000 
he decided he was sufficiently well known to
perform the opening himself the
money to charity He
with inventing the term “yellow pack” for his 
cut-price brands. He was a pioneer, wooing 
customers to his shops using the latest 
american marketing techniques. He appeared 
as guest on ’The Late Late Show’ in an era 
when Gay Byrne and the Late Late were 
the single and biggest attraction for RTE in 
an Ireland that only had one TV station for 
the majority. He even made reference on the 
show to the good foundation he got from 
observing the businesses in Cloone and made 
reference to the late ‘Maggie Mitchell’s’ shop 
in particular.

Outside of work, Pat enjoyed some of the 
trappings of life. Home was a well-appointed 
house in Killiney; his car was a silver Rolls 
Royce complete with telephone (in an era 
when mobile phones didn’t exist).The second 
family car was a Mercedes. He had three 
racehorses in training, one named Leitrim. 
Once at a race meeting in Leopardstown he 
placed bets for all the members of his party 
and presented them with their winnings.

Then later on in the 70’s, Galen Weston, the 
renowned world supermarket magnate, made 
Pat an offer for his Quinnsworth chain an^

when he saw what Weston’s Associated British 
Foods was offering him, he couldn’t refuse. 
He sold his controlling interest as Chief 
Executive and instead became Chairman 
of the Board of Quinnsworth. The Power 
supermarket chain already owned by Weston, 
now also took up the renowned brand name 
and became Quinnsworths which added 
significantly to the number of Quinnsworth 
stores. Pat also became a member of the 
board of Penney’s which was also owned by 
Weston’s Associated British Foods. In May 
1997,Tesco acquired the retailing and supply 
chain operations of Associated British Foods 
with the exception of Penneys and the trading 
name of ‘Quinnsworth’ changed its name to 
‘Tesco Ireland Limited’ with all branches 
changing to Tesco. Many probably don’t 
realise that when they step into the nationwide 
network ofTesco stores, its ancestry in Ireland 
can be traced to a Cloone man!

Towards the mid 70’s Pat Quinn had realised 
his goal of becoming a millionaire and he still 
had not reached 40. Always looking for new 
challenges, he then purchased the Mooney’s 
pub chain in Dublin and the Opperman’s 
Country Club in Kilternan, in the Dublin 
Mountains. He bought the property which 
included 120 acres and a golf course, for a 
half million pounds and spent another three 
quarters of a million upgrading it. He added 
24 bedrooms and a ski slope, the only one 
in Ireland. The new Pat Quinn Club opened
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to great reviews and expectations. The club 
included fine dining and top cabaret acts. The 
Bachelors, Joe Dolan, Josef Locke and Dana 
made several appearances and celebrities 
such as Mohammad Ali & Sean Connery 
were guests.

Then Ireland hit a bad patch with the 70’s oil 
crisis, ESB strikes and economic recession. 
The public’s luxury spend money was in short 
supply and in spite of major efforts to attract 
business including free bus transportation to 
and from the club,The Pat Quinn Club folded 
and also took with it Pat’s other investment, 
the thirteen Mooney Pubs.

The Quinn enterprise was damaged but Pat 
would never be down for long. Undaunted 
he opened a pool hall over the Stella cinema 
in Rathmines, adding two more in Bray 
and Drogheda. He operated an “executive 
coach service” (a bus with a bar) that ferried 
businessmen to events up and down the 
country. For the next twelve years, Pat was very 
successful in the snooker business, he owned 
bookie shops and there followed discount 
stores in Finglas and Ballymun, as well as 
the plush Pierrot snooker and gaming club in 
Ringsend. He also owned ‘The Dead Man’s 
Inn’ at Palmerstown well known landmark on 
the N4 ‘Cloone road’ into Dublin!

After poor trading up to Christmas 1986, 
Pat & family took the decision to return to 
Canada. Three of their children had been 
born in Canada during the early years and 
they figured that Canada could offer their 
seven children a lot of opportunity.

On his return, Pat began by promoting Tayto 
Snack foods in Canada and he returned to 
his art of big name concert promotions in 
Toronto. Over the years he showcased - The 
Dubliners, Paddy Reilly, Brendan Grace, The

Pat Quinn with his wife Anne

Furey’s, Phil Coulter, Jury’s Irish Cabaret, 
Dave Allen, Daniel O’Donnell, The Wolfe 
Tones, Val Doonican, Eithne Heffernan and 
several more acts many of whom he developed 
a personal rapport with over the years. During 
this period, Pat also became further involved 
in the book sales business and family members 
still continue in this very successful enterprise 
known as Booksworth Canada. In March 
2001 Pat was elected Irish Person of the Year 
by Toronto’s Irish community - an accolade of 
which he was always very proud. At this time 
his eagle business eye spotted an opportunity 
and he went into the Pub & Restaurant 
business opening The Irish Embassy Bar & 
Grill atYonge Street swiftly followed by P.J. 
O’Brien’s, two short blocks away, where there 
is a private club called ‘Pat Quinn’s Lounge 
Upstairs’. Next was The Six Steps Restaurant 
and Lounge on Colborne Street as well as 
Quinn’s Steakhouse at the Sheraton Hotel on 
Richmond Street. Later the family diversified 
to Montreal where Pat’s son Paul operates 
The Irish Embassy Bar & Grill. Today 
family members run these most popular and 
successful Irish bars and restaurants, where 
they stock Irish whiskies and beers on tap and 
serving quality food much of which is Irish 
produce. The chain also hires and trains Irish 
students and immigrants. Pat could always be 
found most days doing the circuit of the family
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Pats Lounge Upstairs in Toronto

businesses in Toronto where he chatted and 
entertained his customers and friends with 
stories from a very colourful life. His daily bar 
bill was reputed to be a few hundred dollars 
due to his generosity towards customers. It 
was his way of recognising his regulars and 
welcoming new ones. Former Irish presidents 
Mary Robinson and Mary McAleese have 
also visited his establishments while Canada’s 
City-TV brings a live broadcast from P.J. 
O’Brien’s on St. Patricks Day because it’s 
the centre of Irish culture in Toronto. Four 
of his children now run the pubs, while two 
are orthodontists and the other is also in the 
medical profession.

Pat never forgot his roots in Cloone. He 
didn’t lose his distinctive Leitrim accent even 
though he spent much of his life living abroad. 
He was renowned for supporting Leitrim and 
Cloone with the Angling Club in particular 
where he generously contributed towards the 
development of Keeldra Lake Swimming and 
Fishing Amenity.

Pat Quinn made his mark by changing the 
face of shopping in Ireland with keen cost 
supermarkets. He was known by everyone 
from the top business and political leaders 
to the householders of Cloone and he had 
the same regard for everyone, regardless of

their position or influence. “Generous to a 
fault” are words that were constantly used to 
describe this man. Pat was always the ultimate 
gentleman, family man, respected employer 
and good-natured Irishman whose company 
was always sought.

Senator Feargal Quinn said: “He was a breath 
of fresh air, full of energy and never shy about 
what he was proud of. “He certainly changed 
retailing in Ireland.” Tailor Louis Copeland, 
who sold him the suits that set off his polo 
neck sweaters said he remembered going to 
Pat’s house in Killiney and the phone never 
stopped with business calls or people down 
in Leitrim looking for jobs. And Pat tried to 
fix something for all of them.

... But back to my fathers yarn. It was the 
early 1950’s and Pat was in Cloone on a 
break from St. Mels. He had heard that my 
father Sean Tiernan had recently purchased 
a new Ford Prefect and was keen for a look 
and a spin (cars being a rare commodity in 
those days). Sean duly agreed and proceeded 
to tell Pat that he had some doubts about 
the accuracy of the speedometer. Both men 
being of a scholarly demeanour decided to 
commence an experiment to test the accuracy 
of the speedometer. They worked out that 
Ballinamore was exactly 8 miles and if the car 
was kept at a constant 30mph they should be at 
Ballinamore in exactly 16 minutes.This would 
prove the dependability of the speedometer. 
The experiment began with Pat’s eye on 
the watch and Sean doing a constant 30. In 
those days however road surfaces were poor 
and roads had poor water table drainage in 
places. Also cars had no anti-slip mechanisms 
for cornering and unfortunately the Prefect at 
30mph was not able for the bend at Aughoo 
and it slithered sideways into the muddy 
water table, covering the driver’s side of the
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car completely in muck - but no damage 
done! The shaken experimenters hopped out 
to try and push the car out and Sean Tiernan 
was anxious that the shenanigans would not 
be seen by anyone, but sure enough as bad 
luck would have it, along came an inquisitive 
Cloone neighbour who of course pulled up 
and inquired why they were parked up? Sean 
quickly replied that there was no problem 
and they were only pulled up because they 
‘got taken short and needed to pass water’. 
“Begob” said the neighbour “I need to piss 
too!” and he duly pulled in, headed for the 
ditch and of course then saw the state of the 
car and had to ask a litany of questions as to 
what happened - much to the annoyance of 
Sean Tiernan and to the great amusement of 
Pat Quinn!

I remember asking my father ’’And what 
about the speedometer test?”. ”Ah how 
would ya test a speedometer” he said “with 
me good car buried to its axles in muck, me to 
me shins in it and Pat Quinn not able to push 
with him laugin through the road!”

No doubt they have both reminisced on the 
excursion with laughter in paradise - Sean 
Tiernan passed away in December 2005 and 
Pat Quinn passed to his eternal reward in 
November 2009.

Pat Quinn’s funeral service at Toronto’s 
St. Michael’s Cathedral was a testament 
to the respect in which he was held. Near 
on 1,000 mourners filled every seat in the 
church including the Irish ambassador to 
Canada. The Toronto Police Colour Guard 
and Mounted Unit along with a lone piper 
welcomed those attending. Distinguished 
tenor Colm T. Wilkinson of Phantom of the 
Opera fame sang at the ceremony. Afterwards 
at P.J. O’Brien’s and the Irish Embassy Bar, 
the wake went on until the early hours - 
that’s the way the man would have wanted it!

Pat is survived by his loving wife Anne, and 
seven children: Bernard, Pat Jr, Lisa, Gavin, 
Paul, Tanya and Barry.

Pat Quinn's final visit to his old homestead in Cloone with present proprietor 
Michael McKeon and brothers Fursey, Kevin and Fintan
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Cloone ChAR&creRS
6y V<\( przp&cRich, 2013

W* --
Through all the trials and tribulations that the
Irish people have endured down through the 
generations, be it hunger, suppression, wars 
or evictions; one of their greatest attributes 
was a sense of humour. God knows it was hard 
to joke when ones family was starving, killed 
or evicted but as soon as conditions started to 
improve the Irish humour re-surfaced again. 
Every town land had its fair share of wags, and 
as the friendly “digs” and “barbs” increased, 
the art of repartee flourished. In no part of 
the country did this manifest itself more so 
than in Cloone and Aughavas. That was all 
before that mesmeric goggle-box appeared in 
the corner cutting out the celidh-house and 
card-games.

Every town-land had its own two or three 
Celidh- houses where at least a half dozen 
people met nightly to share and compare the 
latest news and weather or simply chat about 
their day’s work. Things usually started quiet 
enough but as the night wore on, God help the

young whipper-snapper or older smart-aleck 
who stuck his chin out too far. The man of 
the house generally sat in an arm-chair in the 
corner as a sort of “chairman”, it being his 
house after all. His poor wife often wondered 
would they ever go home, and when hints 
about closing the gate at the road or winding 
the clock failed, she usually gave up and went 
to bed with herself.

Now and again an expert wit would emerge 
and he was handled with care by all involved 
except the most reckless or foolhardy. Such a 
one was James who lived not far from Cloone 
village. A quick thinker; he didn’t have to go 
home and figure out an answer. James went 
to England for a while like the rest of us 
and being a good worker put together a few 
pound. On his return he visited the local pub 
to meet the boys for a few drinks. It didn’t 
take long for it to be noticed that he wasn’t 
short of money and being a generous man 
he didn’t mind buying a few out of turn.

Sonny Pope - and James Garvey Pope of Cloone - James Pope
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Charlie Donnelly, Breda-McGullion, Charles ‘Black’ Pope 
and Peter ‘Fowler; Rourke in Popes Bar in 1950s

Raymond Wynne, Peter Moran and Michael Reynolds

The next night the boys, augmented by a few 
more, gathered round preparing for another 
session. James, being no fool, bought himself a 
drink and contemplated the clock at the back 
of the bar. Money and patience were running 
low when one of the more desperate die- 
hards asked “What’s this you said you were 
doing on top of the seven-storey building 
in London James?” A quick look through 
half-closed eyes-”Mowing rushes, are you 
listening to me?” Game over!

There was another Jimmy from a place miles 
away who was also mighty sharp with his 
tongue. A new law had come in that most 
people found hard to comply with. Instead 
of walking on the left-hand side of the road 
you were now legally obliged to walk on the 
right-hand-side facing oncoming traffic. A 
young guard, not long out of the depot and 
tired of chasing farmers who were tolerating 
thistles and buachalans, caught Jimmy on the 
wrong side of the road. Only for an intense 
intercession by local “important” men was 
Jimmy saved from the rigours of the court. 
Two evenings after the obtaining the all- 
clear, Jimmy was coming out of Cloone once 
again on the wrong side of the road when he 
spied our keen young guard approaching. He 
knew that a desperate excuse was needed. He

stood looking into the field, neither facing 
one way nor the other. “I see you’re on the 
wrong side of the road again Jimmy” said 
the guard. “Well criminy guard, it depends 
on which way I’m going, be nice”. There was 
no section in the law to cover this, so Jimmy 
escaped to walk on the wrong side of the road 
again. What barrister from the High-Court 
could present a better defense?

Peter Rourke- better known as “Fowler” was 
another really gifted character. He was the 
bell ringer around Cloone for years and one 
always felt that no one was properly buried 
if Fowler didn’t ring the funeral bell, (or at 
least Fowler believed it). He was a bell ringer 
par excellence. Not for him the ding ding 
ding of the modern bell. One always felt that 
there was a longer interval between each 
toll and somehow it seemed to be a more 
mournful and grieving sound than any other 
campanologist could come up with. Not for 
him a quick grab and pull at the rope. The 
dead person deserved the best and the best 
he was going to get. The rope was wrapped 
around both his hands and pressed down. 
The upward movement was done by his 
back, up and down skillfully until the job was 
done. One morning after a 26th of May Fair 
in Cloone, the parish priest approached the
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church door and discovered that overnight a 
reveller had mistaken the door for the public 
lavatory which didn’t exist. The priest was 
rightly horrified at the desecration but not 
horrified enough to rectify it himself. As in 
similar situations, he called on Peter. Fowler, 
not being laden with money and wanting to 
stay on the right side of the priest, girded his 
loins and agreed to see to the job.

The local heroes were having a pint at 
Maguire’s counter when Peter, suitably armed, 
went down the chapel lane; little knowing 
that he was facing the Cloone equivalent of 
the Aegean stables. In about five minutes the 
pub door opened and Fowler was back. He 
was a man who always wore a cap and scarf 
and never looked left or right. He strode up to 
the bar and ordered a pint and contemplated 
the bottle of Powers at the back of the bar. 
No one spoke for a couple of minutes and 
then Maguire asks “What was it like Peter?” 
Peter took a slug from his pint, put it down 
and addressing the pint as much as anyone

in his company uttered the immortal words 
“Well glory be to Jaysus, it will take 10 men 
with 10 shovels, 10 days to clear a path for 
the congregation” History does not record 
what the priest had to pay but Fowler wasn’t 
dry for the most of a week.

Not alone were these men very keen-witted, 
a lot of them were great poets. Fowler in 
particular didn’t spend much time with his 
nose in a book, but could compose quite 
long poems, perfect in rhyme and rhythm, 
not a word out of place and all committed 
to memory. Not only were these men adept 
at making up a quick answer or gifted poets, 
some were also marvelous entertainers. How 
many nights in Creegan’s did John Jackson 
regale the company with Service’s “Shooting 
of Dan McGrew” and “The cremation of Sam 
McGee”?

He also had Darcy’s “Face on the Bar-room 
floor”. John was the only one I heard recite 
“Pat Dunne from Kilcock” and “The Hell-

Albert Kelly in Cunniffe's Bar Frank Moran
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Bound Train” and boy could he do it! If you 
got tired of recitations he could sing you 
“Kilkenny by the Nore” as very few could. 
Being a bachelor and living on his own, his 
home was a very popular place to visit and it 
wasn’t long before a visit would blossomed 
into a music session. Known far and wide as 
Jackson’s Ball-room, many an enjoyable night 
was spent there with no need for a bouncer 
to keep order.

The aforementioned are only a small sample 
of the talent that blossomed among the people 
of Cloone and Aughavas. I never mentioned 
Jimmy McGovern or little Pat Canning. Their 
“spakes” are with us to this day. Likewise 
‘Nan’ Mullany. Fr Conefry’s Cloone Ceili 
Band lives on in memory. Time goes on and 
nothing remains the same. That, I suppose, is 
how it should be, but it would be a shame if all 
the anecdotes, funny incidents, local poems 
and descriptions of characters were to be lost 
to future generations that might well value 
them more than the present do.

One can only wonder what some of those 
men could have achieved if they had the 
opportunity to pursue academic careers. 
The words of Gray’s “Elegy in a Country 
Churchyard” come to mind:

Some Village-Hampden, that with 
dauntless breast
The little tyrant of his field withstood 
Some mute in glorious Milton here may 
rest
Some Cromwell guiltless of his country’s 
blood,
Full many a gem of purest ray serene 
The dark unfathomed caves of ocean 
bears
Full many a flower is born to blush 
unseen
And waste its sweetness on the desert air.

Nan Mullaney making creels

Mister Dillon
By: Peter ‘Fowler’Rourke

You all know Mr Dillon 
He’s a man of great renown 
He built a great big mansion 
Just a half a mile from town

It’s admired by the public 
And it is an awful height 
It must be thirty stories high 
Says Jimmy Flynn the blight 
He has a little wagon 
Its one that’s very scarce 
It’s the last coach on the road 
It is the little hearse 
If your bound forTubberpatrick 
Fenagh or for Cloone 
Call to John Dillon and you’ll 
Have him very soon
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CDy CDemoRies op Ctoone P<\Rish
6y Rev. J. ShoRtt

St. Mary’s Cloone was my home parish and 
my home village. Growing up there has 
always been near and dear to me and brings 
back many happy memories. I remember 
Fr. Patrick Clancy 1939 - 1964, the parish 
priest who baptised me and gave me my First 
Communion. He lived in what I thought 
then was a palace (a large multi-story house 
where the new church now stands). I also 
remember the Curate back then who was 
Fr Andy McGovern and a good friend to 
us when we were children. He would visit 
our school accompanied by his little dog, a 
Cocker Spaniel that would run around and 
nibble on the toes of our bare feet in the 
summertime.

Growing up in Camber (Gathnacamdarragh) 
we were living in the southern end of the 
parish and we attended Corduff South 
National School where Master Daniel White 
and his wife Mrs Mary White (Brady) were 
our teachers for the duration of our time 
there. My parents were determined to give 
us every educational opportunity possible. 
Master and Mrs White gave us a great 
foundation with primitive accommodation 
and few visual aids. We had a little fireplace in 
each classroom where we burned peat which 
was donated by the farmers. As they were 
harvesting their own peat the school also got 
a share. In difficult times we would bring a 
few sods of turf to school each day. We each 
brought our own lunch to school with a bottle 
of milk or hot tea. I can still see Mrs White 
with bottles of tea circled around the fire to 
keep them warm, especially for the younger 
children. '

When attending the Parish school in 
those days, all children prepared for First 
Communion in their own school and then 
all came together in the Parish Church in 
Cloone for their First Communion ceremony. 
On my First Communion day I discovered 
the friendship and kindness of a wonderful 
lady at the upper end of the village where 
for the first time I bought red lemonade and 
ice cream. Her name was Maggie Mitchell 
and I hope she is with the angels in heaven 
now as she was an angel to us children as we 
frequented her little Shop.

We had a similar type of procedure in 
preparation for Confirmation with one 
additional feature which was that we all came 
together in Cloone Church on a designated 
evening after school to face the inquisition 
of the Diocesan Examiner Dr. McHale. He 
was to examine us on our knowledge of the 
sacraments the faith in general. I remember 
we studied a thick paper back book called 
‘Bible History’We knew the Bible History but 
not the Bible. One very fond memory I have 
is of an evening when a large number of us 
were walking together and were met at Gubbs 
Crossroads by a very generous lady who had 
prepared sandwiches and tea for us in order 
to alleviate our hunger as we prepared to walk 
to Cloone and back. Annie McNamara was 
her name and her nephew Patrick McNamara 
was one of our classmates so she included all 
of us in the feast.

My next fondest memory of growing up was 
the arrival of our new Parish Priest Fr. Edward 
Boylan 1964 - 1967 who made a wonderful
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impact on my formation and had an interest 
in my vocation to the Priesthood. Fr. Boylan 
arrived at school one day and asked Master 
White if any of us older boys would be able to 
assist him in locating and visiting parishioners 
in the South end of the Parish. Master White 
took me outside to converse with him and Fr. 
Boylan to see if I could be of help regarding 
this matter. I don’t think I understood clearly 
what he was trying to accomplish. I was very 
happy to say “Yes” as I knew it would get me 
out of school for the rest of the day. Little did 
I know how meaningful this day would be for 
the rest of my life.

Fr. Boylan being a former teacher at St. Mel’s 
College could relate very well to my struggles, 
doubts and hesitations. My thoughts and 
aspirations were calling me to a life of ministry 
in the priesthood. His ability and willingness 
to communicate with me about his priestly 
life and sharing his experiences was very 
enlightening indeed. This was my first insight 
into the inner workings of the Spirit and the 
joy of becoming a Priest. I have shared this 
story with many seminarians over the years 
and I have reached out to many young men 
as Fr. Boylan reached out to me and in like 
manner helped them in their discernment 
process. We remained friends for the rest of 
his life,but owing to health problems he was 
unable to be present for my Ordination on 
June 12th 1966 which I deeply regretted. He 
was my pillar of strength on the day of my 
First Mass June 13th 1966 in the old church 
at the bottom of the hill.

One other reflection for those of you old 
enough to remember, was that June 13th was 
one of the two Fair Days in Cloone. After 
Mass, as was the tradition the newly ordained 
priest gave his blessing to the people, little did 
I know that on that day every man,woman and 
child in Cloone would come to the Church

for my first blessing. I have not recited that 
much Latin since.

I left my home and parish on August 1st 1966 
and took up duty in the Diocese of Jeferson 
City on August 2nd 1966. I have been blessed 
with a wide range of ministries. I was a Curate 
in my first three parishes. I worked for seven 
years in St. Thomas Minor Seminary. I have 
been a Pastor (Parish Priest) of five parishes. 
In conjunction with this I spent thirty years in 
Prison Ministry, “Yes eventually they released 
me!”. I know I am only one of many from 
our Parish called by God who responded and 
made their mark on some part of the world. I 
hope that this humble story will inspire many 
more young people to spread their wings and 
fly with the Spirit. Only God knows where we 
will end up and what good we can do to make 
the world a better place.

Reverend Patrick 
J. Shortt attended 
seminary school at St.
Johns in Waterford.
He was ordained on 
June 12, 1966, and 
went to the United 
States to the diocese 
in Jefferson City,
Missouri where he 
currently serves as Priest and Spiritual Leader 
to the Catholic parish of Eugene, Missouri at 
Our Lady of the Snow’s Catholic Church.

Rev. Patrick J. Shortt

Our Lady of the Snows Catholic Church, Eugene, Missouri
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Cfoone ChoiR
Singing rogetheR is pR&ymg rogerheR

CDenc\ bRenn<\n.w-
Loyalty to the Parish and Pride in Performance 
are traits long associated with Cloone people. 
These virtues are very evident in relation to 
the Cloone choir which has been in existence 
formally, on a continuous basis, since 1971.

Prior to that, in the old church at the bottom of 
the Chapel Lane, choirs performed mostly on 
special occasions, such as missions, devotions, 
First Holy Communions and Confirmation. 
At that time the organist was Mrs McDermott 
NT, who was joined by the pupils of the 
National School. Mrs McDermott started the 
first choir in Cloone Church in Fr Conefrey’s 
time. The choir members at that time were 
Imelda Charles (nee O’Carroll), Maureen 
Doherty, Kathleen and Mary Rose Keegan, 
Kankeel, Rita, Mona, Noleen and Evelyn 
Cooney, Cloone, Madeline and Adelaide 
O’Higgins, Post Office Cloone, and Lizane 
O’Donnell, Cloone. As time went on new 
members joined the choir in the forties. These

ladies were Patricia and Claire McDermott, 
Kathleen Doherty, Josephine Doherty, and 
then in the fifties, Bridie, Kathleen and Anne 
Mitchell, and Teesie Doherty. Thanks to the 
fine memory of Imelda Charles and Eugene 
Mitchell we were able to record these ladies 
names and we apologise if anyone has been 
omitted.

When the new church opened in 1971 the 
Cloone choir was established on a formal 
basis. Fr Patrick Frawley had purchased a new 
harmonium and asked Michael Solon to play 
it. Mrs Mary Moran NT who was teaching 
in Cloone National School at that time 
taught hymns to the school pupils. Practices 
were held to learn new hymns particularly 
in preparation for First Holy Communion, 
Confirmation and the liturgical feasts. For 
many years the choir consisted of Mary 
Moran and the school children with Michael 
Solon providing the music. Numerous efforts

Choir Trip to Lough Gowna 1938.
Front: Mrs McDermott, E O'Donnell, Evelyn Cooney, Joan Higgins, Maureen Doherty, Frank Quinn, Patsy Doherty, 

M Ward, J Duggan, J Quinn, Sean Dillon.
Back: Rita Cooney, R. A. Gaffey, Liz Carroll, Michael Cooney, Madeline O'Higgins, Noleen Higgins, B Carroll, ?,

M Bohan, Frank O'Higgins, Fr. Conerfrey. J Mitchell, K Keegan, Imelda Carroll, M.R. Keegan, M Reynolds,
A Reynolds, M Quinn, Sean Cooney.
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to persuade adults to join met with little 
success. Attempts to get the congregation 
to participate were equally unsuccessful. At 
mission time the missioners would urge the 
congregation to join in and some fine voices 
would be heard on those occasions.

Gradually in the mid-seventies a few more 
adults joined the choir mainly as a result of 
a number of newly wed ladies coming to live 
in the parish. When Mary Moran retired 
the task of teaching new hymns in Cloone 
National School fell to Eilish McTague. 
Eilish had been principal in Adoon School 
before moving to Cloone when the two 
schools amalgamated. Fr Frawley retired 
in 1978 and was succeeded by Canon Peter 
Bohan who also encouraged adults to join the 
choir. The late Sean Tiernan who had a fine 
baritone voice would join the choir regularly; 
particularly on special occasions as would 
Leo McAlinden who was also a gifted singer, 
RIP.

In 1982, Moira Clancy was appointed to the 
teaching staff of Cloone National School. 
Moira joined the choir and for the following 
30 years, until her retirement in 2012, she 
taught the hymns to the school pupils and 
encouraged them to participate in the school 
choir. Her contribution has been invaluable. 
Since her retirement last year she has remained 
a very active member of the choir. The task 
of teaching hymns to the school children has 
now been passed on to their new teacher 
Madeline Murphy who is also a member 
of the choir. Many children have joined the 
adults and sang in the choir since 1971. We 
would not be able to name each child as it has 
spanned over 42 years but their contribution 
has also been invaluable.

In 1994 the late Mary Mullany, formally of 
Drumdarkin, donated money to the parish 
to buy a new electric organ and Canon Peter 
Bohan and Michael Solon completed the 
purchase.

Cloone Current Choir.
Back: Maureen Heslin, Eugeen Mitcheel, Mary Reilly, Michael Solon, Breige Solon, Moira Clancy 

Middle: Madeline Murphy, Bernadette Beirne, Mena Brennan, Evelyn McKeon 
Front: Grace Murphy, Rachel Reynolds, Saoirse Kellegher, Tara Kellegher and Eva Keegan.

Missing from photo: Mary McGovern, Michelle Dimmock, Monica Reynolds, Gus Cook, Eileen Donohue, Mary 
McHugh (who is also a member of the wonderful Millennium Choir).
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The success of Cloone choir is due, to a very 
large extent, to the dedication of Michael 
Solon who has been its main stay for over 
40 years with great assistance from his wife 
Breige. Michael is well known as a gifted 
musician and singer. He performed for 
many years with the Kaisers Band and later 
as a solo artist. The demands for the choir 
extend well beyond weekend masses and 
include not only First Holy Communion and 
Confirmation, the major liturgical feasts of 
Christmas and Easter but also funerals. On 
the very rare occasions when Michael has 
not been available, others including Michelle 
Reilly (nee Heslin), Mairead Whelan, Michael 
Moran and Paddy Kelly have provided the 
music. Over the years some loyal members 
of Cloone choir moved to live in other areas 
and the choir are always delighted to welcome 
them back whenever they are available.

These include Sheila Gallogly who now lives 
in Mohill and our most famous member, the 
very talented Dianne McNabola nee Beirne. 
Dianne first enthralled audiences at Cloone 
concerts and Scor competitions and in 1999 
went on to achieve an All Ireland title in the 
NDC Macra Na Feirme National Talent 
competition in the National Concert Hall. 
She also sang with the Suaimhneas choir for 
a number of years and provides singing for 
weddings and other special occasions.

We are very grateful to members of local 
choirs, particularly Aughavas, who join us 
regularly on special occasions and would like 
to mention Fr Cathal Faughnan who was PP 
in Cloone for many years and Fr John Wall 
who were both very supportive of the adult 
choir, as is Fr Sam Holmes, our current 
Parish Priest.

Michael Solon and Sean Tiernan preparing for the choir at open air mass 
on Cemetery Sunday
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TZo SchooC in A QReen VoChstuAgen
6y ,attics CD<\dden

1971 was a big year for the Madden Family. 
We acquired our first television set and 
decided that our favorite programme of 
all time was “Wanderly Wagon”. Decimal 
currency was first introduced to Ireland, in 
1971, I remember a neighbour visiting our 
house and bringing the shiny new lp, 5p 
and lOp and 50p coins. We were seriously 
impressed by the life-like Bull on the 5p and all 
were agreed that he was a “dangerous-looking 
boy!” Adults bemoaned the loss of the shilling 
and the thruppenny bit, they reckoned prices 
would rise as a result of the new coinage. How 
right they were! As children we marveled at 
the strange shiny new coins and wondered 
how many Gob-Stoppers we could buy for a 
new penny.

The major event of 1971 for the Madden 
family was our move to Cloone National 
School. Our previous school, Adoon National 
School was much smaller and had solid fuel 
stoves in the class-rooms. The class-room was 
freezing in the morning when we arrived in 
school and it was the job of the older pupils to 
bring in sticks and turf from the shed and help 
my mother and Mrs McTeague light the fire. 
Cloone National School was much bigger 
and had central heating. We were installed 
in a pre-fab class-room with storage heaters! 
Each morning we rushed to warm our hands 
on the heaters. However in Cloone School 
we still had to deal with our mother as our 
class teacher!

Cloone village had the huge advantage of a 
number of sweet shops in the vicinity. Mrs 
Mitchell was our main supplier for “Gob-

Brendan Madden,Charles Canning, Patricia Finnerty, 
James Madden, Maura Madden. School trip to 

Dublin Zoo, c 1973.

Stoppers” and “Penny Bars”. Alas it was to 
be much later before we were allowed down 
the village on our own!

Each morning we set off with my Mother in 
her Green Volkswagen Beetle on the long and 
winding road through Carrigallen, Aughavas, 
and on to Cloone. After the obligatory 
morning prayers, our journey was enlivened 
considerably by the sight of Michael 
Kellegher turning his cows across the road, 
the occasional dog running out to chase the 
car or a farmer putting out his creamery cans 
for collection. A variety of transport methods 
was used for the creamery cans; the most 
popular was the Massey 20, 35 or 135 tractor. 
However there were still some proponents 
of the horse and cart, one man even used a 
modified wooden wheel-barrow to bring out 
his creamery can.
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At the turn for Roculion Hill we 
would see the Drumloughan gang, 
Keegans and Clancy’s walking to 
school and wave frantically out 
the window of the car. Further 
on at Cloone turn we might 
spot the McGovern’s, Flood’s
or Dillon’s......... more frantic
waving.

My mother taught Junior and 
Senior Infants and First Class. I 
was in First Class and felt like a 
King in my classroom compared 
to the babies of Junior and Senior 
Infants. I sat beside Brendan 
Kellegher, Raymond McGovern 
and Brendan Doherty. We were 
all filled with equal disdain for the 
‘babies’ in Infants and considered 
ourselves to be much more mature 
men of the World!

CeAching in Cloone
5y Ci(ish G )cCc\quc

It was with some trepidation that I made the change 
from Adoon School, where I had been teaching for 
nineteen years, to Cloone when both schools were 
amalgamated. I arrived in Cloone on a cold wintry 
February morning in 1976. The twenty-one pupils 
from Adoon also arrived in their new surroundings 
on the same day.

I was welcomed by the Principal - Michael Jordan 
(R.I.P), Damien Brennan, and my friend Mrs. 
Mary Moran (R.I.P.) who had been teaching with 
me in Adoon for several years before moving to 
Cloone. Having been teaching as Principal in a one- 
teacher school for some time it was a nice change to 
have other teachers on the staff with me. Another 
advantage was that there was central heating in the 
school - no longer would I have to light fires in the 
mornings which was a great relief.

Break-time was filled playing 
football in the field behind 
the school and playing “Tig” 
around the concrete yard. Nicky 
McGarty could kick the ball high 
above the goal-posts! We ate lunch 
in the classroom with our mother 
but scoffed it quickly so as not to 
miss too much of the action!

After first Class it was on to Mrs 
Moran and then on to the dreaded
Master Jordan..... “He’ll soon deal
with ye !” My mother left Cloone 
School in 1975 and moved on 
to teach in Drumeela NS where 
I completed 5th and 6th Class. I 
will always have the most fond 
memories of my 4 years attending 
Cloone National School.

I soon settled into my new role as Infant teacher and 
enjoyed my time with them. Later on when Michael 
Jordan had moved to teach in Aughnasheelin and 
John Fitzpatrick who had replaced him also moved 
away Damien Brennan became Principal of the 
school. Later when Mrs. Moran retired from 
teaching, Mrs. Moira Clancy took over the Junior 
classes and I transferred to teach the Middle classes. 
I spent happy years with those older pupils also.

When the numbers on Rolls increased, another 
teacher - Mrs. Teresa Moran - was appointed to the 
school. We all spent many pleasant years together 
there in Cloone —just like one big happy family.

However, I decided to take early retirement in 
1993 and have enjoyed my life since then, but I do 
appreciate and often think back over my teaching 
career and the years I spent in Cloone School and 
Adoon School and remember all of my past pupils 
well. I hope to meet many of them at the Reunion 
in August.
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Co School CbRough Che Bog 
1970-1978

6y phitomend CiCRn^n Jacques

I started school at Easter 1970 one month 
before my 4th birthday. Of course there was 
no such thing as preschool and since we 
had no family car at that time I had rarely 
been anywhere away from home. I can still 
remember when my sister brought me into 
Mrs Moran’s classroom that first day seeing 
all the children at their desks and being 
amazed that there were so many people in the 
world.

I think that same year I started school, Corduff 
school closed and those children came to 
Cloone. During the better weather the route 
my family took to school involved taking a 
path from the side of our house through the 
bog, crossing a wooden plank over a stream, 
then a concrete pedestrian bridge over the 
river, onto a lane which led up Corouna hill 
and out on to the road a stones throw from 
the school. The journey was approximately 1 
mile and was a good shortcut. During winter 
the floods would make the plank unsafe to 
cross so we took the country road around 
Annaghmaconway lake to Cloone a journey 
just under 2 miles. Whichever route we took 
we didn’t particularly hurry home often 
gathering frog spawn in bog-holes, eating 
berries and playing hide-and-seek in the sally 
bushes. On one occasion we came home from 
school across the bog but were met with an 
obstacle when we came to the concrete bridge. 
Dillon’s mare had for some reason walked on 
to the narrow bridge making it impossible to 
cross. She was unable to go right across the 
bridge as the far exit was only wide enough

for people. For a long time we tried throwing 
sticks and stones at the head of the poor horse 
trying to make her reverse off the bridge. 
Eventually we walked further up along the 
bank of the river to McHugh’s cattle bridge 
where we were able to get across and walk 
back to our own land. At least we had a good 
excuse for being late home that day.

In later years (I think when I was in 4th 
class) Adoon School also closed and a bus 
brought those children to Cloone too. This 
was good news for those in my family still 
in primary school as we now had a minibus 
going past the end of our lane and no longer 
needed to take the ‘Alice Taylor’ route. The 
bus driver was a lovely man with a great way 
with kids but it was certainly different times. 
I remember once he spotted a duck at the 
side of the lake and, being a game hunting 
enthusiast, he stopped the bus and got out. 
Then, to the delight of all the kids on the bus, 
he took a gun which he had in the front of the 
minibus with him and aimed a shot at it. He 
then left us waiting while he went down to the 
lake shore to see if he had hit lucky’ but came 
back empty-handed to all our cheers.

The local Parish priest, as still happens today, 
often visited the school. The two priests 
during my years in Cloone School were Fr 
Frawley and then Fr Bohan. Fr Frawley was 
a genuinely holy man with a great devotion 
to Our Lady. He loved children but they were 
sometimes fearful of him because he had a 
tendency to shout and repeat sentences. Even
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when he was praising us for giving a correct 
answer he might shout. I have a memory of 
him visiting the classroom when I was in 
infants, looking around at us and telling us 
(a few times) that we were all beautiful. I 
remember looking around the room myself 
at all the tousled hair and snotty noses and 
not understanding how he could think that. 
Fr Bohan was also a truly holy man devoted 
to his parish and people and we always liked 
seeing him come to visit. He was very ill in 
his latter years but fulfilled his vocation to the 
end, dying shortly after celebrating his last 
Mass.

I don’t want to paint a totally idyllic picture 
of those years. There was no provision 
for children with special needs, corporal 
punishment was used freely and Health and 
Safety had never been heard of. But overall 
they were happy days and teachers were 
allowed to teach in their own style without 
being totally weighed down by never ending 
administration and reporting demands. At 
play time we played the usual games, tig,

football, statues and skipping. Sometimes all 
the children in the school joined in the same 
game such as Jailbirds’. We never got pocket 
money in my family but we often had the 
odd penny change from buying copy books 
or found around home. We shared this to get 
sweets after school at any of the four shops 
in Cloone. I remember my brother Dermot 
and I deciding that the best value was to get 4 
aniseed balls for a penny in Maggie Mitchell’s. 
Even if we only had one penny to share that 
was still two aniseed balls each. For all those 
years if every we heard of someone winning 
or being gifted with a large amount of money 
we liked to increase the marvel in our own 
imagination by notionally converting it into 
aniseed balls!

It was only when I left school and lived 
in cities like Dublin and London that I 
appreciated how blessed we were to have a 
childhood education in that secluded country 
village so close to nature. Nothing money 
could buy would ever substitute it, not even 
in Maggie Mitchell’s magical shop.

Cloone School Today
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ChiRry yeARS op change in fariinA 
N<\noriAl School

6y CDoira Clancy

<w
The sadness I felt on the day I retired from 
teaching for thirty years in Fatima National 
School, Cloone, is evidence of a very happy 
and fulfilled time spent there. Mrs Mary 
Moran (R.I.P.) had retired in July 1981 and I 
was fortunate enough to be her replacement. 
I was told by a well wisher at the time that 
I had, “a big pair of shoes to fill” - a lovely 
compliment to Mrs Moran. Damien Brennan 
was principal - the only one I worked with 
for all three decades there. Eilish McTague 
was “privileged assistant,” having come to 
Cloone from Adoon School where she had 
been principal until its closure.

The lovely, modern school I left just over a 
year ago was very different back then. The 
parents of the children currently in attendance 
could tell of prefabs, well past their best, filled 
with too many little desks. Class size remains

a burning issue for parents and educators 
today, but that first year saw forty infant and 
first class pupils packed in together - a scene 
repeated in schools around the country. This 
situation was eased in 1984 when we became 
a four teacher school as Teresa Moran was 
appointed to our staff, taking over the infants 
from me. I moved to the other prefab with 
first and second classes.

There was no running water in those prefabs 
so there was many a speedy nip across to the 
main school in all weather to use the toilet 
facilities. Prefab two also had a “bouncy 
area” of flooring that we all knew to avoid in 
case someone would end up going through 
it. Father John Wall enjoyed getting the 
children’s reaction to him standing on that 
part of the floor, pretending that he had 
forgotten about it.

Moira Clancy & Son Mel pictured outside Cloone School in the 1980's
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Over the next few years Cloone people from 
eight years of age to eighty and beyond got 
involved in a very exciting project for us all - 
fundraising for the building of our Community 
Centre. Hard work and community spirit 
came together to open a building in 1987 
that was, and still is, a wonderful asset to the 
staff and pupils of the school. The school was 
already blessed with a very large area for play 
outside, extending up the hill and around the 
school. It was a great space where we played 
football and rounders, which seemed to be a 
great favourite. We also now had a large indoor 
space for P.E. on the rainy days and gradually 
built up a great supply of equipment much to 
the delight of the pupils.

Fr. Peter Bohan, our parish priest from 1978
- 1995, was delighted with the building of 
the Community Centre and was excited that 
we held the First Holy Communion party 
there on its completion. This lovely tradition 
continues yearly. Having a great stage and 
hall gave us the incentive and motivation 
needed to put on an annual school concert 
at Christmas - the first of each year’s big 
highlights. Every child got to experience the 
fun and confidence-building feeling of getting 
up on stage to put on a great show for all the 
family and to showcase all their talents.

The second big highlight of the Cloone 
School calendar each year was the school 
tour. For several years the destination was 
the same - Mosney followed by Bettystown
- and the scream that went up on the bus 
when the signs for Mosney came into view 
had the teachers covering their ears. In recent 
times a different venue was chosen each year 
and all were thoroughly enjoyed. The main 
concern from a teacher’s point of view was to

get everyone back home safely as, thank God, 
was the case.

Mrs McTague retired in 1993 and she was 
replaced by Mrs Betty Foley who took over the 
infant room until she left to take up a post in 
Carrigallen N.S. in June 1996. Unfortunately 
that post was not refilled as our numbers had 
dropped by that September. We were again 
back to being a three teacher school and have 
been so ever since.

We had a young, energetic and forward 
thinking principal in Damian Brennan and 
change came to the school itself too, slowly but 
surely. The extension was built in 1999, the 
old water tower and prefabs were destroyed 
and gradually a beautiful new school emerged 
from all the dust - and there was a lot of dust! 
In the years that followed, blackboards were 
replaced by green boards, whiteboards and 
eventually interactive boards. The school 
gained a fully equipped G.P. room, well- 
stocked library, comfortable staff room and 
improved toilet facilities. Non slip flooring was 
laid in the halls. Everyone worked together to 
create a pretty and productive school garden. 
Bright new storage units, desks and carpets 
together created a feel of a brand new school 
for a brand new millennium.

As time passed, we were supported in our 
work with the children by many wonderful 
teachers and assistants and we were grateful 
to each one. Packie Joe McGarry and 
Maureen Murray in their caretaking roles, 
and Rosaleen Dillon as secretary, were also 
part of the fabric of school life in Cloone, 
making sure that everything was done that 
could be done to keep it all working like a 
well-oiled machine!
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As well as working with a wonderful and 
dedicated group of teachers, we were lucky 
to teach in a community with great support 
all around us and our pupils. When I think 
of the parents I think of their great anxiety 
that their children do their best and also 
their great interest in their studies. Parent 
teacher meetings were the times when this 
fact was most in evidence and we felt that we 
were supporting each other in the children’s 
education. The Sacraments being such 
important events in the children’s lives gave 
me an opportunity to meet their families. 
In some cases I was teaching the children 
of my past pupils. This was a very enjoyable 
experience and also a great indicator of time 
swiftly passing!

I also consider myself fortunate to have worked 
with wonderful priests in Cloone parish, 
preparing the children for the sacraments of 
Confession and First Holy Communion. In 
1995 Fr Cathal Faughnan took over from 
Fr Bohan as priest in charge of Cloone and 
Aughavas parishes whilst resident in Cloone, 
with Fr John Wall as curate resident in 
Aughavas. In 2008 Fr Sam Holmes became 
parish priest for both parishes and is managing

remarkably well with a very heavy workload.

Both the church and school choir owe a debt 
of gratitude to the adult choir whose job 
has been a challenging one due to our small 
numbers. Their support, and Michael Solon’s 
great contribution as organist at events 
throughout the years is greatly appreciated.

Working in Cloone National School and 
living in the parish has been a very positive 
experience for me. When I think of the 
children I taught there, I remember eager 
faces listening and learning and well-behaved. 
Visitors such as priests, inspectors and 
religious examiners often commented on the 
happy atmosphere that existed in the school 
and how eager the children were to answer 
questions as they sat looking lovely in their 
school uniforms of royal blue, navy and white.

I mentioned to some of the younger teachers 
that I would like to be starting off teaching 
all over again and I certainly meant that. 
However I should add here that it would have 
to be in Cloone School as it is today and with 
the same colleagues who made the journey 
such a rewarding one.

Cloone bopcry.
INGREDIENTS:

31bs of Potatoes, 1 teaspoon salt, l/21b Flour, 1 tablespoon of sour milk

METHOD:
1. Wash and peel the potatoes.

2. Grate potatoes into a large bowl
3. Add flour and salt

4. Mix milk into mixture
5. Heat a greased pan until hot
6. Pour on thin layer of mixture

7. Cook on both sides
Eat while hot with butter or allow cool and re-heat.
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UJhiredoARds. PxrimA N<\non<\C 

SchooC, 1976 ro 2012
6y OcMTiicn BRenn&n

The seventh of January 1976 was my first day 
as a member of the teaching staff of Fatima 
National School, Cloone. It was a great 
opportunity for a young teacher but it was 
also a daunting one, - teaching in your own 
parish, among your own people.

Looking back now I often wonder at how 
fate brought me back to teach in Cloone 
when circumstances could have dictated 
that I would spend my life doing a different 
job, farther afield. Surely none of us knows 
what is in store for us. In June 1972 I had 
completed a B.A. Degree in Maynooth but 
instead of looking for work as a Secondary 
School teacher I went to New York. I had 
spent the previous two summers there. The 
work was plentiful, especially if you played 
football, and the money was great. Olive went 
with me in 1972 and like many of our friends 
who emigrated at that time, we could easily 
have settled there permanently. However, 
we decided to return home early in 1974. I 
started work as a substitute Primary School 
teacher and I really enjoyed it. We got married 
in April 1974 and the following September 
I embarked on the Postgraduate Primary 
School teacher training course in St. Patrick’s 
College, Drumcondra. When I graduated in 
June 1975 I got a position on the staff of a 
Primary School in Newbridge, Co. Kildare. 
Jobs were not easy to get, so I was resigned to 
being in Newbridge for some time, perhaps 
permanently. We sold our house in Cloone »

and moved with our baby daughter, Gillian, 
to a rented house in Newbridge. However 
fate intervened once again. A vacancy arose 
in Cloone School. I applied for the job and 
was lucky enough to be successful. And so it 
was that, in January 1976, I started work in 
Cloone, a job that would continue for more 
than thirty six years.

At that time Cloone school had just become 
the only school in the parish. Drumloughan, 
Corduff and Adoon had closed due to 
declining numbers and pupils from those 
areas were brought to Cloone by means of 
the new school bus service which had been 
established as a result of the amalgamations. 
Two prefabricated classrooms were provided 
adjacent to the main school building to cater 
for the enlarged enrolment. Conditions 
were far from ideal. Facilities, in particular 
comfortable accommodation for pupils 
and teachers, classroom equipment and 
playground were very basic and inadequate 
to cater for the increased number of pupils.

However, the main asset of any school is its 
teaching staff and I was fortunate to join 
a very experienced and supportive staff. 
Michael Jordan, a native of Aughnasheelin, 
was Principal. The late Mary Moran, a 
great lady and a wonderful teacher whose 
husband, Tom, had been Principal in Cloone 
school for many years and Eilish Me Tague 
from Aughawillan, who had been principal of
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Adoon School until it was amalgamated with 
Cloone. In April of that year Michael Jordan 
was appointed Principal of Aughnasheelin 
National School and he was replaced in 
Cloone by John Fitzpatrick. A young teacher 
could not have hoped to have had wiser 
advisers or better role models.

John and Eilish were experienced Principals 
while all three were gifted teachers. They 
were liberally endowed with many virtues 
which I have come to appreciate as essential 
for success as a teacher. Paramount among 
these were, a genuine concern for their 
pupils, endless patience, a sense of humour, 
and above all, common sense. In that first 
year, in Cloone school, I learned much more 
from those teachers than I learned in all the 
years of university and Training College.

In 1979, John Fitzpatrick left Cloone to 
take up a position as Principal in Drumlish 
N.S.. Enrolment numbers had fallen and 
our teaching staff was reduced to three. I 
was appointed acting principal to replace 
John. This was a significant challenge but 
once again I was fortunate enough to have a 
resourceful staff. Eilish McTague had been 
a principal for many years and she taught me 
everything I needed to know to be a Primary 
School Principal. In 1980, having achieved 
the obligatory 5 years teaching experience, 
my appointment as Principal was confirmed.

Teaching classes full-time, while running a 
school as Principal, is very challenging. In 
the late seventies and early eighties facilities 
in the school were basic and money was 
very scarce. It was well before the era of 
computers and Information Technology. We 
had no photocopier, just a spirit duplicator. 
School furniture was very sparse. The 
rooms were unattractive and difficult to heat.

Windows were draughty and rattled in the 
wind. The water supply came from a large 
concrete tank which was housed in the tall 
water tower attached to the school. The pipe
work was prone to rusting and the ballcock 
would regularly get stuck causing the tank to 
overflow or to not fill. Packie Joe Me Garry 
was the local handyman, on call for such 
emergencies. In his absence, the principal 
would have to climb the iron ladder to the 
top of the water tower to free the ballcock. 
The heating system was adequate when it 
worked. However, it was already past its useful 
lifespan and was kept going only by running 
repairs carried out by our plumber Jimmy 
Moran from Drumsna, or by Packie Joe or, 
in case of emergency, by the principal. The 
sewage system was completely inadequate for 
the enlarged enrolment and often required 
relief works, which again fell to Packie Joe 
or the Principal or both! Facilities such as 
Staffroom, Kitchen, Library or General 
Purposes Room were non-existent.

The two prefabs had been provided in the 
early seventies as a temporary measure until 
a permanent extension to the main school 
building could be provided. But Department 
of Education resources were scarce and we 
were inflicted with the prefabs for over twenty 
five years. They gradually deteriorated. 
Windows and emergency doors swelled with 
the dampness until they could not be opened. 
The roofs began to leak, which necessitated 
placing buckets or basins at strategic locations 
on the floor to cater for the drip. The floors 
were deteriorating through a combination of 
age, dampness from underneath and water 
coming through the roof. Heavier visitors 
had to be steered away from the weaker parts 
of the floor! The ceilings were mouldy and 
discoloured. Occasionally a window was
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broken by a football and Packie Joe would 
be called upon to do repairs. Glass was 
expensive, or sometimes not readily available, 
with the result that Perspex of various colours 
from die local Signs Factory was often used 
to replace the broken window, at least on 
a temporary basis. Likewise, a variety of 
materials were used to repair roofs, ceilings, 
walls and doors. The prefabs assumed an 
interesting patchwork effect but it was the 
best that could be done to keep them open 
in a time of scarce resources. One of the 
worst features of the prefabs was the heating 
system. One prefab was connected to the 
schools central heating system which was not 
fit for purpose and consequently the room 
was impossible to heat. The other prefab had 
storage heaters which on very cold days were 
insufficient and on milder days were stifling. 
It is a great tribute to the patience, endurance 
and resilience of teachers, pupils and parents, 
and to the resourcefulness of Packie Joe 
McGarry, that the prefabs continued in use 
until finally replaced in the year 2000.

Meanwhile in 1981 Mary Moran retired and 
was replaced by Moira Clancy. Moira, a native 
of Roslea in Co. Fermanagh, had trained and 
worked as a teacher in England where she met 
Cloone man, Michael Clancy. They married 
and lived in England for a number of years 
before returning with their young family to 
set up home in Corduff.. Moira taught in 
Maherarney in Co. Monaghan before being 
appointed to Cloone. She was a very talented 
teacher, a strong, pleasant personality and 
a very competent and supportive colleague. 
She was always professional in her approach, 
meticulous in preparation and planning and 
brought out the best in all of her pupils. She 
succeeded in gaining the complete respect and 
genuine affection of the pupils in her care. 
Towards the end of 1984 enrolment numbers'

had increased to 105 which was sufficient to 
warrant the appointment of a fourth teacher 
and Teresa Leogue, from Mohill, later to 
become Teresa Moran of Aughavas, joined 
our staff in January 1985. Teresa brought 
further energy and youthful enthusiasm 
to the school. Very talented, multi-skilled, 
creative and energetic, her teaching methods 
captivated the young pupils in her classroom 
and she provided an active and enjoyable 
learning experience for them.

Moira and Teresa endured the hardships of 
the prefabs for almost two decades while 
ensuring their pupils were shielded from their 
worst effects. They provided a happy learning 
environment in very difficult circumstances.

Eilish McTague and I were in the two 
classrooms in the main school building. In the 
absence of a staff room Eilish’s room became 
the teachers dining area. She was always very 
well organised, competent and efficient. The 
kettle was boiled and tea made on time at 
lunch break. The refreshments were usually 
accompanied by an update on relevant school 
business with an occasional Tall Tale or bit of 
humour thrown in. Ah those were the days!

On the 31st August 1993 Eilish Me Tague 
retired after 36 years of devoted service to 
Adoon and Cloone national Schools. She 
left behind a void in our teaching staff that 
was very difficult to fill. In September 1993 
Betty Foley replaced her. Betty was an 
excellent teacher, very experienced, capable 
and effective. She inspired her pupils and 
achieved very high standards with them. 
Unfortunately our enrolment numbers 
dropped again three years later and Betty left 
us to move on to Carrigallen N.S.

During those years the recreation facilities for 
the pupils were completely inadequate. The
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tarmacadam area was very confined and the 
surface was pot-holed, rough and dangerous. 
The only green area was a small lawn, with a 
steep slope on it, to the front of the school. 
We had over 100 pupils and they had barely 
space to move at break-time. Gradually 
we managed to effect improvements. We 
sourced grants to resurface the tarmacadam 
playground. We managed to lease the field 
on top of the hill, to the front of the school, 
and used grants from various sources to fence 
and develop it into a football field. The fine 
new Community Centre was opened adjacent 
to the school in 1985 and we gained access 
to it for our older classes at break-times and 
for all classes for P.E. We sourced another 
grant to surface an extensive tarmacadam 
area to the rear of the centre and basketball 
equipment was provided by the Cloone Youth 
Club Committee. Our pupils had access to 
this area also. We made very prudent use of 
grants from the Department of Education, 
and other sources, to provide our pupils with 
the very best playing facilities, which they 
were entitled to.

In the year 2000 our greatest ambition 
was realised with the opening of a fine new 
permanent extension to the school. Sadly 
our Manager Canon Peter Bohan, who had 
worked so hard to get an extension for the 
school, passed away before the building 
project started. The new building comprised 
of a spacious modern classroom for the 
Infants and First Class and a purpose built 
General Purposes Room. The development 
also included a new staffroom, library and a 
store room. The whole school was rewired, 
re-plumbed and a modern heating system 
installed.

We managed to get new floor covering, 
furniture and display boards for the existing 
building also. With the new double glazed 
windows and external doors, the place was

unrecognisable. Grant monies, which we had 
saved up, were used to landscape around the 
school grounds and, at last, we could take 
pride in our workplace and in a learning 
environment worthy of our pupils. These 
achievements were made possible by the 
cooperation of teaching staff and successive 
boards of management whose one ambition 
was to provide the best possible learning 
environment for future generations of pupils 
of Cloone School.

During the CelticTiger years, the Department 
of Education provided more generous 
grants to Primary Schools. Through very 
prudent spending, we accomplished great 
improvements which will last for many years 
to come. One of the greatest benefits of these 
grants was that it enabled us to employ a part- 
time school secretary and a part-time cleaner. 
Rosaleen Dillon has been a most efficient, 
reliable and trustworthy school secretary. 
She was the soul of discretion and provided 
an invaluable service to the Principal and 
teaching staff in her quiet, good humoured 
way. Our school was kept in pristine condition 
by the inimitable Maureen Murray. Maureen 
was completely devoted to the success of 
the school and took enormous pride in 
maintaining it to the highest standards and in 
helping out at all school events.

Maureen Murray & Packie J. McGarry
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The Department grants also enabled us to 
purchase new equipment for the school. A 
modern photocopying machine, suitable to 
the needs of a busy school, digital camera, 
scanner, laminator, and the essential shredder, 
were all acquired. We also purchased desktop 
computers, printers and laptops. The 
pinnacle of achievement was the purchase 
and installation of modern Interactive 
Whiteboards in each classroom. We had come 
a long way from those days in the seventies 
and eighties when we endured leaky prefabs, 
cold and draughty classrooms, inadequate 
heating, water and sewage services and 
confined and dangerous recreation facilities.

Another benefit of the Celtic Tiger era was 
the appointment of extra Learning Support 
and Resource Teachers. These teachers came 
to us on a part-time basis and did invaluable 
work. They included Mary Scollan, Ceri 
Gooheen, Angela Cornyn, Bernadette Me 
Carthy, Sarah Kiernan and Barbara Jones. We 
also achieved DEIS status for the school and, 
as a result availed of higher levels of grants.

There were many special highlights in the 
annual school calendar. Returning to school 
in September, settling into new classes and 
getting the new school year started. The 
build-up to the famous Christmas Concert, 
which was first staged in the old school in the 
early 1980’s, before the new community centre 
was built. The programme for the concert 
followed a regular pattern. Infants and First 
Class performed the Nativity Play and other 
party pieces.The Middle Classes excelled with 
appropriate sketches, music, song and dance. 
And then the Senior Classes lowered the tone 
considerably, with productions ranging from 
Delaney’s Donkey to Lanigan’s Ball, Jack 
and the Beanstalk, Phil the Fluter’s Ball, etc. 
The night always finished with a visit from 
Santa. The concert was the highlight of the'

year, where every pupil had the opportunity 
to perform on stage. The events backstage 
sometimes rivalled the hilarity on stage. But 
that’s another story too!

The annual school tour was also eagerly 
anticipated. Trips to such exotic locations 
as Westport House, various Outdoor Pursuit 
Centres and Marble Arch Caves all paled into 
insignificance when compared to the trip to 
Butlins of Mosney. Year after year it was the 
pupils’ choice. It had to be Mosney. In the 
end, we knew every nook and cranny but the 
pupils loved it and that was what the tour was 
all about. The principal sitting on the garden 
bench in the playground, minding the coats 
and bags, scorched by the summer sun. The 
lady teachers keeping a watchful eye from 
swimming pool to bumping cars. The money 
spent all too soon, and nothing bought for 
Mammy and Daddy.

The loan from the teacher to restore a smile. 
Shopping on the way home and— dare I say it 
- McDonalds, against our better judgement, 
but it was their day and nothing should 
dampen it.

The football, the agony and the ecstasy. The 
mini-sevens, boys and girls, in September. 
The boys and girls leagues after Easter. 
Training at extended lunch breaks. Travelling 
to the games with players and numerous 
subs. In the early years, packed into the blue 
Nissan Van, later the cream coloured Toyota 
Hiace. The astonishment on the faces of the 
home team when the van pulls up and up to 
twenty players and subs emerge from the rear 
door. No health and safety issues back then, 
no child protection regulations, just football 
for the sake of enjoyment. The trophies 
won, the near-misses, the might-have-beens. 
The disappointments and the tears, quickly 
dispersed with Minerals, Snacks and Taytos 
from Doherty’s. But no Coca Cola - ever!
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School life was part of parish life and we 
were always involved in parish events and 
activities. The major developments of the 
early eighties included the Football Park and 
the Community Centre. FAS, or ANCO as 
it was called at that time, provided the labour 
for these two projects and that relationship 
continues right up to the present day. 
Community Employment Schemes have 
restored the tower at St. James’s Church, the 
graveyards, Criffer Ree’s Well, Keeldra Lake 
Amenity and the stone walls and landscaped 
areas of the village. FAS workers did 
invaluable work around the school for many 
years when school resources were very scarce. 
Fundraising for the Church, the Park and the 
Community Centre tested our creativity and 
resilience over the years. Selling tickets from 
Donegal to Tipperary, running Bazaars and 
American Tea Parties, organising Carnival 
Dances and Sponsored Walks. It was a united 
community effort, involving young and old, 
for the good of the parish.

But life is not always easy, successful and 
enjoyable. And so it was, over the years, in 
school and in the parish of Cloone.There were 
many challenges.There were disappointments 
and almost unbearable heartbreak on tragic 
occasions. Some are almost too painful to 
recall, even today. But that is the nature of 
the human experience on this earth and it will 
always be so. There are many things we do not 
understand. We can only trust that somehow 
these events are part of God’s plan for each 
individual, family and community. We have 
to strive to support each other through the 
challenges. The community in Cloone are 
good at that, and it makes a real difference.

On the other hand there were the humorous 
times, involving the school pupils, but also 
the people who called to the school. In those 
times, the school teacher was regularly called 
upon to give advice on a range of topics.

FAS workers, Andy Lohan, Frank Lennon and Seamus 
Maguire; Aughavas, building the stone wall in front of 

Cloone School

Often at three o’clock, or even at lunch time, 
individuals from the locality would come to 
the school for help with completing a form 
or advice on other matters. They would, 
invariably, leave the bicycle against the wall 
and approach the school whistling, or making 
other sounds, to announce their arrival. When 
business was completed they would depart, 
with a wave to the pupils or a pat on the head 
for a neighbour’s child. Unique individuals, 
and simple incidents, that leave a happy 
memory and a warm feeling.

There were also the regular official visits. The 
daily visit of the postman, the annual visit of the 
doctor and nurse, and the occasional Schools 
Inspector. In the early years the inspectors 
visit was a cause of some anxiety but with 
experience comes confidence. One inspector 
who was always sure of a warm welcome was, 
Drumbore native, Noel Huston. The priest 
was always a very regular visitor. He was 
chairman of the Board of Management and 
was also central to the religious instruction of 
the pupils. Fr Patrick Frawley, Canon Peter 
Bohan, Fr John Wall and Fr Sam Holmes were 
the priests involved in my time. Fr Cathal 
Faughnan, although not involved in our 
Board of iManagement, was a regular visitor 
to the school, an inspiration to the pupils and 
a great resource for the teachers.
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Fr John Wall was chairman of our Board of 
Management at that time. His regular visits 
to the school were looked forward to by the 
pupils. He had a wonderful sense of fun and 
was a great communicator with young people. 
He entertained them with stories of New York 
where he was born and reared.

The annual visit of the Diocesan Religious 
Examiners and the occasional visit of the 
Bishop, were very important events. We would 
always strive to make them feel welcome and 
make their visit enjoyable for everyone.

What started for me on the 7th January 1976, 
came to an end on 28th Febraury 2012, when 
I retired from teaching and closed the front 
door of Fatima NationalSchool for the last 
time as Principal. It was a very significant 
day, not just for me personally, but for the 
school, because Moira Clancy retired on 
that day also. I had thought long and hard 
about the decision but finally decided to go 
on February 28th because the Department of 
Education were encouraging teachers, who 
were due to retire over the next few years, to 
go on that date. Looking back now, I am well 
aware that I was very fortunate in my career in 
Cloone School. I had the very best teaching 
colleagues anyone could ever hope for. In the 
early days, Michael Jordan, John Fitzpatrick, 
Mary Moran and Eilish McTague, later 
Moira Clancy, Teresa Moran and Betty 
Foley, as well as the resource and learning 
support teachers who complemented the 
full-time staff. We also had many wonderful 
Substitute Teachers for various periods over 
the years, the longest serving being Anna B 
McCabe, Ursula Creegan and Eilish Nicholl. 
Sister Nora Keenan from Mohill spent a 
year with us on a Reading Recovery course 
and many young trainee teachers came to do 
their teaching practice with us. The ancillary 
staff, Rosaleen Dillon, Maureen Murray

and Packie Joe McGarry, who helped keep 
the school running in the most difficult of 
circumstances. For the last almost three 
decades, Moira, Teresa and I have taught 
together and shared the administration of the 
school. All three were part of almost every 
decision. Differences of opinion seldom arose 
and were always settled through discussion 
and, incredibly over almost 30 years, there 
were no rows.

On the second of March 2012, the school re
opened without Moira and myself. Whatever 
sadness the reality of that day had for each of 
us was eased by the knowledge that the school 
was in good hands. Teresa Moran was the new 
principal. No one could be better qualified 
for the job. Her ability and experience made 
it a very easy transition for the whole school 
community. To make it even better, the young 
teachers who replaced us in the classrooms 
were two of our past pupils, Tara Me Cabe 
and Ciara Quinn and finally, we had left 
behind a fine school, with all the facilities, 
comfort, safety and modern equipment that 
teachers and pupils are entitled to, and a lot 
more money in the accounts than when we 
started! Tara and Ciara would make good use 
of the New Interactive Whiteboards and they 
would never have to experience the Leaky 
Prefabs!

To teach is a great privilege. For me it has 
been even better. I have had the honour of 
teaching in my own parish and of seeing three 
generations of my own family attend Cloone 
school. In the beginning I taught my younger 
sister Mary, as the years went by I taught each 
of my own children and in my final year, my 
granddaughter, Katie Charles, started in the 
Infant Class. It doesn’t get much better than 
that!

©<82x5)
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Reduce, Re-Use, Re-Cycte
6y R<\Ren Oonohoe

Mr
May 25th 1978 was a big day in the 
Donohoe House, Esker.

Fr Peter Bohan RIP suggested to Mammy 
earlier that year that I could join Selene and her 
class and receive my first Holy Communion 
early. I was going to be 7 on July 11th, 1978. 
Selene and I were what would be termed Irish 
Twins born just 11 months apart.

Anita was born on May 10th that year so at 
just 2 weeks old she was due to be christened.

The three of us were dressed in style in the 
dresses and christening gown which Mammy 
had hand made from her wedding dress and 
veil... ‘Reduce, Re-Use, Re-Cycle’ was the 
motto in the Donohoe house even back in the 
70’s.

Aidan was certainly blessed among woman 
that day and looked so angelic. Contrary to 
what is portrayed in this photo, things were 
certainly not always as calm. As the years 
went by Aidan developed to perfection his 
negotiation and conflict management skills!!

Selene, Aidan, Karen and Anita Donohoe

lOotu Co CD<\he CJour QxRden Qrolu

Weed by weed, row by row how they make your garden grow 
Though we excise with a spade and a hoe as we take them from the ground 

Inch by inch as they go, overtake your garden so
Where they come from we don’t know,they just pop up all around 

Many types there are on show, choking out your flowers so 
Broad leaf,narrow leaf winding so they take over your ground 
Though we spray with MCPA they live to fight another day 

It’s enough to drive your head astray as they stay the whole year round.
Some they even grow on stones, walls and hedges ponds and lawns 

Why can’t they leave us alone and simply stay away 
Maybe habitat we will find with all those darn weeds in mind 

To oblivion them consign as we garden our time away.

Micheal Solan, 2012
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AughcWc\s' - Cloone Acrive 
Age Qroup

6y lRcnc Arguc, ChAiRpeRson 2013

The Aughavas/Cloone Active Age Group was 
formed in November 2007, serving the two 
rural parishes. The first Chairperson was the 
late Jim Joe Canning RIP with John Blessing 
as Secretary, Gertie Kenny as Treasurer and 
Vincent Kenny as PRO.

The group has progressed over the years and 
now has a total membership of 60 adults 
for this year 2013. All Active Age Groups 
are supported by grants from the HSE, to 
encourage activity, health and fitness among 
the senior citizens in our communities.

The Aughavas/Cloone Active Age Group are 
a very active group of people and have many 
activities, trips and meetings to attend during 
the year.

Over the past 6 years the group has organised 
many interesting outings to various places 
like The Guinness Brewery, Kilmainham Jail, 
Stormount Castle,The Belfast tour, Balmoral 
Show, The Arigna mining experience, The 
national Stud, The Japanese Gardens, Croke 
Park & Museum, Boat trips on Lough Gill 
and Lough Corrib, an overnight stay in

Some Cloone members of the Active Age Croup pictured along with some other people 
from the Parish at a social gatherng
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Salthill taking in some of the tourist sights of 
Galway, an overnight stay in Kells with visits 
to Slane Castle, The Boyne Valley Centre and 
the National Museum of Ireland, The Ulster 
American folk park, Glenveagh National park 
and The Doagh Famine village.

The Group also likes to go to the Dog 
Racing in Mullingar and to various Drama 
productions in the Cornmill Theatre in 
Carrigallen and the Dock Theatre in Carrick 
on Shannon. These outings always include an 
evening meal, which is very much enjoyed by 
the members.

Over the years the group held Painting 
classes, Keep fit classes, Gardening 
evenings, Information evenings with talks on 
relevant topics such as Security, Law, Wills, 
Entitlements and Local History.

The Group host a dance in the Cloone 
Community Centre each year which is 
attended by other Active Age groups in the 
region and where refreshments are served on 
the night.

Some of the members enjoy going to Activity 
Days, Launch Days, Genealogy evenings at 
the local libraries, Computer Classes and 
Dances or trips organised by other Active Age 
groups.

The year ends with “The Christmas Party” 
in early December which includes dinner, 
dancing, spot prizes and lots of fun.

The social aspect of our group is most 
important and we encourage others to join us 
and enjoy the activities which are organised 
each year.

Aughavas/Cloone Active Age pictured at Stormont Castle with Deputy First Minister Martin McGuinness
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Rcc\L\n O Riggins.

Cloone Gun Club has been in existence for 
longer than most of us can remember and 
currently has a membership of approximately 
20, predominately men but women are 
however always welcome. It is one of 965 
clubs spread throughout the country and 
affiliated to the National Association of 
Regional Game Councils, which is the 
largest voluntary organisation in Ireland 
(26,000 members nationally) involved in 
game shooting and conservation. Nationally 
women are becoming more involved in the 
sport particularly clay pigeon shooting.

Annual Membership of Cloone Gun Club 
runs from 1st August to 31st July the following 
year. Paid up members are protected for 
third party and/or member-to-member 
liability arising in the course of their shooting 
activities while using a shotgun or rifle and 
pursuing any game or pest species or while 
involved in clay target shooting, rifle shooting, 
archery and recreational fishing.

The club participates in primarily game 
hunting (pheasant, woodcock, duck and 
snipe), gun-dog trialling, pest control (fox, 
mink, crow and magpie), and clay-pigeon 
shooting. In recent years numbers of wild 
game stocks have decreased at an alarming 
rate which is consistent throughout Ireland 
and the UK (so too have non-game bird 
species such as sparrows, finches etc.). There 
is no evidence supporting reasons for such 
decline but changes in climate (wet summers 
hampering ground nesting game-birds) and 
habitat change (the introduction of non
native coniferous plantations favouring pest 
species) are thought to be the primary causes. 
Coupled with this the club have noted an 
alarming increase in the number of pine 
martens which is consistent with the timing 
of such decline and may or may not be a, 
contributory factor.

In supplementing wild game stocks the 
club undertakes annual pheasant release 
programmes along with winter feeding of 
wild stocks in an effort to boost pheasant 
populations throughout the parish. Game 
hunting is traditionally the oldest and most 
popular sport in the world and for most of us 
it is a very relaxing social outing and a chance 
to enjoy the unspoiled surroundings. Due 
to the scarcity of game in recent years many 
members are quite content in working their 
dogs over game without harvesting the quarry 
in the interests of conservation.

November 1st has for most been the highlight 
of the year with the opening of the pheasant 
shooting season and traditionally the club 
have held a longest pheasant competition. 
It is ironic in times of declining game stocks 
the winning entry has been a specimen bird 
which has not been the case in previous 
generations. Perhaps we can put this down 
to better marksmen. Woodcock (which is 
primarily a migratory game bird with Russian 
and Scandinavia origins) is fast becoming the 
main game shooting quarry throughout the 
parish. Pointers, Setters and Spaniels are the 
most popular canine held by club members in 
pursuit of such quarry.

Pest Control is done primarily outside of the 
game hunting season and prior to the game 
breeding season (primarily February -June) 
in the interest of protecting game. Fox control 
in undertaken by driven shooting assisted 
with hounds/terriers. Crow and Magpie 
control is undertaken using Larsen traps, 
a very effective method of controlling these 
corvids. Farmers/Landowners requiring 
assistance with pest control can contact any 
member of the club.

Cloone Gun Club appreciates the support of 
all landowners in Cloone Parish.
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A Pecu Choughrs On Oimes P&sr
fry Oc\micn OicRnan (cuirh c\ (irc(c he(p pRom my p&rhcR and my sisucr).

A

Damien Tiernan is 
RTE’s South East 
correspondent. He 
lives in Passage East, 
Co Waterford with 
his wife and two 
children. Damien 
has strong links to 

Cloone through his father Sean and here 
he outlines memories of his visits to the 
locality.

My name is Damien Tiernan and I was born 
in August 1970. My parents were residing in 
Kilcock, County Kildare at the time of my 
birth and hence my father’s insistence over 
the years, much to my chagrin, on saying 
I am a “Kildare man”. I say that with the 
greatest of respect to all those Lilywhites but 
as I moved to Wicklow at the tender age of 
6.9,1 never really had a great affinity with the 
county named after the Church of the Oak.

My father is Sean Tiernan and is a native of 
Drumgowla, Cloone; my mother is a native 
of Lisdoonvarna, County Clare. My father 
Sean was the son of Joseph (or Josie as he 
was better known as) and Mary Kate (Prior). 
Mary Kate was originally from Corraleehan, 
Ballinamore; she lost her father John Prior in 
the Luisitania tragedy off the coast of Cork 
in 1915.

As many of the readers will know, Drumgowla 
is on the outer extremity of Cloone parish. 
The Tiernan homestead is perched on a hill 
overlooking a small lake, the lake is known as 
Curraun lake and it’s one of the only places 
I know where three parishes converge to 
form a circular, watery border: Drumgowla

(which is in Cloone parish); Curraun (Mohill 
parish) and Drumkeilvy (in the parish of 
Gortlettragh).

I have been going to Drumgowla since the 
time my eyes opened. The earliest memories 
are still vivid as I recall going with my parents 
to visit my grandparents in the early and 
mid 1970s. My grandfather died in 1976 
of Parkinson’s Disease; he was only 62. I 
remember the moment a Guard, a work 
colleague of my fathers, came to our door 
in Kilcock and told him the crushing news. 
My granny, whom we referred to as ‘Little 
Granny’ to differentiate her with our granny 
in Lisdoon, died in 1993 and she was 82.

Over the years, I recall my father and myself 
fishing in Curraun lake with rods which 
came out for the summer holidays. I can’t 
remember ever catching anything though. 
Some of my strongest memories are travelling 
on Sunday mornings to Cloone mass and 
on other days, to Mohill and Cloone for the 
agricultural shows.

Pve always been into football and really enjoyed 
meeting with and playing football with local 
lads. I kicked ball in the place known as ‘The 
Bottoms’, which is under McHugh’s house in 
Drumgowla; my companions with whom we 
tried to (!) recreate great Man United goals 
were the sons of Monica and Packie Joe. I was 
football mad and a Man United supporter 
since my Dad bought me a Man U jersey in 
Dundalk for my 7th birthday. On other days 
we would venture further down the road and 
play ball out at Pete Reilly’s homestead. (My 
father was an Everton fan and he used Mick 
Meagan as his hero.)
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Across the valley from us stood the Moran 
dwelling, which is in Curraun, where I 
think Gabriel still resides. These were 
happy carefree, school-holiday days. Near 
neighbours to us in Drumgowla were Mel 
and Mary Tiernan and their children Mary, 
Geraldine, Grainne and Seamus. Presently 
the nearest neighbours there are John and 
Joan McKiernan.

I played Gaelic football in Co Wicklow 
and still do a bit in Waterford! In 2012 my 
team (based on the Barony of Gaultier 
in east Waterford) won the county Junior 
championship; and we reached the Munster 
Intermediate championship final in 2004 
having won the county title that year. I 
haven’t been able to travel to Cloone very 
much in recent years but my father adores the 
area and visits five or more times every year. 
As he played football himself for Cloone, he 
especially loves going to the pitch in Cloone 
if there is a match on. He played wing back 
on teams that included some of the Solon’s, 
the Mitchell’s and the Moran’s. My father left 
home when he was 17 for work in other parts 
of the country. He later became a Garda and 
then a Sergeant, serving the public for many 
years in Newtownmountkennedy. He is now 
retired but is actively involved in the local 
GAA club as chairperson.

Other memories include saving hay with 
my late uncle Gerry and his father and my 
father in McCabe’s meadow and the back 
meadows. Some evenings to pass the time we 
would go for a walk past Timmon’s house, 
Harte’s house and on Heslins’ Cross, turn 
right at Peter Moran’s house, up to Diffieys, 
back home to Drumgowla, passing O’Neills, 
Joe Bohans and down the bog road, past 
Sonny Tiernan’s. Sonny was a cousin of my 
grandfather; he lived in a little tiggin with his 
wife Annie. My father’s father’s name was 
Jack.

As for the family farm and homestead, in the 
1960s, the holding on which my grandfather 
lived and owned was quite small but was 
supplemented with the addition of Jane 
Feeney’s land, via the land commission, 
when the Feeney holding was split up. In all, 
my grandfather’s holding would have been 
around 25 acres. The homestead is still in the 
family and includes a beautifully kept, modern 
bungalow owned now by Trudy (Gertie) who 
lives in London. My uncle Gerry passed away 
in 2001.

The original three bedroom house (which 
is no more) was at least 200 years old. I 
remember it very well, especially the lovely 
greeting my late grandmother would have 
for us when we’d arrive after a journey from 
Kilcock or later Wicklow; my sisters and 
myself used to love putting our hands out 
the car windows to grab stickey-backs after 
turning off the Broad Road and heading left 
down past Cashins on the way to Drumgowla. 
By the way, Mary Kate met my grandfather 
through visiting her step-father’s native place, 
that of Danny Bohan. After the Luisitania 
sank, my mother’s mother remarried Danny 
Bohan from Drumkielvy.

Every Sunday, she would cycle over with 
my father to mass in Cloone, passing 
through the townlands of Drumbore and 
Annaghmaconway on the way; my father 
served mass for a good few years, with the late 
Fr McGovern and Fr Clancy and Fr Boylan. 
Over the years, my father would tell me about 
the times the family would harvest turf in 
Drumconny and Keeldra bogs; he’d point 
out and we’d sometimes visit Keeldra lake 
on long, dry summer evenings (it never rains 
in memories!). My father attended the old 
Adoon national school; as did all his brothers 
and sisters; teachers there included Charlie 
Flynn, Mrs Moran and Mrs McTague. The 
eldest in my father’s family is Kathleen, then
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my father,Teresa, Nancy, Joe,Trudy, Liz (who 
passed away a number of years ago), Michael, 
and Gerry (also deceased).

My grandfather was one of 10: Joseph, Bridie, 
Peter, Charlie, Gertie, Michael Francis, John 
James, Tom, Lizzie and Mary Ellen. Bridie 
thankfully is still alive, the last survivor, and 
lives in Twomilehouse in Co. Kildare, where 
her late husband John Browne, migrated, 
in 1955 through the offices of the Land 
Commission. So on May 13th 2013, she will 
be 98.

Other memories I have are visiting shops 
in Cloone, including that of the late Sean 
Tiernan, and his wife Maureen. Then of 
course there was Maggie Mitchell’s shop; 
and O’Higgins’. I also have fond memories 
of Booths garage in Mohill with the Ferguson 
tractor perched high on an awning.

Speaking of Mohill, my father tells me his 
father used to milk 4 or 5 cows and send 
the surplus milk to the creamery, run by the 
late Hubbie Doherty; he drew the milk with 
his tractor and trailer and brought it to the 
cremery in Mohill.

My grandfather’s brother lost his life in the 
civil war. His name wasTom and he was on the 
Pro-Treaty side; he was ambushed in Kilkelly 
in County Mayo when he was only 18 years of 
age and is buried in Cloone. My grandmother 
Mary Kate was Fine Gael to the backbone, 
which I suppose is not surprising coming 
from Ballinamore, much of which is steeped 
in the Reynold’s dynasty. My grandfather was 
Fianna Fail through and true.

My grandfather was also very fond of singing 
and was a very good singer and he once made a 
big appearance in Gorvagh Hall; his favourite 
songs were “The Valley of Knockanore” and 
“Glenswilly”. My father is also a very good 
singer; it’s a pity I am not.

My sister Karen also has marvellous 
memories of our trips to Leitrim: from the 
packing of the wellies (essential); stopping 
at ‘Harry’s’in Kinnegad for Tat sausages’; 
seeing all the ‘small lakes’ and knowing we 
were getting close; passing the gates of the 
barracks in Longford town where Gerry was 
based; the joy of staying at‘granny’s’, and 
the beautiful garden: “a magical place up 
the little whitewashed steps, full of flowers”. 
Karen remembers well the whitewash walls 
of the old house, the green half door, the 
outside tap and bringing water into the house 
in a basin and it being put on the floor for us 
to wash our hands and face. And the kitchen 
table with the oil cloth. And helping Gerry 
with the cows, him once telling Karen and 
our sister Michelle that he had permed the 
hair on the cow’s heads, between their ears; 
and they totally believing him!

We remember the summer days of saving 
the hay, with Daddy and Gerry and Joe all 
bare-chested in the sun; the hay in cocks; the 
swallows skimming and diving and soaring. 
And Gerry loving his dogs and they him.

Most of all we remember the feeling of 
belonging when we went to Dumgowla and 
Cloone - that we were related to practically 
everyone in some way or other. There were so 
many Tiernans! And we had never met one 
in Wicklow. Tiernans everywhere and it was 
brilliant. We know now not all the Tiernans 
are related but we never cared!

My father’s heart is still in Drumgowla, and 
there is a bit of us all there. Even now I smile 
broadly with pride when he returns from 
a trip to tell me he met this person or that 
person and they had seen me reporting on the 
telly and they were proud to say they know 
me through him. It’s a lovely connection. Just 
like the connection of memories, with the 
tears in our little eyes as we’d wave out the car 
windows at Granny as we drove away down 
the lane after another great summer holidays.
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Crip ro SAruRdAy CD ass 
in CCoone in rhe 90s

CDemoRies op delightful pun pitted cimes And genuine peoptc
by Cc\rhcRine CieRnAn - CorituKa

It was a lovely September evening as the 
sun was setting in a glorious crimson sky. 
According to an old saying “A red sky at 
night is a shepherd’s delight. A red sky in the 
morning is a shepherd’s warning”, so we had 
high hopes that the following day would be 
bright and sunny.

At about 25 minutes to the hour we walked 
down the lane to our Opel Kadett car. It 
was delightful to listen to the birds singing to 
their hearts content. Earlier in the evening we 
heard John and Mary Kelly’s car heading for 
Cloone mass.

My husband, Padraig was sitting in the red 
Opel Kadett waiting for us at the bottom of 
the lane. He was after collecting an empty gas 
cylinder from Tom Gaffney who only had a 
bicycle for transport and intended to get a full 
one for him after mass in Tiernan’s shop.

Just then we could hear the creaking sound 
of Paddy’s bicycle as he approached our 
house. Like clockwork Paddy Tiernan was 
arriving at his same time to get ‘a seat’ to 
mass. The children were shouting “Here 
comes Paddy!”. Our dog ran to the road to 
welcome him, wagging his tail. Paddy liked 
to ring the bicycle bell to warn the dog of his 
arrival in case he would run over the old dog 
lying on the edge of the road with his bike.

Every child, cat and dog in the area loved 
Paddy. Even though well on in life he was as 
nimble as a cat and freewheeled the last 100 
metres of his journey, then he would jump off 
and throw the bicycle up on the grass margip 
running to the car as if his life was in danger.

Pictured in Tiernan’s Shop: L to R: Willie Bohan, 
Imelda Charles, Maureen Tiernan, Sean Tiernan

Even when firmly seated in the front of the car, 
the wheels were still spinning on the bicycle 
in the hedge! The children, Hugh and Mary 
were gazing out the back window of the car 
fascinated with the wheels spinning and 
possibly thinking that one day they would 
learn to cycle and try this trick.

Paddy always travelled with us to mass and 
he was a good person for time keeping so, we 
were never late when he was with us. He was 
like a child in his ways as he loved to watch 
all the activities on the way to the village and 
take everything in at the church. Like most of 
his generation he never missed mass, hail rain 
or snow.

The late Father Bohan P.P. celebrated mass 
speedily on this particular night and the 
children headed for “Maggie’s” to get sweets, 
while we ended up in Tiernans shop for our 
weekly groceries.
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Tiernans shop window was all lit up and you 
could hear the faint sound of Nat King Cole 
singing on the radio as Paddy opened the 
shop door. Sean being fond of music always 
had a background melody for entertainment 
as he greeted his customers. Paddy lit up 
as he loved to hear the soft baritone voice 
singing songs like “Unforgettable,” “Too 
young” and “Mona Liza”. Although from 
very different backgrounds both Paddy and 
Nat were born in 1919 and both had a love of 
music in common. They also had an accord 
with ‘St. Patrick’- Paddy in name and Nat 
was born on March 17th.

Within minutes of arriving in the shop Paddy 
turned the volume of the radio up as high as it 
could go, grabbed regular Saturday evening 
shopper Ellie McGowan Quinn who was 
also a lovely lively person, and danced her 
up and down the small shop floor as if it were 
a ballroom. Our Padraig and Mary Tiernan 
senior from Cornagher came in next and they 
danced to their hearts content. Sean Quinn 
danced with me and laughed at the antics of 
his wife and Paddy’s attempt at dancing. The 
floor space was small but every Saturday night 
it became “The Mayflower Ballroom” for a 
few precious dances.

The children arrived in with their mouths full 
of sweets, clutching coins in their hands and 
laughing at the old fogies trying to dance, 
surrounded by shovels, mops, shiny new 
wellingtons, fruit and veg, groceries etc. The 
shop was always neat and tidy with everything 
packed on the shelving and nothing was ever 
out of place. Everything available from a 
needle to an anchor! The floors were always 
spotless as was all of the shop.

It was like an Aladdin’s Cave to our children 
looking around at all the various miscellany on 
sale, and they always managed to get yet more 
sweets free from Sean and Maureen. When 
we said we wanted to pay for them we always 
got the same answer, “There will be lots of 
sweets and money when we are dead and gone 
so say no more”

When I looked around I noticed Paddy had 
dumped his dance partner for a mop, but Ellie 
did not let this worry her. She clasped arms 
with Mary and carried her around the floor 
dancing, much to the children’s amusement. 
Our Hugh and Teresa Mylotte wanted to be 
as good as the rest of us so they tried to dance 
like us.

All of a sudden the shop door opened and a 
loud voice shouted “Is this a shop, a dancehall 
or a pub with no beer?” “If my Mary is here 
tell her I’ll meet her in Cuniffes and I will 
have a little drink for myself while I am waiting 
for her to do her shopping”. Mary answered 
back swiftly “order a Jameson for me and I’ll 
be up with you in 5 minutes as soon as I have 
my shopping finished”.

Up in Cunniffes’ comfortable lounge an 
hour later Mary was sitting down enjoying 
her Jameson and reminiscing about times 
past. Plenty of amusing quips from George 
Crawford the barman, Mary and John Kelly, 
Pat McGarty, Mike Joe and Nancy Brennan 
and all the more senior neighbours from 
the Cornagher Cornulla area. This was the 
beginning of their night and the heart and 
soul of their entertainment. The rest of us 
who had younger children headed home 
and my parents often came visiting from 
Drumshanbo. We would have a bit to eat, tell 
stories including lots of ghost stories which 
scared the children, learned how to play 
a card game of 25, or had a history lesson 
from Sonnie McCartin who often called. 
Margaret and Michael Fox brought some 
lovely homemade sponge cake and Ciss 
Kavanagh often came with fresh homemade 
soda bread. My mother and father brought a 
bag of groceries, so there was no shortage of 
food for that unexpected party

Then it was off to bed weary for a good 
night’s sleep, but one would reminisce on a 
lovely night of fun, laughter and happiness 
with people and home grown entertainments 
that are sadly disappearing and maybe never 
to be replaced - God bless them all!
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Ar Scath a cheile a mhaireas na daoine.

(People live in one another’s shelter)

I would like to remember my parents Mary 
and Andrew Farrell Drumshanbo who have 
died since and my mother-in-law Mary Jane 
Tiernan nee Guckian who died in 1983 and 
dedicate this to her memory. Also her husband

Matt who really enjoyed these ‘Gathering 
nights’. He told loads of stories and poems 
one of which he composed in memory of 
NYPD Patrolman Phil Fitzpatrick, killed in 
action in New York, May 26, 1947.

Printed in the Leitrim Observer 18th October 
1975 is as follows (Air “The Foggy Dew”):

In CDemoRy op P<\rRoCm<\n JDbiC przpACRick
In a foreign land far far away, there’s an Irish Exile’s grave 

And in it lies a hero true who fought his land to save 
His name is Phil Fitzpatrick bold a bard of noted fame 

Who was reared beside the black river wide along Drumshanbo lane

He was taught in famed Cloonsarn School beside the Corn mill 
And played those days with schoolmates gay round Corroneary hill 

When school days gay were past and gone, his tasks he had well done 
He took his place the foe to face, with his father’s Fenian Gun

He bravely played a soldier’s part, no plate his breast did shield 
And sadly did his comrades fall by Selton’s battlefield 

But though the grass be coloured red where Irish blood did flow 
The foes did feel his lead and steel through hills and valleys low

We sing in praise of heroes gone and the boysa who smashed the van 
But he was one who used his gun on the English Black and Tans 

And on theTooma valley green where the blithe cuckoos they sing 
And across the plain for bold Sinn Fein his Fenian gun did ring

He sailed away to America, the land beyond the foam
Where thousands of our country’s youth were forced to seek a home 

The parting with his parents dear, it filled his heart with pain 
And comrades true with eyes so blue, along Drumshanbo lane

A mounted cop who made the top for many a weary day 
Around Central Park by light, by dark in that land so far away 
But bandits shot this young man down, grim death alas it came

And ‘neath foreign skies our hero lies far from Drumshanbo lane

When the sad news reached his parents dear, their hair now turning grey 
It brought them back sad memories of the day he went away 

With tearful eye he said goodbye, I hope we’ll meet again 
Where the wild woodbine does twist and twine along Drumshanbo lane

While joy and sad tears mingle now for this hero from the West 
Let’s pray to God in Heaven above, to grant him eternal rest 

And I hope and pray when life is o’re, bright Heaven we all shall gain 
And our souls we’ll save like Fitzpatrick brave from dear Drumshanbo’s lane
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School CDemoRies in rhe 90s
6y OccGxn OeRn<\n

DeclanTiernan

There are certain 
things that are 
often identified as 
being at the heart 
of a community. 
In Ireland and in 
particular rural 
Ireland, the roles of 
the GAA club, the 
Church, the Parish 

hall and National school take on added 
significance. They can often be described as 
the glue in a community and this no different 
in Cloone with all of the above playing a 
key role contributing to the general health 
and well being of the community. These 
four operate in tandem with each other and 
stem from the work accomplished in Cloone 
National School. It is there we received our 
sacramental preparation, got our first taste of 
playing Gaelic games and learned the skills 
and values that stay with us long after we have 
finished in National School.

With the school reunion taking place as part 
of The Gathering celebrations, it is probably 
an opportune time to become more aware 
of who we are, and from whence we came. 
Come the weekend of the second of August, 
when we, the past pupils of Cloone, wander 
down the corridors of memory, there will be 
much to recall. No doubt there will be many 
pleasant memories as each of us will have had 
our own particular experiences at national 
school. It will provide a great opportunity 
for old school friends to meet again, to relive 
the past and to be updated on each others’ 
life journey. To many of us the school and

its pupils and teachers were an extension of 
home, parents and family.

For those of us who attended Cloone 
National School in the nineties are aware 
of the many changes which took place. The 
school uniform was introduced and work 
commenced on a new classroom, staff room 
and general purpose room. The prefabs that 
facilitated the education of the Junior classes 
were replaced by a permanent building that 
accommodated the needs of the teachers 
and students. Another major change was the 
school going from a four teacher to a three 
teacher school.

When we talk about memories of school days 
the best place to start is to acknowledge the 
great contribution made by the teachers. For 
many of us who went to Cloone N.S there 
will be a mutual agreement that there was 
a special respect and relationship with the 
teachers of the school. Testament to this is 
that for many of us we will always refer to 
them as Master and Mrs. The standard of 
teaching was of the highest quality and the 
education received in Cloone proved to be a 
great foundation for further learning and for 
life. For this, I believe we owe a huge debt of 
gratitude to Master Brennan, Mrs Foley, Mrs 
Moran and Mrs Clancy.

Master Brennan through his involvement 
in teaching, community development and 
work with mens and ladies football teams 
has had an undeniable impact on the Cloone 
community. He had a great love of Maths 
and the Irish language. Everyone who passed 
through his classroom will always remember
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the ‘Maths facts’ and ‘Briathra’. ‘Progress in 
Irish’ book. Long after leaving school you 
would find yourself pulling out the copies 
as reference material for essays and other 
subject matter-such was the calibre of the 
notes. They provided a brilliant guide in the 
fundamentals of Irish and Maths. He also laid 
great emphasis on Religion and helped pupils 
develop a love of Gaelic football and sports 
in general. On the final day he would deliver 
an inspirational speech in which he would 
remind his students departing for secondary 
school of their responsibility and duty to 
represent Cloone in the best possible manner.

Gaelic football was of paramount importance 
in school and spring was always eagerly looked 
forward to as it heralded the commencement 
of the Cumann na mBunscoil competitions. 
The strong interest in Gaelic football was 
aided by a tradition of success as Seamus 
Maguire a past pupil of the school captained 
the Leitrim minor team to a Connacht title in 
1998. Games against Aughavas in particular 
were always met with great anticipation. 
However, towards the end of the decade 
there was great rivalry with Jerome Quinn’s 
Aughnasheelin team. Both girls and boys 
teams enjoyed great success in the Cumann 
na mBunscoil and Mini-Seven’s competitions 
in the 90’s, also a large number of players 
went on to represent Leitrim ladies teams at 
both under age and senior level.

Perhaps for many past pupils of Cloone 
School their favourite memories revolve 
around the annual Christmas concert. Each 
year a huge effort by the teachers, pupils 
and parents alike went into helping with 
the preparation and running of the event. A 
great buzz and excitement would transcend 
upon the school when the time came to begin 
rehearsals in the community centre. While,

Mrs Moran and Mrs Clancy often focused 
on more traditional Christmas tales Master 
Brennan’s classes could take a more novel 
approach with plays ranging from ‘Phil the 
Fluter’s Ball’ to ‘The Rose of Cloone’. Of 
course no Christmas concert was complete 
without a visit from Santa. The following day 
at school there was much talk about Santa’s 
identity, some had guessed it was either Pakie 
Joe McGarry or Mrs.Morrow. The play was 
also discussed in detail.

If the Christmas concert ranked high among 
past students favourite memories a special 
mention must also go to the annual school 
tour to Mosney. Seats at the back of the bus 
for this tour could often be reserved for years 
in advance. While the long journey had the 
ability to take its toll on some people, the 
first sight of signs for Mosney would often lift 
spirits and bring cheers of delight.

Other favourite memories of Cloone School 
involved playing football and Rounders on 
the hill when the summer months dawned. Fr 
Wall’s visits to the school were always looked 
forward to, his personality and enthusiasm 
was infectious, as he would talk to us about 
his childhood in New York. His impressions 
of different kinds of animals endeared himself 
to us even more.

Once again I would like to express my gratitude 
to Mrs Foley, Mrs Moran, Mrs Clancy and 
Master Brennan for their dedication and 
commitment as teachers and for preparing 
us for the next step in life’s journey. I would 
also like to commend the past pupils who 
formed the committee and whose hard work 
and thorough organisation has made this Re
union possible in August 2013. Their efforts 
no doubt contribute to a memorable weekend 
for all concerned.
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CDy rime in Ctoone SchooC
6y hc(en CDchuyh

-

Helen Me Hugh, Hurley Hill

Some days when the 
career of our play 
took us to the top 
of the priest’s hill 
and I’d get a clear 
view of my own hill 
- Hurley Hill, I’d 
stand tight against 
the chicken wire, 
gazing longingly 
at my home on the 
other side of Cloone
Lake, wishing I 
could be there 

instead of in this cruel institution, where 
the master and mistresses were a hardened 
lot and the days were long and cruel...but I 
couldn’t keep the pretence up for long - sure 
it was great craic in Cloone school!

Growing up the youngest child of six on the 
side of an isolated, windswept hill at a time 
when most Mammy’s were housewives and 
play-school was something that happened in 
the big towns meant that I hadn’t had much 
social interaction with my peers before I 
started school. I was petrified at the prospect 
of leaving the safety of home and having to 
spend my time socialising with strangers - an 
exercise that I certainly went on to embrace 
fully as an adult. On my first day, after Mammy 
had walked me up to the prefab to be greeted 
by Mrs. Moran at the door, my brother Enda, 
who was 8, stepped in to show me around my 
new daily quarters; out in the hall, you hung 
up your coat; then you left your lunchbox 
on the floor along the wall with the others. I 
was to eat one cheese sandwich at little lunch 
and save the other for big lunch. All around 
me, the prefab was abuzz with the comings

and goings of children, shouting, running 
and yapping and I was quite aghast to see 
how many of these other little people were so 
outgoing and boisterous when I myself was 
so timid and shy. Enda hastily wound up his 
guided tour of the facilities, no doubt to get 
involved in something boisterous himself, and 
with that, the induction was over and it was 
sink-or-swim in Cloone NS.

It wasn’t long that day before the first ever 
question of my scholastic career was upon 
me - while we sat around our prefab in little 
groups at our desks playing and mingling, 
Mrs. Moran was mysteriously calling children 
up one-by-one to her desk, speaking briefly to 
them, then sending them back to their seats 
again. When it came to my turn, I was quite 
terrified and I walked slowly up to her desk 
that seemed so high and ominous above my 
short stature, not having a clue what I’d have 
to do when I’d get there. Then the question 
came - “What are your parents’ names?” 
she asked. “Mammy and Daddy,” I thought 
immediately - no hang on a minute, they 
go by some other alias when they’re out in 
public. “Breda and Peter,” I said nervously. 
With that I was excused and with a massive 
feeling of relief at having managed to jump the 
first hurdle, I returned to my desk, hopeful of 
other such future successes.

After the initial fear of the first day at school, 
things got progressively better. The teachers 
were strict but kind and I could never 
understand why older neighbours or relatives 
would ask me, “any slaps?” Mrs. Moran soon 
had us reading and writing and we were 
quickly onto Irish. One day, she wrote on the 
blackboard the words, “Mammy and Daddy.”
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Turning to us she asked, “what does that say?” 
We immediately answered in unison, and I 
remember thinking, “come on, ask us a hard 
one.” Again she turned to the blackboard and 
wrote, “Mamai agus Daidi“What does that 
say?” she asked again. This time there wasn’t 
a sound out of us, and she then announced 
that it too said “Mammy and Daddy,” but in 
Irish. A series of “oohs” and “ahhs” rippled 
through our group and that marked day-one 
of our Irish lessons.

Break-times were full of games - from the 
humble beginnings of ring-a-ring-a-rosie 
to the more sophisticated tip-the-can and 
everything in between. Playing on the hill in 
view of Mrs. Clancy’s room window where all 
the teachers took their break meant having to 
keep a certain level of decorum and restraint 
so as not to be harangued afterwards for your 
devilment. We played outside regardless of 
the weather, hail, rain or shine. When the 
snow fell, we’d play until our hands glowed
- sure who had gloves? After days and days 
of rain in spring the hill would get so muddy 
that the older boys would make tracks down it 
and we’d run down them, sliding through the 
muck. Summers seemed to exist back then
- we’d spend baking hot afternoons making 
mazes through the long grass on our hands 
and knees, and play games of “tig,” or “tag” 
as everyone else in the country seems to call 
it, in the confines of these little tracks. We’d 
be raging then when Andy Lohan would mow 
the field, but our games would then change to 
play around the square bales of hay he’d have 
stacked around the hill.

After leaving the infants room with Mrs. 
Moran, we entered first class with Mrs. 
Clancy. Our mornings always consisted of 
hymn singing, which everybody loved - 
unless you were picked for the dreaded solo. 
But everyone had to do their turn at a solo 
at some stage, so you couldn’t feel too hard,

done by. Occasionally, we’d get to spend the 
last half hour or so of the school day playing 
as a group - we’d make a circle around the 
classroom and play pass-the-parcel or sing 
“There’s a hole in the bucket.” Sometimes 
Mrs. Clancy would read us a story instead 
- we got through all of Charlie and the 
Chocolate Factory over the course of a few 
weeks once. When we moved on to second 
class, the lessons became a bit more arduous 
with the tedious task of learning the times 
tables.

When some of my older siblings were still 
in national school with me, Mammy would 
drop us in and out of school - I think we 
were living too near to the school to warrant 
getting a bus. When the last of the siblings 
had moved onto secondary school and I 
was the only one still in the national, it was 
arranged that I would start getting lifts to and 
from school with fellow Annaugh Brennans, 
the Reynolds. I’d walk over to the house in the 
mornings and pack into the passenger seat of 
Kevin’s van with Brenda. Young Kevin and 
Liam would climb across the front seats and 
get into the back. It was always great craic on 
cold mornings when the van wouldn’t start 
and we’d have to all get out again and push it 
down the slope at the gable of the house for 
a hill-start.

Mrs. McTague retired before we reached 
third class and Mrs. Clancy took over her 
classes, so we spent third and fourth under 
Mrs. Clancy also. It was a bit of a novelty to 
be out of prefabs and into the main building 
of the school. We knocked a few week’s craic 
out of a family of mice that were living around 
the central heating pipes that ran though 
the building. I was sitting at the back of the 
classroom sharing a desk with Aidan Mulvey. 
Brenda Reynolds sat across from me with 
Francis Reilly. We’d take a bit of the cheese or 
ham or whatever we had out of our sandwiches
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and leave them on the ground under the pipe 
then spend the day glancing behind us now 
and again looking for the mice. When one 
would poke his head out of the hole where 
the pipe went through the wall we’d alert one 
and other and have a great time watching the 
mouse sniff around for the bit of food we left it 
and eat it up. What we hadn’t anticipated was 
that this daily foddering ensured the thriving 
of the Cloone-school mice population, which 
of course eventually came to the attention 
of the teachers and before long, Packie Joe 
McGarry was on the scene with traps and 
whatnot and that was the end of them. It was 
around this point that we started to learn long 
division and multiplication and also took up 
the new subjects of History and Geography.

When we eventually graduated to Master 
Brennan’s class, we were thrilled at the 
prospect of being allowed to use pens and 
tipp-ex. We moved onto the book, “Progress 
in Irish,” and would spend many hours each 
week going through exercises from it. In 
sixth class, we started to prepare for more 
advanced maths and Irish by going through 
years and years of the Saint Mel’s entrance 
examination papers. By now the games had 
changed to girls-after-boys, boys-after-girls or 
anything at all that involved the mingling of 
the two groups, for obvious reasons indeed.

There’s so many wonderful things that spring 
to mind when one thinks back on their time 
in Cloone National School: readathons and 
skipathons, sports days and school tours to 
Mosney, nature walks down the bog lane and 
some child spreading fear in the group by 
saying to beware the old man in the cottage 
by the lane (Harry McKeon!), games of 
rounders, PE in the community centre, the 
school Christmas concert and the subsequent 
Christmas party the following day in class, 
the Christmas annual being delivered each 
December, preparations for First Confessions, 
First Holy Communion and Confirmation,

the rare treat of new books coming to us rather 
than using the hand-me-downs, the teachers 
bringing us to the Circus in the community 
centre when it would come to Cloone, The 
Missions coming to Cloone, visits from the 
priests Father Faughnan and Father Wall - 
(and how when we got older we strategically 
had plenty of questions for them during class 
time, then would miraculously run out just in 
time for break). So many memories and so 
much craic - sure if you could, you’d surely 
go back.

Ya Know Ya Grew Up 
in Cloone if...
A few memories from the 70’s and 80’s
• You got your sweets in Maggies.
• Mrs Me Tague taught ya, Nurse Judge 

injected ya and Fr. Bohan blessed ya.
• You only knew of 3 buses: 1st bus, 2nd 

bus and Adoon bus.
• Animal welfare = Pat the Vet.
• You went from class room to class room 

with a small black board collecting the 
roll numbers.

• “The Show”
• You met at ‘Gubbs Cross’, ‘Nicholls 

Cross’, ‘Maggie Donnellys’ or ‘Dillons 
Cross’

• For two weeks in the summer you 
jumped in a country lake and learned 
to swim.

• No function was complete without 
Paddy Kelly playing.

• You knew Mrs. Morrow was Santy.
• You cheered on the school tour bus 

when you saw the signs for Mosney
• And ya ate your lunch along the Boyne 

- and spent your money in Be ttys town.
• REPS, Area Aid, Medical Cards = 

Damien or Jim Joe.
• You sold tickets for the Community 

Centre or Park
• You have spent the last two minutes

smiling & nodding......
Anon 2013.
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Sh<\ne Re((y:
Scar In (She SpoRC Op Rings

A C(oonc GDc\ns JouRneu ]Lroiti Oonhey OcRdys 
(So TZbe CGxssic QxCops Op NecumARkec 

fry Louise L)usron

Seldom can we boast of such a huge talent as 
that of jockey Shane Kelly who has climbed 
to the top of his profession in the tough 
competitive sport of horse racing. Coming 
from a farming background, Shane is the 
son of John and Maureen Kelly Drumbore, 
Cloone; the eldest in a family of five with 
two brothers, Keelan and Adrian and two 
sisters, Olivia and Andrea. Shane’s career 
was initially inspired by the humble donkeys 
on the family farm. From early childhood 
his summers were spent touring the local 
agricultural shows exhibiting donkeys. As he 
grew older his budding talent shone through 
with his frequent successes in donkey derbies. 
Competition between himself and his near 
neighbour James Mee in these events was 
intense and stories of their affable rivalry are 
the stuff of legends. Through time Shane’s 
interest spread from donkeys to the horses 
on the Mee farm. At every opportunity 
Shane would be off with James either riding, 
driving a gig or at the very least “hanging on 
to a horse”. Eventually his equine activities 
became a sore point with his father who would 
have preferred that he carried on with chores 
at home. However Shane was always missing 
when farm duties called and his Dad would 
only discover his whereabouts on hearing the 
clatter of horse’s hooves down the road

It was Mohill native George O’Malley who 
spotted Shane’s talent on seeing him perform’

Where it all began: Shane Kelly after the Donkey Derby 
at Mohill Show 1986

at local shows and other equine events. He 
advised him to apply to R.A.C.E.; Racing 
Apprentice Centre of Education, at the 
Curragh in Co. Kildare. The year was 1995 
and Shane was fifteen years old. He was 
accepted and embarked on his racing career. 
He initially became an apprentice jockey with 
popular trainer Joe Canty. Training was tough 
with a day start at 5 am every morning and 
lights out at 9pm in the evening. His hard work 
and dedication paid off when after his first 
year he won the “Most Improved Apprentice” 
award at the Curragh. In the following year
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he had 38 winners and was awarded the title 
of “Champion Apprentice 1997”. At the 
beginning of the 1998 flat season he won the 
title of “European Apprentice Jockey” at a 
race in Germany. Four European countries 
were represented but Shane’s class won out 
and he brought this prestigious title back to 
Ireland. His success continued as he travelled 
further a field to Australia, Paris, Santa Anita 
and Dubai. While racing in Ireland he won 
many well known and valuable races such 
as the “Lincoln” on two occasions; once on 
a Dermot Weld entry and again for Donie 
Hassett.

In 1998 Shane suffered a set-back having 
sustained an ankle injury at Naas racecourse 
on a John Oxx mount. The injury meant a 
three month absence from the racecourse 
and he found it difficult to regain his required 
weight. It was at this point that he made the 
decision - with the encouragement of his 
friend Barney Curley - to join the racing scene 
in England. He based himself in Newmarket 
where he became a professional jockey having 
had 95 winners under his belt at this stage. He 
is currently freelance with the majority of his 
rides coming from trainers such as Michael 
Dodds, Mark Brisborne, Jamie Osbourne,

Jeremy Noseda and Willie Haggas. Shane has 
ridden alongside some of the most famous 
jockeys of our time; Johnny Murtagh, Kieran 
Fallon and Frankie Dettori, just to name a 
few. At present he is enjoying one of his best 
seasons, riding under the name S.W. Kelly. 
Success is not without cost. There is always a 
lot of hard work behind the scenes, some days 
commencing as early as 4.45am followed at 
times by a two race meeting on the same 
day. He would on an annual basis clock up 
50 -60,000 miles travelling to various racing 
events both in the British Isles and abroad. 
Broken limbs are always a jockey’s nightmare 
and Shane did recently suffer a broken leg 
his worst injury to date apart from various 
bruising from time to time. He remains a 
very unassuming young man who is loathe to 
speak of his huge success but one can sense 
the courage and true grit that has brought him 
to the top of his profession. He is not averse 
to taking on related pursuits such as camel 
racing in Dubai or ice racing in Switzerland. 
Shane remains based at Newmarket with 
his British-born wife Hannah. He returns 
to Drumbore on occasions and when time 
allows he can be seen riding out with the 
South Leitrim Harriers.

Shane Kelly - Doing what he does best.
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Sr. CD<\Ry op rhe Imm&cuGxre 
Conceprion ChuRch Ctoone

6y berry OeRcuin foley

St Marys Old Church Cloone Interior of St Marys old church

In early Christian times Cloone ranked 
as one of the most important centres 
of learning, taking its place beside such 
centres as Clonfert, Cloyne Clonard and 
Clonmacnoise. Radical changes occurred 
in the seventeen and eighteen hundreds 
when laws were passed which restricted the 
religious and political freedom of Catholics. 
Lands, churches, abbeys and schools were 
confiscated and became the property of the 
state. Priests were displaced and seminarians 
were educated in Irish colleges on the 
continent. They returned in secret to face 
hardship and occasionally even death. We 
note from historical records that the Penal 
Laws were being phased out in 1770s. The 
Relief Acts of 1778, 1782 and 1793 provided 
priests and laity with more freedom.

During that period Mass rocks were 
abandoned and replaced by simple churches 
generally with thatched roofs and the bare 
essentials for worship. We surmise that the 
old church in Cloone was constructed in the 
1800’s. It was situated on a secluded site at,

the foot of a hill hidden from view and poorly 
constructed initially. An article in the Leitrim 
Advertiser dated the 18th November 1886 
titled ‘Dedication of Cloone Roman Catholic 
Church’ gives an account of the building 
having been enlarged considerably, newly 
roofed, and otherwise renovated to meet the 
needs of the parishioners at that time. The 
Bishop dedicated the Church in Cloone with 
a lengthy ceremony and the choir from Mohill 
was in attendance, Miss Masterson presided 
at the organ while concelebrated High Mass 
was offered.

Most Rev. Dr. Woodlock Bishop of Ardagh 
and Clonmacnoise praised Rev. J. Sheridan 
and Rev. G Gerathy for their efforts in 
providing the people with a holy place of 
worship wherein their prayers would receive 
a richer return of grace. He hoped their 
faith would sustain them throughout difficult 
times especially if they were exiled for minor 
breaches of the law. The congregation was 
thanked for contributions made albeit with 
great sacrifice. The Church was dedicated
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to cSt. Mary of the Immaculate Conception’ 
and she was now their patron. The building 
became dilapidated over time. Leo McAlinden 
claimed that at the time of its closure; “L was 
the poorest church in use for divine worship in the 
whole of this country. ” Over a period of two 
hundred years though numerous parishioners 
received at least three of the seven sacraments 
there and some have fond memories of the 
‘Church in the Wildwood ‘as I like to envisage 
it. The foundation has been restored and 
designed in the shape of a cross as was the 
building itself and remains a historical 
landmark.

In June 1972 Cloone celebrated the opening 
of a new Church which was a major historical 
event in the community and celebrated by 
all concerned. His Lordship Most Revd. 
Cathal Daly, bishop of the diocese, dedicated 
and blessed the church on Sunday June 6th. 
in the presence of an eminent gathering of 
clergy and worshippers. The parishioners 
were grateful and jubilant in the knowledge 
that they had made the occasion possible 
through their sacrifices. We must pay tribute 
to Fr. Boylan and Fr. Frawley for their 
dedication and determination in getting the 
project funded and completed. They were 
assisted by local voluntary helpers, various 
organisations in the parish and by generous 
people. Fr. Boylan was a strong driving force 
behind the whole project for twelve years in 
advance of its development. Donations were 
received from the Irish Diaspora in England, 
Australia, America and parishioners located 
throughout Ireland. Generous contributions 
were also received from members of the 
Church of Ireland Community. The cost 
incurred was approximately £60.000 and the 
sum of £50,000 had been collected.

The church was designed by the Dublin 
architect, Mr. Fred Browne and conforms to

a regular hexagonal plan. The roof itself is 
in six triangular sections which converge to 
form an apex in the form of a dome or lantern. 
The design of the sanctuary is in line with the 
liturgical reforms and this is reflected in its 
simplicity. The altar is devoid of any form of 
ornamentation. One commentator claimed 
that it was the most beautiful church built 
since Vatican II. The church continued to be 
a fitting place of worship for almost forty years 
until the roof became non-functional and in 
need of repair. Fr. Sam Holmes has given me 
an outline of the following renovations which 
were successfully completed recently.

On the 29th of August 2013 the work of 
replacing Cloone Church roof began. The 
existing copper roof had been leaking 
extensively for some time. Other ancillary 
external works including the provision of a 
new exit door at the north end of the church 
were included. Some internal re-styling also 
took place which included the installation of a 
new Parquet wood floor. The Baptismal font 
was relocated at the entrance in keeping with 
the current church thinking on the Sacrament 
of Baptism as entry into the Christian 
community and the beginning of the faith 
journey.

Eucharistic Congress Bell in Cloone 2012.
Mary Monahan, Seamus Maguire, Fr. Sam Holmes, 

Bernie McGovern, Catherine Tiernan.
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The Sanctuary area was also restyled and 
a central isle created which led Bishop 
Colm O’Reilly, on his visit to the parish 
for confirmation on the 20th April 2013, to 
observe how the new layout rendered itself to 
creating a sense of the community gathering 
together around the sanctuary for the hearing 
of the word and the breaking of the bread in 
the Holy Eucharist.

The work was carried out under the auspices 
of the parish council in conjunction with the 
diocesan art and architectural commission

and architect Brendan Me Gettigan Athlone. 
The builder was Padraig Bohan, Mohill with 
the new roof insulation being provided by 
Timmie Beirne, Cloone. The overall cost 
was €470,000 with an outstanding debt 
of €134,000 on the 1st of June 2013. We 
returned to the church on Palm Sunday 1st 
April 2012.

Lets hope it serves our parishioners for many 
generations to come.

St. Mary's Church Cloone in 2013

Interior of St Marys Cloone in 2013
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Looking 5<\ck ro P&ddy OoheRry
6y Qjs Cooke

With the passing of time my memories from 
the year 1977 are somewhat hazy. I recall 
fine mornings when the sounds of Spring 
and early Summer reverberated around the 
hills in Sonnaghmore.The songs of Abba 
predominated, both on the airwaves and 
on the retro fitted eight tracks in my new 
Ford Escort—sound systems not being as 
advanced as modern day multi media. The 
music of the Bee Gees heralded in the era of 
the disco and the demise of the dancehall. 
On television, Starsky & Hutch were busy 
tracking down drug dealers, but in Cloone we 
were not unduly concerned as we considered 
that such low life was solely the preserve of 
the backstreets of Los Angeles.

Most especially 1977 was the year in which 
Paddy Doherty looked back. Long before 
Alice Taylor set down her memoirs in “7o 
School through the Fields”, thereby releasing the

floodgates for many other such publications, 
Paddy had sought to pull together the varied 
strands of a life which spanned from the early 
years of the twentieth century. The book bears 
the self-explanatory title — “Paddy Doherty 
Looks Back — An Autobiography of a Leitrim 
Freedom Fighter”.

Freedom fighting from the turbulent years 
prior to, and following on, the formation of 
the State features prominently throughout 
the pages, but this publication is not by any 
means a one dimensional narrative, nor 
indeed could it be, as Paddy lived every day 
to the full and his memoirs bear testimony 
to a multi- faceted life. In the words of the 
Eurovision winning song from a few years 
earlier, Paddy’s book contains “All Kinds of 
Everything” and indeed not least -“dances, 
romances and things of the night”. It is also a 
great reference on the economic, social and

Patrick Doherty pictured with his family
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cultural life of the era in Cloone Village and 
its environs. The opening lines in Chapter 
1 aptly set the context for the stories which 
follow—“/ was born and reared in the village of 
Cloone. My father and mother had a public house 
and a grocery store”

As a member of Leitrim County Council 
for many years, Paddy gives detailed insight 
on the work of a Local Representative in 
an era when a rudimentary transport and 
communication infrastructure placed huge 
demands on time and energy. Sunday Mass 
in the village, and market days in Mohill were 
important reference points in the collating 
and up-dating of his constituents on the 
many issues which crossed his path—“/ will 
meet you in Mohill on Thursday” is a frequent 
refrain, in reference to the giving of feedback 
to neighbours and friends following on his 
intercedence on their behalf in the corridors 
of power of Leitrim County Council.

Cross Sectoral co-operation, Inter-Agency 
initiatives and Shared Vision are very much the 
buzz words of today, but Paddy had seen the 
need to engage all stakeholders in such lateral 
thinking in course of his tenure on Leitrim 
County Council, notwithstanding that he 
would have been subject to the the infamous 
“ Ultra Vires” (beyond the powers) mind-set 
which at that time obliged the democratically 
elected member to stay within the limitations 
of the narrow brief of local government. There 
are numerous references to “calling a meeting 
in the hall” —in the absence of electronic 
communication, this was Paddy’s favoured 
strategy in seeking to generate public interest 
and debate on various topical issues of the 
day. As the proprietor of the village hall, he 
sought to ensure that it was at all times made 
available for such gatherings, in the interests 
of promoting development initiatives in his 
native parish. He worked tirelessly to bring 
industry and employment to South Leitrim

and was a vocal advocate of the adage to 
“think globally and act locally” long before it 
became the catchphrase of the advocates of 
sustainable development.

Paddy had a great pride in his native area and 
at every opportunity he sought to promote 
local enterprise, albeit in the absence of the 
various fora which now exist for precisely 
such purpose. If he were alive today, he would 
no doubt bemoan the power being wielded 
by the Multi-National Corporations who 
hold no loyalty to place, and are driven only 
by the profit margins accruing in their area of 
operation. Whilst some of the ideas which are 
put forward in the book could be said to have 
been overly optimistic -i.e. oil exploration 
in Mullynadrumman,-it is noteworthy 
nonetheless that much of his ideology and 
self-help initiatives are largely the same ideas 
being pursued today by various government 
agencies, to promote enterprise at local 
level. Under the heading “Correspondence” 
the appendices contains extracts from 
letters which Paddy forwarded to various 
government departments, articulating the 
interests of his locality, particularly in the area 
of industrial development.

The book contains many accounts of co
operation involving communal working by 
neighbours in carrying out various labour 
intensive farming tasks. Many of the tasks 
outlined have long since been consigned to 
memory, and can only now be re-lived at 
various Summer festivals or in the Museum of 
Country Life in Castlebar, County Mayo. For 
Paddy however this work was part of everyday 
life, and, in the true spirit of Socialism, bears 
out his belief in the merits of co-operation 
and working together for the greater common 
good, rather than merely seeking out personal 
enrichment. The free flowing style, and light 
hearted anecdotes as relayed, make for very 
entertaining reading. The entire spectrum

^04^
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of the work involved in the farming year in 
bygone days is covered in the various chapter 
sub-headings—stories of turf cutting, making 
the hayrick in the autumn, the planting and 
digging of the potatoes all take us gently 
through the seasons. Over the years Paddy 
acquired an array of home cures for various 
ailments in farm animals, and quite regularly 
was called upon by friends and neighbours to 
step in where more orthodox methods had 
failed.

An account is given of a Mayday message 
which issued from the Parish Priest in 
Cloone, urgently seeking assistance in getting 
his hay saved during inclement weather and, 
just like St Peter in the Bible, Paddy did 
not hesitate to answer the call. Many such 
anecdotes are included and are a product of 
their time, reflecting the era under notice in 
the memoir.Whilst it can be assumed that 
the newly elected Pope Francis will face many 
challenges in the years ahead,it is unlikely 
that saving the hay for the Parish priest will be 
rank among the most urgent of his Pontificate. 
The account in Chapter 13 of the passing of 
Thomas Ward of Rocullion,together with his 
removal from Cloone River with the aid of a 
long rope (tethers),and willing neighbours,is 
,in my opinion, unparalleled in any of the 
life stories which I have read. In delivering a 
detailed account of the work involved in this 
and other such incidents, the reader is made 
feel part of the experience, thereby adding to 
the overall enjoyment of the book.

Aside from his work on the farm and, as 
referenced earlier, Paddy was very active in 
the local branch of the old IRA during the War 
of Independence, both as an organiser and 
a foot soldier. Many pages are given over to 
accounts of clandestine meetings in the village 
hall or isolated farmhouses, convened for the 
purpose of organising attacks on the enemy, 
and in particular the much maligned Black &

Tans, whose atrocities during this period have 
been well documented. As a known activist 
he was frequently obliged to go into hiding 
in order to escape Crown forces,and,on one 
occasion dressed in disguise as a woman, had 
to busy himself in digging a field of potatoes 
to escape the pursuing militia. In today’s 
World by way of contrast, the sight of a 
person, irrespective of gender, digging a field 
of potatoes would be more likely to attract, 
rather than detract public attention.

In keeping with the accounts of his farming 
experiences, the anecdotes from the war 
period come straight from the horse’s 
mouth. One such encounter involved 
keeping the “enemy”—the British forces— 
under observation from Cloone Hill, as they 
travelled the road from Mohill to Carrigallen. 
The entire surveillance operation was 
conducted from the relative safety of a cock 
of hay in Pope’s meadow—a far cry from 
the unmanned drone or other such faceless 
technology7 as utilised in modern warfare. 
In Paddy’s time exchanges involved face to 
face combat, and he retained great respect 
and appreciation for his colleagues in the old 
IRA and its female equivalent—Cumann na 
mBan,who had sacrificed much time and 
effort to do battle with him in the cause of 
freedom. In later years during his term of 
office on Leitrim County’ Council and its sub
committees, he made every effort to ensure 
that his colleagues received fair pension 
remuneration, and that their bravery7 was 
documented for future generations.

The business of politics was undoubtedly 
very serious in the early years of the Free 
State and there was much baggage on all 
sides following on from the Civil War. While 
Paddy’s stories tell it as it was at the local 
level, and, as a consequence, as alluded to in 
the foregoing, is an excellent local reference 
on the lived experience in Cloone, it makes
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cultural life of the era in Cloone Village and 
its environs. The opening lines in Chapter 
1 aptly set the context for the stories which 
follow—“/ was born and reared in the village of 
Cloone. My father and mother had a public house 
and a grocery store”

As a member of Leitrim County Council 
for many years, Paddy gives detailed insight 
on the work of a Local Representative in 
an era when a rudimentary transport and 
communication infrastructure placed huge 
demands on time and energy. Sunday Mass 
in the village, and market days in Mohill were 
important reference points in the collating 
and up-dating of his constituents on the 
many issues which crossed his path—“/ will 
meet you in Mohill on Thursday” is a frequent 
refrain, in reference to the giving of feedback 
to neighbours and friends following on his 
intercedence on their behalf in the corridors 
of power of Leitrim County Council.

Cross Sectoral co-operation, Inter-Agency 
initiatives and SharedVision are very much the 
buzz words of today, but Paddy had seen the 
need to engage all stakeholders in such lateral 
thinking in course of his tenure on Leitrim 
County Council, notwithstanding that he 
would have been subject to the the infamous 
“ Ultra Vires” (beyond the powers) mind-set 
which at that time obliged the democratically 
elected member to stay within the limitations 
of the narrow brief of local government. There 
are numerous references to “calling a meeting 
in the hall” —in the absence of electronic 
communication, this was Paddy’s favoured 
strategy in seeking to generate public interest 
and debate on various topical issues of the 
day. As the proprietor of the village hall, he 
sought to ensure that it was at all times made 
available for such gatherings, in the interests 
of promoting development initiatives in his 
native parish. He worked tirelessly to bring 
industry and employment to South Leitrim

and was a vocal advocate of the adage to 
‘‘'‘think globally and act locally” long before it 
became the catchphrase of the advocates of 
sustainable development.

Paddy had a great pride in his native area and 
at every opportunity he sought to promote 
local enterprise, albeit in the absence of the 
various fora which now exist for precisely 
such purpose. If he were alive today, he would 
no doubt bemoan the power being wielded 
by the Multi-National Corporations who 
hold no loyalty to place, and are driven only 
by the profit margins accruing in their area of 
operation. Whilst some of the ideas which are 
put forward in the book could be said to have 
been overly optimistic -i.e. oil exploration 
in Mullynadrumman,-it is noteworthy 
nonetheless that much of his ideology and 
self-help initiatives are largely the same ideas 
being pursued today by various government 
agencies, to promote enterprise at local 
level. Under the heading “Correspondence” 
the appendices contains extracts from 
letters which Paddy forwarded to various 
government departments, articulating the 
interests of his locality, particularly in the area 
of industrial development.

The book contains many accounts of co
operation involving communal working by 
neighbours in carrying out various labour 
intensive farming tasks. Many of the tasks 
outlined have long since been consigned to 
memory, and can only now be re-lived at 
various Summer festivals or in the Museum of 
Country Life in Castlebar, County Mayo. For 
Paddy however this work was part of everyday 
life, and, in the true spirit of Socialism, bears 
out his belief in the merits of co-operation 
and working together for the greater common 
good, rather than merely seeking out personal 
enrichment. The free flowing style, and light 
hearted anecdotes as relayed, make for very 
entertaining reading. The entire spectrum
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of the work involved in the farming year in 
bygone days is covered in the various chapter 
sub-headings—stories of turf cutting, making 
the hayrick in the autumn, the planting and 
digging of the potatoes all take us gently 
through the seasons. Over the years Paddy 
acquired an array of home cures for various 
ailments in farm animals, and quite regularly 
was called upon by friends and neighbours to 
step in where more orthodox methods had 
failed.

An account is given of a Mayday message 
which issued from the Parish Priest in 
Cloone, urgently seeking assistance in getting 
his hay saved during inclement weather and, 
just like St Peter in the Bible, Paddy did 
not hesitate to answer the call. Many such 
anecdotes are included and are a product of 
their time, reflecting the era under notice in 
the memoir.Whilst it can be assumed that 
the newly elected Pope Francis will face many 
challenges in the years ahead,it is unlikely 
that saving the hay for the Parish priest will be 
rank among the most urgent of his Pontificate. 
The account in Chapter 13 of the passing of 
Thomas Ward of Rocullion,together with his 
removal from Cloone River with the aid of a 
long rope (tethers),and willing neighbours,is 
,in my opinion, unparalleled in any of the 
life stories which I have read. In delivering a 
detailed account of the work involved in this 
and other such incidents, the reader is made 
feel part of the experience, thereby adding to 
the overall enjoyment of the book.

Aside from his work on the farm and, as 
referenced earlier, Paddy was very active in 
the local branch of the old IRA during the War 
of Independence, both as an organiser and 
a foot soldier. Many pages are given over to 
accounts of clandestine meetings in the village 
hall or isolated farmhouses, convened for the 
purpose of organising attacks on the enemy, 
and in particular the much maligned Black &

Tans, whose atrocities during this period have 
been well documented. As a known activist 
he was frequently obliged to go into hiding 
in order to escape Crown forces,and,on one 
occasion dressed in disguise as a woman, had 
to busy himself in digging a field of potatoes 
to escape the pursuing militia. In today’s 
World by way of contrast, the sight of a 
person, irrespective of gender, digging a field 
of potatoes would be more likely to attract, 
rather than detract public attention.

In keeping with the accounts of his farming 
experiences, the anecdotes from the war 
period come straight from the horse’s 
mouth. One such encounter involved 
keeping the “enewy”—the British forces— 
under observation from Cloone Hill, as they 
travelled the road from Mohill to Carrigallen. 
The entire surveillance operation was 
conducted from the relative safety of a cock 
of hay in Pope’s meadow—a far cry from 
the unmanned drone or other such faceless 
technology as utilised in modern warfare. 
In Paddy’s time exchanges involved face to 
face combat, and he retained great respect 
and appreciation for his colleagues in the old 
IRA and its female equivalent—Cumann na 
mBan,who had sacrificed much time and 
effort to do battle with him in the cause of 
freedom. In later years during his term of 
office on Leitrim County Council and its sub
committees, he made every effort to ensure 
that his colleagues received fair pension 
remuneration, and that their bravery was 
documented for future generations.

The business of politics was undoubtedly 
very serious in the early years of the Free 
State and there was much baggage on all 
sides following on from the Civil War. While 
Paddy’s stories tell it as it was at the local 
level, and, as a consequence, as alluded to in 
the foregoing, is an excellent local reference 
on the lived experience in Cloone, it makes
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nonetheless for largely light hearted reading. 
Some hilarious accounts are outlined on 
electioneering forays, and after Mass rallies 
whereby candidates were obliged to take “to 
the wall” in the style of London’s Hyde Park 
Speaker’s Corner, in an effort to win over the 
hearts and minds of would be voters, to the 
merits of their respective policies.

As with many entertaining storytellers, 
incidents and anecdotes are brought to life 
in the pages with an underlying humour 
which gives the reader an insight into a 
man who, despite many challenges over 
the years, refused to take either himself, or 
life, too seriously. The story of the theft of a 
freshly baked soda cake, in the early morning 
hours following on a night of revelry, from 
the unsuspecting occupant of a farmhouse 
makes for colourful reading. In the spirit of 
Socialism, Paddy ensured that the spoils were 
evenly divided among his companions. In 
Chapter 26 (entitled “Weddings & Wakes”) 
an account is given of the waking of a man— 
known as the Tailor Brady, in his house in 
Cloone Village. The exchanges as relayed 
could easily have slotted in to the storyline 
of the John Ford Classic Film from 1951- 
“The Quiet Man” and show how this light 
hearted approach to life and death, spanned 
the generations. Paddy together with two of 
his colleagues equipped themselves with an 
arsenal which included stolen apples and old 
shoes and duly proceeded to lay siege to Mr 
Brady’s house whilst the rosary was being 
recited for the repose of his soul. A number 
of mourners sustained direct hits from the 
hail of missiles, which connected via the 
open half door. The ensuing fracas did not sit 
easily with the solemnity of the occasion and 
proceedings were brought to a halt when -in 
Paddy’s own words—“Frank Brady cleared the 
house”. However goodwill soon prevailed on 
all sides and the grieving process was resumed 
when Michael Brady “of the pub” asked the,

assembled gathering—“What hoor will sing a 
song ? ”

The incidents as outlined bear testimony to 
the laid back approach of the era to incidents 
which today could have much more serious 
ramifications. It is fair to assume that the 
proliferation of gangland crime over recent 
years would not have arisen with such alarming 
frequency if soda bread and buttermilk, 
rather than crack cocaine or heroin, were still 
the acknowledged units of exchange.

In 1977 Paddy Doherty looked back on a 
long and distinguished career, and in so 
doing brought to life stories from football to 
farming, fishing to freedom fighting, and all 
manner of things in between. The book also 
extends beyond this life to the Supernatural 
with the inclusion of a late night encounter 
with phantom card players at the Grange in 
the holy season of Lent, and strange goings 
on in the backroom of the village Presbytery.

In conclusion I would recommend this book 
to all lovers of rural life and local history 
from bygone days, irrespective of domicile. 
Many accolades have rightly been accorded 
to authors such as Alice Taylor for their 
ability to consign to print stories of a way of 
life which has largely disappeared in twenty 
first century Ireland. In my opinion Paddy 
Doherty’s memoir holds its place among the 
best to be found in any library or reading 
room throughout the country. Thirty six years 
on from its original publication, the window 
which Paddy opened on a disappearing 
Ireland still retains the ability to give this 
reader many hours of enjoyment, and in the 
words of the prequel to the film The Wizard of 
Oz, the passage of time is powerless to undo 
its simple philosophy.
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I was born in 1933 and I started Cloone 
Old School in 1939. My father Patrick was 
a Postman at the time and I went to school 
through the fields called the nearway. The 
nearway was known as a Mass pass. The Mass 
pass was a shortcut for all the neighbouring 
town lands of Faughill, Rocullion, 
Drumshanbo north, Sunnaghmore, 
Sunnaghbeg and other parts of Aughavas. 
The Mass pass began at Me Garry’s of 
Annaghmacullen and continued through 
the neighbouring fields of Murrays, Flynn’s 
and Canning’s. At Canning’s you came to 
the Cloone River where the Board of Works 
erected a bridge over it many years ago. When 
you crossed the bridge you entered Garveys

land, (red) Popes land and onto (black) Popes 
land and up to Maggie Mitchells known as 
Maggie’s garden where the new graveyard 
gate stands today. Many people also crossed 
through the turnstile at the old graveyard to 
the old Church which is known as St Marys of 
which the foundations can still be seen today.

From there you would walk up the church 
lane to the village out by the public house 
which was owned at that time by Patrick Me 
Namee and then changed hands to as I recall 
Bernie Quinn, Bernie Maguire, Vincent O 
Rourke, Michael Me Garty and today it is 
ran by Michael and Evelyn Me Keon. Across 
the road before the new St Marys was built

PJ McGarry, Sean Cooke and others bringing home the hay
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in 1970 stood houses belonging to Ellen 
Canning and the Priests House and also the 
Garda Barracks which was relocated on the 
Mohill road out of Cloone but sadly closed in 
early 2013 due to our recession and cutbacks.

As I remember the teachers in Cloone Old 
School were Mrs Cooney, Mrs Solan, Mrs 
Me Dermott and Master Moran. I remember 
every pupil was expected to bring turf and 
sticks for the school fire which was the only 
means of heating in those days. Some of us 
used to be asked to bring egg tree or sally rods 
with us to make scollops (used for thatching) 
for Master Moran’s house, we even had to 
bring home his turf with donkeys and creels 
from Gubbs bog in Drumnamore where he 
lived.

Some days I never made it to school as I used 
to hide out in Garvey’s hills. Master Moran 
sometimes sent out the pupils to find me. 
One frosty day I stayed out from school and 
my father got wind of it so went for Garda 
Colleavy to find me, when he did find me he 
brought me home to warm my hands and 
then he brought me to school on the carrier 
of his bike. It never stopped me from hiding 
out though!

Some of my school pals were the late Pat 
Quinn, Thomas Cull, Alfie Mee, Jim 
Donnelly, Charlie Donnelly, Jimmy Bohan 
and Tom Donnelly.

On 25th February 1947 it snowed heavily and 
there was still snow on the ditches till June 
and became known as the year of the big

snow. My father being a postman needed help 
delivering the post so we had to walk many 
miles in many feet of snow. The school closed 
for a few months that year. We had to dig 
trenches to get to the animals to feed them. 
Some people got lost in the snow and some 
even lost their lives in the snow that year.

I left national school at the age of 14 as 
many others did in those days to work at 
home on the farm. Some of my school pals 
emmigrated in search of work and a better 
life. My first job was with the Board ofWorks 
making bog passes, cleaning drains and rivers 
and later maintaining roads with Leitrim 
County Council and also fencing with the 
Land Commission. One of my jobs included 
the making of Corrowna Pass which is known 
today as our Nature Trail. It is a walkway 
that starts at Harry Me Keons going down 
through Cloone bog and by Cloone Lake 
and ends at Drumhallow. Another branch 
of the walkway goes towards a little river 
that flows from Drumdarkin Lake and the 
pass takes you out towards Pee Me Hugh’s 
of Annaghbrennan. The pass was closed and 
overgrown for many years but thanks to the 
hard work and dedication of the Tidy Towns 
committee it has been reopened and with 
the help of Fas/Tus it is being maintained. I 
hope to revisit Corrowna Pass Nature Trail 
this year but the old hip isn’t great but all the 
same I am looking forward to Cloone School 
Reunion and Homecoming Festival 2013 and 
hope that you all enjoy it too.
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In January 1985 I was redeployed from St. 
Michael’s Boys National School in Mohill to 
Fatima National School when the enrolment 
figures in Cloone warranted the appointment 
of a fourth teacher. There were one hundred 
and eight pupils on roll at the start of the 
January term, safely over the one hundred 
and five required, and more pupils joined 
before that school year was over. I was two 
years and three months out of Carysfort 
College of Education in Blackrock. At that 
time the post-grad Diploma took two years to 
complete after the degree so with my newly 
qualified tag only recently discarded I arrived 
in Cloone. Little did I know that twenty eight 
years later I would still be here!

My late father, Joe, drove me to Cloone the 
day I started. The L plates were still fresh on 
my first car and roads were icy and I wasn’t a 
hundred per cent sure where Cloone School 
was! On arrival a man I didn’t recognise 
was salting the frozen tarmac in front of the 
prefabs and my father explained that that was 
the Master Brennan! Damian met me at the 
gate and led me off to meet the two other 
ladies on the staff. By close of day I felt sure 
that with Eilish McTague, Moira Clancy and 
Damian to “mind” me I’d be okay in Cloone. 
I was right!

During that first day, Fr. Peter Bohan, 
the parish Priest, arrived to the prefab to 
welcome me to the school. He assured me 
that my bright newly-painted prefabricated

classroom was only a temporary home for 
my thirty eight pupils and myself. The wheels 
had been set in motion and the Department 
had been informed that Mrs Clancy’s 
class and mine were in dire need of new 
classroom accommodation. Unfortunately, 
the Department wheels moved very slowly 
in the 80’s and 90’s. Paperwork flitted back 
and forth from Department Headquarters, 
seeking information of all sorts about 
projected enrolments and local contributions 
and it was to be the year 2000 before they 
finally delivered on their promise of an 
extension. Sadly Fr Bohan, who had passed 
away in July 1995, did not see the extension 
he had worked so hard to get.

Over the years Damien, Eilish, Moira and I 
formed a close bond both in school and out. 
When I came to Cloone, both Damien and 
Moira had children in my Infant Class. As the 
parents of young families their lives differed 
greatly from mine in 1985. It was another 
four years before I settled down and married 
John in Aughavas .With Eilish,the “Mother 
of the House”, Damian and Moira were not 
merely colleagues, but guides, friends and 
confidants during all those years. As well 
as working together they were true friends 
I grew to depend on in good times and in 
bad. As we bade goodbye to dear family 
and friends during our years together and 
welcomed children of our own, and later in
laws and grandchildren into their lives, the 
ties of friendship strengthened.
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As senior member of staff, Eilish was the first 
to leave and when she chose to opt for an 
early retirement in 1993 we missed her sorely 
from our midst. We were delighted she could 
be with us in February 2012, to re-unite 
the team when Damian and Moira decided 
to retire. Following Eilish’s retirement Mrs 
Elizabeth Foley joined the staff and took 
over the Infant classes as Moira and I moved 
classes. However Fatima was struggling to 
keep the enrolment figure at the Department 
required level for four teachers. Shortly after 
Betty was appointed to Carrigallen in 1996 
the post in Fatima N.S. was suppressed and 
we became a three-teacher school.

From 1996 Damien, Moira and I worked 
together in Fatima N.S. with a many visiting 
teachers in our learning support and resource 
departments....Mary Scollan from Mohill 
was first, and for the last number of years 
Ceri Gooheen has worked with us as has 
Barbara Jones. Our school was an exceptional 
work place and our working relationship was 
second to none. I can honestly say that we 
never “fell out” during those years. I feel 
I was blessed to have worked with Moira 
and Damian. When they announced their 
intention to retire together in February 2012,
I was devastated! It was hard to imagine 
not seeing them each day in the school and 
when the last school day arrived I found 
it impossible to say goodbye! Moira and 
Damian don’t teach with me anymore but I 
will always regard them as special friends.

Over the years in Cloone children from every 
town land in the parish passed through the 
doors of Fatima National School. I always 
feel privileged, as the Infant class teacher, to 
be the one to start them off in their school 
journey and it is always rewarding to see how 
the children mature and develop so much in,

those first couple of years at school. Having 
spent twenty eight years now in the school 
my first infant class are in their early thirties! 
With each passing year I welcome more of my 
own past pupils back to the school as parents 
themselves and that is lovely to see. Last year 
when Moira and Damian retired it was a 
great privilege to be joined on the staff, albeit 
temporarily, by two of our own past pupils- 
Tara McCabe and Ciara Quinn as newly 
qualified teachers. This year four of my own 
past pupils with children in the school, and 
in total forty five pupils in the school are the 
children of Fatima past pupils. I have always 
felt that our school benefitted greatly from 
being a place where teachers knew every one 
of the students, their abilities, their homes 
and their families and all the students knew 
the teachers. .

As 29th February 2012 approached I was 
appointed to take on the post of Principal in 
Cloone and I did so with some trepidation 
but with great pride. I feel great pride in 
the school. It is now a lovely facility with 
everything a modern school could wish for. It 
has a great group of pupils, who are a joy to 
work with, pleasant, enthusiastic and eager for 
all things new. As teachers we are supported 
by dedicated and committed parents. Our 
“new teachers” Madeleine Murphy and 
Grainne Baxter have blended in beautifully 
into our school community. For the first time 
since it opened in 1963 we have an all-female 
staff. With the backing of Fr Sam Holmes 
and a great Board of Management we have 
entered the newest chapter of the school. As 
we complete our first school year working 
together we look forward to many more happy 
years together, God willing.

This year the school celebrates its 50th 
birthday - A time to celebrate achievement
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and look to the future! We are marking the 
occasion in the school with a number of 
events -raising our third Green School Flag, 
unveiling our Discover primary Science and 
Maths Excellence Award, planting our Jubilee 
Oak tree and launching our very own book 
written by the current pupils!. We have indeed 
been busy in our Jubilee year!.

We look to the future with enthusiasm but 
with some anxiety. With the country in 
recession the future of the small rural school 
is under threat. Small country schools are 
closing all around the country. In 2009 here 
in Fatima N.S. we were safely within the 
enrolment figures to maintain three teachers. 
Successive budgets have not only cut grant 
aid to schools like ours but have increased 
the enrolment requirements by seven pupils, 
leaving us precariously close to the retention 
figure. The problems such as unemployment 
and emigration that plagued small parishes 
in the past have returned and with austerity 
measures to the fore, cut-backs in education 
budget have put the rural school in the 
spotlight and at the centre of a governmental 
“Value for Money” review. The Free transport

system is no longer free and the Patronage of 
primary schools under review. As a staff we 
refuse to let these ominous clouds impinge 
of the daily life of the school. We remain 
optimistic for the future. Cloone parish has 
approximately thirty pre-school children 
at present so we hope to be able to provide 
education for them all here in their own village 
school. When Fatima N.S opened its doors in 
1963 it had 57 pupils on roll today we have 
56. As a school we have survived some harsh 
economic times and, le cunamh De, we will 
survive these ones too.

I am honoured to have spent my teaching 
career thus far in Cloone and hopefully I will 
spend the rest of it here too!! Over almost 
three decades I have made many friends here 
and sadly have seen some cherished friends 
and past pupils pass to their eternal reward. 
They will remain always in my memories and 
prayers. Go ndeana Dia trocaire orthu go leir

There is a well-known idiom that states 
“Mighty oaks from little acorns grow”! hope to 
watch many more “little acorns” pass through 
our school doors and grow to greatness.

Teresa Morans first Classes
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Hartes Mill Killyveha

Kids from the village at a party in 1979.
Back: Ita Charles, EndaTiernan, Shane Tiernan, 
Michael Cunniffe, Deirdre Cunniffe. 2nd Row:

James Lohan, Cathal Flood, Kenneth Prior, Amanda 
Mitchell. 3rd Row: Mark Small, Kenneth Crawford, 
Clodagh Cunniffe, Barry Mitchell. Front: Caroline

Crawford, Derek Mitchell, Mick Lohan Keatings of Kiltyfea with Packie Gallagher

Sonny Reilly, Brigid Donohoe, Mary Ellen Gallagher, Thomas Mahon, Brigid Mahon, Patrick Gallagher, 
Mark Kate Donohoe. Monica and Eileen Gallagher
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Enjoying Cloone Show in 1992. L to R Kevin Fitzpatrick, Kevin Cloone Show 2006 Una McKeon, Pamela
Wrynne, Brian Gallogly, Gavin McGovern, Ciaran McGovern Nicholls and Tara McCabe.

John Joe Donohoe with Cloone Group heading 
to Croke Park in 1994.

McGarty Family, Ballykiltyfea

Sonny Pope, Fr Peter Bohan, Patrick Shortt, Bernie Lennon Gerry McGovern being interviewed by RTE's 
Marty Morrissey
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Members of the McCarty family Kiltyfea. Jim & Vonnie Cunniffe

Monahan Family Rocullion (before Carmel arrived!) Peter O'Donnell & Louie Brennan

Leitrim Supporters from Cloone & Aughavas in New York 2008
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The earliest records of the GAA in Cloone go 
back to May 1st 1889 and a letter in the local 
paper of the time ‘The Leitrim Advertiser’. 
The letter tells us the very first meeting of 
the club took place the previous Sunday April 
28th 1889 when during play there was “a 
little difficulty keeping within the rules”! The 
author, Mr. P Healy (Drumhallagh), stated 
that the local boys had formed the ‘Cloone 
O’Connells’ who intended “at no distant date 
to test their prowess in a friendly encounter 
with some of the neighbouring clubs”. Mr. 
Healy went on to state that despite huge 
emigration those at home were “determined to 
help on the good work of reviving our national 
games and pastimes”. The club played their 
first match in Ballinamore on Whit Monday

1889 at a football tournament organised 
by the Ballinamore William O’Briens. The 
tournament was played before 2,000 people 
when “the fair sex graced the meeting by 
their presence in large numbers”. Cloone 
took on Lower Drumreilly Grattans with this 
“spiritedly contested” match being level at 
one point each at half time. After the teams 
changed side at the interval Cloone went on 
to win their first match in their first fixture 
by 0-3 to 0-1. In their next match that same 
day Cloone O’Connells played Feanagh Sons 
of St. Callian. Cloone lost by 1-06 to 0-00. 
However the club were complimented for 
their participation given they were only a few 
weeks in existence. The first elected secretary 
of the club was a Mr. J. Maguire. Football in

Cloone 1951 Senior Champions. Back: Paddy McCrann, Bill Clancy, Mike Dillon, Patsy Doherty, Michael Reynolds, 
Silver McHugh, Charlie Dillon, Jimmy Joe McCarty. Front: Pat Murphy, John Kilkenny, Frank joe Tiernan, Leo McAlinden, 

Pee Joe Heeran, Leo Kelly, Frank Quinn.
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John Gormley (Former President of GAA 
in Britain) &. Gerry McGovern (former 

Chairman of Leitrim GAA). Two Cloone 
men to hold senior officer positions

within the GAA

Leo-McAlinden - 
Selected on Leitrim Team 
of the Millenium 2000.

22 August 1998. Captains Cormac 
McAnallen, Tyrone and Cloone’s Seamus 

Maguire, Leitrim Cpatain, pictured with the 
Referee Seamus McCormack. All Ireland 
Minor football Semi Final, Croke Park.

Leitrim went through a lean period from the 
early to mid 1890’s up until the early years of 
the 1900’s. Records exist to show that Cloone 
fielded again in 1904 when they faced Mohill 
at a match in Gortletteragh. Although losing 
by three points to Nil at half time a resurgent 
Cloone took the lead near the end of the 
game with the Mohill team leaving the field 
and the referee Mr. H Reynolds awarded the 
game to Cloone.

In 1906 Cloone took part in the Upper 
Drumreilly Tournament and the report makes 
for interesting reading. The game was set and 
the gathered attendance showed evidence of 
“sobriety, self respect and Gaelic enthusiasm”. 
Given that this was a time long before Prunty 
Pitches or Astro Turf the teams were lucky to 
be able to avail of a field known as “O’Hara’s 
Rock”. The owner Mr. Patrick O’Hara had 
removed his hay crop the previous day at 
great inconvenience and this sufficient venue 
was described as having spectator capacity of 
20,000! Cloone played Fenagh on this day in 
a game which included “a little roughness” ! 
The report unfortunately confuses the result 
saying Fenagh scored a winning point yet the 
referee awarded the game to Cloone on a 
score of 0-3 to 0-1.

1911 brought the first notable victory with 
the first of many Senior Championships with 
victory over Ballinamore in the final. Around 
this time there were two teams operating in 
the parish, the other one being Corduff. The 
two amalgamated in or around 1925/26 only 
to have another team formed in the parish 
called Riverstown. In 1931/32 those two 
teams amalgamated and formed what proved 
to be one of the most successful teams in the 
history of club football in Co. Leitrim, winning 
9 championships in 17 years. 1934 was the 
first championship for the amalgamated 
sides and the captain in that year was Hubie 
Doherty. Further Championships followed 
in 1946, 1947, 1948, 1950 and 1951 while 
Cloone’s last victory was in 1980 giving the 
club a total of eleven titles, the second highest 
in the County.

The original grounds was a field belonging 
to John Harte. Then what became a more 
regular ground, ‘The Grange’ was used. This 
was a fine flat field kindly given by its owners 
for generations. In the days before developed 
grounds were used this was one of the finest 
fields used in the county for football. A sturdy 
ash tree in the corner was the changing room! 
This was used up to 1980 when the new
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grounds were opened by the President of the 
GAA at the time Padraig O Flionn, with the 
Artane Boys Band in attendance.

Many Cloone players have represented 
Leitrim since 1906/07 season when Cloone 
got its first representation on the county team. 
John Harte, Charlie Heslin, Michael Me Cabe 
and two other men whose surnames were 
Moran and Duignan represented Leitrim 
in those early days continuing right up to 
the 2013 panel of which Gavin Reynolds is 
a member. Former player Leo McAlinden 
RIP was selected on the Leitrim Millennium 
team while in recent times Cloone have 
had members hold high office in the GAA 
including current Connaught Council 
delegate and former Leitrim GAA Chairman 
Gerry McGovern and John Gormley former 
President of the GAA in Britain.

CLOONE LADIES GAA
Cloone Ladies Football Club was founded 
in 1972. The first Cloone Ladies team to

enjoy success was in the first ever Ladies 
Football Championship of 1972 and lined 
out as follows: Joan Lennon, Mary Duggan, 
Mary Kilkenny, Mary Smith, Rena Morrow, 
Maureen Doherty, Helen Duggan, Mary 
McGovern, Kathleen Dillon, Bernadette 
Fitzpatrick, Breege Smith, Rita Kavanagh, 
Anna Mae Fitzpatrick and Kathleen McGarty 
beating Aughavas in the final 6-04 to 1-01. 
At the AGM of the club in 1976 the officers 
elected were: Chairperson: Mary Quinn, 
Secretary: Maureen Doherty, Treasurer: 
Helen Quinn, Team Captain: Helen Duggan.

The club lapsed some years after and was 
reformed in 1986 having early success 
at underage level winning the U-12 
Championship in 1987 and the U-16 
Championship in 1990. In the same year, 
they won the Senior Shield. Cloone won the 
Minor and U-16 Championship in 1991. 
The following year 1992, was a milestone for 
the club winning the Senior Championship, 
Senior Shield and Minor Championship. The

Pictured at the presentation of new jersey's in 1992.
Back: Seamus Tiernan, Jimmy Joe McGarty, Albert Kelly, Paddy McCrann, Paddy Quinn, Pee Joe Heeran, Michael Heslin, 

Timmie Beirne. Front: Michael Reynolds, Berney Conway, Tommy Creegan, Patsy Doherty, Mickey Quinn, 
john Charlie Bohan, Mikejoe Brennan.

^13-3)
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Minors retained their title in 1993. Cloone 
won another U-16 Championship in 1999. 
The year 2000 was a very successful year 
for the club winning the Senior League and 
Minor Championship. 2002 was another 
memorable year for Cloone when they won 
the Senior Championship followed a few 
weeks later by winning the Senior League.

In 2006, for the first time Leitrim introduced 
a Ladies Intermediate Championship and 
Cloone won the inaugural title. In 2008, 
Cloone won four county titles, the U-12 
Championship, U-14 championship, Junior 
Shield and Senior B Championship. 2010 
proved another historic year for Cloone Ladies 
GAA. They won the Senior Championship 
and the Connacht League.

Over the years the club has regularly supplied 
quality players to the Leitrim Ladies team. 
In 1988 club players Caroline Mitchell, 
Mary Brennan, Doreen Mitchell and Sheila 
Heeran won All-Ireland Junior medals with 
Leitrim in Croke Park. In 2006 Cloone had 
five players playing on the Leitrim team who 
won the Connacht Final. These five went 
on to play in the All-Ireland Junior final in

Croke Park against Sligo. They were Sinead 
Brennan, Lorraine Brennan, Carla Creegan, 
Teresa Mylott and Aoife Kelly. The following 
year when Leitrim won the All-Ireland 
Intermediate Final we again had five players on 
the starting team, Sinead Brennan (Captain), 
Aisling Brennan, Lorraine Brennan, Eileen 
Donohoe and Teresa Mylott. When Sinead 
Brennan lifted the cup that day in the Hogan 
Stand she became the first Cloone person to 
receive a cup in Croke Park. In 2009, Patricia 
Forde won an U-14 All Ireland medal playing 
for her county. In 2012, Sharon and Yvonne 
Reynolds repeated this achievement by 
winning U-14 All Ireland medals.

In addition to this, Cloone girls have played 
leading roles on school and college teams 
winning many All-Ireland medals over the 
past two decades. The ladies club have strong 
structures in place at underage level to ensure 
that the tradition of ladies football in Cloone 
will continue for many years to come. They 
can also look forward to these young players 
graduating to form senior teams to emulate 
and perhaps surpass the success of former 
years.

Pictured at Cloone GAA Park Re-Dedication in 2012: John Reynolds (Treasurer), Michael Lohan (Chairman), 
Liam Reynolds (Secretary), Liam O'Neill (GAA President), Pat McNamara (Club President), Fr. Sam Holmes PP, 

Joe Flynn Co. Chairman.
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A Cloone Team of the 70's.
Back: Sean McGovern, Paddy Kelly, Pat Beirne, Peadar Moran, Gerry McGovern, Jim Beirne, Louie Moran, Kevin Moran. 

Front: Timmy Beirne, Jim Harte, Thomas Fitzpatrick, Jim McCabe, Kieran Brennan, Damien Brennan, Adrian Charles.

An U16Team in the 80s.
Back: Joseph Bohan, Fintan Heeran, Dermot Tiernan, Donal Kellegher, Kevin Doherty, johnny Higgins. 

Front: Aidan Heeran, Cathal Flood, Eamonn Kellegher, Barry Heeran, James Lohan, Mickey Lohan
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Damien Brennan and Brendan Conway shake hands before the 1987 team played the 1980 team in a tournament.

U-14 Team 1994.
Back: Mark Beirne, Enda McHugh, Paul McNamara, Pauric McGlynn, Seamus Maguire, Kevin Clancy, David McKeon, 

Alan Canning and trainers Tommy Beirne, Seamus Maguire & Pat McNamara.
Front: Paul Brennan, James McCabe, Tony Solon, Mark Solon, Gerard Moran, Donal Brennan, Adrian Nicholls, 

John Creegan, Adrian Kelly, Francie McHugh
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2009 Intermediate Championship winning team
Back: Dermot McCrann, Aidan Mulvey, Francis Reynolds, Seamus McCaffrey, Donal Brennan, Alan Canning, Kieran Casey, 

Declan Brennan, Damien O'Donnell, Pauric Harte, Liam Reynolds, Andy McGovern, Brian Mulvey, Mark O'Donnell. 
Front: Ronan Mulvey, Dara Tiernan, Mick Lohan, Mark Creegan, Mark Beirne, Gavin Reynolds (C), Seamus Maguire, Adrian 

Nicholls, Niall Brennan, Declan Tiernan, Sean Reynolds, Denis McCaffrey. Mascot: Darren Brennan.

Faces in the crowds at the 2009 Intermediate final
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Happy Cloone supporters after Cloone had won the 2009 Intermediate final
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Cloone NS students listen attentively as Damien Brennan introduces the 2009 championship winning side

Pairc Naomh Mhuire Cluain in summer 2012 Former club President Mikejoe Brennan
celebrates his 80th birthday with his

Cloone Cake!

Cloone GAA Celebrate outside McKeons Bar in 1987
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Cloone Ladies Team 1972.
Back: Mary Duggan, Kathleen Dillon, Mark Kilkenny, Mary McGovern, Helen Heslin, M Smith, Connie McCabe. 

Front: Kathleen O’Donnell, Anna Mae Fitzpatrick, Joan Lennon, ?, Mary Rose Quinn, Bernadette Fitzpatrick, 
Rita Kavanagh, Rena Morrow. Missing from photo is Bridie Derwin.

Cloone Ladies Team 1974.
Back: Helen Quinn, Monica Moran, Helen Duggan, Mary Kilkenny, Mary Duggan, Rena Morrow, Maureen Doherty. 
Front: Mary Moran, Siobhan Doherty, Bernadette Fitzpatrick, Mary Quinn, Kathleen Fitzpatrick, Joan Fitzpatrick.
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1984 U-12 Champions.
Back: John Kelly, Michael J. McNamara, Conor McCrossan, Michael Cunniffe, Joe Bohan, Barry Heeran, Fiona Heeran, 

Aidan Donohoe. Front: James Lohan, Mel Kellegher, Patrick McNamara, Barry Mitchell, Mickey Lohan, Stephen Donohoe, 
Gerard Creegan, Brian O'Higgins, Barry Murphy. Men at back: John Charlie Bohan and Fr. Peter Bohan.

The last Cloone team to line out in The Grange.
Back: Jevin Morrow, Tom Foy, Padraig Quinn, Louie Brennan, Mick Harte, Adrian Charles, Louie Moran, 

Brian Mulvey, Kevin Moran, Jim Foy, Gerry Moran, Declan McCabe.
Front: John Dillon, Kieran Brennan, Sean Doherty, Martin Mulvey, Damien Brennan, Padraic Conway, 

Timmy Beirne, Gerry McGovern
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Cloone 1972 Leitrim Intermediate Champions. Back: Kieran Brennan, Aidan Foley, Tommy Derwin, Ciaran McGovern, 
Jim Beirne, Gerry McGovern, Jim Sheridan, TP Lennon, Kevin Moran, Paddy Kelly

Cloone
Leitrim Senior Football Champions

1980

(Back) Colm Moran, Louis Brennan. Shane Keegan, Joe Harte. Kevin Moran, Gerry Lennon, Brian Mulvey, Mick Harte, Adrian 
Charles, Gerry McGovern. Joe McNamee, Brendan Moran. Gerry Moran, Paudge McCrann 

(Front) Gerry Mulvey. John Dillon. Martin Mulvey. Sean Doherty. Louis Moran. Padraig Conway. Damien Brennan (Capt.). 
Kieran Brennan. Padraig Quinn. Declan McCabe (Manager). Timmy Beirne
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<< Pictured at the official 
opening of St. Mary's Park 
on May 25th 1980 are 
L to R Gerry McGovern 
(Club Secretary), Damien 
Brennan (Park Dev. 
Chairman), Seamus 
Shortt (Club Chairman), 
Bishop Cathal Daly, 
Bishop of Ardagh and 
Clonmacnoise, Paddy 
Flynn GAA President, 
George O'Toole (County 
Board Chairman), Fr.
Peter Bohan PP Cloone, 
Stanley Cox, (County 
Board Secretary), Aidan 
McGowan (Leitrim Co. 
Board)

Cloone Ladies - Leitrim Senior Champions 2010

Cloone Ladies celebrate their Championship win in 2010 Cloone stalwarts: Michael Reynolds, Mike Joe Clancy and 
Paddy McCrann
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SJP Alb
GAA Club of the Year Awards

Cloone receive Leitrim AIB Club of the Year 2002. Presentation in Croke Park February 3rd 2003.
Back: Gerry McGovern, Enda Tiernan (Club Chairman), Sean McCague (GAA President), Alan Burke (AIB), Dermot 
Tiernan, Sean McGovern. Front: Mick Harte, Barry Mitchell (Treasurer), Louie Brennan (Secretary), Shane Tiernan.

Members of Cloone U12 and School team pictured in Croke Park with their mentors in 2012
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CDy CDemoRies op CCoone QAA
6y Kevin fofey, (Che Qede.

My first involvement with Cloone GAA was 
as a school boy in 1957. After a lapse of 
many years Cloone club was formed again 
following a meeting in Dillon’s shop in 1958. 
The Committee formed was as follows: 
Chairman, Hubie Doherty Vice Chairman 
PJ Heeran; Secretary John Pat Dorigan; 
Assistant Secretary Nicholas McCarthy and 
treasurer John Joe Donohoe. A 25 card drive 
was organized to raise funds with tickets % a 
crown each.

A senior team was entered for the 1958 
championship and included some of the old 
stalwarts of the earlier championship winning 
teams such as Jimmy Joe McGarty, Charlie 
Dillon, Paddy McCrann, and John Charlie 
Bohan. The highlight of the year was beating 
Aughavas in a sports tournament played in 
the Grange as well as the return of players 
such as Frank Quinn who had been involved 
in the Connacht Railway cup of that year and 
Master Pat Conefrey who had won a senior 
Championship medal with Erin’s Hope team 
in Dublin in 1957.

Cloone competed in 1959 and 1960 
championship with no success. In 1961 a 
parish league took place with three teams 
Adoon, Corduff and Drumloughan playing 
each other on two occasions. Drumloughan 
beat Corduff in the final. The team was

Goals: Eugene Mitchell

Back Line: James McCabe; Mike Joe Clancy 
(Full back and captain); Jim Gray

Kevin Foley

Half Back Line: Kevin Foley; Pat Ryan John 
Joe Donohoe (Esker)

Midfield: Frank Conlon; Johnny Monaghan

Half Forward: Brendan Moran; Paddy 
Solan, Patsy O’Higgins

Full Forward line: Donnagh McAlinden; 
Frank Keegan Jim Foy.

1962 was a most successful year for Cloone 
Club; with a minor and Junior championship 
win. This only happened twice in one year in 
the history of the club, the other time being 
1944 when Cloone won senior and minor 
championships.

Cloone won 10 senior titles before their first 
junior title. There was no senior championship
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winner in 1962 as it was declared null and void 
until 40 years later the Leitrim County Board 
awarded the championship title to Melvin 
Gaels. In 1963 Cloone was only one of four 
clubs competing in the senior championship 
along with the Aughavas, Melvin Gaels and 
Carrick, Ballinamore having been suspended.

Cloone won the senior league title in 1963 
beating Aughavas in a semi final in Corriga 
and Melvin Gaels in the final. The senior 
championship was played on a league basis 
with Aughavas winning the 1963 final. 
Cloone won the minor championship in 
1963 to complete a two in a row for the club. 
There was great hope for this young Cloone 
football team and but for the scourge of 
emigration they would have surely won many 
senior titles. No further success came until 
1966 when Cloone won their only under 16 
title beating Dromahaire in a final played on 
1 November in Manorhamilton. The under 
16 panel were as follows: Jim Harte Captain; 
Michael Tiernan, Tommy McNamee, Gerry 
Moran, Louis Moran, Liam McKeon RIP, 
Paddy Beirne, Seamus Colreavy, Martin 
Dowd, Sean O’Neill, Damian Brennan, 
Michael Heslin, Timmy Beirne, Tony 
Canning, Ciaran, Joe and Gerry McGovern .

Cloone completed in the championship 
of 1967 and 1968 and won the Junior 
championship in 1969 beating Drumreilly in 
the semi final and Gortlettragh in the final on 
a score line of 2-2 to 0-7 points. They beat 
Glencar in the final in Manorhamilton on a 
score line of 3-5 to 1-8.

The club began to hold dinner dances, the 
first one taking place in 1968 in the Sliabh 
an Iarainn hotel in Ballinamore with 200 
people attending. At this stage a new set of 
officers had taken over the running of the

club including Kevin Foley, Michael Heslin, 
Pat Beirne, Mike Joe Brennan, Jim Foy and 
Gerry McGovern. The dinner dances were 
a great success over the next number of 
years with over 200 attending annually at 
venues from The Annaly Hotel Longford, 
Kilbracken Arms Carrigallen, Kellys Hotel 
Mohill, Carrick and Rooskey. Nowadays the 
Dinner dances have given way to “Come 
Dine with Me” with catering done through 
the assistance of the local community.

Cloone won the inaugural intermediate 
championship in 1971 and again in 1972 
and were unlucky not to win several senior 
championships in the 1970s being beaten by 
Aughawillan and Ballinamore in semi finals.

1975 saw Ballinamore beat Cloone by a point 
after Cloone recording wides in the high 
teens. They were extremely unlucky not to 
have won a senior championship that year.

At this stage clubs were beginning to develop 
pitches and Cloone club officers decided 
to acquire their own grounds.. A general 
meeting was held on Good Friday 1977. 
Charlie Mitchell had been approached for 
to purchase a football grounds and over 20 
people pledged £100 each to help fund this 
undertaking,. Tickets were sold over the next 
couple of years in 19 of the 26 counties. It 
was illegal at the time to go into Northern 
Ireland to sell tickets and this rule was obeyed 
for the most part except for one short selling 
incursion by Nancy Brennan. Fundraising 
continued in 1977, 1978 and 1979 and St 
Mary’s new park opened on 25th May 1980.

It was officially opened by Paddy McFlynn 
GAA president from Co Down. 1980 was a 
great year for Cloone when they won a senior 
championship defeating Gortletteragh in the
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final after a 29 year gap. They also won club 
of the year in 1980. During my decades of 
involvement with Cloone GAA club many 
great stalwarts and supporters went to their 
eternal reward , I will only mention two of 
them James Keegan Glebe Cloone who died 
in January 1962 had the distinction of kicking 
the only score in the 1911 championship final 
against Ballinamore. A serious argument 
ensued as to whether it was a goal or a point as 
a rope was used for the crossbar at that time. 
However in the end it did not matter as it was 
the only score of the game. I also want to 
mention Hubie Doherty who passed away in

1978. Hubie holds the record in Leitrim for 
captaining the most winning teams. He was 
captain of the Cloone Championship winning 
team of 1934; 1937; 1942; 1944; 1946 1947 
and 1948 while they were narrowly defeated 
by Tully in 1945.

Cloone have a great record in senior finals 
having played in 13 and won 11. Their 
only defeat was in 1918 when they lost to 
Aughnasheelin which was played in 1919 
when Aughasheelin won their one and only 
senior title.

<.

Hubie Doherty - a GAA stalwart through the clubs early years
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Ctoone QAA Ro(( op Ll onociR

YEAR HONOURS YEAR HONOURS
1911 Senior Championship 1974 Intermediate League

1933 Martin cup 1975 Senior League Div. 2

1934 Senior Championship, Senior League, 
Martin Cup

1978 Senior League Div. 2

1935 Murray Cup 1980 Senior Championship, Official Opening of 
New-Park,
Club of the Year Award

1937 Senior Championship, Fr. Lynch Cup 1981 Minor championship (as Eastern Harps 
with Fenagh)

1940 Senior League 1983 Under 12 League Div. 2

1942 Senior Championship, Senior League 1984 Junior league,
Minor Rural League

1944 Senior Championship, Minor 
Championship,

1985 Over-30 Championship

1946 Senior Championship, Senior League 1986 Over-30 Championship

1947 Senior Championship 1987 Over-30 Championship
Senior League Division 2

1948 Senior Championship, Senior League 1989 4 Teacher School League

1949 Senior League 1988 U12 Special League

1950 Senior Championship 1990 Junior Championship

1951 Senior Championship 1998 Junior Championship

1952 Senior League 2000 U-16 Divisional league
Junior Div 4 league
Intermediate Div 2 league
Ladies U-18 championship
Ladies Senior league

1953 Senior League 2001 U-16 Divisional league

1962 Junior Championship, Minor
Championship

2002 Ladies Senior Championship
Ladies Senior League
Leitrim Club of the Year

1963 Senior League,
Minor Championship

2008 Senior B Shield
Ladies Junior Shield
Ladies Senior B Championship

1966 U-16 Championship 2009 Intermediate Football Championship
1969 Junior Championship 2010 Ladies Senior Football Championship

Ladies Connaught League
1972 Intermediate Championship 2011 Division 5 Championship

2012 Division 5 League
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TZhe LeirRim QrCs op 2007
6y Pee CDchugh

Come all you Gaelic football fans, I pray you lend an ear 
And listen to those verses I mean to let you hear.
It’s all about our brave colleens, whose aim it was to win, 
To make their mark in the great Croke Park 
And bring home their Mary Quinn.

As we left from Lovely Leitrim, of fear, there were no traces.
They would show to all they could handle a ball as well as pretty faces.
Now on that bus there were lots of us, we had some mighty craic,
But our sole aim was to win the game and bring our Mary back.

We had maidens fair from Dromahair, Drumshanbo, Dowra,
and all around the Manor,
We had the brave Michelle who did excel when we beat the Banner.
We had colleens brea from around Drumsna, from Eslin, and from Carrick 
We had girls galore from Ballinamore, Newtowngore, and down near Derada Wood, 
We had one from Mohill and from Dromad, and one from Kilmacud.
Now the Wexford crowd were pretty proud, they thought our game they’d ruin,
But they didn’t plan for our Willie clan, or our gallant five from Cluain.

Now the game it started slowly, we were pretty slow to settle,
But with Aisling and Meave at centre field, they soon would show their metal.
The fullback line they were sublime, they were pretty, tough, and wily 
Our captain Sinead upon the square, Mary McKeon out on her own, 
and Catherine Holohan from Drumreilly.
The three half backs were brilliant stemming the attacks, their names can’t be forgot, 
Our dear Lorraine to steer the train, brave Charlene Tyrell, and 
our gallant Treasa Mylott.

Damien Brennan son Brian in pre-match
parade
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The three-quarter line they were divine, those girls tried and true,
They were Eimer McGlade, whom they could not shade,
The brilliant, courageous Sarah likewise Eileen Donohoe.
The inside three were a treat to see, they would fill your heart with glee,
The great Anna Conlon the brave Michelle, and our lovely, lively Anne Marie.

Well the game was only ten minutes on when Wexford were four points up, 
they thought we’d lost our bottle,
But soon we’d show how we could go when we’d pull down the throttle.

Our forwards they were stern stuff, they would show they were no softies,
They would take the game to Wexford, the Rossies, and the Corthies.
Well within the next four minutes our lassies had a spree,
We had a point apiece from Eileen and from Sarah and two from Anne Marie.

By now things were going pretty good with the scoreboard showing level,
Our ladies now had warmed up and were going in full swing,
While you could hear the Slaneys rumble
But before my eyes and without surprise I saw Lorraine to tumble.
I thought I heard her moan,
Well you could see quite plain she was in pain, she had broke her collar bone.

Now our management were hit with shock, this had them in a spin
But we had a tried and trusted sub, so they called in Sinead Quinn.
I thought this incident would upset us, that it might set us back,
But no, be jay, we were ok, and formed another attack.
Well our efforts were rewarded, and soon we were on top,
It was our valiant Sarah, she had another two points up.

Well the clock was moving onward, it was coming near half time.
We had them in a fix.
While we had an impressive eight points up sure they had only six.

Now the half-time whistle sounded, and towards the dressing rooms we bounded, 
Now with the break we had time to break or draw our wind,
While some would wet their whistle,
Some would gaze and laze around, and some would sit and nestle.
Our Catherine Holohan was unfortunate, and she was feeling sore,
She wasn’t happy to continue so she was called ashore.

Now without any apprehension they called on Mairead Stenson to try to fit the bill. 
When she got the invitation she had no hesitation the vacancy to fill.
By now the break was ended with some minutes being extended,
T’was time for the second throw in.
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Well the Wexfords they were plucky, and with the break got lucky, and before another minute 
there was only one point in it.
Well to and fro the ball did go, and Wexford got a goal.
It was the perfect fit;
It would give the Gories courage and
They’d make a game of it.

Well to be fair to Wexford of late or ninety eight, they put up a fearless
but friendly battle,
With points and wides and misses, and sometimes the bar would rattle.
Now the Wexfords launched many and many attack, they thought they could excel,
But our backs were blooming excellent and their forwards we did quell.
Well Wexford tried and tried again, they tried many and many a route,
But our rear guard were all up for it and they pucked the ball back out.

Now the clock was moving onwards, and we were two or three points up.
Well they huffed and puffed like champions, and thought a goal they’d squeeze,
And when they thought they had beat the backs, our number one was there
And there again our brilliant, lovely, sweet Louise.
At last the long whistle sounded and we were up by four,
T’was a game we willed to win
You could hear the roar in Ballinamore, we were bringing home our Mary Quinn.

Now to conclude and not be rude, there are two I’d wish to mention
One is our brilliant Sarah, who throughout the game did strive
And apart from other contributions, on the scoreboard she put five.
The other was a treat to see, she would fill your heart with glee
She put eight upon the slate. She put them o’er the bar from near and far
Our brilliant sweet Marie.

Now to all you heroic ladies which have played throughout last year, 
And as yet not got a mention
To leave you out it would no doubt, not be my intention,
There was Misses Egan, Farrell, and Fowley, McManus and McAwley 
Girls who wouldn’t funk it,
There were Sweenys and McWeenys and a lovely young Claire Plunkett
But what e’er your fate in 208 we want to sing aloud
Ye were dauntless ye were brilliant; ye did our lovely county proud.

Scribe, Lovely Leitrim Ladies Football Fan.
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LeitRITT) [)<\RRieRS
6y CIioiyias CDuRigan.

On Christmas Eve 2003 John Reynolds 
casually mentioned that his horse, after 
bringing Santa to Mohill was now going out 
and would probably not come in again until 
the show in Mohill in August. Shay Fox 
innocently asked if there ever was a hunt in 
Mohill. This casual remark set in motion 
the steps towards the resurrection after many 
years of a South Leitrim Hunt.

Over the following weeks John and Shay 
approached a number of horse people from 
the Mohill area and this was followed by an 
ad hoc meeting in Planxty Maguires to probe 
the idea further. At a subsequent meeting 
it became clear that there was considerable 
support for the idea however there was also 
some doubt as to whether farmers would be 
as enthusiastic.

It was proposed that we would have a trial 
hunt on Easter Sunday. A small number of 
landowners were approached and a course

decided upon. It was decided that there would 
be no dogs used at this hunt, that it would 
start in Mohill pass through the townlands of 
Boeshill, Treanmore, Tawneghmore, Lough 
Rinn, Errew, Lurga and return to Mohill via 
Tullyoran. Easter Sunday 2004 was a glorious 
morning and was matched by the crowd who 
turned out to see the hunt assemble on Hill 
Street. Volunteer stewards, of which there 
were many ensured the event went off without 
incident or injury. On return to Mohill the 
many riders some relatively inexperienced 
were glad to dismount and stagger precariously 
to anything that resembled a seat. What had 
been a great day was defused at the news 
that a young man from the area (also a horse 
enthusiast) had died earlier that day. After 
horses were hosed and put away an enjoyable 
evening with refreshments followed. The 
2003 / 2004 hunting season was now over and 
that was the only hunt of that season however 
the following season was somewhat different.

Leitrim Harriers pictured in the Camp Field before the John Mee Memorial Hunt 2011
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A date in July was set for an A.G.M. 
to formally constitute a Leitrim Hunt. 
A very well attended meeting ensued 
and Officers were elected and Field 
Staff appointed. A decision was made 
to immediately register and affiliate to 
the Hunting Association of Ireland. A 
calendar was drawn up for the coming 
season identifying 12 hunts at different 
locations in south Leitrim.

That season two hunts were held in 
Cloone, the first on 7th November 
2004 and the second on 2nd January 
2005. They started in the village 
and passed through the townlands of 
Drumhallagh, Edergole, Drumbore, 
Annaghmaconway and Annaghbrennan. 
Up to fifty riders participated in each 
hunt so many that in fact horses had to 
be brought in from other hunts to cater 
for the demand. Among them were a 
number of people from the Cloone area 
including Mick Moylet, James Mee, John 
Mee (RIP), Louise Heuston, Seamus 
Tiernan, Michael Murphy, David Fox, 
Caroline Mee, Kevin Me Keon, Brian 
Higgins, Louise Kelly, Padraic Bohan 
(Chairman) and Sean Kilkenny.

“Leitrim Harriers” are now well 
established with their own pack of 
hounds in the kennels of our Huntsman 
James Mee at Drumbore and hunt on 
a regular basis in Leitrim and Sligo 
weather permitting.

What started with a casual conversation 
ten years ago has become something 
that is part of rural life in Leitrim. 
Despite the difficulties of hunting in 
Leitrim anyone who was lucky enough 
to buy a horse that had successfully 
negotiated the whitethorn hedges, big 
banks, bottomless drains, stone walls 
and enormous ditches of the Leitrim 
Hunts could easily ride with any hunt in 
any part of the world.

pXRRieR And

<\RRieR:
RemembeRing

John CDee
7^

It can safely be said that the 
late John Mee was one 
Ireland’s finest all round 
horsemen. He was born in 
1975 on the family farm at 
Drumbore where he grew 
up accustomed to horses 
and ponies. He would later 
become a skilled harrier, 
trainer, huntsman and farrier
a skill which he developed 
further during a period in the United States. 
On his return home he set up his own business. 
He travelled all over Ireland shoeing horses 
with renowned meticulous care. His ability to 
calm and shoe the most agitated of the equine 
family was well known.

He was instrumental in assisting with the 
development and reinvigoration of the South 
Leitrim Harriers with his brother James in 
2003. He attained the role of reserve whip and 
worked tirelessly to develop the society with his 
lead of hunts where his bravery was to the fore. 
He inspired and was idolised by the younger 
members as an excellent horseman.

John was well known and highly regarded by 
all who knew him as a charismatic and unique 
character whose talents and potential were 
tragically cut short following a fatal motor 
cycle accident on Sunday 27th 2008 at the 
untimely age of 33.

His passing caused widespread regret as a 
person who left a vibrant impression on all 
who knew him. John is survived by his wife 
Liz, son John; his brothers James and Robbie, 
Drumbore and his sisters Caroline, Fiona and 
Sharon. He is remembered annually in the 
John Mee Memorial Charity Hunt.
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TZluo Loc<\( CDen ChMR 
LeiCRiin Co. Council.

Pictured below are Damien Brennan (FG) 
and Jim Joe Shortt (FF) who both served 
as elected members of Leitrim Co. Council 
and both held the position of chairman 
of the Council. Both Damien and Jim Joe 
championed the further development of 
Cloone and its environs over many years and 
worked tirelessly for the Community. After 28 
years of serving on Leitrim County Council, 
Fine Gael Cllr Damian Brennan finally took 
his seat at the top table when he was elected

as Cathaoirleach of Leitrim County Council 
at the AGM on Friday, June 29 2007. Jim 
Joe Shortt had served as Cathaoirleach for 
four terms during his 30 years as a Member 
of Leitrim County Council. His terms in 
the chair were 1990-1991, 1997-1998,
2002-2003 & 2008-2009. Jim Joe also held 
the National position of Chairperson of the 
General Council of County Councils (now 
known as Association Of County And City 
Councils).

Damien Brennan Cathaoirleach 
Leitrim Co Council

Jim Joe Shortt Cathaoirleach 
Leitrim Co Council
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Cfoone AgRicuCruRAf Shocu 
CeCebR&res irs 25rh QxrheRing

James CDoRan, Show p.R.O. Looks hack ar a CJuaRreR CenruRy 

op Annual CeledRarions

Munich may have its Beer Festival, Rio 
de Janeiro its Mardi Gras, Tralee its Rose, 
Dungloe its Mary and Cloone has its annual 
“Show Case” on the August Bank Holiday 
Monday.

Since the show was launched in 1988 under 
the banner of Macra na Feirme, the event 
has grown in stature and has adopted the 
slogan of been “one of Ireland’s leading and 
friendliest agricultural shows”. Failte Ireland 
would be pleased to know that the committee 
places great emphasis on the show’s friendly 
aspect with the result that it could now be

regarded as two or three day event by some 
visitors. The only break in the sequence was 
the “No Show” in 2001 due to the foot and 
mouth scare which thankfully evaded our 
shores. The question often asked is when the 
initial idea of the event was conceived. Was the 
“light bulb moment” at a Macra na Feirme 
meeting in the village or a meeting of the 
Cloone contingent at Modular Cold Stores 
Ltd. in Mohill? I don’t know the answer but I 
can quote Val Fitzpatrick of the “Ceili House” 
who remarked at one of our fundraising table 
quiz nights that a two mark question is as 
hard as a six marker when you don’t know the

Committee 2013 Back (L to R) Hugh McGovern (Vice-President), Jim Cunniffe, Adrian Nicholls, Gerry Conway, Micheal 
Clancy, Tom McNamara (Vice Chairman), Pauric Kelly (Vice-President). Front (L to R) James Moran (P.R.O.), Andy McGov
ern (Chairman), Emer Clancy (Joint Secretary), Paula Shortt (Joint Treasurer), Deborah Nicholls (joint Secretary), Fr. Sam

Holes (H. President) Missing: Sheila Canning (Joint Treasurer) and Timmy Beirne (President)
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answer! At the very start there was an overlap 
of two committees and it was not unusual to 
have a dual mandate. Everyone was pleased 
that permission was readily given to use the 
grounds of Fatima N.S. and the Community 
Centre as the show venue by Fr. Peter Bohan 
and the Parish Council. It was also fortunate 
that the core number of the steering group 
were employees of Modular Cold Store Ltd. 
Mohill. It’s managing directorTimmy Beirne, 
clerical and floor staff were all very supportive 
of the venture in every way possible. On behalf 
of the committee it is appropriate to record 
our thanks to the Beirne family for their loyal 
and unwilting support over the years, not 
forgetting their assistance when the show got 
a new home on the Ballinamore road in 2002.

Initially part of the preparations were 
advertising the event locally and nationally 
through the media. At that time Sheila Heeran 
from our own Macra club and Caroline 
Moran, (Eslin Macra club) and myself were 
representing Leitrim in researching and 
presenting a programme on Shannonside 
FM called “Into the 90s”, which reflected the 
activities of Macra and the challenges facing 
the younger generation. One of the guests on 
the programme was the late Peter Murphy 
who was the voice of Irish agriculture and one 
of the best known quiz masters in the country. 
He kindly agreed to do a voice over on the 
show advertisement. Peter’s co-host on RTE

Radio 1, Monica Carr was a special guest on 
a later show. Fundraising commenced in the 
form of raffle nights, card drives, and church 
gate collections. Of course we cannot forget 
the sponsors, and donors of financial and 
material prizes including cups and trophies, 
whose support was immeasurable in ’88. 
Twenty five years later they are still paramount 
as an important vein of revenue.

On the Thursday before the Bank Holiday 
in 1988, the secretary Michael Heslin was 
informed that the printers we had engaged 
could not print the programmes in time 
due to time restraints. Frantic phone calls 
resulted in Newline Fastprint Ltd. in 
Castlebar doing the publishing. Entries 
were taken over the phone at the printing 
office and the show’s first programmes were 
printed less than twenty four hours later. 
The printers certainly lived up to their “fast 
print” title! On the eve of the big day, after 
the field and indoor preparations were almost 
completed, a meeting lasting four hours was 
held in the Community Centre under the 
chairmanship of Andy McGovern (also the 
current chairman), the secretary Michael 
Heslin, his wife Maureen and the treasurer 
Thomas Canning. Two and a half hours 
were allocated to planning the finer details 
of the field events and one and a half hours 
was given over to the co-ordination of indoor 
competitions and activities. The meeting was

James Moran Show PRO, Tom McNamara Vice Chair, 
Bernie & Timmy Beirne Show Venue 2011.

Andy McGovern with his Dermot Kelly with pony 
grandson Andy in1993 Misty 1992

Q'ty'S,
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like the G Summit but without the security. 
The following morning preparations were 
completed and assisted by willing voluntary 
helpers we launched the first ever Cloone 
Agricultural Show, an event that is still fondly 
remembered as a great occasion in the parish. 
The day was one of the warmest of’88 which 
added greatly to its success. All classes were 
very well supported by exhibitors and patrons 
who travelled long and short journeys to make 
the event a memorable “gathering”. The 
introduction of subsequent new initiatives in 
the form of “special attractions” ensured the 
show’s popularity graph was on an upward 
climb in the succeeding years.
These included:-
• Ireland’s Biggest Wildlife Display
• Best Dressed Lady
• Bonny Baby Show
• Ducking Chair and Bouncy Castles
• Guess the weight of Animals
• Belle of Cloone (3-7 year-olds)
• Vintage Show
• Sean-Nos Dancing
• Musical Entertainment
• Sheep Dog Demonstration by Tommy 

Prior, Drumloughan
• Ostriches
• Dog Show
• Donkey Derby and Farrier Demonstration
• Driving for Style and Appearance

Programmes also included an All-Ireland 
Heifer Class sponsored by Gerry Stenson 
Hardware Ltd. Mohill.

The show has been fortunate over the years 
to have excellent committee secretaries, joint 
secretaries and treasurers; key positions in 
any organization. Secretarial stalwarts have 
included Maureen and Michael Heslin, 
Streamstown: Martina and Martin Mulvey 
Drumhalla; Michael Mylott, Drumhalla 
and Olivia Clancy Kiernan, Drumloughan. 
Present day our joint secretaries are sisters 
Emer Clancy and Deborah Nicholls who 
do trojan work behind the scenes. Treasury 
duties have been handled by Thomas 
Canning, Paschal Keegan, David McKeon, 
Sheila Heeran McCrann and at present by 
Sheila Canning, (wife ofThomas) with Paula 
McGovern Shortt who is following in the 
footsteps of her father Hughie of The Grange 
who has assisted the show from the very start. 
The Chairman’s roll-of-honour is a shorter 
one with Andy McGovern and Martin 
Mulvey filling the important chair with the 
Vice-Chairpersons being Gerry Conway, 
Andy McGovern again and Tom McNamara, 
Kiltyfea. The Chairman takes on a referee’s 
role and all important issues are discussed 
thoroughly. Verbal table tennis is good and it 
is important to use the table at all times. The

John McGovern, The Grange with the overall 
Cattle Champion at first show in 1988

Maureen Heslin Secretary 
1997 presenting Best Dressed 
Lady Prise to Kathleen Dillon 
Reilly, Cloone & Birmingham

Jim Cunniffe with his prize 
winning mare in 1998
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committee represents a team effort: There is 
no “I” on the team. On show day the parade 
and exhibition areas are manned by committee 
members and voluntary help. The sheep need 
secure holding facilities and are looked after 
by the two Seamus Maguires, senior and 
junior and Jim Cunniffe who also kindly 
allows his field to be used as a car park. A local 
wit once remarked that when you buy sheep’ 
you want to put them into your neighbour’s 
land and then they will break into your own’. 
Tight security means they don’t head off for 
Ballinamore show! Chairman Andy mans the 
cattle rings and Vice-President, Pauric Kelly 
and the Vice Chair ‘Packie Tom’ look after 
the equine enclosures. Over the years Patricia 
Morrow, Mae Canning, PJ and Kathleen 
McGarry, Mary Donohue, Maureen Murray 
and the three Sheilas, Sheila McCrann, 
Sheila McGovern and Sheila Canning have 
kept the programme moving smoothly in 
the marquees. They are ably assisted by 
Aiden Donohue. The younger generation are 
looked after with a hive of activities including

bouncy castles and slides to name a few of the 
attractions. Michael Clancy, Adrian Nicholls, 
Seamus Maguire, Adrian Kelly and Eamon 
Kellegher keep the young energetic patrons 
happy. Maureen and Gus Cooke always have 
a busy afternoon in the canine ring where 
there are over a dozen classes to be supervised. 
M.C. duties are in the capable hands of Gerry 
McGovern and his neighbour Michael Solan 
who has also manned the public address 
system in the past. Last but not least Emer 
and Deborah, the show’s secretarial sisters 
along with the Chairman have a long day in 
the office overseeing the day’s activities.

Over the last quarter century great support 
has been forthcoming from the local and 
national press and tourism bodies. Special 
mention must be given to Willie Donnellen, 
Gerry Taylor, John Connolly, Donal 
O’Grady and in the more recent past Leonie 
McKiernan and Claire McGovern of the 
“Leitrim Observer”. Thanks also to the local 
media correspondents in taking phone calls

Committee 2006 Back (L to R) Hugh McGovern, Seamus Maguire, 
Eamon Kellegher, Pauric Kelly, James Moran (P.R.O.), Micheal Clancy, Tom 

McNamara (V.Chairman), Timmy Beirne (H. President)
Front (Lto R) Martina Mulvey (J. Secretary), Olivia Kiernan (J.Secretary), 
Andy McGovern (Chairman), David McKeon (J. Treasurer), Sheila Heeran 

(J.Treasurer), Fr. Cathal Faughnan (H. President)

Tom Grey gets an award for life long 
service to the Letrim Draught 

Horse Society

®^5>
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and messages at short notice. Shannonside/ 
Northern Sound is also an important means 
of communication with the public.

Back in the late ‘80s Ireland had high 
emigration and unemployment and today 
history is repeating itself. We have had the 
‘CelticTiger’ era or as some people call it the 
“fantasy years”. These years offered gourmet 
food, murder mystery weekends, mother and 
daughter breaks, male sport expeditions, fly 
fishing, out-board sailing, pony-trekking, and 
gracious living. You could drink up, dry out, 
stop smoking, get healthy, lose weight, gain 
weight, be excessive, shop ‘til you dropped, 
spend like there was no to-morrow so long as 
you could pay.You could hear opera, Karaoke, 
country, rock, pop, trad and chamber music 
or a combination packaged as “world music”. 
Luckily other things don’t change or at least 
very little. A quality Irish Draught mare 
still stands out. Flowers add colour to any 
environment. A quality champion in the cattle 
ring still deserves a “Q” mark and good soda 
cakes or boxty will disappear off the plate very 
quickly.

In conclusion tribute must be afforded to 
everyone who assisted the show over its 
twenty-five years of existence: The families 
who supported the committee members by 
taking phone calls and messages when the 
time arose: The venue owners, the sponsors 
and donors of all prizes, cups and trophies: 
All the willing voluntary workers and helpers: 
The Garda Siochanna, the Civil Defence and

the local and national press and radio. The 
Committee thanks sincerely all supporters of 
fundraising nights and church gate collections 
and of course the patrons who spend the 
popular day out in Cloone on August Bank 
Holiday Monday. We also thank the judges 
and the special attractions personnel.

C.A.P., (Common Agricultural Policy), is 
being watched very carefully by farmers all 
over the country at the moment. This year 
in particular C.A.P. takes on a new meaning 
locally - Cloone Agricultural Platform! I 
don’t think Brussels will mind their stage 
being hi-jacked for one day of the year!

Members of the 2013 Show Committee 
are:

Honorary President: Fr. Sam Holmes

President: Timmy Beirne

Joint Vice
Presidents: Pauric Kelly

Hugh McGovern

Chairman: Andy McGovern

Vice/Chairman: Tom McNamara

Joint Secretaries: Emer Clancy 
Deborah Nicholls

Joint Treasurers: Paula Shortt 
Sheila Canning

P.R.O.: James Moran
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Cloone p\ces And pieces

‘The Three Sheilas' Sheila Canning, Sheila Gallogly & Sheila Heeran at Gerry Conway, Brian & Eimear O'Higgins
Cloone Show

Happy Dancers at a Cloone GatheringShane & Betty Creegan with Sam Maguire

Kathleen Maguire, Gubbs, Maggie Reilly, Roculliorf, 
Mrs. Nicholls Camber.

Going home from the Show: Mickey Lohan, 
Seamus 'Snow'Tiernan, Hughie McGovern 

& Seamus McBrien (Aughavas)
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Margaret & Tom Crawford Annamaconway & Birmingham with Timmie and Katie McHugh
Jim Joe Shortt & Micheal and Sean Quinn in background.

Breege Mulvey says farewell Dolly after sale of pub in 1992Ireland Rugby Captain Brian O'Driscoll with his 
groomsmen pictured having a last minute drink in 
Creegan's Bar before his marrige to actress Amy

Huberman at St. Joseph's Church Aughavas

Lower end of village in 1992 with Doherty's Hall in background
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Finnoula and Tanya Canning, Cornagher Kay, Patricia and Breege Pope

Solon Family continuing the Irish Music Tradition - 
Michael, Mark and Tony

Pat O 'Donnell, Mahana

The Mulvey Brothers, Gerry, Martin and Brian Gavin Reynolds pictured dismantling the old Press Box
make the Mud Turf at Cloone Park in 2010
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Ctoone RecReAnonAf, SpoRrs, 
?DeRir<\ge And NAtuRe traiC 2013, 

borhAR Na NaottiK.
6y ScATDUS ClCRnAn

THE ROAD NOT TAKEN

Two roads diverged in a yellow wood, 
And sorry I could not travel both 
And be one traveller, long I stood 
And looked down one as far as I could 
To where it bent in the undergrowth.

Many of our 
Cloone Home 
comers will no 
doubt be familiar 
with Robert 
Frost’s poem and 
will at this stage 

in life have met many a turn and cross roads 
where they pondered which route to take. No 
doubt also “as way leads on to way” many will 
never have contemplated being back along 
this road once more. Our Homecoming 
and School Reunion Festival 2013 provides 
a small opportunity for some of our return 
visitors to gaze again back down that “road 
less travelled” and reminisce with friends and 
neighbours they have long since parted with 
at some crossroads along their chosen way.

Some of our “roads less travelled” in recent 
times were the small laneways and pathways 
west of Cloone village that were once arterial 
routes to school and church, shop and pub 
as well as the way to the bog to supply fuel 
which provided heat and light and cooking 
for people from the surrounding area.

One week in The first completed section
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How appropriate then in this year of the 
Gathering 2013 that our Homecoming 
Committee took up the mantle begun by 
Cloone Tidy Towns Committee in planning 
a Recreational, Sports, Heritage and 
Nature trail in the overgrown pathways on 
the western side of Cloone village. Leader 
funding was sought under the Heritage 
category and research was carried out to 
establish landowners along the route as one 
of the grant conditions. Special appreciation 
must be given to all these landowners who 
facilitated our project and especially to those 
through whose land the walkway passes.

One of the pathways known locally as “The 
Saints Pass” had remained in the memory of 
most of the older landowners along the route 
but what its original purpose or the origin 
of the name remained shrouded in the mists 
of time. Imagine our surprise when in the 
course of research for this book, Evelyn Kelly 
established that it had been the burial route 
for the monks from Cloone monastery on the 
way to their graveyard on the top of Caldragh 
hill. It should not come as too great a surprise 
however as many of the place names around 
Cloone such as Glebe and Grange refer to 
monastery lands and historical information 
indicates that a thriving monastery stood here 
for many centuries so that much of the land 
in the vicinity of Cloone may have at one time 
been owned by the monastery.

I travelled all these overgrown pathways with 
our local Engineer Michael Murphy in the 
latter days of January this year. The unusually 
heavy winter rains had made the pathways 
muddy and the fallen trees, briars and bushes 
provided many an obstacle along the way. The 
overflowing bog holes obscured with fallen 
Willow, Birch and bushes resembled a scene 
from the Everglades, without the heat and the 
thought of this project ever becoming a reality

was as volatile as the gently falling snowflakes 
all around.

The routes were surveyed and mapped, 
consultations were made and access 
agreements put in place, approvals were 
sought and granted by Leitrim Co. Council 
and the National Parks and Wildlife Service. 
Contract documents were prepared and 
lodged and guided through the online, 
etenders public procurement process by 
Michael and on February 5th all the necessary 
documentation was lodged to Leitrim 
Development Company to apply for a 75% 
grant under a heritage measure. This was the 
only area for which grant funding was still 
available to restore these pathways to their 
former glory. I often wonder what all those 
men who had travelled the route scrawknife 
in hand and slean on their shoulder would 
have made of huge Plant hire companies from 
across the country competing in a tendering 
process to restore their pathways. As the men 
and women, young boys and girls, urged their 
donkey and cart or turf laden creels along
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their carefully maintained pathways shouting 
to their friends and neighbours along the way 
little did they ever imagine that here in 2013 
communications would be made between 
Cloone and a call centre based in Estonia for 
guidance on the somewhat arduous etendering 
public procurement process required for the 
project. As the months from February rolled 
past and despite a very favourable evaluation 
by Leitrim Development Company our faith 
in the outcome for the venture began to 
waver since this was the very last year of the 
present Leader Funding and though we knew 
our project might be there for another day, 
the deadline to have it for our Homecoming 
Festival in early August was fast approaching 
and the Leader budget was also running out. 
Finally on the 29th of May confirmation came 
through that we had received our grant and 
the successful contractor from the tender 
procedure Frank Reynolds Plant Hire LTD. 
wasted no time in getting the enterprise 
underway.

As I write this piece track dumpers clatter 
their way along the Saint’s Pass and diggers 
small and large stretch and strain their 
hydraulically powered limbs. No longer 
to be seen are the men clad in white shirts 
armed with sleans tempered in the local forge 
but rather these diggers come from far off 
Japan, bearing the foreign sounding names 
of Komatsu and Hitachi as they mould and 
shape the pathways surfaces to a quality never 
dreamt of by our users from by gone days. 
The Cloone Recreational, Sports, Heritage 
and Nature trail has finally become a reality 
and will be a resource to be enjoyed by locals 
and visitors alike for many years to come.

Back towards Cloone at the river bend

When you travel on the newly rejuvenated 
“Bothar Na Naomh” this year, spare a 
prayerful thought for all those who travelled 
this route to bog or church or school or 
indeed to their final resting place on Caldragh 
hill and Pm sure from the grandeur of their 
eternal home they will spare a prayerful 
thought for all of us too.
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C(oone (Sidy ZZocuns Commirree
by COonica Reynold's

Cloone Tidy Towns committee is in existence 
since the early eighties, with a lapse of a 
few years thereafter. We returned to the 
competition in 1992 and have been taking 
part on an annual basis since then.

Members of ClooneTidyTowns in this period 
were Breege Mulvey, Elizabeth Mitchell, 
Peter Charles, Maureen Tiernan, Imelda 
Charles, Bridie McGovern, Patricia Lohan. 
Sadly over the years some members passed 
away. The current members are:-

Monica Reynolds

Elizabeth Mitchell

Eugene Mitchell 

Evelyn McKeon

Chairperson

Secretary

Treasurer

Assistant
Treasurer

Since 1992 the village has undergone a 
complete overhaul, new signage, wider roads, 
underground cables, old stone walls repaired 
and where necessary new ones erected.

New landscaping has been carried out at 
both entrances to the village and also within 
the village itself. Extensive landscaping has 
been carried out in the new graveyard and 
shrubs planted therein. St James’Tower was 
completely restored and given a facelift with 
night time lighting added and shrubs planted 
along the access laneway.

The Fr. Conefrey Memorial was relocated 
and the road widened, flower beds were 
built on the stone wall on the south end of 
the village and on the point of the Old Fair 
Green.

Cloone Tidy Town Committee pictured in Dublin Castle receiving their Special Endeavour Award in 1998.Back 
row: Breege Mulvey, Maureen Tiernan, Supervalu Rep, Bridie McGovern, Peter Charles, Imelda Charles. Front: 

Lilly Mitchell, Tommy McCartin (Chairman Leitrim Co. Council), Minister Noel Dempsey, Tidy Town rep. 

<2/352zS
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Cloone Old School has been well maintained 
and painted regularly and is getting an extra 
facelift for this year of “The Homecoming.”

A considerable amount of tree planting has 
been carried out at both entrances to the 
village and on the Green area behind the old 
school. It is our intention to further develop 
the green area.

Down through the years the committee has 
worked closely with Leitrim County Council 
and FAS Community Employment scheme 
and both have helped greatly in achieving 
our aims and getting our village to the high 
standard it is at today.

New Cloone signs were erected and stone 
flowerbeds were built around them giving a 
good first impression of the village.

Down through the years all those 
improvements have resulted in higher marks 
in the tidy towns competitions and indeed we 
have increased our marks every year.

In 1998, 2000 and 2001 we received the 
Endeavour award and in all subsequent 
years we were either highly commended or 
commended.

We have participated in Leitrim Floral Pride 
Competition for many years and have been 
awarded prizes every year including the 
overall prize on a few occasions.

In 2012 we engaged the services of Meehan 
Tully and Associates Ltd to assist us in 
preparing a five year action plan for the village. 
Some of their proposals have commenced and 
the nature trail is being developed this year.

Cloone is a village of great beauty and 
heritage with a lot of enthusiasm and pride 
in its people.

We look forward to further success in our 
endeavours and achieving our goals.

Working for Cloone Tidy Town’s in 2013 from left: Monica Reynolds, Eugene Mitchell and Lilly Mitchell

<^351^,
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CDode Rn (Si mes 
- IDouj rhings <\Re in 2013.

While most of this publication is centered 
on a Cloone of bygone days the book will of 
course be a reference for future generations 
who may also wonder what Cloone was like 
in 2013 when the book was written. The 
population of Cloone is difficult to accurately 
say given that the Census figures go across 
parish boundaries in certain areas but it is 
roughly in the region of 450 people. There 
is one primary school serving the parish and 
is located in the village with approximately 
56 pupils. The village is served by two pubs 
(Creegan’s and McKeon’s) and three shops 
(Doherty’s, O’Higgins and Tiernan’s) and 
one butcher shop (McGovern’s) which 
opens at weekends. The village has seen huge 
improvements in recent years with street 
realignment, new footpaths, refurbishments 
to the GAA Park, Community Centre and 
Church and a new waste water treatment 
plant at the southern end of the village. There 
are roughly 50 inhabitants currently in the 
village.

Communications are going through an era of 
change; and while the local Post Office closed 
two years ago electronic communications 
are becoming more dominant. Broadband 
internet is available through two private 
companies, although the area currently lags 
behind on available speeds in relation to 
more urban areas. Consistent mobile phone 
coverage is a common communications issue 
and has been for some years now.

Social and recreational life in Cloone in 
2013 is primarily through voluntary clubs 
and societies which range from sporting 
activities of the GAA to more indoor based 
clubs such as the ICA and Active Age. The 
GAA club fields teams in youth grades up 
to U-14 along with two adult teams. The 
ladies club also field youth and adult teams. 
The Community Centre is a hub of activity 
hosting pre school activities in the morning 
and then becoming more multi purpose in 
the evening time with activities including 
bingo, meetings, card games, fitness classes 
and sporting activity being held regularly. The 
largest social gathering annually is Cloone 
Agricultural Show which continues to attract 
large numbers of exhibitors and patrons. 
Another large gathering has taken place each 
year is ‘Come Dine With Me’ which brings 
the community together for a meal and some 
entertainment in the Community Centre in 
the weeks just before Christmas. The event is 
organisied by the GAA and usually attracts 
over 200 people. Perhaps one of the more 
unusual social events is ‘The Cloone Bank 
Holiday’ which first began in 2006. The 
brainchild of idle minds unimpressed with 
the number of bank holidays each year it was 
decided to have Cloone’s own bank holiday 
on the first Monday in July. The event attracts 
a lot of young people and is usually celebrated 
with a popular band playing in Creegan’s and 
a BBQ on Sunday evening.
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Economic activity is primarily focused on 
agriculture with retail, transport, construction 
and other skilled labour also providing 
employment. There is also significant number 
of people working in nearby towns with 
employers ranging from banking, engineering 
and office administration to hospitality and 
public sector workers. The age old curse of 
emigration is still unfortunately with us and 
the need for employment is as great now as at 
any time in our past.

The inhabitants of the parish are predominately 
Roman Catholic with a number of Church of 
Ireland families. There are also members of a 
Christian fellowship who celebrate their faith 
locally.

Weather is always a popular topic of 
conversation and this year is no exception 
with Ireland after enduring a particularly 
tough and cold spring which saw farmers

having to import fodder from France and the 
UK. Thankfully that is now a distant memory 
as we enjoy our hottest summer in years. As 
we prepare for our Homecoming Festival, 
Cloone is basking in temperatures of up to 
29°C. Many farmers are currently making 
hay, a sight not seen for many years.

Although nationally Ireland is enduring 
very challenging economic times, Cloone 
has been greatly enhanced in the last twenty 
years. Combinations of grant aid and local 
fundraising by a host of voluntary committees 
have enhanced facilities, the village has 
visually improved and the community 
generally has benefited from a better quality 
of life. While Cloone as a community will face 
many challenges and changes in the coming 
years we can only hope that their impact will 
contain as many positives as the changes that 
have gone before us.

A view down Cloone Village in 2013
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Ctoone (ZhRough rhe ^eARS

Cloone Village

Cloone in 1930s
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Solans Garage Cloone Village in 1950's

Barracks and Parochial House in 1930’s
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Cloone in late 1950s

Cloone Village Early 1960s
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Social Cvenrs ChRough Che ye<\Rs

Cloone GAA Dinner Dance 1971: Joe Cooney, Tommy Gallogly, George Crawford, Pat Canning

Sgt. McDermott's Retirement: Sean Cooke, Charlie McGowan, Sgt. Tommy McDermott, Peter Charles, 
Micheal Cooney, Owen Mitchell, Michael Reynolds
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The Kaisers Band: Harry O’Flynn, Josie Creamer, 
Paddy Kelly, Micheal Solon

Kevin Lennon, Mick Bohan, Frank McHugh, 
Helen McHugh, Kathleen Tiernan.

MACRA NA FEIRME CLOONE

A Grand Variety Concert
AND DRAMAiIC I NTERTAINMENT 

tin sid of above «ili be held in

THE PAROCHIAL HALL, CLOONE

SUNDAY NIGHT, 18th FEBRUARY. 1951

Cloone liinianu Uaeladac Dramatic lr-ipe wiE 11, -era i tbi - ait i-oiucd'. 
entitled "THE 1 HESTM I

followed by a laughable -ketch THE VOl Mi EELLOW."
And Miinerou- tuuci-n Item-.

Doon, open at *.30 p.ui.; nmmeiicing at s p.ui.

TICKETS 1/6 EACH|

Macra Poster Patsy McGowan and Gerry McGovern rehearse their lines 
for a Cloone play

A Party in Michael Reynolds of Gortnaraw Concert in Old School in early 80s
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Cross Roads Dance at Dillons with band on the veranda

I
Crowd at cross roads dance at Dillons Cross
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■■MMMIlIHRIMHiaMMHMBIIinMMHHMnBMHi
Crowds at the Fishing Festival at Keeldra in 1966 to hear Larry Cunningham

Anglers Dinner Dance in 1960s
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Group of Creamers and McCranns at 1950s Carnival.

FCA Guard of Honour at Cloone Old Church after Confirmation 1963. Front Michael Reynolds, 
3rd from right Cathal Moran, 5th from right Eamonn Moran
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Cloone’s only ever Scor winners, 1993 Novelty Act team. L to R: Michael McHugh, Caroline Maguire, Alma Creegan, 
Genevieve Beirne, EndaTiernan, Keith Mitchell, Angela McHugh, Niall Brennan

Youth Club photo in new Millenium
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Chief Superintendent Michael Bohan formerly from Clooneen officially opens Cloone Community 
Centre on Easter Sunday 1987

Ready for off at the John Mee Memorial Hunt in 2011
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Drumharkan Glebe townland in 2012: L to R: Marie Hanly, Hugh McGovern, Brian Gallogly, Kevin Gallogly, Niall Brennan, 
Kevin Reynolds, Deirdre Brennan, Eoin Brennan, Conor Brennan, Darren Brennan, George Argue, Liam Reynolds, 

Michael Heslin, Irene Argue, Sean Doherty, Maureen Heslin, Charlie Mitchell, Maria Cunningham ,Frank Cunningham, 
Pee McHugh, Kevin Foley, Claire McGovern, Teresa Slevin, Michael Cunningham, James McGovern, Betty Foley,

Paula Shortt, Helen Reynolds, Sean McGovern, Bernie McGovern, Mary Mitchell, Kevin Reynolds, Mary McGovern, 
Isobel Cunningham, Eamonn Cunningham, Angela Cunningham.

Purchaser CLOONE NEW CHURCH BUILDING FUND

Address GIGANTIC DRAW
IN AID OF ABOVE

NS 30003

N° 30001
Stller

£100
£50

FIRST PRIZE:
DONATED BY REV. FR. P. FRAWLEY, P.P., 

CLOONE.
SECOND PRIZES

DONATED BY VERY REV.
W. CANON QUINN, PJ>., LANESBORO.

Blocks and remittance on or before 
July lOih, 1MB tot— Peter Charles, 

Co. Leitrim, or Owen Mitchell, 
Drumleua, Qoone, Co. Leltrlsa.

Draw takes place at Marquee Dance in Cloone 
on Thursday Night, August 1st, 1968.

TICKETS: ONE SHILLING EACH. £1 PER BOOK.
Permit granted by Supt. F. T. Murphy, Carrick-on-Shannon.

A ticket sold as part of fundraising for new church in 1968
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Members of Cloone GAA after completing a Sponsored Cycle to Carrick-On-Shannon in 2011

A full community centre for Come Dine With Me in 2011
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Adoon National School

Drumloughan National School

r--

Corduff National School
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Cloone pxces And Places

Dermot McCrann, Ciaran McGovern, Paul O'Donnell, 
Nicky Gallogly, Kevin Reynolds

At the opening of St. Mary's Church Cloone in 1970:
Mary Carroll (Clooneen), Minnie Pope (Cloone), 

Annie Quinn (Cloone), Mrs. Pat Redehan, Bride Pope 
(Cloone), Mary Lynch-Quinn.

Connie Canning, Siobhan Doherty, Kenneth Prior, Anne Kellegher Una and Brenda Flood
and Geraldine McGarty

A frosty Camp Field view Bernie and Michael Murray, Adoon
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Leo Kelly, Padraig Kelly, Packie Mitchell, Tommy Creegan and Anne Moran John Gormley, Drumhallagh

John Joe, Lizzie, Michael and Mary Pictured at Drumloughan School Reunion Mass. Michael Clancy,
Gormley, Drumhallagh. Fr. Ciaran McGovern, Evelyn McKeon, Kevin Foley, Betty Foley.

Sporting some nice moustaches for Movember 2012: Back: Mick Fitzpatrick, Keith Mitchell, Mark O'Donnell, 
Micheal Clancy, Gavan Reynolds, Alan Canning, Aidan Donohoe. Front: Gerry Keegan, Eugene Mitchell, 

Pauric Forde, Joe Reynolds, Michael Lohan.
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Environment, Community and Local Governmenl

This project received grant aid from the Leitrim Development Company Rural Development Programme which is financed by the Irish Government under the 
Rural Development Programme Ireland 2007-2013 and by the European Agricultural Fund for Rural Development: Europe investing in Rural Areas.
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